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Given the celebrity frenzy of the post-millennial climate, as described by Chris Rojek in 
Fame Attack and other celebrity theorists, Broadway followed suit and celebrity names were 
seen with regularity on Broadway marquees in the first two decades of the twenty-first century. 
While Broadway has nourished numerous individuals into becoming stars, those who are upheld 
above others for the significance of their work and accolades, celebrities are those whose private 
life garners more attention and interest than their work. My dissertation provides a critical 
reading and analysis of the performances of theatrical stars, film celebrities, television 
personalities, and reality television celebrities who starred in Broadway musicals from 2003-
2018. The television series American Idol premiered 2002, democratically “electing” celebrities 
plucked from the obscurity of the ordinary. The shockwave effects began to be seen throughout 
the entertainment industry by the following year and the Broadway musical, as always, adjusted 
to the celebrity zeitgeist. However, a new shift began near the end of this period as Broadway 
performers began to harness their own celebrity through the internet and social media. Although 
it remains to be seen, this change could lead to a new shift in the production and reception of 
Broadway musicals, where Broadway celebrities take center stage. 
v 
Each chapter of my dissertation builds upon the work of Marvin Carlson in The Haunted 
Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine and Walter Benjamin in “The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction.” My dissertation discusses how the ghosts of a celebrity’s personal 
life haunt their performance and reception in a Broadway musical. Following an examination of 
three theatrical luminaries, each subsequent chapter analyzes different types of celebrities–film, 
television, and reality television. In his 1935 essay, Benjamin discussed the inherent loss of the 
artistic aura through the new technological advancements of the era, specifically the camera lens. 
As celebrities are typically consumed through their images produced by print, film, and/or 
television, an aura is absent. However, an aura is present in a theatrical space, and, as this 
dissertation argues, therefore, each celebrity produces an auratic emanation, creating different 
relationships with audiences. Each aura and relationship is dependent upon the type of medium 
associated with each celebrated figure. Following an analysis of performances of theatrical stars 
Nathan Lane, Patti LuPone, and Audra McDonald, each chapter examines different types of 
celebrities: film celebrities Daniel Radcliffe in How to Succeed in Business Without Really 
Trying (2011), Emma Stone in Cabaret (2014), and Hugh Jackman in The Boy from Oz (2003) 
and Hugh Jackman, Back on Broadway (2011); television personalities Christina Applegate in 
Sweet Charity (2005), Lauren Graham in Guys and Dolls (2009), and Neil Patrick Harris in 
Hedwig and the Angry Inch (2014); and finally competitive reality television series contestants 
Tamyra Gray from American Idol in Bombay Dreams (2004) and Rent (2007), Grease: You’re 
the One That I Want winner Laura Osnes in Grease (2007), and Legally Blonde: The Musical–
The Search for the Next Elle Woods champion Bailey Hanks in Legally Blonde: The Musical 
(2008). 
vi 
The use of celebrity casting in Broadway musicals did not always work harmoniously 
throughout this period of examination and as a popular art form is always malleable. I argue that 
with advancements in internet accessibility and social networking, theatrical stars have the 
ability to reach beyond those within the musical theatre domain. By providing insight into their 
private lives on a global scale, they are permitted to enter the contemporary world of celebrity, 
perhaps negating the perceived necessity of casting celebrities on Broadway. This is best 
exemplified by the meteoric rise of Lin-Manuel Miranda through his musical Hamilton (2015) 
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Broadway in the Age of American Idol: Celebrity and the Broadway Musical,  
2003-2018 
I’m gonna be a celebrity 
That means somebody everyone knows 
They’re gonna recognize my eyes 
My hair, my teeth, my boobs, my nose. 
… 
Ooo, I’m a star. 
And the audience loves her. 
And I love the audience. 
And the audience loves her for loving them. 
And I love the audience for loving me. 
And they just love each other 
… 
And that’s show biz, kid. 





In the John Kander, Fred Ebb, and Bob Fosse musical Chicago, Roxie Hart, a 
young woman who murders her lover for trying to end their tryst, dreams of stardom and 
realizes that her only way of escaping the death penalty is to become so adored by the 
public that she cannot possibly be convicted. In the vaudevillian-dreamlike number 
“Roxie” in the first act, our leading lady performs for that audience, works for that love 
and admiration, to achieve the “our”—owned and belonged by the audience through the 
use of the possessive. The 1996 revisal of Chicago has become a sort of revolving door 
for celebrity performers.2 Actress Melanie Griffith, former Backstreet Boy Kevin 
 
1 John Kander and Fred Ebb, “Roxie.” Chicago: A Musical Vaudeville. Words by Fred 
Ebb, Music by John Kander, and Book by Bob Fosse and Fred Ebb (New York: Samuel 
French, 1976), 46. The emphasis is used to indicate when the male ensemble is singing 
while supporting Roxie. 
2 A revisal, or a revised revival, more than simply mounts a production of a previously 
staged piece but alters it in such a way that might have changes in elements of the show, 
including in the book, score, and design. See Bruce Kirle, Unfinished Show Business: 
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Richardson, television daytime talk show host Wendy Williams, and Canadian figure 
skater Elvis Stojko, along with numerous others from a variety of performance genres, 
have starred in the Broadway revival.3 And although these individuals haven’t all played 
Roxie Hart, they have all taken celebrity bows on the Ambassador stage. Despite, as 
some would attest, lacking the training and talent that is typically required to find oneself 
in such a position, these individuals along with many other “Celebrity Cellblock” 
denizens, have been headliners on Broadway, a site outside the media in which they each 
respectively have come to be known.4 These are celebrities on Broadway—something 
entirely different from a Broadway celebrity, which has not been a part of the celebrity 




This dissertation analyzes the interaction of Broadway and celebrity in several 
ways, the concepts of a celebrity on Broadway and Broadway celebrity, and why this 
matters. Daniel Boorstin famously wrote that a celebrity is “a person who is known for 
his [sic] well-knownness,”5 and while theatrical performers have assumed this aura of 
celebrity for centuries, following the advent of film and television, their status has 
 
Broadway Musicals as Works-In-Process (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 2005) for further exploration. 
3 The production opened on Broadway in 1996 at the Richard Rodgers Theatre and 
subsequently moved to the Shubert Theatre and the Ambassador Theatre (See “Chicago: 
A Musical Vaudeville,” accessed August 5, 2020, 
http://www.ibdb.com/production.php?id=4804). 
4 The Chicago musical website had a section, now closed, titled “Celebrity Cellblock” 
highlighting their use of celebrity casting.  
5 Daniel Boorstin, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America (New York: Vintage 
Books, 2012), 57. 
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changed. Hit reality television programs like American Idol democratically created new 
celebrities out of ordinary people, while also permitting direct participation between 
viewers and contestants. Celebrity frenzy in the United States increased at a rapid pace, 
and the theatre industry followed suit.6 As a site for musical theatre, a popular art form, 
Broadway constantly changes, adapting to the current zeitgeist to its best ability. With the 
abundance of celebrity journalism and increase in nearly twenty-four-hour media 
celebrity coverage, the terrain of the arts and entertainment industries has been altered. 
Given the demand for celebrity content in multiple arenas of entertainment, a common 
perception is that audiences crave star power, which led to celebrity names appearing on 
Broadway marquees with increased intensity throughout the first two decades of the 
twenty-first century. While investment in a Broadway musical has always been a risky 
endeavor, with the ever-escalating costs of running a Broadway musical, the economic 
climate of producing is more tenuous than ever before. In 1988 the notorious musical flop 
Carrie cost a staggering $8 million to produce, but that is well below the average cost of 
producing a musical and has been for years.7 While this is in part due to the increasing 
presence of corporate producers setting standards for Broadway musical production 
values and spectacle, it is also a reflection of the economics of the arts and entertainment 
industries. Producers have found it necessary to attempt to match the grandiosity of other 
 
6 American Idol began airing in the United States in 2002 on the Fox Network, following 
in the footsteps of its British predecessor Pop Idol, which ran in the United Kingdom 
from 2001 to 2003. 
7 Ken Davenport, “What’s the Average Cost of Putting on a Broadway Show?,” The 
Producer’s Perspective: A Broadway Producer’s Opinion on Everything Broadway and 
Beyond, accessed March 15, 2016, 
https://www.theproducersperspective.com/my_weblog/2012/06/whats-the-average-cost-
of-putting-on-a-broadway-show.html. Davenport based his information on the data 
collected by the Broadway League.  
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forms of commercial culture. As exemplified by the casting of Chicago, familiar faces 
from various areas of popular culture can be seen in plays and singing and dancing in 
Broadway musicals. They are typically hired to play their roles because their 
recognizability to the public—their fame—ostensibly persuades fans to buy tickets and 
attend their favorite celebrity’s Broadway performance. More often than not, audiences   
are enamored by the individual’s merit in various fields, be they actor, singer, television 
host, athlete, or any variety of public acknowledgement, but because audiences also have 
the ability to engage with the individual’s private life through a host of media outlets 
overwhelming the public, they are celebrities on Broadway.  
Before beginning this examination of Broadway celebrity and celebrity on 
Broadway, I must clarify the definitions that I will be using when ascribing the terms 
“star” and “celebrity.” While there are scholars who write about celebrity employing one 
term specifically throughout their work, differentiating between stars and celebrities as 
two separate delineations, others use the two terms interchangeably. For the purposes of 
this dissertation, I recognize the differences between these two concepts, as the term 
Broadway star is used frequently while Broadway celebrity is, according to celebrity 
theorists, a misnomer—regardless of how strongly theatre fans believe otherwise. A 
“star” is one who is recognized in his or her field, upheld above the masses. Graeme 
Turner clarifies the difference between star and celebrity, writing, “the precise moment a 
public figure becomes a celebrity…occurs at the point at which media interest in their 
activities is transferred from reporting on their public role…to investigating the details of 
their private lives.”8 The probing and reporting on the private lives of celebrities provides 
 
8 Graeme Turner, Understanding Celebrity (London: Sage Publications Ltd., 2004), 8. 
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the opportunity for a more personal connection between fan/audience and the celebrated 
individual, and typically the more the audience can see themselves as the celebrity, the 
longer their celebrity status lasts. In her discussion of celebrity gossip magazines, one of 
the primary manufacturers and proponents of celebrity in the media machine, Andrea 
McDonnell notes that “narratives about the personal lives of female celebrities help make 
those stars knowable to readers, enhancing the identification and parasocial interaction 
that audiences experience and encouraging readers to use celebrity narratives as a way of 
thinking about their own lives.”9 The ability to see oneself as living “just like” the 
celebrity is crucial to continuing a celebrity status, and icons are too far removed, 
“catapult[ed]…into an even more distant galaxy of perfection,”10 to be used for the 
purpose of my work. Furthermore, Daniel Herwitz in The Star As Icon: Celebrity in the 
Age of Mass Consumption writes, “Only a few have the right physiognomy, the right 
story, at the right time, with the right media attention, to simultaneously live in the glow 
of the film star (whether or not they have acted in movies) and the soap opera of 
television and tabloid.”11 He continues, “Icons differ from mere celebrities by virtue of 
their star quality—and from other stars by virtue of the way the public reads their star 
quality against the narrative of their life.”12 I am not using the term “icon” as my work is 
 
9 Andrea McDonnell, Reading Celebrity Gossip Magazines (Malden, MA: Polity, 2014), 
23. While McDonnell’s work is more specifically in reference to female celebrities due to 
the fact that the primary target reader of gossip magazines are women, this phenomenon 
can be applied to male celebrities, as well. NOTE: Some of the theoretical texts use 
present the term para-social with the hyphen, but most do not. The hyphen will be used 
only when in a direct quote from a source. 
10 Daniel Herwitz, The Star as Icon: Celebrity in the Age of Mass Consumption (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 21. 
11 Herwitz, Star as Icon, 20. 
12 Herwitz, Star as Icon, 27. 
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a discussion of celebrity and Broadway and it is yet to be determined whether the 
individuals that I am using as case studies in this dissertation are elevated into the 
echelon of icon beyond the theatrical domain—though that may be determined in the near 
future. In summary, I use the term star to describe an individual acknowledged for their 
significance in their field and the term celebrity to describe an individual whose private 
life merits more reportage than their work. I do not use the term icon unless quoting 
source material.   
Herwitz notes that “television, tabloid, talk radio…are the pure form of 
commodity value, the system that sets the value celebrity,”13 and while theatrical stars do 
appear on television and radio talk shows to promote their latest productions, their 
personal lives are not the reason for the interviews. While the glimpses in the private 
lives of Broadway musical theatre performers have been of primary interest to those fans 
already within the theatrical domain, rarely is this seen on a global or even national scale.  
Because of the relatively inconsequential demand for a deeper look into those 
performers’ lives, media outlets rarely, if ever, report on them. For this reason, the term 
Broadway celebrity seems to be a contradiction in terms. But, as this dissertation shows, 
a shift occurred within the theatrical community and mass media and how the two 
interact, setting the stage for the emergence of Broadway celebrities. “[C]elebrity has 
become a valued power resource”14 and that power can be understood as celebrity capital, 
as defined by Olivier Driessens expanding upon Pierre Bourdieu’s field theory. He 
writes, “celebrity capital is…accumulated media visibility through recurrent media 
 
13 Herwitz, Star as Icon, 18. 
14 Olivier Driessens, “Celebrity Capital: Redefining Celebrity Using Field Theory,” 
Theory and Society 42, no. 5 (September 2013): 543–60, 543. 
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representations,”15 and in the first two decades of the twenty-first century, even a small 
semblance of it was used to gain access to the Broadway musical stage. In this 
dissertation, I speculate on what the potential future holds for a Broadway musical reliant 
upon non-theatrical celebrity participation by examining the reception of musicals that 
feature celebrities and those which do not, both critically and economically.  
Additional terminology used to describe famous individuals includes those who 
are known for their work or appearances on television. While colloquially these 
individuals, including actors on television series, hosts, and reality show participants, are 
referred to as television stars, theorists acknowledge them as “personalities.” Because 
they have achieved fame on the household television, they are unable to accomplish the 
same aura of stardom as those from film, because they are not meant to. Fred Inglis 
writes, “In the cinema, for instance, the audience could see the stars in colossal close-up, 
could watch their gigantic lips meet and touch, but could only do so sitting in the dark, 
more or less solitary, and eerily without any physical propinquity to these intimacies.”16 
But this experience of grandeur is not the same when viewing television programs. 
Television “[p]ersonalities simply perform (what the audience sees as) themselves, the 
more seamlessly, the better…one of the attributes of the television personality is the 
ability to appear to eliminate the distance between their performance and themselves.”17 
Additionally, the television celebrity scholarship that is most often cited, the work of both 
John Ellis and John Langer, in Seeing Things: Television in the Age of Uncertainty and 
 
15 Driessens, “Celebrity Capital,” 553. 
16 Fred Inglis, A Short History of Celebrity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010), 
11. 
17 Turner, Understanding Celebrity, 15. 
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“Television’s ‘Personality System’” respectively, state that because the viewer has 
formed a much more intimate parasocial relationship with the personality by interacting 
with them in the comfort of the family or living room, the personality lacks the 
appropriate aura distinguishing them as someone of elevated “star” status. Despite the 
fact that the work of both is decades old, little has been contributed to the field since to 
challenge this perception. Yet Deborah Jermyn writes, “The hierarchy once headed by 
cinematic stars has apparently shifted as glamorous names from film, TV and other 
arenas feature alongside one another as equal objects of desire and public interest.”18 
Additionally, as films have become ever more accessible, from DVD to On Demand and 
streaming platforms, cinematic stars can be absorbed more intimately on televisions and 
computers. This is encouraging that work is being done in the field, ensuring that 
television theory will be able to address the newfound celebrity status performers on 
television are clearly achieving. 
In his work Celebrity, theorist Chris Rojek delineates types of celebrity in a way 
applicable to my work: “ascribed,” “achieved,” and “attributed” celebrity.19 Ascribed 
celebrities have garnered their status due to their lineage; their parents were celebrated 
and, therefore, they are as well. For example, American Idol season six winner Jordin 
Sparks, who appeared as Nina in In the Heights, already garnered celebrity due to her 
famous father, former New York Giants football player, Phillippi Sparks.20 Achieved 
 
18 Deborah Jermyn, “‘Bringing Out the [Star] in You’: SJP, Carrie Bradshaw and the 
Evolution of Television Stardom,” in Framing Celebrity: New Directions in Celebrity 
Culture, ed. Su Holmes and Sean Redmond (New York: Routledge, 2006), 73. 
19 Chris Rojek, Celebrity (London: Reaktion, 2001). 
20 For a discussion of how American Idol producers attempted to hide her lineage as they 
thought it did not fit the American Idol brand, please see Amanda Scheiner McClain, 
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celebrities are those who have merited their standing due to their own accomplishment, 
such as Idina Menzel, who gained celebrity status following her voice work in the Disney 
animated film Frozen. When the media, whether with the willingness of the individual or 
not, foists celebrity upon an individual for little conceivable reason, their status has been 
attributed. Linnethia Monique Leakes, more commonly known as Nene Leakes, a reality 
show “cast member” of The Real Housewives of Atlanta, was so well liked that her 
celebrity spread, leading to guest spots on multiple television shows, both scripted and 
reality, and eventually led to her playing, Madame, the Wicked Stepmother, in the 
closing Broadway cast of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Cinderella in the fall of 2014, for 
example. Celebrities that appear on Broadway fall into each of these categories. 
The face of Broadway theatre changed dramatically in the new millennium and a 
celebrity has appeared on nearly every Broadway stage during each theatrical season, 
though, as noted, they were not theatrical celebrities, per se. Rarely have these 
individuals’ celebrity statuses been created and cultivated in the theatre, although they 
may have returned for repeat visits; rather, they come from other realms of popular 
culture. In 2013, New York Times theatre critic Charles Isherwood wrote that despite the 
critical and commercial failures of several celebrity/Broadway ventures, “there’s little 
chance that the steady stream of ill-conceived (or not) celebrity-driven production will 
abate any time soon,” adding that “the Broadway landscape as it is currently constituted 
will probably continue to make way for any big name of sufficient wattage, no matter 
 
American Ideal: How American Idol Constructs Celebrity, Collective Identity, and 
American Discourses (Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2011).  
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how mismatched role and actor may be.”21 In the first two decades of the twenty-first 
century, this practice occurred with more frequency than ever before, particularly in the 
mounting of revivals, driven by a celebrity-fueled society, circumventing actors, dancers, 
and singers who worked their entire lives towards the goal of starring on a Broadway 
stage in order for individuals more established in the media to take center stage. 22 Jo 
Piazza writes that this was all due to the rapid expansion of celebrity-based media, 
stating: 
Soon after the turn of the millennium, we saw the proliferation of weekly glossy 
magazines as well as a growth in televised celebrity news programming. This was 
followed in short succession by the rise of the Internet as a news resource, hence 
the onslaught of celebrity blogs. Whether we are obsessed with celebrities 
because the supply of outlets has increased, or the number of outlets has increased 
because of the demand fueled by our obsession, is a moot point.23  
As celebrities are used to sell everything from perfume to bottled water, it is clear that 
they are also being used to sell theatre as product. Elizabeth L. Wollman wrote in 2002 
that the corporatization of Broadway has “stylistically and economically [led] theater 
 
21 Charles Isherwood, “Theater Talkback: The Season of the Sputtering Starlet,” New 
York Times, March 21, 2013, http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/03/21/theater-
talkback-the-season-of-the-sputtering-starlet/?_r=0.  
22 For a detailed analysis, see Rojek’s works: Celebrity and Fame Attack: The Inflation of 
Celebrity and its Consequences (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2012), as well as 
Jake Halpern, Fame Junkies: The Hidden Truths Behind America’s Favorite Addiction 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2007). 
23 Jo Piazza, “Americans Have an Unhealthy Obsession with Celebrities,” Huffington 
Post, March 28, 2012, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jo-piazza/americans-unhealthy-
obsession-with-celebrities_b_1385405.html. 
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[into] becoming more like film and television than ever before.”24 Inarguably, Broadway 
has always been a business, but one that professed the production of works of art not 
mass product. By choosing to cast glamorous movie idols, familiar television 
personalities, rock and pop stars, and reality television celebrities in leading roles, 
Broadway musicals are masquerading as “products developed by committee and suitable 
for synergistic appropriation by the entertainment conglomerates that produce and market 
them,”25 or, global blockbusters. While the argument can be made that extending 
Broadway’s global reach and appeal is advantageous to the continuation and proliferation 
of the form, it does mean that compromises often need to be made, including subject 
matter and thematic content, frequently for the sake of a “name.”  
While not many other Broadway musicals had celebrities appearing on their 
stages with the same frequency as Chicago (perhaps due to their comparative lack of 
longevity),26 celebrities are quite visible on Broadway, as are their fans both in the house 
and at the stage door. Yet due to their celebrity status, each individual brings something 
more with them into the theatre than audience members. Marvin Carlson refers to this 
phenomenon as ghosting, and celebrities are haunted, not only by their public roles, but 
by their private lives, made very public by the celebrity media machine.27 Carlson writes, 
 
24 Elizabeth L. Wollman, “The Economic Development of the ‘New’ Times Square and 
Its Impact on the Broadway Musical,” American Music 20, no. 4 (2002): 445–65, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1350153, University of Illinois Press, JSTOR, 462. 
25 Wollman, “The Economic Development of the ‘New’ Times Square,” 462. 
26 In 2011, Chicago, having run for fifteen years, became the longest running American 
musical on Broadway, surpassed in longevity only by British imports The Phantom of the 
Opera and Cats. See Michael Musto, “Chicago Becomes The Longest Running 
American Musical in History,” New York Village Voice, August 26, 2011, 
http://blogs.villagevoice.com/dailymusto/2011/08/chicago_becomes.php.  
27 Marvin Carlson, The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2003). 
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“It is quite possible that their reception has been in fact significantly conditioned by the 
actor’s celebrity, ghosting their reception even in the absence of previous theatre 
experience.”28 I argue that this is more than a possibility, that the ghosts of their celebrity 
create a different relationship with the audience familiar with these individuals’ 
backgrounds to the production than other performers, resulting in a new type of theatrical 
aura that, in the twenty-first century, has nearly come to be expected on Broadway.  
Walter Benjamin believed that art contained an “aura” that was inherent in its 
ephemerality. Witnessing the advent of myriad mechanical marvels, including the 
enormous success of film, Benjamin critiques the dispelling of art’s aura through 
technological diffusion. In his 1935 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction,” Benjamin asserts that art’s “unique existence” is the “eliminated element” 
in modern times, where art can be mass-produced and marketed. Benjamin writes that  
aura is tied to [the actor’s] presence; there can be no replica of it. The aura which, 
on the stage, emanates from Macbeth, cannot be separated for the spectators from 
that of the actor. However, the singularity of the shot in the studio is that the 
camera is substituted for the public. Consequently, the aura that envelops the actor 
vanishes, and with it the aura of the figure he portrays….While facing the camera 
[the actor] knows that ultimately he will face the public, the consumers who 
constitute the market. This market, where he offers not only his labor but also his 
whole self, his heart and soul, is beyond his reach.29  
 
28 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 59. 
29 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 
Stardom and Celebrity: A Reader, eds. Sean Redmond and Su Holmes (London: Sage 
Publications Ltd., 2007), 26. 
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But that market is not “beyond his reach” when the film star is appearing in the theatre. 
Suddenly, a relationship with a live audience that was absent for much of the film star’s 
work is sitting a few feet away. In response to the new disruptive medium and the 
growing expansion of Hollywood and other sites for cinematic production, Benjamin 
writes, “The cult of the movie star, fostered by the money of the film industry, preserves 
not the unique aura of the person but the ‘spell of personality,’ the phony spell of a 
commodity,”30 which is certainly true, but when a film star is performing live on stage, an 
aura, according to Benjamin, is certainly present. Additionally, when the film star is 
performing in a Broadway musical, the “tricks” only available to film actors created by 
“special camera angles, close-ups, etc.,” are no longer present and the actor no longer 
“lacks the opportunity of the stage actor to adjust to the audience during his 
performance.”31  
 While the employment of celebrity casting is not entirely new to the Broadway 
stage and can be seen throughout the twentieth century, in the past there remained ample 
opportunities for shows to succeed without some sort of celebrity presence. But due to 
the upsurge of celebrity casting on Broadway in the twenty-first century, perhaps, as 
Rojek would suggest due to society’s “obsession” with celebrity, as he and Jake Halpern 
describe in their respective works,32 musicals without the gleam of celebrity were scarce. 
This oft-described “gimmick” casting did not always achieve critical success, but for 
many producers served as an attempt to ensure the commercial triumph of the production. 
 
30 Benjamin, “The Work of Art,” 27. 
31 Benjamin, “The Work of Art,” 25. 
32 Halpern refers to fame as a clinical addiction in America in Fame Junkies.  
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Carlson writes, “[T]his art, in order to survive, must attract an ongoing public.”33 
According to David Ng, in the 2013–14 season, the average Broadway ticket price 
surpassed one hundred dollars. The near ubiquitous accessibility of cable television and 
instant streaming websites and apps compete for audience viewership. To entice audience 
members through their familiarity with the individuals outside of the theatre into 
investing both their attention and money, purchasing a ticket, and attending the theatre, a 
celebrity seemed necessary. 34 This reality, however, had the ability to alter the artform 
entirely, and as some critics pointed out, take Broadway in an unrecognizable direction of 
diminished caliber, where scions of the theatre are bypassed for reality show housewives 
and are often no longer considered safe box office gold.35  
In a field that is already rife with commercial risk, the prevalence of celebrities 
has the potential to limit the artistic creativity of the collaborators involved in making 
Broadway musicals. The majority of celebrities are cast to star in flashy revivals of 
musicals, which are often regarded as safer pieces to produce than new works. However, 
musical creators may find themselves without a willing celebrity participant for such new 
work. For example, Patrick Healy, when discussing the shelved musical about Harry 
 
33 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 166. 
34 The average ticket cost for that season was $103.88 per ticket. See David Ng, “Average 
cost of a Broadway ticket passes $100 for the first time,” Los Angeles Times, June 10, 
2014, http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-et-cm-broadway-ticket-prices-
20140610-story.html#page=1. 
35 David Savran expands upon Benjamin’s theory, describing the post-millenial theatrical 
climate as “Hipbrow…[which] rewrites Walter Benjamin’s theorization of art in the age 
of mechanical reproduction, for it is simultaneously mass-produced and auratic.” The 
experience of seeing celebrities, ones who are known to audiences in varying forms of 
intimacy from the screen, to the television, to the internet, exemplifies Savran’s 
discussion of Hipbrow. See David Savran, “Middlebrow Anxiety,” in A Queer Sort of 
Materialism: Recontextualizing American Theater (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 2003), 45. 
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Houdini, writes, “The musical also points up the difficulties of star vehicles…most stars 
won’t commit anymore to a long development process and a year of performances,”36 
perhaps leading to the elimination of new musical creations entirely. Additionally, a 
producer may be unwilling to take a chance on a starless vehicle. If casting an individual 
with significant celebrity status in order to have a (commercially) successful Broadway 
run, as it increasingly appears to be more necessary to do, there may no longer be room 
for any risk taking and experimentation in Broadway musicals, nor any new Broadway 
musicals at all. In her 2002 article “The Economic Development of the ‘New’ Times 
Square and Its Impact on the Broadway Musical,” Wollman extends the thought, 
Traditionally, commercial theater has prioritized entertainment suitable for mass 
audiences, while the nonprofit sector has prided itself on placing artistic 
innovation before economic gain…[but] the divide between commercial and 
nonprofit theater is rapidly blurring…. The corporatization of Broadway is 
beginning to affect the not-for-profit realm, which is being used more and more 
for commercial purposes and is increasingly less able to take risks.37 
Off-Broadway and nonprofit theatres, traditionally arenas for musical experimentation, 
“moved away from their adversarial relationship [with commercial theater] of years past, 
and instead toward a partnership,”38 cultivating musicals often with the goal of 
transferring these works to Broadway theatres, to (more) commercial potential than their 
smaller theatres and often limited engagements can provide. With an increase in 
theatrical producers relying upon celebrity casting to bolster ticket sales, that reliance has 
 
36 Patrick Healy, “All Tied Up,” New York Times, January 11, 2015. 
37 Wollman, “The Economic Development of the ‘New’ Times Square,” 460. 
38 Wollman, “The Economic Development of the ‘New’ Times Square,” 461. 
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the potential to expand beyond Broadway, following in the commercial vein described by 
Wollman, further denying a forum for musicals that do not solely cater to the tourism 
industry. Celebrity casting is, in fact, seen in Off-Broadway musicals and plays, just not 
with the same frequency as on Broadway. “The World’s Longest Running Musical,”39 
The Fantasticks, featured pop star Aaron Carter for over a year, from November 2011 to 
February 2013.40 Celebrity blogger Perez Hilton appeared in the Off-Broadway musical 
NEWSical in 2012.41 When opening new musicals becomes increasingly more difficult 
and rare for musical theatre, the perceived smaller risk for commercial failure by casting 
celebrities in leading roles could potentially replace the creation of new musicals itself. 
As new celebrities are created everyday in myriad areas of popular culture, finding the 
celebrity du jour who can simply be swapped into an existing commercially viable show 
seems much more facile than developing a new work. Although I am being facetious, the 
threats nonetheless set in motion by establishing a necessity for celebrity in the Broadway 
musical are certainly daunting. 
My work begins by analyzing theatrical figures and their status on the Broadway 
stage. As Jean Graham-Jones notes: 
While discussions of celebrity representation in popular and elite cultures have 
largely been constrained to film theory and criticism,…many of that discipline’s 
 
39 “The Fantasticks,” http://www.fantasticksonbroadway.com 
40 Adam Hetrick, “Aaron Carter Exits Off-Broadway’s The Fantasticks Feb. 17,” 
Playbill, February 17, 2013, http://www.playbill.com/news/article/aaron-carter-exits-off-
broadways-the-fantasticks-feb.-17-202626. 
41 See Jamie Wetherbe, “Blogger Off-Broadway: Perez Hilton Joins Cast of 
‘NEWSical,’” Los Angeles Times, August 17, 2012, 
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/aug/17/entertainment/la-et-cm-bloggers-off-broadway-
perez-hilton-joins-cast-of-newsical-20120817. 
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sociological and signifying considerations—such as shifting cultural contexts, the 
celebrity industry, and the performing body—easily apply to live and other 
mediated performances.42 
According to the strict definitions created by celebrity theorists, celebrities in the theatre 
do not exist and neither, as aforementioned, does a Broadway celebrity. One would be 
hard pressed to read about paparazzi following a Broadway artist. The theatrical domain 
is too small and those responsible for cultivating celebrity figures, print magazines (US 
Weekly, People), television magazine shows (Access Hollywood, Entertainment Tonight) 
and more salacious media outlets (TMZ), to name a few, do not involve themselves with 
Broadway due to the lack of widespread (read global) appeal of the form.43 For the term 
“Broadway” refers not only to the apex of commercial theatre, “categorically linked, [to] 
the Broadway musical,”44 but to a fixed location that fans must attend, in person, to 
 
42 Jean Graham-Jones, Evita, Inevitably: Performing Argentina’s Female Icons Before 
and After Eva Perón (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2014), 6. 
43 Broadway has historically been seen as too small to have significant reach. For 
example, according to John Bush Jones in Our Musicals, Ourselves: A Social History of 
the American Musical Theatre, during World War II when trying to rally as many 
Americans behind the war effort as possible, the government encouraged “‘a constructive 
war message’”43 in Hollywood films, popular songs were penned honoring soldiers and 
the American spirit, and radio stations dedicated time to war reporting in higher 
percentages than in previous engagements. Yet, Jones notes, “there was no such 
commission shooting off comparable directives to Broadway producers. From the 
government’s point of view, the Broadway audience was small in comparison with the 
audience that could be reached by film, radio, and recordings.” The theatrical domain was 
deemed too small to make an impact to the country’s citizens. See John Bush Jones, Our 
Musicals, Ourselves: A Social History of the American Musical Theatre (Waltham, MA: 
Brandeis University Press, 2003), 125 and 129. 
44 David Savran, “Trafficking in Transnational Brands: The New ‘Broadway-Style’ 
Musical,” Theatre Survey 55, no. 3 (2014): 318–42. doi: 10.1017/S0040557414000337. 
Cambridge Journals Online. 
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experience, and therefore the demand for glimpses into the private lives of Broadway 
performers is negligible.  
Amy Peterson Jenson discusses in Theatre in a Media Culture: Production, 
Performance and Perception Since 1970 how media today has drastically influenced 
audience reception of live theatrical entertainment. She writes: 
Certainly long-lived theatrical traditions of spectacle and celebrity play a part in 
drawing audiences to Broadway. However, I see a new influence that connects the 
audience to these productions—reality, specifically a new mediated reality that is 
part of the audience members’ lived experience. The false unity of identity tells 
each audience member that she or he has a special and unique connection to the 
performance: each has foreknowledge of the plot or perceived intimacy with the 
performers or special knowledge of the genesis of the work. All of these 
emotional responses to theatrical production are enhanced by media influence, be 
it the original film, or television shows that acquaint the audience with the 
performers, or information on the Internet that promotes, discusses, and 
contextualizes the play, the film, the performers, the creators, or anything else 
connected with the work.45  
My dissertation explores this concept, arguing that our theatrical experiences are indeed 
enhanced today—by ghosts of both previous theatrical presence and celebrity. It is 
because of the proliferation of the internet, particularly social media, into everyday lives, 
that I argue a Broadway celebrity is on the rise. 
 
45 Amy Petersen Jensen, Theatre in a Media Culture: Production, Performance and 
Perception Since 1970 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc., 2007), 15. 




As presented in this introduction, Broadway began to see the use of celebrity 
casting in a heightened capacity in the early twenty-first century. At the end of the second 
decade, a new shift noticeably began to occur with the genesis of Broadway celebrities. 
Therefore, the focus in my research has been limited to the years 2003 to 2018. Though 
this paper will consider performances that predate this principal period of time being 
discussed, particularly when analyzing theatrical stars, the celebrity case studies in film, 
television, and reality television all performed in Broadway musicals from 2003 to 2018. 
This project could, of course, extend far beyond the reaches of Broadway, and 
certainly beyond Broadway musicals. This phenomenon is also evident in other 
commercial theatrical centers across the globe, including London and Seoul, though I 
contain my focus to theatrical examples from within the admittedly limited geographical 
area of England and the United States.46 Specifically within the United States, Steven 
Adler in On Broadway: Art and Commerce on the Great White Way briefly discusses the 
pivotal use of celebrities in the national tours of recognized Broadway productions, 
making their ways across the country. He writes,  
If a show has a star—a television personality rather than an established Broadway 
performer—it is that much more attractive…. A country-western star like Larry 
 
46 For a brief discussion of this celebrity sensation in Seoul, see Savran, “Trafficking”; 
Patrick Healy, “Heartthrobs Rule the Korean Stage,” New York Times, December 26, 
2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/29/theater/k-pop-stars-selling-stage-musicals-in-
korea.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 ; Patrick Healy, “Musicals Couldn’t Be Hotter Off 
Broadway (by 7,000 Miles),” New York Times, December 7, 2013, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/08/theater/musicals-couldnt-be-hotter-off-broadway-
by-7000-miles.html?pagewanted=all .  
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Gatlin can sell a show to the rafters. Name recognition of a star is critical for 
marketing a show that is not a must-see phenomenon, while audiences have no 
interest in the particular casting of a blockbuster like The Lion King.47  
Adler’s acknowledgement of “blockbuster” shows refers to those that seemingly do not 
require celebrities in order to be successful or, in other words, shows that rely on their 
own brand name recognition. Such musicals as The Lion King and Mamma Mia, in which 
the musical text, a widely recognizable Disney product and the songs of the band ABBA, 
respectively, are the actual stars of the production, do not need star or celebrity 
performers to succeed. These musicals, where the show itself, the brand, is the 
“celebrity” are certainly an expansion upon the discussion of Broadway celebrity. Terry 
Teachout discusses such works as “killing” the form of musical theatre in his article “The 
Broadway Musical Crisis.” 48 However, here my focus is on the performer, as opposed to 
the shows themselves, although this examination of “brand musicals” is a differing vein 
of Broadway musical celebrity and merits further analysis in another project.  
Additionally, celebrities from other media perform on the Great White Way in 
theatrical genres aside from musical theatre. In this same period under examination, 2003 
to 2018, Broadway play audiences had the opportunity to see Hollywood “visitors”—
from television’s The Big Bang Theory’s Emmy Award-winning Jim Parsons starring in 
Harvey (2012) to Orlando Bloom of Lord of the Rings as Romeo (2013) to Academy 
Award-winner Denzel Washington in Julius Caesar (2005), Fences (2010), and A Raisin 
 
47 Steven Adler, On Broadway: Art and Commerce on the Great White Way (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 2004), 183. 
48 See Terry Teachout, “The Broadway Musical Crisis,” Commentary, July 1, 2014, 
http://www.commentarymagazine.com/article/the-broadway-musical-crisis/. 
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in the Sun (2014), among numerous other celebrity examples. Here, for purposes of 
limiting the scope of the project, this dissertation will focus specifically on celebrity 
presence in Broadway musicals. Musicals have the capability of forging a stronger 
connection between audience and performer than plays do. According to Millie Taylor in 
Musical Theatre, Realism and Entertainment, “the presence of music and the response to 
song has the capacity to elicit a greater emotional release than performance without those 
elements.”49 The feelings of personal intimacy between performer and audience created 
through song and music is perhaps even more potent today than in previous generations. 
With changes in technology, listeners are able to consume music differently; from iPods 
and Spotify to headphones and earbuds, each contribute to the sensation of personalized 
performance. Theatrical sound technology and design have correspondingly followed suit 
and an audience experience of a Broadway musical allows for a similar personalization, 
beyond that found in a play. Additionally, musicals are often considered a much more 
commercial form, almost exclusively more expensive to produce than plays, and they 
need to earn more at the box office in order to secure a profitable run. Additionally, 
musicals need to run significantly longer in order to achieve a financial gain as they cost 
considerably more to produce. Many plays, A Raisin in the Sun, for example, can make a 
profit in a limited engagement, due to the affordability of production and often star-power 
casting.50 Consequently, during this period, while both musicals and straight plays 
featured celebrities in their productions to entice wider audiences, Broadway musicals, 
 
49 Millie Taylor, Musical Theatre, Realism and Entertainment (New York: Routledge, 
2016), 134.  
50 There have been revivals of A Raisin in the Sun in both 2004 and 2014, starring Sean 
Combs, more commonly known as P Diddy, and Denzel Washington respectively, neither 
running for more than four months.  
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due to their longevity, often cast celebrities as replacements to bring new life to slumping 
box office returns, bringing with them the taint of blatant commercialism. Rojek writes, 
“Celebrities are as essential to modern capitalism, as the steam engine was to the start of 
the industrial revolution”; and in producers’ minds, in order for Broadway musicals to 
make a profit, a celebrity is necessary. 51 
 
Trajectory of Scholarship 
While scholarship regarding the public’s fascination with celebrity, even referring 
to it as celebrity worship, is quite abundant, work in celebrity theatrical theory is 
relatively sparse.52 In fact, there is a negligible amount of work currently in the field. As 
the major contributing factors to the star/celebrity system are cultural intermediaries such 
as publicists, editors, and paparazzi, and because the potential audience for Broadway is 
so minuscule compared to film, music, and television global audiences, those 
intermediaries cater less to theatrical talents. Theatrical celebrity is rarely examined in 
theories regarding celebrity and stardom. An exception, of course, would be works 
covering the theatrical titans from pre-technological eras, particularly Restoration 
England, who were celebrities in their own way. Joseph Roach covers this in his work It, 
for example. But as many theorists have argued, the concept of celebrity as discussed 
today can only be applied to those in the modern era, following the advent of film and 
 
51 Rojek, Fame Attack, 26. 
52 See Rojek, Celebrity; Pete Ward, Gods Behaving Badly: Media, Religion, and 
Celebrity Culture (Waco, Texas: Baylor University Press, 2011). 
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other widely distributable media.53 Carlson engages this issue in his chapter “The 
Haunted Body” in The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine, by analyzing 
“the major contribution of the actor to the process of theatrical recycling and its effect 
upon reception.”54 Before delving into the work himself, he acknowledges that “this sort 
of ghosting [has] been given almost no attention by theatre theorists,”55 citing the only 
one he had encountered, Michael Quinn, whose short essay “Celebrity and the Semiotics 
of Acting,” was published in 1990. Carlson examines a few examples at the end of his 
chapter, none musical, and this is only a small portion of his larger work, which I believe 
merits much further analysis. Turner’s definition of celebrity concludes, “Modern 
celebrity then, is a product of media representation,”56 and contemporary theatre is 
lacking in widespread media attention compared to film, television, music, and reality 
television. When celebrities from other areas of popular culture star in Broadway 
musicals, where “celebrities are now often bigger than the production itself, with 
everything from marketing to the rest of the cast being designed around the celebrity/ies 
so that it becomes nothing less than a star vehicle,” more often than not, their individual 
celebrity flame garners more intensity, not the theatre’s.57 
 
53 See Joseph Roach, It (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2007); Cheryl Wanko, 
Roles of Authority: Thespian Biography and Celebrity in Eighteenth-Century Britain 
(Lubbock, TX: Texas Tech University Press, 2003). 
54 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 53. 
55 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 85. 
56 Turner, Understanding Celebrity, 8.  
57 “The Drama of Celebrity Casting,” Cheaptheatretickets.com, 
http://www.cheaptheatretickets.com/the-drama-of-celebrity-casting/ . Although this 
article is specifically discussing the casting of celebrities on the West End in London, the 
practice is the same in the United States and the discussion is applicable. 
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When watching celebrities perform in Broadway musicals, fans who have been 
drawn to the theatre are watching individuals with whom they have created some form of 
parasocial relationship “…which [occurs] across a significant social distance—with 
people ‘we don’t know,’” as they have become so familiar with their personal lives as 
though they were actually acquaintances.58 Psychologists Donald Horton and R. Richard 
Wohl “argued that television gives viewers ‘the illusion of a face-to-face relationship 
with the performer.’ Over the course of many episodes, viewers come to feel that they 
know a given performer or a fictional persona.”59 In other words, viewers form (false) 
relationships with the actors or entertainers that they so frequently view on their 
television screens. Because of the constant exposure of celebrities through media outlets, 
the same can be said for stars from other realms of popular culture. “After all, as research 
psychologists are quick to point out, most of us form parasocial relationships with Brad 
Pitt and other celebrities we see on TV and in the movies.”60 But as Adrienne Lai points 
out, “in order for celebrity para-social relations to be perpetuated, the individual must be 
able to believe that the celebrities are not so distant from those in their social circles.”61 
With the increased exposure of these individuals to a consuming public in the media 
showing that they are “Just Like Us” in their everyday pursuits of their private lives, that 
boundary is being broken, and “[a] sense of closeness to these celebrities is developed.”62 
 
58 Turner, Understanding Celebrity, 7. 
59 Halpern, Fame Junkies, 113. 
60 Halpern, Fame Junkies, 182.  
61 Adrienne Lai, “Glitter and Grain: Aura and Authenticity in the Celebrity Photographs 
of Juergen Teller,” in Framing Celebrity: New Directions in Celebrity Culture, eds. Su  
Holmes and Sean Redmond (New York: Routledge, 2006), 227. 
62 Lai, “Glitter and Grain,” 227. Lai’s argument strengthens my decision to not use the 
term “icon” for this dissertation. A section of the popular weekly celebrity and 
entertainment magazine Us Weekly that displays paparazzi photographs of celebrities 
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Whether due to charisma, the “it” factor, talent, evanescence, or the belief that these 
celebrated individuals are friends, when audiences come to see their beloved movie star, 
television personality, music idol, and reality show figure there is a sense of intimacy 
produced by their celebrity status.63 P. David Marshall in Celebrity and Power: Fame in 
Contemporary Culture evaluates how celebrities from film, television, and music each 
create a special connection with their fans, either at home or in an audience (movie 
theatre or concert arena).64 Expanding upon his theories, and using audience reactions via 
social media, blogs, and chatrooms where individuals share their personal experiences, I 
argue that when these well-known figures, celebrities, appear on the Broadway stage, a 
unique aura is created, one that differs from the use of the term by Walter Benjamin when 
discussing theatrical performance. The type of the aura itself is dependent upon the genre 
that celebrity emanates from. My work negotiates the intimacy between the performer 
and the viewing audience in increasing intensity. Because of the different type of 
relationship created between the celebrity and the public in each field outside of the 
theatre, a corresponding new relationship is created between the two inside a theatrical 
space.  
 
doing everyday things, such as ordering coffee and shopping at the grocery store. Us 
Weekly, founded in 1977 and rebranded in March 2000, in its current incarnation is one 
of the largest circulating magazines in the United States, having nearly surpassed two 
million copies in six months of circulation, as of December 31, 2019, which it frequently 
does, according to “Consumer Magazines,” Alliance for Audited Media, accessed August 
10, 2020, http://abcas3.auditedmedia.com/ecirc/magtitlesearch.asp 
63 Terms in reference to the awe of celebrity by Max Weber, Joseph Roach, Elizabeth 
Currid-Halkett, and Rojek, respectively. 
64 P. David Marshall, Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997). 
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The field of television personality scholarship needs to be examined further: some 
people on television are ostensibly “themselves” or at least a closer representation of their 
“real self” than a character in a scripted show, for example, Oprah Winfrey, whom 
Marshall uses as his example of a television personality.65 Yet, being comfortable with 
the everyday intimacy of Oprah in one’s living room is quite different from Lauren 
Graham as Lorelai Gilmore on the television show Gilmore Girls, to name one example. 
Graham played a role that is decidedly not herself, while Oprah, on the other hand, is 
Oprah when she is speaking as host on one of her television programs. These 
representations are not the same and therefore each relationship with the at-home viewing 
audience is not quite the same either. To extend this difference to the Broadway musical 
stage, Chandra Wilson, who plays Dr. Miranda Bailey on the popular ABC show Grey’s 
Anatomy, and daytime television host Wendy Williams both performed the role of 
Matron Mama Morton in Broadway’s Chicago, in 2009 and 2013, respectively. For 
audiences, Wilson is Dr. Bailey, with all of Bailey’s character traits. Williams as Morton, 
on the other hand, is Williams herself, without the ghost of any roles on a résumé because 
she does not have any.66 This difference is what this dissertation examines and will be 
discussed in detail in the television and reality television chapters in this work. However, 
I feel that television celebrity theory merits being revisited today, as a star-system 
 
65 See Marshall, Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture.  
66 Despite the fact that Wilson had previously appeared on Broadway in On the Town 
(1998), Avenue Q (2003), and Caroline, or Change (2004), her television fame 
established on Grey’s Anatomy (2005) brought different ghosts to Chicago, not to 
mention her Featured role as Mama Morton. While according to the Internet Movie 
Database (IMDB), Williams has made appearances on film and television, almost all 
have followed her talk show premiere and in almost all she plays the role of herself, 
Wendy Williams. See “Wendy Williams,” Internet Movie Database, accessed August 10, 
2020, http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1829292/?ref_=nv_sr_1 . 
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certainly seems to be functioning in the television industry much in the same way as film. 
That is beyond the scope of this project but should be taken up for a later study. 
 This dissertation builds upon the writings of Marvin Carlson in The Haunted 
Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine, Walter Benjamin in “The Work of Art in the 
Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Chris Rojek in Celebrity, and P. David Marshall’s 
Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture, as they are seminal works in the 
field. Each sheds light onto the specific areas I explore and my work will expand upon 
their themes as they apply to celebrity and the contemporary Broadway musical.  
 
Methodology 
As celebrities have an expansive media presence, there are numerous sources 
available to me as a researcher examining the celebrities who have appeared in Broadway 
musicals. Amy Peterson Jensen in Theatre in a Media Culture: Production, Performance 
and Perception Since 1970 professes that “any contemporary analysis of theatre 
spectatorship must address the production and reception of that staged reality in 
relationship to media.…[M]edia is defined as the means of communicating mechanically 
delivered messages of persuasion that bind large populations into communities.”67 I will 
use the vast resources regarding celebrity presence in the Broadway musical, including 
reviews, advertisements and interviews, particularly focusing on the case studies that I 
have selected, but not limited to those specifically. Because celebrity status is contingent 
upon exposure and the producers of these musicals rely upon that exposure, typically 
when a celebrity is cast in a musical, there are numerous articles discussing their 
 
67 Amy Petersen Jensen, Theatre in a Media Culture, 12. 
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upcoming performances in a multitude of print media outlets, including magazines, 
newspapers, and Playbill articles. David Savran writes,  
The conventional wisdom that the Times drama critic is the most powerful man in 
the American theater—a woman has never held the job—is not altogether wrong. 
For although the critic is finally a mediator and recycler or opinion, he is able to 
exert an extraordinary amount of influence on New York theater and, by 
extension, on theater throughout the United States…. [T]he Times remains by far 
the most important arbiter of taste in the American theater.68  
While the chief theatre critic for the New York Times during this period, Ben Brantley, is 
regarded as an essential voice for New York theatre, and his reviews are crucial to this 
dissertation, he—as well as other colleagues Charles Isherwood and Jesse Green–are not 
the only voices influencing Broadway ticket buyers, so I also examine critical responses 
beyond the Times and other New York publications. Additionally, I use sources typically 
beyond the realm of academia, including celebrity magazines, such as Us Weekly and 
People Magazine, as celebrity status is in many ways contingent upon the interest in and 
exposure of celebrities’ personal lives. As these magazines fuel celebrity obsession, 
examining their depiction (or lack thereof) of my chosen celebrities is crucial. 
Furthermore, as the celebrity media machine includes television and the internet, I use 
YouTube in order to view the performances of various celebrities; this access is available 
to fans and is therefore is an important research tool when examining celebrities and their 
media presence. 
 
68 David Savran, “Middlebrow Anxiety,” 48. 
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Research for this dissertation has relied upon the Theatre on Film and Tape 
Archive at the New York Public Library of Performing Arts in New York City. Many of 
the musicals that I discuss are on film and videos located in that archive. Additionally, 
the New York Public Library of Performing Arts itself is a vast archive, housing librettos, 
critical reviews, articles, clippings, playbills, and more, for each musical. I use these 
archives to investigate the casting of celebrities in Broadway musicals throughout the 
twentieth century, for comparison and historical trajectory. The attendance records and 
financial grosses recorded by the Broadway League are also crucial to my analysis of 
celebrity casting in Broadway musicals and are used regularly throughout the writing 
process.  
Additionally, because my dissertation asserts that the intimacy created by the 
internet media outlets may perhaps be producing Broadway celebrities in a way similar to 
those in other media, I use blogs, Facebook, fan websites (such as Broadway World and 
Talkin’ Broadway), specific artists’ websites, and Twitter, among others, to examine the 




This dissertation consists of four chapters, in addition to an introduction, and 
conclusion, with each chapter focusing on different kinds of celebrated figures from 
theatre, film, television, and reality television. As many celebrities, or at least their agents 
and managers, hope for as much brand development of their individual celebrity and 
reach as possible, the designations of celebrities to one genre or the other is much more 
fluid than initially thought. As this dissertation argues, one reason celebrities are willing 
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to take both the risk of an eight-show-a-week live Broadway performance schedule and 
the often-significant cut to their typical paychecks, is that a theatrical performance is an 
additional outlet for brand expansion. Douglas B. Holt writes: “Advertisements, films, 
and sporting events use the brand as a prop. Magazines and newspaper articles evaluate 
the brand, and people talk about the brand in conversation. Over time, ideas about the 
product accumulate and fill the brand markers with meaning. A Brand is formed.”69 As 
one can see, these celebrated individuals are themselves the brand and, for many, to be 
taken seriously as actors, as opposed to simply celebrities, a role in a Broadway musical 
is undertaken to legitimize their brand. Therefore, some of the individuals discussed in 
this dissertation could be used as case studies in multiple chapters, as they have 
performed in television shows and film, or have recorded studio albums and competed on 
reality television. They have fans from numerous outlets, and are only known to some 
through one, so the ghosts their celebrity brings to the Broadway theatre are many. 
Furthermore, some of the shows being discussed featured celebrities from various media, 
as Chicago does; for example, Daniel Radcliffe was succeeded by both Darren Criss and 
Nick Jonas in the 2011 revival of How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying. 
Criss, known for his role as Blaine Anderson on the popular television show Glee, and 
Jonas, of the tween band and Disney brand The Jonas Brothers, neither of film celebrity, 
were both cast in the role of J. Pierrepont Finch to entice different audiences into the 
theatre. Therefore, there will be some overlap in the discussion of many of the case 
studies and examples found in each chapter. 
 
69 Douglas B. Holt, How Brands Become Icons: The Principles of Cultural Branding. 
(Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2004), 3.  
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In the first chapter, “‘I’m Just a Broadway Baby’: Broadway Stars Stepping into 
the Spotlight,”70 I examine Patti LuPone, Nathan Lane, and Audra McDonald. All three 
actors have appeared numerous times on Broadway—both in musicals and plays. All 
three achieved their fame on theatrical stages and their careers on Broadway have 
spanned multiple decades. Each has been honored with a variety of awards, including 
multiple Tony Awards for their performances. While admittedly LuPone, Lane, and 
McDonald have frequented television series and film, particularly Lane, all three are 
recognizable, and bankable, theatrical stars. They are the only “name” needed when 
mounting a Broadway production. 
 Given Broadway’s celebrity climate throughout the early twenty-first century, 
examples for the second chapter, entitled, “‘What Happened, You Lose a Bet?’: Film 
Stars from Hollywood to Broadway,” are numerous, but my chapter examines Harry 
Potter’s Daniel Radcliffe in the revival of How to Succeed in Business Without Really 
Trying (2011); Emma Stone in Cabaret (2014);71 and Hugh Jackman’s Tony-winning 
performance in The Boy From Oz (2003) and subsequent “concert” performance in Hugh 
Jackman, Back on Broadway (2011). As glamorous movie stars, their type of celebrity is 
that of distance. They are portrayed in the media as glamorous elite, donning expensive 
attire on red carpets, being whisked around the globe on private jets to attend movie 
premieres. Their history of leading roles in major blockbuster studio films indicates their 
 
70 The chapter titles all come from musicals, both song lyrics and lines of dialogue. 
71 Despite the fact that Emma Stone first appeared on television as a contestant on the 
competitive reality show In Search of the New Partridge Family on VH1 in 2004, and 
had several small appearances on television shows including Malcolm in the Middle, with 
her film debut in 2007’s Superbad, her film celebrity status was firmly established, 
overshadowing previous performances.  
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wealth. They are, in a word, untouchable. Yet the reportage on their everyday lives is 
what fuels an entire celebrity system. When each appears in the theatre, their 
extraordinary life is reduced to the physical body before the audience, and that theatrical 
intimacy creates a unique theatrical experience for audiences contending with both their 
film roles and their celebrity ghosts. 
Another shift in aura is created when television personalities perform in starring 
roles in Broadway musicals, which I discuss in Chapter 3, “‘Live in Living Color’: 
Television Personalities, Parasocial Relationships, and ‘Friends’ on Broadway.” Here I 
argue that the relationship between audience members and television celebrities is 
significantly closer than with film stars. Due to the intimate presence of television 
celebrities in a viewer’s life, the parasocial bond forged between each is much stronger, 
resulting in a distinct theatrical aura. This chapter explores and analyzes the 
performances of Married with Children’s Christina Applegate in Sweet Charity (2005); 
Lauren Graham, otherwise known as Lorelai Gilmore, in the 2009 revival of Guys and 
Dolls; and Neil Patrick Harris, a former child star as Doogie Howser and later How I Met 
Your Mother “bro” Barney Stinson, in his Tony Award-winning turn as Hedwig in 
Hedwig and the Angry Inch (2014). 
 Chapter 4, “‘Let Me Be Your Star’: Reality Television Stars Really Cast in 
Broadway Musicals,” tackles a new aura entirely. In the realm of reality television, these 
personalities are not playing a role; they are on television, or the internet, as who they are 
in everyday life, at least theoretically. As contestants on competitive reality television 
series, viewers became invested in their “authentic” selves, learning a little about them as 
individuals and their personal lives in each episode of the series. Unlike the other 
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celebrities discussed in this dissertation, at-home viewers had a direct impact on their 
presence on Broadway—they voted them into their democratic celebrity status—and the 
parasocial “friendship” is more strongly present between fan and celebrity than in 
previous examples. In this chapter, I analyze American Idol competitor Tamyra Gray in 
Bombay Dreams (2004) and as a replacement cast member in Rent (2007), Grease: 
You’re the One That I Want winner Laura Osnes in Grease (2007), and Legally Blonde: 
The Musical–The Search for the Next Elle Woods champion Bailey Hanks, who took over 
the leading role in Legally Blonde: The Musical in 2008.  
 
Conclusion 
This dissertation probes celebrity casting in the Broadway musical during the first 
two decades of the twenty-first century and evaluates the possible future of the form due 
to the vogue of casting pop cultural celebrities to entice wider audiences. It has been 
exciting for the future of Broadway to have audience communities composed of 
individuals from different backgrounds comprising different generations; the artistic goal 
of any given production ultimately is to have a lasting impact on audience members and 
the broader the reach, the more powerful theatre can be. That being said, as producers 
have turned to celebrities in attempts to ensure commercial stability, it has been 
increasingly distressing to see individuals without the background and training to perform 
their roles and support their productions flounder on the Broadway stage. Yet Broadway 
adapts, as has been shown throughout the history of the form. Although only time can 
determine whether the creators of Broadway musicals will be able to adjust to the shifts 
in the field or whether the artform will be irreparably altered, much like the news media 
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and journalism has changed to keep up with the celebrity desire. Upon examining the 
performer/audience relationship as it differs when musicals feature celebrities from 
various non-theatrical genres, this work argues that the definition of celebrity is not 
applicable to most performers in Broadway musicals. But due to the internet age and 
social networking, Broadway celebrities may soon be the only star power necessary to 
Broadway producers—one much celebrated example being Lin-Manuel Miranda and the 
phenomenon of Hamilton. Miranda’s successful use of social media has given individuals 
around the world a connection to both him and his work and other Broadway stars are 
utilizing this platform to forge those connections, as well. As Elizabeth Ellcessor writes, 
“Through social connection displayed in follower lists, thematic connections (‘hashtags’), 
geographical connections, connections across time, or conversational connections, the 
uses and possibilities of Twitter as a medium become clearer than would be possible from 
any fixed standpoint.”72 Although discussing the online presence of television actress 
Felicia Day, Ellcessor could be discussing any performer utilizing social media platforms 
today: “Those who enjoyed one performance or simply respond to her online star text of 
connection may use the information she distributes via social media to follow her to other 
contexts.”73 The intended goal for many, including Broadway producers, is for followers 
to do exactly that—follow the star to the theatre by purchasing a ticket and attending the 
production. It is clear that theatrical performers and Broadway stars have the ability to do 
so—several have and more continue to do so with increasing regularity. 
 
72 Elizabeth Ellcessor, “Tweeting @feliciaday: Online Social Media, Convergence, and 
Subcultural Stardom,” Cinema Journal, 51, no. 2 (Winter 2012): 46–66, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41341035, 49–50. 
73 Ellcessor, “Tweeting @feliciaday,” 56. 
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 Audiences experience something completely different within the boundaries of a 
theatrical space than from other forms of entertainment media. It is a live and ethereal 
experience that cannot be replicated. Savran writes in “Middlebrow Anxiety,” “It simply 
cannot be mass-produced and -distributed in the way that films, videotapes, and DVDs 
are.”74 While there are recordings of stage musical productions, the audience experience 
differs. “And, as every actor or experienced theatergoer knows, even the same production 
changes from night to night, due in part to the changing composition of the audience.”75 
Playwright Ayad Akhtar writes of “[t]he sense of oneness with an audience, of losing all 
sense of time, of absorption in the travails and triumphs of the living actors”76 one has 
while participating in the performance as an audience member. Researchers at University 
College London have found that “watching a live performance can synchronize your 
heartbeat with other people in [the] audience regardless of if you know them or not.”77 
Their fascinating study notes that “the audience members’ hearts were also responding in 
unison, with their pulses speeding up and slowing down at the same rate.”78 This shows 
that a physical reaction, a relationship, is created between audience members viewing 
productions in the same theatrical space. Yet, a relationship between audience members 
and the performers is also created, and my research examines that relationship and how 
that relationship has changed thus far this century. Jensen writes in Theatre in a Media 
 
74 Savran, “Middlebrow Anxiety,” 19. 
75 Savran, “Middlebrow Anxiety,” 18. 
76 Ayad Akhtar, “An Antidote to Digital Dehumanization? Live Theater,” New York 
Times, December 29, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/29/theater/ayad-akhtar-
steinberg-award-digital-dehumanization-live-theater.html. 
77 “Audience Members’ Hearts Beat Together at the Theatre,” UCL, November 17, 2017, 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/pals/news/2017/nov/audience-members-hearts-beat-together-
theatre. 
78 “Audience Members’ Hearts.” 
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Culture: Production, Performance and Perception Since 1970 that “the cultural context 
of today’s audiences, and the proximity to the dominant media technology that delivers 
that context, influences contemporary theatrical reception.”79 Internet access and 
technology has changed theatrical interpretation—not through competition, but through 
accessibility and intimacy. As this dissertation discusses, the internet can allow theatrical 
stars into the realm of celebrity that was denied to previous generations. It can facilitate 
the proliferation of theatrical names beyond the confines of the theatrical domain and that 
can only help the artform as the competing forms of entertainment remain cheaper and 
more accessible. The use of this technology may make live performance featuring 
theatrical stars more desirable and eradicate the need for celebrities from beyond the 
theatrical domain to take center stage on Broadway. While it is impossible to definitively 
know what the future will look like on Broadway, based upon the early decades of the 
twenty-first century, the prospect is hopeful for that change.
 
79 Jensen, Theatre in a Media Culture, 13. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
“‘I’m Just a Broadway Baby’: Broadway Stars Stepping into the Spotlight”1 
Gee, 
I’d like to be  
On some marquee, 
All twinkling lights, 
A spark 
To pierce the dark 
From Battery Park 
To Washington Heights. 
--Stephen Sondheim2 
 
In James Goldman and Stephen Sondheim’s 1971 musical Follies, a group of 
former performers from the grand Follies productions of the past and their partners 
converge upon a stage, prior to the theatre’s destruction, and, in essence, return to the 
repository of their pasts. Throughout this extremely haunted musical, where the 
apparitional younger versions of major characters flit about the stage and elegant ethereal 
spectral visions of the leggy chorines appear and disappear, numerous featured Follies 
members relive the famous performances of their pasts. Hattie Walker, played by Ethel 
Shutta in that original production, has one of the most endearing of them all, “Broadway 
Baby.” The song is an “I Am” song, which according to Bob Fosse, is a song that 
“[defines] character and situation,” and for a metatheatrical musical, the audience learns 
that a life on the stage is not only what many of these characters want(ed), but who they 
are.3 Hattie begins, 
I’m just a 
 
 
1 The title quotes the opening lyric of “Broadway Baby” from the musical Follies. James 
Goldman and Stephen Sondheim, Follies (New York: Random House, 1971), 34. 
2 Goldman and Sondheim, Follies, 35. 
3 Larry Stempel, Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater (New York: 
W.W. Norton and Company, 2010), 414. 




Walking off my tired feet,  
 
Pounding Forty-second Street 
 




Learning how to sing and dance, 
 
Waiting for that one big chance 
 
To be in a show.4 
 
Although the character Hattie Walker’s career never achieved the lasting legacy afforded 
to stardom, there are those whose names are nearly synonymous with Broadway itself, 
despite their work in other performance venues. For this chapter, I will be examining the 
work of three undeniable “Broadway Babies”: Patti LuPone, Nathan Lane, and Audra 
McDonald. Each has had a career that was cultivated in the theatre and has spanned 
decades. LuPone first appeared on Broadway in repertory with the City Center Acting 
Company in productions of Anton Chekhov’s The Three Sisters, John Gay’s The 
Beggar’s Opera, William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure, Moliere’s Scapin and 
James Saunders’s Next Time I’ll Sing to You in 1973–74; and she continues to appear 
with regularity on the Broadway stage. Lane’s first Broadway role was in a 1982 revival 
of Noel Coward’s Present Laughter; and his most recent performance was in Taylor 
Mac’s Gary: A Sequel to Titus Andronicus was in 2019. McDonald’s Broadway debut 
was in Marsha Norman and Lucy Simon’s The Secret Garden in 1993 and appeared most 
recently Terrence McNally’s Frankie and Johnny in the Clair du Lune in 2019. Each has 
 
4 Goldman and Sondheim, Follies, 34. 
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multiple Tony Awards and nominations, a combined eleven awards out of twenty-one 
nominations among the three. All enjoy above-title billing on the marquee, indicating 
their respective star power in the industry. While all have made appearances in both film 
and television, within the Broadway fan community they are bona fide Broadway stars 
who garnered their star status in the theatre and despite their work in other venues, often 
return to their “home,” New York’s Broadway stages. These three individuals are often 
the only star power needed to open a Broadway musical, countering the apparent 
celebrity norm on Broadway prevailing in the early twenty-first century. Yet they are 
certainly not treated as celebrities, whose private lives eclipse their personal lives in the 
media, and their work in other genres has not superseded their Broadway pedigrees. This 
chapter presents each as a Broadway star. And just as the Broadway musical has changed 
in the new millennium, LuPone, Lane, and McDonald have each experienced some 
semblance of the trappings of celebrity. That coupled with new levels of accessibility via 
new media, the climate may be right for Broadway celebrities to emerge. 
P. David Marshall writes, “The interchangeability of celebrities means that no 
celebrity possesses any meaning of consequence.”5 The celebration and longevity of the 
careers of LuPone, Lane, and McDonald show that their presence on the Broadway stage 
is indeed of consequence. Marshall continues, “The interchangeability of celebrities, the 
nonattachment to the individual, means that we participate in the ‘ecstasy’ of 
recombining a new representation of celebrity status.”6 While burgeoning stars are 
welcomed and celebrated within the Broadway community, the attachment and 
 
5 P. David Marshall, Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 11. 
6 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 12. 
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celebration of theatrical juggernauts only accumulate over time, accruing the star power 
of the elite few. 
In It, Joseph Roach discusses the mystical “It-factor,” describing those who have 
It (with a capital “I”) as those “abnormally interesting people”7 who are rare and magical 
but somehow everywhere. Perhaps most importantly, Roach emphasizes throughout this 
work that this concept is not modern, but rather has been extremely important for 
centuries, most noticeably in seventeenth century Restoration England. The titles of 
Roach’s chapters “—accessories, clothes, hair, skin, flesh, and bone—in turn construct 
the kind of mental images that people conjure as they make celebrities their own in 
imagination or memory.”8 While there are many celebrities who do indeed have that 
unquantifiable/unqualifiable “it” factor, they tend to gravitate (or be led by managers, 
agents, and/or other intermediaries) to arenas that permit larger fame than the theatrical 
domain facilitates. If film or television had existed earlier, perhaps many theatrical 
luminaries would have only graced the screen. One can only imagine the global reach 
Nell Gwynn could or would have achieved, for example. In “Siddons, Celebrity and 
Regality: Portraiture and the Body of the Ageing Actress,” Shearer West writes, “During 
the eighteenth century the concept of celebrity was in its formative stages. Although the 
effects and consequences of public recognition existed before this time, its by-products—
including journalistic voyeurism, public obsession and image manipulation—were 
manifestations of a commercial culture that became especially strong in England during 
 
7 Joseph Roach, it (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2007), 1. 
8 Roach, it, 55. 
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the latter half of the eighteenth century.”9 West further develops this notion by comparing 
the period to that of new millennial society, noting “there are many continuities between 
Georgian London and twenty-first-century global culture. Mechanisms of publicity that 
were only in the process of invention in the eighteenth century remain: image-making, 
puffing, idolatry, the collapse of distinctions between public and private, and an 
obsession with the body.”10 One primary difference is that unlike the eighteenth century, 
culture is truly globally facilitated and accessibility is almost instantaneous in the twenty-
first century. While a printed image or article may have taken months to sail across the 
Atlantic to the colonies, between 2003 and 2018 a brief search and the click of a mouse 
provide hundreds of photographs and articles, depending on the fame of the individual 
being searched. West additionally asserts, “What changed in the intervening centuries 
was the way these ingredients gradually overturned the continuity and longevity of public 
‘fame’ in favour of the evanescence and replaceability of ‘celebrity.’”11 Yet the theatre 
celebrates those whose talent continues to bring them to the stage. An evening’s 
performance may be ephemeral, but longevity is a primary goal of most performers. As 
Roach notes, “Celebrities, like kings, have two bodies—the body natural, which decays 
and dies, and the body politic, which does neither.”12 Celebrities want to be remembered 
and they diligently work towards that end. 
 
9 Shearer West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality: Portraiture and the Body of the Ageing 
Actress,” in Theatre and Celebrity in Britain, 1660–2000, eds. Mary Luckhurst and Jane 
Moody (New York: Palgrave, 2005), 191. 
10 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 191. 
11 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 191. 
12 Roach quoted in Luckhurst and Moody, “Introduction: The Singularity of Theatrical 
Celebrity,” in Theatre and Celebrity in Britain, 1660–2000, eds. Mary Luckhurst and 
Jane Moody (New York: Palgrave, 2005), 9. 
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I am by no means arguing that celebrated theatrical performers do not and have 
not existed. Examples of individuals whose offstage life was of interest to the public are 
recorded through history, including Thomas Betterton (1635–1710), David Garrick 
(1717–79), Lillian Russell (1860–1922), and Eva Tanguay (1878–1947). These 
performers and more were indeed celebrated in their respective eras. But the primary 
means of their fame was inarguably their talent on the stage. In “Siddons, Celebrity and 
Regality: Portraiture and the Body of the Ageing Actress,” West describes how actress 
Sarah Siddons manipulated her career in ways we would normally primarily attribute to 
our understanding of contemporary celebrity. West notes, “The establishment and 
effective maintenance of her celebrity was partly a result of the way Siddons managed 
public perceptions of both her private life and her stage presence.”13 Much how we would 
describe a contemporary celebrity diva, “Siddons was enthusiastically involved in 
cultivating her public image through portraiture.”14 Siddons would reject specific artists, 
poses, etc. to ensure her lasting image would reflect her the exact way she wanted. “She 
was particularly effective at manipulating the unconscious perceptions of audiences who 
tended to see the performer and the role as two sides of the same coin—what William 
Gruber refers to as ‘the actor/character alloy.”15 When information is known about a 
celebrity life, their private life made public, this often creates a need for reconciliation 
between character, actor, and celebrity. “It was clear that audiences saw performers 
through a kind of double vision—observing both their real and imagined bodies and 
 
13 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 193. 
14 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 193. Mark Steyn describes a diva as 
“[l]arger-than-life…imposing, spectacular women stars,” in Broadway Babies Say 
Goodnight: Musicals Then and Now (New York: Routledge, 1999), 243. 
15 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 193. 
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attempting either to reconcile or elide any inconsistencies.”16 This desire for congruity 
only increased following the advent of realism, with the expectation of the performance 
being true to life, a desire from audiences, and writers and producers, and this in turn bled 
into the fields of film and television. “Theatrical performers provide an appropriate 
testing ground for the development of a concept of celebrity, as they were objects of the 
media manipulation, audience fervour and public obsession that characterized the 
commercial culture in the eighteen century.”17 But with the advent of film and then 
television, the “concept of celebrity” was forever altered, and the widespread interest in 
reporting on theatrical stars waned in favor of performers who had a wider audience base 
created for them by the apparatus of their performance mode. Yet, although not 
celebrities in contemporary terms, the following case studies are celebrated individuals of 
the Broadway musical stage. With the changes in technology and globally pervasive 
media, Broadway celebrities, those cultivated in the theatrical domain, are on the 
upswing in contemporary society.  
 
Patti LuPone: “You can be taught to act, but you can’t be taught the X factor”18 
From her Broadway debut as Irina in The Three Sisters (1973) to her Tony 
Award-nominated turn as Helena Rubinstein in War Paint (2017), as of this writing, 
actress Patti LuPone has appeared on Broadway in twenty-seven productions, both in 
 
16 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 195. 
17 West, “Siddons, Celebrity and Regality,” 191. 
18 Patti LuPone and Digby Deihl, Patti LuPone: A Memoir (New York: Three Rivers, 
2010), 50. 
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musicals and plays, originating some roles and reviving others.19 She has been nominated 
seven times for Tony Awards, and won twice, with almost thirty years separating the two 
trophies. LuPone has appeared in television and film, but she is, according to Foster 
Hirsch, a “[c]ontemporary Broadway diva…who [has] had to supplement [her] stage 
appearances with work in other media.”20 Eddie Shapiro seconds this assertion when he 
writes, “LuPone has peppered her career with concert appearances, television, film, 
straight plays…and even forays into opera. But she is thought of, first and foremost, as a 
Broadway baby.”21 The longevity of LuPone’s theatrical career and the numerous roles 
she has played could be separately examined towards a thorough understanding of her 
theatrical aura. For the purposes of this chapter, following a brief introduction to the 
origins of her career, I will focus on the role which brought her fame and her first Tony 
Award, Eva Perón in Evita (1979).  
LuPone grew up in Northport, Long Island, and performed throughout her 
childhood and in school. When it was time to go to college, LuPone was a member of the 
first class of acting students in the Drama Division at Juilliard, one of the highest 
regarded arts training institutions in the country, under the tutelage of John Houseman, 
from 1968 to 1972. LuPone credits Juilliard with making her career. She says the intense 
 
19 Although LuPone was in previews for the 2020 revisal of Company as Joanne, the 
production has not officially opened as of this writing due to the Broadway closures 
caused by COVID-19. 
20 Foster Hirsch, “Actors and Acting” in The Cambridge History of American Theatre: 
Volume III: Post–World War II to the 1990s, eds. Don B. Wilmeth and Christopher 
Bigsby (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 507. 
21 Eddie Shapiro, Nothing Like a Dame: Conversations with the Great Women of Musical 
Theater (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 143. 
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study and harsh critique prepared her for what the professional world would bring upon 
her. She writes in her co-authored memoir:  
School was incredibly hard. We were all psychologically ripped to shreds. The 
pressure and the competition were intense, but I grew as an actor because I was 
tested, not because I was supported. I truly believe you learn more from failure 
than you do from success. I spent four years there, and it was one of the most 
painful experiences of my life….How painful it was, I wouldn’t change a minute 
of the experience, because it prepared me for everything in this business, 
including the worst experiences of my career and my life would survive.22 
Following her graduation, she, as well as others from her Juilliard class, performed as a 
member of what became known as The Acting Company, still under the leadership of 
Houseman. This association accounted for most of her early Broadway performances. 
LuPone writes that the same fears and torment from school continued and eventually she 
left the group. LuPone was almost immediately cast in the Broadway-bound musical The 
Baker’s Wife (1976). Plagued by its own problems, the musical never officially opened 
on Broadway, although it provided LuPone with one of her signature songs, 
“Meadowlark.” Little could she know that a mere three years following the abrupt closure 
of The Baker’s Wife, LuPone’s star-making moment would arrive. 
Unlike LuPone’s work on camera which is documented forever on film, her 
performances in the theatre are subject to its defining features of liveness and 
ephemerality. Susan Bennett in Theatre Audiences: A Theory of Production and 
Reception writes,  
 
22 LuPone and Diehl, Patti LuPone: A Memoir, 50. 
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Unlike a printed text, a theatrical performance is available for its audience only in 
a fixed time period. Furthermore, the event is not a finished product in the same 
way as a novel or poem. It is an interactive process, which relies on the presence 
of spectators to achieve its effects. A performance is, of course, unlike a printed 
work, always open to immediate and public acceptance, modification, or rejection 
by those people it addresses.23  
The brief synopsis of Evita provided by Playbill reads: “An obscure and ambitious 
actress becomes the powerful and controversial first lady of Argentina,”24 and in many 
ways, despite LuPone’s numerous roles on Broadway, these adjectives were aligned with 
LuPone and some have been used to describe her work, even though only those who 
attended the theatre were able to witness her performance. Even for those who did not see 
Evita, the effect of this role and her performance have been linked to her star status for 
her entire subsequent career. With Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Evita in 1979, 
LuPone’s stardom rose astronomically, overcoming the show’s largely negative reviews. 
As the discussion over the significance of the starring role expanded beyond the theatrical 
realm and into the world of film celebrity, Andrea Chambers reported upon the decision 
to cast LuPone.25 The article in People Magazine, an entertainment gossip magazine one 
step above tabloid journalism, begins by talking about LuPone’s “worries” about her 
relationship status, initiating the article by bringing LuPone to the realm of celebrity…a 
 
23 Susan Bennett, Theatre Audiences: A Theory of Production and Reception, 2nd ed. 
(New York: Routledge, 2001), 67. 
24 “Evita Broadway,” Playbill, accessed August 10, 2020, 
http://www.playbill.com/production/evita-broadway-theatre-vault-0000012263. 
25 Andrea Chambers, “Acting Nobody Patti Lupone [sic] Set Her Cap to Be Evita and 
Beat Out Faye and Raquel,” People, August 6, 1979, https://people.com/archive/acting-
nobody-patti-lupone-set-her-cap-to-be-evita-and-beat-out-faye-and-raquel-vol-12-no-6/. 
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discussion about her private life, even in an article purportedly very much about her 
work.  
When Raquel Welch, Meryl Streep and Faye Dunaway put out feelers for a plum 
stage role, what’s a director to do? Well, Harold Prince bypassed all of them in 
casting the U.S. version of the London smash Evita [sic]. His surprise choice to 
play Argentinian First Lady Eva Perón: little-known New York actress Patti Ann 
LuPone, 30. “It’s fun,” says Prince with Barnumesque aplomb, “to make a star.”26 
But the road to playing Eva Perón, “Argentina’s most spectacular and spectacularized 
femicon,” according to Jean Graham-Jones, was not easy.27 
Evita, written by composer Andrew Lloyd Webber and lyricist/librettist Tim Rice, 
began as a concept album in 1976. Concept albums “upon which a number of 
independently conceived songs could be arranged to a potentially fully integrated work 
on which all the songs could be conceptually or thematically related” were popularized in 
the 1960s and 1970s by rock artists looking to change the medium, as discussed by 
Elizabeth L. Wollman and Pete Townshend.28 Despite the difficulties that many of these 
albums posed once fully produced on stage, Lloyd Webber and Rice’s Jesus Christ 
Superstar was such a success that Evita followed this model. Famed Broadway director 
Harold Prince was hired to bring the studio album about Eva Perón to life on stage. After 
Julie Covington, who sang the role of Eva on the album, “let it be known she was not 
 
26 Chambers, “Acting Nobody Patti Lupone.” 
27 Graham-Jones, Evita, Inevitably, 62. 
28 Elizabeth L. Wollman, The Theatre Will Rock: A History of the Rock Musical, from 
Hair to Hedwig (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2006), 76. Also see Pete 
Townshend, Who Am I (New York: Harper Perennial, 2012), for his rationale and 
discussion behind the creation of Tommy, one of the most influential concept albums, 
released in 1969. 
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interested in playing the role on stage,”29 the creative team held numerous auditions to 
cast the role, even “issu[ing] an open invitation to any girl who thought she had a chance 
at the part.”30 According to Jessica Sternfeld, “When casting began [for the London 
production] the press latched onto the great search for Eva with gusto, to the point where 
the creative team feared an overdose of publicity would cause any woman to fail to 
measure up to the pressure.”31 While Prince wanted American actress Bonnie Shon for 
the role, Elaine Page, the favorite of the writers, secured the role and “was duly 
acclaimed an overnight star.”32 Two years after the album’s release, Evita premiered on 
the West End on June 21, 1978, closing 2,913 performances later on February 18, 1986.33 
For its transfer to the United States, Actors’ Equity, the union for actors in the 
United States, would not allow the British cast of the production to perform. Another 
arduous audition cycle was held, and LuPone secured the role. Prince stated, “‘If 
anything, I prefer to have people who are not known stars. It can get in the way of the 
character they are going to play.’”34 This is especially true when the role is that of a very 
public figure. Prince’s statement, perhaps unknowingly, addresses how stardom can both 
get in the way of the actor and their performance and how the ghosts of stardom can 
cloud the audience’s interpretation of the character.  
 
29 Michael Owen, “A London Hit Arrives—With a Controversial Heroine,” New York 
Times, September 23, 1979, https://www.nytimes.com/1979/09/23/archives/a-london-hit-
arriveswith-a-controversial-heroine-a-controversial.html. 
30 Owen, “London Hit.” 
31 Jessica Sternfeld, The Megamusical (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 
102. 
32 Owen, “London Hit.” 
33 “Evita the Musical,” This Is Theatre, accessed August 10, 2020, 
http://www.thisistheatre.com/londonshows/evita.html. 
34 Owen, “London Hit.” 
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The megamusical structurally attempts to eliminate an actor’s individual aura. 
Jessica Sternfeld writes that these types of musicals  
[feature] a grand plot from a historical era, high emotions, singing and music 
throughout and impressive sets. It opens with massive publicity, which usually 
leads to millions of dollars in advance sales. Marketing strategies provide a 
recognizable logo or image, theme song, and catch phrase. Successful               
(re-)productions spring up all over the world. Audiences rave; critics are less 
thrilled. It runs for years, perhaps decades, becoming a fixture of our cultural 
landscape.35 
Evita is an example of an early megamusical, and despite the fact that composer Lloyd 
Webber seemed apprehensive to tell the story of “the beautiful, conniving woman who 
had fought her way to the top and become the first lady of Argentina” and that Argentina 
responded to their prior collaboration Jesus Christ Superstar by burning down the theatre 
where it was playing, librettist Rice “was fascinated by her charm, her charisma, her 
ability to snow an entire country into loving her while she went about her nefarious 
ways.”36 Stacy Wolf describes some defining factors of a megamusical by noting: 
Set and lighting cues were “locked down” and recorded on computer, so that 
nothing changed from one performance to the next and the same show could be 
played by different actors in different cities at the same time. Because the whole 
show was musically scored, the action moved at a prescribed pace, ensuring no 
variation among actors’ performances and promising spectators the same show 
 
35 Sternfeld, The Megamusical, 5. 
36 Sternfeld, The Megamusical, 100. 
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anywhere and at any time. In these ways, the megamusical approximated film 
production, distribution, and reception.37  
This structure tries to allow for seamless transition not only between productions across 
the globe, but between individual actors on the Broadway stage. Yet theatrical production 
inherently does not permit that elimination of aura. Despite the fact that the marketing 
and producing structure of the megamusical remains intact, there is no replication of 
individual auras, and ghosts, emanating from actors on the Broadway stage. And despite 
the fact that the US production of Evita was structurally in many ways working against 
its leading lady, LuPone was both impactful and impacted as the performer playing Eva. 
Evita premiered in the United States in Los Angeles to tepid reviews, with the Los 
Angeles Times calling LuPone “‘shaky.’”38 However Prince came to her defense, noting 
for People magazine that “her performance was a ‘f—ing gem.’”39 Prince continued to 
support LuPone, his leading lady, stating, “‘She has that hypnotic quality of great 
performers….The role calls for a white sound, a pure sound that cuts through screaming 
crowds—like Patti’s.’”40 By the time the production moved to San Francisco, it toppled 
box-office records.41 From there, Evita finally opened on Broadway at the Broadway 
Theatre on September 25, 1979, after two weeks of previews. The production closed on 
June 26, 1983, running for a total of seventeen previews and 1,567 performances.42 As 
 
37 Stacy Wolf, Changed for Good: A Feminist History of the Broadway Musical (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 136. 
38 Quoted in Chambers, “Acting Nobody Patti Lupone.”  
39 Chambers, “Acting Nobody Patti Lupone.” 
40 Chambers, “Acting Nobody Patti Lupone.” 
41 Owen, “London Hit.” 
42 “Evita,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/evita-3809 
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Eva, LuPone herself continued to receive less-than-positive reviews, but it is hard to see 
if the critiques are jabs at LuPone or the character of Eva, which, it seems, blended 
together, and have followed LuPone throughout her career.  
Walter Kerr, writing for the New York Times, was not taken with the Broadway 
production. Critics in London were particularly wary of the musical because they felt it 
glorified a horrific woman, referred to as a “Latin American Lady Macbeth.”43 Michael 
Owen, also of the New York Times, reported that the critic at the Sunday Times “deplored 
the way Eva Peron’s ‘rise to power, megalomania, dictatorship, cruelty, corruption and 
the attention of Messrs. Rice and Lloyd Webber’ have resulted in the fact that ‘our 
society will now take her enthusiastically to its heart.’”44 In order to avoid similar 
critiques on Broadway, Prince and the authors tried to make changes to the musical, 
primarily by enlarging the narrator role of Che Guevara, making him “a ‘revolutionary’ 
opponent of Perón-style populism” in order to permit him to directly critique Eva and her 
husband’s dictatorial regime, however replete with historically inaccuracy.45 Yet 
numerous critics “were also offended by what seemed to them to be a glamorizing of the 
story of Eva, an implicit admiration for her style, her spunk, her clever mind” which the 
 
43 Owen, “London Hit.” It is important to note that these critiques of the musical display 
“the standard northern hemispheric anti-Peronist ‘myth,’” (Graham-Jones, Evita, 
Inevitably, 64) from the British and U.S. press’s interpretation of Eva Perón’s history and 
legacy. Scholars have been critical of this negative perpetuation of Evita, Graham-Jones 
describing the musical “itself [as] an international revenant haunting the global cultural 
economy through ubiquitous revivals in myriad languages and reaching its Madonnified 
extreme in [Alan] Parker’s 1996 film” in Evita, Inevitably (130). The ghosts of the 
musical, therefore, are haunting the historical personage of Eva herself and because the 
vast majority of writing on the musical is written through this lens, this dissertation is 
therefore haunted, as well. 
44 Owen, “London Hit.” 
45 Graham-Jones, Evita, Inevitably, 137. 
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creators vehemently denied.46 But you cannot deny the structure of a musical and the 
creation of a star, as in this case it is both textually and extratextually through the rise of 
LuPone’s stardom (and Page before her). In his review for the New York Times, Kerr 
writes, “[Che] is most often employed to make certain that [the audience] won’t go 
developing a crush on Evita” which “keeps [audiences] permanently outside the action, 
unable to decipher Evita’s complexities [themselves].”47 He continues, “We’re not 
participants, we’re recipients of postal cards (and photographs) from all over. Which is a 
chilly and left-handed way to write a character-musical.”48  
This interpretation of the character bled into LuPone’s notices for her 
performance in the role. Kerr writes about “actress Patti LuPone’s leering tongue, her 
firmly set jaw, and the ice water that plainly runs in her veins,” but at least does 
parenthetically note that “Miss LuPone sings the role well, and moves with a rattlesnake 
vitality.”49 James Lardner of the Washington Post wrote, “As Eva, Patti Lupone [sic] 
must deal with the shallowness of both the character and the authors. It is a losing battle. 
And since her singing voice is hard to understand in certain registers, her performance 
comes across, perhaps unfairly, as one of ‘Evita’s’ serious drawbacks.”50 Here it is clear 
 
46 Sternfeld, The Megamusical, 104. 
47 Walter Kerr, “Stage: ‘Evita,’ a Musical Peron,” New York Times, September 26, 1979, 
https://www.nytimes.com/1979/09/26/archives/stage-evita-a-musical-peron-ambitions-
progress.html. 
48 Kerr, “Stage ‘Evita.’” 
49 Kerr, “Stage ‘Evita.’” 
50 James Lardner, “‘Evita’—Fails as History, But Hits as Musical,” Washington Post, 
July 1, 1979, https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/1979/07/01/evita-fails-
as-history-but-hits-as-musical/6e794b2e-c9c8-44ae-b515-
abe37c49d776/?utm_term=.633f7b2b7855.  
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that LuPone is tackling with the ghosts of Eva herself and the perceived poor writing of 
the piece, both of which have little to do with her ability or talent. 
 The role of Eva Perón, as depicted in the musical, fulfills the Cinderella story that 
has been celebrated throughout Broadway musical history. As described in the show’s 
Playbill, “[Evita] is the astonishing story about a girl from the most mundane of 
backgrounds who became the most powerful women her country (and, indeed, Latin 
America) had ever seen, a woman never content to be a mere ornament at the side of her 
husband, the president.”51 The musical presents Eva as someone of strength in a rags-to-
riches story. Wolf quotes director Hal Prince, “She was born dirt-poor, illegitimate, in a 
macho-oriented South American country—a far from beautiful woman who transformed 
herself through diet, dye-pot, persistence and savvy into a glamorous figure….What I did 
was make it hard for the audience to make up their minds about Evita….I wanted you 
against your will to think she was glamorous.”52 The first line of the show is an 
announcement from the Press Secretary of her death. “It is the sad duty of the Secretary 
of the Press to inform the people of Argentina that Eva Perón, spiritual leader of the 
nation, entered immortality at 20.25 hours today,”53 which is met by weeping of various 
characters and a requiem. This sequence solidifies her role: Eva was beloved at her death, 
and there is nothing the subsequent “Oh, What a Circus” can do to supplant that, despite 
the efforts of the creative team.  
 
51 Playbill, “Evita Broadway.” 
52 Wolf, Changed for Good, 127. 
53 Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice, Evita (New York: MCA Music Publishing, 
1979), 57. 
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 The following scene shows Eva as a fresh young girl with her “I Want” song 
infused within “Eva and Magaldi”/ “Eva, Beware of the City,” when she sings, “I wanna 
be a part of BA/Buenos Aires—Big Apple,” which is repeated numerous times.54 
Eva/LuPone want to be something more than they are, and many audience members can 
connect with that theme. While critical of much of LuPone’s performance, Lardner in the 
Washington Post wrote, “Lupone [sic] rises splendidly to the occasion of ‘Don’t Cry for 
Me Argentina,’ an extremely evocative musical transliteration of her appeal.”55 By the 
time the second act of Evita opens and “Don’t Cry for Me Argentina” is performed, Eva 
has gone from a small-town girl to an actress to the wife of the president of Argentina.56 
While soldiers and the aristocracy put her down, pointing out the nefarious ways she 
achieved this status, the audience is not meant to side with them, it is meant to support 
the heroine, Eva. “Don’t Cry for Me Argentina,” is a song that is performed to the 
audience of Argentinian people outside from the balcony of the presidential Casa Rosada 
and the theatrical audience simultaneously. In it, Eva/LuPone, dressed spectacularly, but 
reservedly, opens to the love of her followers, even “[breaking] down” prior to the 
climactic moment with her arms raised imploringly when she sings the chorus: 
Don’t cry for me Argentina 
 
The truth is I never left you 
 
All through my wild days 
 
My mad existence 
 
I kept my promise 
 
54 Lloyd Webber and Rice, Evita, 59. 
55 Lardner, “Fails as History.” 
56 “Don’t Cry for Me Argentina” has been performed at different places in the musical, 
not only at the top of Act II, depending on the production. 
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Don’t keep your distance.57  
 
This commanding plea is meant to evoke sympathy and an intimate connection to her 
followers, both the stage people of Argentina and members of the Broadway audience. 
Wolf notes,  
The most famous, iconic image from Evita—so recognizable that Wicked 
humorously references it in the beginning of act 2—finds Eva dressed in a sparkly 
strapless, white ball gown, her blond hair pulled back in a severe bun, standing 
atop a catwalk with the crowd of Argentinian citizens and supporters below her. 
The actor’s arms are raised and bent at the elbows, palms pointing upstage in a 
pose of benediction, as she powerfully belts the haunting melody.58  
The number is so dynamic, that the bragging lyrics that follow—“Just listen to that! The 
voice of Argentina! We are adored! We are loved!”59—are almost completely ignored 
due to the musical theatre dynamism just displayed.  
In the press, LuPone was presented as relatively obscure, who fought against 
significant names to earn her way into the role. She overcame mixed reviews to play an 
enormous celebrity, who pulled her out of the unknown, in a gargantuan Broadway role. 
She was presented to audiences as someone to celebrate. As Wolf adds, “Although the 
character of Eva is practically irredeemable, the actor shines, and Evita might have 
presaged a hopeful future for women in Broadway musicals in the 1980s.”60 Lardner 
ended his review of Evita stating, “Revolutions, even the best of them, take time to show 
 
57 Lloyd Webber and Rice, Evita, 65. 
58 Wolf, Changed for Good, 128. 
59 Lloyd Webber and Rice, Evita, 65. 
60 Wolf, Changed for Good, 128. 
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their true worth,” and at the end of the season, LuPone received the Tony Award for Best 
Performance by a Leading Actress in a Musical in 1980. Thus, a theatrical star was 
born.61  
The score of Evita was terribly difficult and even physically damaging. LuPone 
discusses it often in interviews how she had to be on complete vocal rest when not on 
stage, in order to sustain her voice given the beating it was receiving in the show. She 
often states that composer Andrew Lloyd Webber hated women because of where the 
music is placed vocally for a female singer. LuPone wrote in her memoir, “The high 
notes in the score, which the character of Evita sits on all night long, are placed in the 
passaggio, or the passage. The passaggio are the weakest notes to produce as the voice 
passes from chest to head.”62 However, despite this, “[LuPone] managed to rip through 
the score like a hurricane unleashed…and to this day, her portrayal of Eva Peron is 
generally considered to be definitive.”63  
While there is much written about the fame that LuPone was catapulted into 
following her Tony Award winning performance in Evita, LuPone often notes the 
difficulty that she had finding work afterwards. Graham-Jones writes, “From the 
beginning, Evita resists any consideration of the human Eva Perón, preferring to examine 
her public persona as a cautionary albeit captivating tale.” She continues by noting that 
the role of Che Guevara “dictates how the spectator is to judge her.”64 Although, as 
 
61 It should be noted that this was LuPone’s second Tony Award nomination, having been 
previously nominated for Best Performance by a Featured Actress in a Musical for The 
Robber Bridegroom in 1975. 
62 LuPone and Deihl, Patti LuPone: Memoir, 105. 
63 Adriaan Fuchs, “Patti LuPone,” On and Off the Record, July 24, 2015, 
https://www.onandofftherecord.com/patti-lupone/. 
64 Graham-Jones, Evita, Inevitably, 62. 
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discussed, the structure of the musical and the vocal dynamics of the role often led 
audiences to create a sympathetic connection to her, for LuPone Eva’s ghosts made 
moving on from the icy role of the dictator’s wife difficult. LuPone writes in her memoir, 
“Ever since Evita, I’d had trouble convincing people I was not a blonde and Evita was 
not me.”65 She said that after Evita, “‘No one would touch me. What they saw was this 
blond fascist tap dancer. I went into ‘Evita’ as a Juilliard-trained actor, and I came out as 
Evita.’”66 In addition to the ghosts of Eva Perón, LuPone left Evita with the reputation of 
being a difficult actress to work with: “It made me a star. It was the most difficult role I 
had been given to play. It also gave me a reputation and a shadow of controversy that has 
followed me to this day and took its toll on every aspect of my life.”67 In an interview 
with Eddie Shapiro she elaborated, “I was made difficult. I wasn’t born difficult.”68 She 
was reportedly demanding backstage, had conditions in her contract that needed to be 
met, and would sometimes refuse to perform if they were not. Yet, LuPone contends, 
“You talk to any leading lady in this business and they’ll tell you the same thing: it’s 
because you’re a woman.”69 Sexism may certainly come into play in discussing the 
strength with which a woman presents herself—a man may be called “commanding” and 
 
65 LuPone and Deihl, Patti LuPone: Memoir, 177. 
66 Karen Heller, “Patti LuPone on Her ‘Painful’ Rise to Broadway Stardom: ‘I Was My 




67 LuPone and Deihl, Patti LuPone: Memoir, 104. 
68 Shapiro, Nothing Like a Dame, 145. 
69 Shapiro, Nothing Like a Dame, 145. Almost every chapter in her memoir she discusses 
the fights to get the contracts the way she wanted them, including walking away from Les  
Misérables at the Royal Shakespeare Company for three days until her salary was what 
she thought appropriate. See LuPone and Deihl, Patti LuPone: Memoir, 176. 
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“sure” whereas a woman may be referred to as a “bitch.” Many of the stories about 
LuPone are anecdotal. Yet, it is undeniable that occasionally LuPone’s antics are caught 
in the public eye, where her pseudo-celebrity status has caused audience members’ 
cameras to snap. 
 
A Broadway Star Meets Contemporary Audiences 
In an interview with Neal Conan for National Public Radio’s “Talk of the 
Nation,” LuPone described playing before a live audience, gushing,  
And when an audience is involved, there is an electricity. There is a deafening 
silence. It is—it’s incredible. And that’s something that you hope for every time 
you go out there, that you will unite an audience in this particular story you’re 
telling so much that they leave the theater and they are in the world of the play 
with you…. [W]hen we all buy tickets to go to the theater, we—it’s a collective 
group of people going into an environment for a singular purpose, you know a, a 
singular experience, but collectively.70 
In other words, the audience forms a community by choosing to come to the theatre, sit in 
the relatively quiet darkness and watch a production together. But sometimes one 
member of the community can disrupt the experience for all. While in a movie theatre, 
the annoyance of a fellow audience member cannot be challenged by any of the actors on 
screen, but the theatre is live, and LuPone has been known to refuse to allow that 
behavior. 
 
70 Neal Conan, “Backstage with Broadway Legend Patti LuPone,” National Public Radio, 
September 20, 2010, 
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 On January 10, 2009, near the end of the run of Gypsy,71 in the middle of the 
opening section of the final number “Rose’s Turn,” Rose sings, “You either have it….” 
But before she could continue the song, that night LuPone cut herself off to chastise 
whoever was taking photographs from the audience during the dynamic moment.  
Stop, stop, stop, stop…stop taking pictures right now. You heard the 
announcement, who do you think you are?  
Applause from audience. 
How dare you?! Who do you think you are? Get them out! I won’t continue if 
they’re taking pictures! Get ‘em out!  
More applause. 
Three times! Three times you took a picture! You heard the announcement in the 
beginning, you heard the announcement at intermission. Who do you think you 
ARE?!72  
Once the patron was removed from the theatre, LuPone made a few additional statements 
to the audience before starting “Rose’s Turn” again: 
I have to say this. I have to say this: We have forgotten our public manners. And 
we have forgotten that we are in a community. And this is the theater. And all of 
you, every single one of you except for that person, has respect. And I and the rest 
of this company *oh-preciate* it. Thank you.73 
 
71 Gypsy ran from March 3, 2008 until January 11, 2009, with twenty-seven previews and 
332 performances, for a total of forty-five weeks. See “Gypsy (2008),” Internet 
Broadway Database, https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/gypsy-475256. 
72 “Patti Lupone Stops ‘Gypsy’ Mid-Show to Yell at a Photographer,” New York 
Broadway Tours, January 11, 2019, http://newyorkbroadwaytours.com/patti-lupone-
stops-gypsy-mid-show-to-yell-at-a-photographer/. 
73 “Patti Lupone Stops.” 
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Of course, just as LuPone was calling out one audience member, another pulled 
their phone out to record audio of the moment, which was posted on-line. It even inspired 
songs and other video media, for example, “LuPWNed! (The Patti LuPone Audience 
Freakout Remix,)”74 with the chorus ending, “You just got Patti LuPWNed!”75 The 
creator of the post provides two definitions for the verb: “1. To give an untouchable 
theatrical performance…2. To be on the receiving end of an act in a theatrical setting that 
could be considered ridiculous by others; to be diva’d out on.”76 The moment from the 
January 10 incident is an example of the second definition. 
In 2015, while performing in Shows for Days at Lincoln Center, LuPone had 
another interaction with a disconcerting audience member. As she told Eddie Shapiro, “I 
look out at the audience and I find the one that’s not listening.”77 While LuPone didn’t 
stop the show as she had done a few years earlier, when she exited, she simply reached 
down and took the phone away from a patron in the second row. Following that evening’s 
performance, several members of the audience tweeted about the incident on social 
media. LuPone herself released a statement: 
We work hard on stage to create a world that is being totally destroyed by a few, 
rude, self-absorbed and inconsiderate audience members who are controlled by 
their phones. They cannot put them down. When a phone goes off or when a LED 
screen can be seen in the dark it ruins the experience for everyone else—the 
majority of the audience at that performance and the actors on stage. I’m so 
 
74 therandyshow, “LuPWNed! (The Patti LuPone Audience Freakout Remix),” YouTube 
video, 2:09, January 21, 2009, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5Wh6DAFpW4. 
75 therandyshow, “LuPWNed!” 
76 therandyshow, “LuPWNed!” 
77 Shapiro, Nothing Like a Dame, 147. 
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defeated by this issue that I seriously question whether I want to work on stage 
anymore. Now I’m putting battle gear on over my costume to marshall [sic] the 
audience as well as perform.78 
Her co-star Michael Urie supported LuPone’s actions. “There was a woman texting 
throughout the entire show…and she happened to be in a spot where Patti could get it—
on her way—she just took it.” Urie described how the light from the phone was visible to 
the entire cast and audience. While he may not have taken that action, he showed support 
for LuPone’s choice to take action. Urie continued, “You know it was good, and it didn’t 
disrupt the momentum of the play…. Patti LuPone will take [your phone] away from you, 
and you will deserve it!”79  
Because of incidents like these, much written about LuPone has a tinge of 
negativity. “LuPone has quite the reputation. She has been called a diva. She’s been 
called difficult,”80 but as noted, this has been attributed to her, not since the beginning of 
her Broadway career, but the beginnings of her Broadway stardom as Eva Perón. Marvin 
Carlson writes, “Even when actors are not associated in the public (and media) with a 
certain specific role or even a certain stock type, it is difficult, perhaps impossible, once 
their career is under way, for them to avoid a certain aura of expectations based on past 
 
78 Todd Leopold, “Broadway Legend Grabs Phone from Texter, Laments Future,” CNN, 
July 9, 2015, https://www.cnn.com/2015/07/09/entertainment/feat-patti-lupone-cell-
phone/index.html. 
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roles. The actor’s new roles become, in a very real sense, ghosted by previous ones.”81 In 
this case, LuPone’s on and offstage lives have been ghosted by her past, but it appears 
she has come to terms with that and celebrates her illustrious career. 
 
Nathan Lane: “Mr. Broadway”82 
Lane has been a vital performer on Broadway for more than four decades. Even 
his name, a stage name he adopted at the beginning of his professional career, is owed to 
the classic Broadway musical Guys and Dolls. Lane, born Joseph Lane, had to change it 
in order to join the Actors’ Equity Union, and he chose Nathan, after ever-a-bachelor 
gambler Nathan Detroit, a role that would earn him his first Tony Award nomination in 
1992.83 Over the course of his career, thus far, Lane has been nominated an additional 
five times, winning three—for A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum 
(Forum) (1996), The Producers (2001), and Angels in America: A Gay Fantastia on 
National Themes (2018). While Lane has made a number of appearances in both film and 
television, his inability to achieve more celebrity in those realms is frequently 
acknowledged in media coverage about him. For many, Lane’s home is the theatre. In an 
attempt to decipher Lane’s lack of cross-over fame, Charles Isherwood notes in the New 
York Times, “Humor that works onstage does not always translate to film. Jokes that 
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December 18, 2005, https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-
entertainment/films/features/nathan-lane-hollywood-homophobia-and-mel-brooks-
519486.html 
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crackle in the theater often end up galumphing in the movies, where the life-giving 
connection between audience and performer is severed by a wall of celluloid.” Susan 
Bennett notes in Theatre Audiences: A Theory of Production and Reception the 
“inevitably complex relationship between performance and audience,”84 and as 
Isherwood explains, Lane thrives on that forged relationship between audience and actor. 
Isherwood continues:  
No, Nathan Lane, like all great stage performers, is best savored live. You have to 
be in the room with him—even a very big room, like the Broadway palaces he 
now mostly plays—to feel the tickle of his genius. And when Mr. Lane is at his 
delirious best, spinning funny froth from material that reads pancake flat on the 
page, riding waves of audience laughter with the instinctive grace of a pro surfer, 
there’s really no room I’d rather be in.”85 
In other words, the camera obscures Lane’s aura, one that thrives upon several of the 
defining elements of the theatre, liveness, ephemerality, and intimacy.86 As Isherwood 
notes, “The vitality derives from the clown’s instinctive need to forge a connection with 
the audience. A leading man wins us over with gleaming looks that feed romantic 
dreams, while stage comedians have to master a whole arsenal of effects to secure a 
 
84 Bennett, Theatre Audiences, 68. 
85 Charles Isherwood, “Why, It’s Good Old Reliable Nathan,” New York Times, May 25, 
2010, https://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/30/theater/30nathan.html. 
86 Lane, like many stars and celebrities, has appeared several times on talk shows. For 
many, Lane has been able to successfully create a sense of intimacy through his witty 
interaction with various hosts, one that is in many ways heightened by the live studio 
audience. Though, as is discussed later in this chapter, Lane had more difficulty creating 
that same appeal through scripted television, which may have contributed to Isherwood’s 
assertion favoring Lane’s live performances.  
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foothold in the audience’s affections.”87 While a discussion of Lane’s career and the 
expectations that he created for his audiences beyond the theatre will be addressed, the 
primary focus of this chapter is his Tony winning performance as Max Bialystock in The 
Producers (2001). 
 Nathan Lane was born in Jersey City, New Jersey in 1956. Having participated in 
theatre in high school, he made plans to train and earn a theatrical education in college. 
However, despite receiving a scholarship for his studies, he was unable to afford the 
living expenses associated with attending college and on the advice of his brother, moved 
to New York City in pursuit of a professional career.88 Lane made his Broadway debut 
five years later in the 1982 revival of Noel Coward’s Present Laughter under the 
direction of George C. Scott.89 Lane worked on Broadway four more times in relatively 
unsuccessful productions (Wind in the Willows [1985] only lasted four performances, for 
example), before achieving stardom in his sixth Broadway show, as his namesake Nathan 
Detroit in the 1992 revival of Guys and Dolls directed by Jerry Zaks.90 
For the production, the creative team “wanted an ensemble cast rather than a show 
driven by a few stars.”91 according to producer Michael David. In the end they cast New 
 
87 Isherwood, “Why, It’s.” 
88 Jacobs, “Ladies and Gentlemen.” 
89 “Present Laughter,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/present-laughter-4180. 
90 “Nathan Lane,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020,  
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-cast-staff/nathan-lane-48878#Credits. 
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York theatre actor Lane. Guys and Dolls began previews on March 16, 1992, and opened 
on April 14, 1992. It was met with rave reviews and eventually closed on January 8, 
1995, following thirty-three previews and 1,143 performances. The production earned a 
total gross of $65,388,544 over the course of its run, seating 85.05% average capacity.92 
Given that the production cost $5.25 million to produce, Guys and Dolls was both a 
critical and commercial success.93 The production was nominated for eight Tony Awards 
that season, including Best Performance by an Actor in a Musical for Lane, Best 
Direction of a Musical for Jerry Zaks, and Best Choreography. Although Lane did not 
win the 1992 Tony Award (it went to Gregory Hines for Jelly’s Last Jam), Guys and 
Dolls was that year’s winner for Best Revival of a Musical.94 But Lane’s career was not 
dampened by the individual loss. As numerous publications noted, his turn as Nathan 
Detroit accelerated his Broadway stardom, and there has been no turning back. 
In 1994, David Denicolo wrote in an interview with Lane regarding Disney’s new 
cartoon film The Lion King which co-starred Lane as the sassy meerkat Timon: “There is 
an axiom in the New York theater: If Nathan Lane can’t make it funny, it ain’t funny.”95 
 
92 “Guys and Dolls,” Playbill, https://www.playbill.com/production/guys-and-dolls-
martin-beck-theatre-vault-0000008217. 
93 Paul Alexander, “Guys and Dollars: A Backstage Look at the Bucks Behind a 






94 “Guys and Dolls,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/guys-and-dolls-4679. 
95 David Denicolo, “A Pair of Runyon Guys Roam the Serengeti,” New York Times, June 
12, 1994, https://www.nytimes.com/1994/06/12/archives/film-a-pair-of-runyon-guys-
roam-the-serengeti.html. 
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While Lane had already received his first Tony nomination for Guys in Dolls two years 
earlier, he had yet to win one, or to play the roles that gave him the star moniker—but the 
importance of his presence was already known within the theatrical realm. The same 
month he began preview performances for Forum on Broadway (March 1996), the film 
The Birdcage premiered, exposing wider audiences to one of Broadway’s favorite 
comedians. Lane’s Playbill bio at the time featured his theatrical work but made sure to 
note that he was “currently starring opposite Robin Williams in The Birdcage,” in case 
anyone failed to recognize his simultaneous crossover work.96 
For Forum, Lane not only played the role of Pseudolus, but opened the production 
as Prologus. He entered through the center curtains with “cheering crowds applauding 
Lane’s very entrance,”97 according to Variety at the opening. In the June 19, 1996 
performance recorded for the Film on Theatre and Tape archive at the New York Public 
Library for Performing Arts, Lane received wild cheers and applause from the audience, 
an acknowledgement of his ghosts.98 Marvin Carlson explains this more than likely 
would not happen in the movie theatre or the living room—at least, in those 
circumstances, the actor would not be aware of the lavish reception their presence 
received:  
 
96 “Inside the Playbill: A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum—Opening 
Night at the St. James Theatre,” Playbill, 
https://www.playbill.com/playbillpagegallery/inside-playbill?asset=00000150-aea3-
d936-a7fd-eef747380002&type=InsidePlaybill&slide=9. 
97 Jeremy Gerard, “A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,” Variety, April 
19, 1996, https://variety.com/1996/legit/reviews/a-funny-thing-happened-on-the-way-to-
the-forum-3-1200445603/ 
98 All performance notes are taken from the archived film of A Funny Thing Happened on 
the Way to the Forum in the Theatre on Film and Tape Archive at the New York Public 
Library of Performing Arts. The production was filmed on June 19, 1996, at the St. James 
Theatre, two weeks after the season’s Tony Awards on June 2. 
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There appears to be something in the very nature of the theatrical experience itself 
that encourages, in this genre more than others, a simultaneous awareness of 
something previously experienced and of something being offered in the present 
that is both the same and different, which can only be fully appreciated by a kind 
of doubleness of perception in the audience.99  
Carlson expands upon the entrance applause that accompanies some actors when they 
enter. In the case of Lane, his name also received above-the-title billing, something 
reserved for elite theatrical performer and celebrity names and was not given to Lane 
upon the initial preview performances, according to Vincent Canby in the New York 
Times.100 Given the composition of  this initial scene, Lane was playing with the “double 
recognition” that audience members were experiencing: Lane and Prologus—the 
boundaries between the two were clearly purposely blurred. Lane bowed repeatedly and 
gestured for more audience applause. His opening lines break the fourth wall, furthering 
the dual identity of actor and character: “Playgoers, I bid you welcome. The theatre is a 
temple, and we are here to worship the gods of comedy and tragedy. Tonight I am 
pleased to announce a comedy. We shall employ every device we know in our desire to 
divert you.”101 In the years following Forum, Lane continued to do just that from the 




99 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 51. 
100 See Vincent Canby, “Nathan Lane in Sondheim’s Roman Romp,” New York Times, 
April 19, 1996, https://www.nytimes.com/1996/04/19/theater/theater-review-nathan-lane-
in-sondheim-s-roman-romp.html 
101Bert Shevelove, Larry Gelbart, and Stephen Sondheim, “A Funny Thing Happened on 
the Way to the Forum” in Four by Sondheim (New York: Applause, 2000), 13. 
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Enter “The King of Old Broadway” 
 
 The 2001 musical The Producers is a musical adaptation of the 1967 Mel Brooks 
film of the same name, which won the Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay in 
1968. The film starred Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder as Max Bialystock and Leo Bloom, 
respectively, played in the musical by Lane and Matthew Broderick. Both actors were 
personally asked to take on the roles by creator Brooks. According to Brooks, “Some of 
the songs were written so that one would understand why Nathan Lane was employed to 
be Max Bialystock.”102 Director/choreographer Susan Stroman added, “Nathan is loud 
and brash, a sort of a real theatre animal, which is what Max Bialystock is.”103 According 
to Lane, “‘[Brooks] says, “You, you’re the only person to play Max Bialystock.”...And I 
was like, ‘How can I not?”’104 Jesse McKinley notes, regarding the pairing of the two 
leads, “The two actors had not worked onstage together before, but quickly found that 
they shared a similar style. ‘We both like to change stuff,’ Mr. Broderick said. ‘And it’s 
amazing how quickly we pick up on each other’s changes.’”105 The Producers tells the 
story of a failing Broadway producer (Bialystock) who hatches a devious plot with an 
honest but uninspired accountant (Bloom) to bring a surefire failed musical to the 
Broadway stage. Having learned that one could bank more financially with a flop by 
swindling the investors, in this case a gaggle of old biddies, and keeping their backing 
money, they set about producing the worst musical ever, Springtime for Hitler, directed 
 
102 Recording The Producers: A Musical Romp with Mel Brooks, directed by Susan 
Froemke (New York, NY: Sony Entertainment, 2001), DVD. 
103 Recording The Producers: A Musical Romp with Mel Brooks. 
104 Jesse McKinley, “Exit the Stars of a Broadway Phenomenon,” New York Times, 
March 17, 2002, https://www.nytimes.com/2002/03/17/theater/exit-the-stars-of-a-
broadway-phenomenon.html. 
105 McKinley, “Exit the Stars.” 
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by the worst director, Roger De Bris. Unfortunately, their plan backfires, and antics ensue 
as the pair find themselves with a Broadway hit. The stage musical, with direction and 
choreography by Stroman, a book by Brooks and Thomas Meehan, and music and lyrics 
by Brooks, had a Chicago out-of-town tryout before opening in New York.  
In Chicago, Variety critic Chris Jones notes, “Unlike some film-to-stage wrecks, 
Brooks’ cheerfully outrageous tuner pays detailed homage to the beloved original, but it’s 
also a self-contained, old-fashioned show replete with gobs of inventive new material, 
eye-popping choreography and a pair of top-wattage star turns from Nathan Lane and 
Matthew Broderick,”106 who already had three Tony Awards between them.107 A portent 
of the future, Jones wrote, “Lane and Broderick make such a splendid team that you 
worry what will happen to this custom-made affair when either one leaves.”108 Following 
its successful Chicago run, The Producers began Broadway previews on March 21, 2001, 
opening on April 19, closing April 22, 2007, following thirty-three previews and 2,502 
performances.109 (Given the opening notices, it appeared as though the show would have 
run for decades.) It was greeted on Broadway with accolades. Ben Brantley in the New 
York Times described The Producers as a “sublimely ridiculous spectacle,”110 “fast, 
 
106 Chris Jones, “The Producers,” Variety, February 19, 2001, 
https://variety.com/2001/legit/reviews/the-producers-5-1200466701/. 
107 Lane had previously won for A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum 
(1996) and Broderick received the award for Best Featured Actor in a Play in 1983 for 
Brighton Beach Memoirs and Best Actor in a Musical in 1995 for How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying. 
108 Jones, “The Producers.” 
109 “The Producers,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/the-producers-12826. 
110 Ben Brantley, “A Scam That’ll Knock ‘Em Dead,” New York Times, April 20, 2001, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2001/04/20/movies/theater-review-a-scam-that-ll-knock-em-
dead.html.  
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fierce, shameless, vulgar and altogether blissful.”111 Matthew Wolf in the Guardian 
wrote, “The Producers isn’t just a hit; it’s a fully-fledged event in a city that thrives on 
such things, and its cultural repercussions look sure to be felt in English-speaking theatre 
the world over.”112 Wolf continued, “Here is a love letter from Broadway to itself, told 
with sort of theatrical nous and panache that doesn’t exist anymore.”113 John Heilpern in 
the New York Observer stated, “The Producers [sic]…is, quite simply, the best time you 
could ever wish for at the theater….From manic start to blitzkrieg finish, the inspired 
Susan Stroman production succeeds joyfully at every conceivable level, spiraling 
traditional musical comedy to delirious new heights.”114  
Even acerbic John Simon, who noted that “[Lane] is Max to the max”115 in The 
Producers, provided a positive review, although not one as rapturous as his critical 
colleagues. The majority of critics praised Lane’s performance, in particular. Brantley in 
the New York Times describes “Nathan Lane, in his most delicious performance ever,”116 
continuing: 
When Mr. Lane’s Max, suggesting a cozy version of David Merrick (if such a 
phenomenon were possible), flings his opera cape around himself, we’re goners. 
He is so clearly enamored of that self-dramatizing gesture, so absolutely thrilled 
 
111 Brantley, “Scam.” 
112 Matthew Wolf, “Let’s Hear it for Hitler,” The Guardian, April 29, 2001, 
https://www.theguardian.com/theobserver/2001/apr/29/features.review27.  
113 Wolf, “Let’s Hear.” 
114 John Heilpern, “When You’ve Got It, Flaunt It! Producers is Best Show Ever!” 
Observer, April 30, 2001, https://observer.com/2001/04/when-youve-got-it-flaunt-it-
producers-is-best-show-ever/. 
115 John Simon, “Blazing Twaddle,” New York Magazine, April 30, 2001, 
https://nymag.com/nymetro/arts/theater/reviews/4618/. 
116 Brantley, “Scam.” 
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to be strutting in a way that only Broadway musicals permit….Tirelessly agile 
(great extensions, Mr. Lane), droll and exhibitionistic, with a clarinet speaking 
voice that segues naturally into song, this Max is the perfect agent for seducing 
timid little Leo into the unholy pleasures of showbiz.”117  
Thomas Burke on Talkin’ Broadway after describing the production and performances as 
a whole opines, “And then there is Nathan Lane. Lane’s Max Bialystock (producer 
extraordinary) towers over everything else in The Producers. It’s a virtuoso performance, 
the stuff of which legends are made….It’s nothing less than a terrifyingly majestic 
performance in the role of a lifetime.”118 Heilpern notes in the New York Observer, “The 
role of the deranged shyster Max Bialystock…could have been made for the comic 
genius of Nathan Lane, and Mr. Lane has never been better.”119 Additionally, several 
noted that the chemistry between both Broderick and Lane was its own phenomenon. 
Upon their departure from the production, one critic described them as “one of the most 
successful comic teams in Broadway history.”120 The Producers was the hit of the season, 
marking a nostalgic return to the old-fashioned musical comedy at the new millennium.  
 
117 Brantley, “Scam.” 
118 Thomas Burke, “The Producers,” Talkin’ Broadway, April 20, 2001, 
https://www.talkinbroadway.com/page/world/TheProducers.html. 
119 Heilpern, “When You’ve Got It.” 
120 McKinley, “Exit the Stars.” Although not working in a theatrical culture filled with 
established theatre companies, creating an ensemble and a rapport between actors due to 
their frequent work together on the stage, as Carlson discusses in his chapter “The 
Haunted Body” in The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine, Lane has 
worked in significant and successful partnerships throughout his career. American 
entertainment celebrates many comedic pairs, from Williams and Walker (Bert Williams 
and George C. Walker) and Weber and Fields (Joseph Weber and Lew Fields) to more 
well remembered pairs due to film and television, Abbott and Costello (Bud Abbott and 
Lou Costello), Jack Lemon and Walter Matthau, and more contemporarily, Key and 
Peele (Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele). Lane and Ernie Sabella worked together 
in Broadway revivals of Guys and Dolls (1992) and A Funny Thing Happened on the 
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At the 55th Tony Award Ceremony in 2001, The Producers took home a record 
number of awards. The musical was nominated for fifteen awards, earning the moniker of 
the Most Tony Nominated Musical, surpassing Company in 1971.121 The Producers won 
twelve awards that year, one for each category for which it was nominated—Best 
Musical, Best Book of a Musical, Best Original Score, Best Performance by a Leading 
Actor in a Musical for Lane, Best Performance by a Featured Actor in a Musical for Gary 
Beach, Best Performance by Featured Actress in a Musical, Best Scenic Design in a 
Musical, Best Costume Design in a Musical, Best Lighting Design in a Musical, Best 
 
Way to the Forum (1996), but perhaps most famously, the pair voiced the characters of 
Timon and Pumbaa in Disney’s cartoon film The Lion King (1994). Lane and Matthew 
Broderick were first paired in the undeniably successful The Producers on Broadway 
(2001), later reprising their roles for the film in 2005. It seemed only natural for the two 
unmatched in their “symbiotic teamwork” according to Brantley in the New York Times, 
to be cast as Felix Ungar and Oscar Madison in a revival of Neil Simon’s The Odd 
Couple (2005), roles with similar characteristics to those that excelled them to stardom, a 
“recycling of characters and the recycling of individual actors.” They starred together 
again alongside an all-star cast for It’s Only a Play in 2014, and much was made of the 
pair performing on Broadway again with each other—“Tony Winners Matthew Broderick 
and Nathan Lane Returning to the Great White Way—Together!”; “Matthew Broderick 
and Nathan Lane to Reteam on Broadway”; “Matthew Broderick and Nathan Lane 
Reunite for It’s Only a Play.” See Imogen Lloyd Webber, “Tony Winners Matthew 
Broderick and Nathan Lane Returning to Broadway in It’s Only a Play,” Broadway, May 
1, 2014, https://www.broadway.com/buzz/175761/tony-winners-matthew-broderick-and-
nathan-lane-returning-to-broadway-in-its-only-a-play/; David Rooney, “Matthew 
Broderick and Nathan Lane to Reteam on Broadway,” Hollywood Reporter, May 2, 2014, 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/matthew-broderick-nathan-lane-reteam-
700829; Michael Gioia, “Matthew Broderick and Nathan Lane Reunite for It’s Only a 
Play,” Playbill, August 28, 2014, http://www.playbill.com/article/matthew-broderick-
and-nathan-lane-reunite-for-its-only-a-play-starry-comedy-begins-tonight-on-broadway-
com-328102. Additionally, Carlson’s acknowledgment of Elin Diamond’s discussion of 
re-terminology should be highlighted by the vocabulary used in these announcements. 
See Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 2.  
121 Robert Hofler and Charles Isherwood, “Springtime Kudos for ‘Producers,’” Variety, 
May 7, 2001, https://variety.com/2001/legit/news/the-producers-6-1200467763/.  
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Choreography, Best Direction of a Musical, and Best Orchestrations.122 The other three 
nominations, including Broderick’s, were competing against other cast members who did 
win their respective categories. And, in a beautiful acknowledgement of their 
camaraderie, Lane brought Broderick up on the awards’ stage with him, noting: “I can 
only accept this on behalf of the two of us. And not just because I worship and adore 
Matthew, but because we are very much a team and, believe me, without him I’m 
nothing.”123 Lane continued, “And if I share this with Matthew, I also share it with 
another great actor—the late, great Zero Mostel…the real Max Bialystock, who was an 
inspiration to anyone who ever saw him,”124 paying homage to the ghosts who came 
before him and those he acknowledges dearly. 
The Producers begins with the anticipation of a Broadway opening.125 “The 
marquee of the Shubert says, ‘Max Bialystock Presents…A MAX BIALYSTOCK 
production of “FUNNY BOY!”…A New Musical version of “Hamlet”…Entire 
production conceived, devised, thought up, and supervised by Max Bialystock.’”126 If the 
audience was unaware of the premise of the show or anything about the characters, with 
no knowledge of the film or the highly publicized hype, these signs would let us know 
that Max is a producer extraordinaire, who has complete control over this musicalization 
 
122 “The Producers,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/the-producers-12826#Awards 
123 anneza2424, “Nathan Lane’s Acceptance Speech 2001,” You Tube video, 4:57, May 
26, 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCRqlGNNOvI.  
124 anneza2424, “Nathan Lane’s Acceptance Speech 2001.” 
125 All performance notes are taken from the archived film of The Producers in the 
Theatre on Film and Tape Archive at the New York Public Library of Performing Arts. 
The production was filmed on February 28, 2002, nearly a year after the opening and 
only a few weeks prior to the exit of the original stars, on March 17. 
126 Mel Brooks and Thomas Meehan, The Producers: The Book, Lyrics, and Story Behind 
the Biggest Hit in Broadway History! (New York: Roundtable Press, 2001), 71. 
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of one of the greatest plays ever written, Shakespeare’s Hamlet—the hubris of adapting 
the play for a musical being the joke. The song begins with excited anticipation for “Max 
Bialystock’s latest show,” as the opening night audience exits the theatre.127 They declare 
through song: 
It’s the worst show in town! 
 
We sat there sighing, 
 
Groaning and crying, 
 
There’s no denying, 
 
It’s the worst show in town!128 
 
As Susan Bennett discusses, “The spectator comes to the theatre as a member of an 
already constituted interpretive community and also brings a horizon of expectations 
shaped by [other] pre-performance elements…, as Herbert Blau describes it: ‘An 
audience without a history is not an audience.’”129 That knowing audience is in on the 
joke, knowing that Nathan Lane is one of Broadway’s most celebrated stars, which will 
only become more pronounced throughout his opening number. 
The character of Max/Lane is first introduced by a reveal “from the shadows”130 
following this introduction. Like Dolly Levi’s entrance in Hello, Dolly!, he is behind a 
newspaper, skulking around and listening to what folks have to say about his latest 
endeavor. Max/Lane begins his first number, “The King of Broadway.” Although the 
lyrics profess that he “used to be the king,”131 the audience, and Lane, are fully aware that 
 
127 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 71. 
128 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 71. 
129 Bennett, Theatre Audiences, 139. 
130 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 72. 
131 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 73. 
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Lane is at his most successful. As Carlson writes, “Even new audiences, for whom a 
performance cannot possibly be ghosted by fond personal memories of previous high 
achievement, may be affected by the operations of celebrity itself to view and experience 
a famous actor through an aura of expectations that masks failings that would be 
troubling in someone less celebrated.”132 In fact, due to his success in The Producers, 
according to the Independent in 2005, “Lane [had] arguably now become the most 
bankable theatre star in America.”133 “The King of Broadway” also pokes fun at Lane’s 
offstage life, a wink with the knowing audience about who Lane is, as opposed to Max. 
Max sings, “There was a time, when I was young and gay…” and then in an aside, “But 
straight.”134 That is delivered directly to the audience, playing off the multiple meanings 
of the word “gay,” but also making clear that the character of Max is heterosexual, as 
opposed to Lane’s publicly homosexual identity, as will be discussed later in the chapter. 
Bennett discusses how “certain actors acquire a public persona and this…can affect an 
audience’s horizon of expectations. With the presence of a ‘star’ on stage, the audience is 
inevitably aware of a double presence (for example, Dustin Hoffman/Shylock), and it is 
generally the case, to a greater or lesser degree, that the audience is reading the actors’ 
performance alongside the work being performed.”135 Lane’s personal identity creates a 
“double recognition”136 and provides a safety net for the voracious lothario character 
Max. He sleeps with “little old ladies” (who are only known by their sexualized desires, 
 
132 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 58–59. 
133 “Nathan Lane: Hollywood, Homophobia and Mel Brooks.” 
134 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 74. 
135 Bennett, Theatre Audiences, 152.  
136 Bennett, Theatre Audiences, 152. 
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as opposed to names) in order to obtain backer’s money to produce Springtime for Hitler 
and become rich with a flop Broadway musical.  
Hold Me-Touch Me: Oh, I know, let’s play “The Virgin Milkmaid and the Well- 
 
Hung Stable Boy.” 
 
Max: I don’t think I have the strength. 
 
Hold Me-Touch Me: Don’t worry, I’ll be gentle.137 
 
Max also overtly lusts after Ulla, the woman who comes to work for him and eventually 
falls for his partner Leo, catcalling her on the street before their initial introduction—
“That’s it, baby, when you got it, flaunt it! Flaunt it!”138 This continues throughout the 
show—“If you don’t mind, just once in my life I’d like to see somebody on that couch 
who’s under eighty-five.”139 This type of behavior is more palatable because the audience 
knows this is an exaggerated character; the man the audience is seeing would never have 
these thoughts and actions about women because he is gay.140 The number perfectly sets 
up the fallen character Max, the reigning “king” Lane, and how both coalesce during The 
Producers. 
 The musical itself is filled with metatheatrical commentary and self-referential 
humor. It is, after all, a musical about Broadway musicals. One particularly amusing 
moment occurs in the second act. After the Hitler-adoring Franz Liebkind threatens to 
murder all the actors upon witnessing the spectacle Springtime for Hitler, Leo asks, 
 
137 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 82. 
138 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 86. 
139 Brooks and Meehan, The Producers, 137. 
140 This will be discussed in more detail in the third chapter of this dissertation when 
discussing Neil Patrick Harris and the overtly hyper-masculine characters he has played, 
because, as a gay man, his playing this character is not quite as problematic. It can be 
read as the actor spoofing heterosexual men. 
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“Have you lost your mind? How can you kill the actors? What do you mean, kill the 
actors? Actors are not animals, they’re human beings.” To which Max replies, “They are? 
Have you ever eaten with one?”141 Lane, as an actor—nay star—playing a role that is 
criticizing actors, received a chorus of laughter in this moment. 
 Throughout the entire show, from the very beginning, the audience sees that Lane 
plays Max with a heavy reliance on physical comedy–pratfalls, reactive slips, sticking his 
tongue out and extreme facial contortions. As the reviews indicated, “[A] master of the 
single, double and triple take, Lane gets to use all his shameless theatricality in this role, 
culminating in a strenuous act two solo number,”142 Max is also played with the typical 
schtick that Lane is known for: comic asides, self-deprecation, exaggerated yelling and 
crying.143 Lane’s characteristics and star persona are so ingrained within the role, it is not 
a wonder why the part was difficult to re-cast once Lane left the show, as will be 
discussed. This type of performance is what has made clown characters to have such a 
stronghold on audiences throughout Western theatrical history. As Isherwood wrote in his 
review for Variety, “The vitality derives from the clown’s instinctive need to forge a 
connection with the audience. A leading man wins us over with gleaming looks that feed 
romantic dreams, while stage comedians have to master a whole arsenal of effects to 
secure a foothold in the audience’s affections.”144 And Lane certainly did. As one critic 
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wrote of his performance, “And then there is Nathan Lane. Lane’s Max Bialystock 
(producer extraordinary) towers over everything else in The Producers. It’s a virtuoso 
performance, the stuff of which legends are made….It’s nothing less than a terrifyingly 
majestic performance in the role of a lifetime.”145  
The Producers made box-office records, as well, albeit due in part to 
“Broadway’s highest ticket price [at the time].”146 Alex Symons writes in “Mass Market 
Comedy: How Mel Brooks Adapted The Producers for Broadway, and Made a Billion 
Dollars 2001–2007,” “Notably, the Broadway show opened at a ticket price of $99,” 
higher than its successful contemporaries, including Rent, The Phantom of the Opera and 
The Lion King.147 Reporting on the closing announcement for The Producers, Campbell 
Robertson in the New York Times pointed out,  
The day after it opened, the production began charging $100 for orchestra seats, 
the first open-ended commercial run to do so regularly. And six months later the 
producers began setting aside seats at every performance and charging $480 each 
for them, inventing the now-standard premium ticket. The show…recouped its 
$10.5 million investment less than eight months after opening.148  
The Producers remained open for more than five years beyond that. Lane stayed with the 
production for the first year, fifty-two weeks, from March 21, 2001 to March 17, 2002, 
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before moving on to other projects. During that time, The Producers averaged a seating 
capacity of 99.66% and earned an average gross potential of 106.95%.149 The Producers 
was one of the few Broadway shows to survive the devastating economic aftermath of the 
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, and despite Broadway 
being dark for three performances that week and seating only 83% capacity, the show 
still earned 96% of its gross potential. The production continued to succeed and 
audiences attended in record numbers. During the week ending January 27, 2002, The 
Producers grossed 120%. The Producers, and its leading players, were Broadway 
commercial successes. 
The Producers launched two National Tours in order to capitalize on the 
commercial success of the musical beyond the audiences that would be able to attend in 
New York. Although the actors primarily cast in the leading roles were Broadway stars, 
recognizable names were secured for the Los Angeles leg of the tour, and Jason 
Alexander and Martin Short, both with notable television celebrity, were cast as Max and 
Leo respectively.150 The ghosts of the “great originators,” Lane and Broderick, were 
particularly difficult to shake as the producers could not and should not “simply suggest 
that a new actor will simply imitate the departed one, since that would suggest a 
somewhat inferior copy.”151 Despite the producers’ hopes that the musical would survive 
the loss of its leading stars and could stand as a successful show of its own merit, as 
indicated by the reviews and accolades The Producers received, the musical struggled 
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both on the road and on Broadway. In Los Angeles, Alexander expanded upon Bennett’s 
concept of “double recognition,” in his self-referential quip during one of the most 
celebrated numbers in the show, “Betrayed.” Numerous reviews made mention of Lane’s 
performance during this song, a highly comedic abbreviated Cliff’s Notes version of the 
entire show. “‘Betrayed’…recaps the entire show, and it comes so tailormade to [Lane’s] 
outsized talents that one feels Broadway history being born.”152 At the Pantages Theater 
in Los Angeles, Bruce Weber of the New York Times notes, “During the intermission 
silence he mimics audience members whispering among themselves. ‘Yeah, yeah, he’s 
good, he’s good,’ Mr. Alexander says. ‘But he’s no Nathan Lane.’153 This awareness 
serves as a triple recognition; the audience is aware of Alexander playing a role 
originated, “owned,” by Lane, and Alexander stands outside of himself and 
acknowledges his own shortcomings, albeit jokingly. Weber writes, “It’s a fine moment 
for Mr. Alexander, who delivers the line with a measure of modesty and a measure of 
understandable irritation. He gets a big laugh, an appreciative laugh, winning the 
sympathy he’s already earned with his hard-working performance.”154 Unfortunately, as 
several critics commented at the time, Alexander’s aside spoke the truth. Reed Johnson of 
the Los Angeles Times opened his review thusly: “What’s a sign that the L.A. version of a 
recent Broadway smash may not be quite as outrageously, screamingly, stop-stop-you’re-
killin’-me funny as you’ve heard about the original production that wowed ‘em in 
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Manhattan?,” quoting Alexander’s joke as the proof in the pudding.155 Weber continues, 
“It is apparent that Mr. Lane’s template for Max is the one element of the show that has 
not been effectively reproduced or replaced by any of the actors who have subsequently 
played the role….it is likely that name-brand stars will have to take over.”156 
As previously mentioned, these difficult comparisons were not limited to the 
shows out on the road across the country, but in New York, as well. From its inception 
The Producers was lauded as “a rip-roaring, gut-busting, rib-tickling, knee-slapping, 
aisle-rolling (insert your own compound adjective here) good time,”157 a show that “[has] 
an indestructible foundation.”158 Yet it quickly became clear that replicating the same 
dynamic performances and relationships between actors and audiences would be difficult. 
Weber poses the questions, “But how to generate an equivalent combustion? Is it 
preferable to try and copy the Max and Leo of Mr. Lane and Mr. Broderick? Or to create 
them anew?”159—questions that actors face for nearly every role and performance. Yet, 
as Carlson writes, “[the replacement actor] can neither present a totally realized 
embodiment of the remembered interpretation, nor can they reasonably hope to displace 
it by something distinctly different”160—the haunted body is powerful. 
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Despite being offered “lucrative deals—including salary increases pegged to the 
show’s torrid sales—to extend their runs”161 at the St. James Theater, Broadway’s 
original Max and Leo chose to leave the show, to work on other projects and to 
recuperate from a musical that had taken a toll on their health, both physically and 
psychologically. Lane missed many performances and had to limit his schedule to six 
performances per week as he developed a vocal polyp from the demands of the role of 
Max. Lane admitted, “‘You feel embarrassed and you feel guilty when you’re not there. I 
get letters from people who hate me, people threaten my life because I haven’t been there 
or I might not be there, you know, as if you’re doing it or you have any control over it. 
That part has not been fun.’”162 It was time for each to depart the production.  
Kelly Crow described the scene outside of the St. James Theater the night of the 
pair’s final performance:  
The setting—the gum-dotted sidewalk of West 44th Street, where last Thursday a 
jagged line of people stretched along the front entrance of “The Producers.” It was 
a place for optimists and the desperate, for those holdouts hoping to see Nathan 
Lane and Matthew Broderick perform before their celebrated run in the hit 
musical ends tonight. Most people in line wore comfort clothes and brought all-
day supplies—pretzels, camping chairs, water bottles and travel-size Scrabble 
boards. By 5:45 p.m., the line extended to the theatre next door, whose marquee 
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read “Smell of the Kill.” An appropriate neighbor, considering the line’s quiet 
intrigue.163 
The musical’s producers spent a great deal of time on the replacement casting process, as 
cultivating the actor/audience rapport that the duo created is a tremendously tricky task 
and always a gamble. According to Patrick Healy in “Without Star, Often Broadway 
Shows Can’t Go On,” “Some producers firmly believe that when they refill a role, they 
have to ‘cast up’—finding a new actor who is an even bigger name than the original. This 
can be a problem when the original is already a star.”164 Approximately one month before 
the two stars departed the musical, it was announced that Henry Goodman, “one of 
England’s busiest and most versatile actors,”165 although not well known in the New 
York theatrical world, would be replacing Lane, and television sitcom celebrity Steven 
Weber, of Wings fame, would be replacing Broderick. “Never intended to be a star 
vehicle, the show turned out to be one,” and the Goodman gamble proved unsuccessful— 
“Goodman was fired after just 30 performances, essentially for not being funny enough, 
even before critics had a chance to weigh in on his performance.”166 The box-office sales 
told the producers what they needed to know. 
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This is just one of the many concerns regarding the “cinematized actor,” as 
described by Susan Russell: 
Re-creation of an image in the past creates a “cinematized actor”, and this actor is 
not “live” because they are enacting a replication whose temporality is located 
somewhere other than “now”. The cinematization of the living actor is based on 
the technology of media and the laws of a fluid product. The mirror has infiltrated 
the actor’s world, and the reflection that the actor is demanded to replicate is 
determined by corporate management and invisible authoritative images of the 
past.167 
Laura MacDonald discusses Goodman’s experience as brief replacement in this 
corporate-backed Clear Channel Entertainment production:  
Goodman, perhaps ironically, sought to channel the screen performance of Zero 
Mostel, who created Max in the original film of The Producers, from which the 
musical was adapted: “I just wanted the freedom to deepen my character, make 
him darker, more like Zero Mostel” (qtd. in Gans). Fired after nearly a month of 
performances, Goodman spoke to the press about feeling like a commodity and 
suggested the producers of the musical simply wanted a clone of Lane. The 
assistant directors putting Goodman into the company did not seek his alternative 
characterization but instead focused on having him repeat timing, blocking, and 
characterization.168 
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Once Goodman was fired from the production, he was replaced by Brad Oscar, the 
original Franz Liebkind and understudy to Lane’s Max Bialystock.169 As he had been a 
part of the original production, privy to Lane’s performance in rehearsal and had studied 
his track as understudy, “Oscar’s casting was seen by many as an ‘attempt to protect the 
show’s franchise’ through consistency rather than variation—a priority for producers 
wishing to maintain the production’s more than $1 million weekly gross.”170 
Although initially the producers felt assured the production could stand on its own 
and “that the show’s fortune was [not] tied to its stars,”171 this proved not to be the case. 
Producer Rocco Landesman stated, “‘It surprised me how much in the public’s mind this 
show is associated with these two stars.…It’s hard to process and to believe because there 
are so many terrific featured actors in the cast. But the public views it as Nathan and 
Matthew’s show, and they’re going to take it back for a few months.”172 Lane and his co-
star Broderick returned to the Broadway production on December 30, 2003, nearly two 
years after leaving, Bruce Weber noted that “theatergoers [had] thus far made it clear that 
Mr. Lane and Mr. Broderick own the roles,”173 reprising their roles for fourteen weeks. 
Jesse McKinley, reporting for the New York Times, described the reaction to their return 
in “For ‘The Producers,’ Another Box Office Bonanza.” 
Thousands of musical lovers, theater fans and ticket scalpers descended on the St. 
James Theater yesterday to buy—or try to buy—tickets for the return engagement 
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of Matthew Broderick and Nathan Lane in “The Producers,” making for a crowd 
that snarled pedestrian traffic throughout Times Square and [that] night toppled 
Broadway’s single-day record for tickets sales. The show sold some 6,000 tickets 
in less than 90 minutes…and the day’s take stood at nearly $3.5 million.174 
The demand mirrored the images of desperate fans lining up for their initial final 
performance. McKinley interviewed several of those waiting in line who had traveled 
great distances to purchase tickets to see the musical’s original stars. One stated, “My 
family was so disappointed the first time we missed seeing Broderick and Lane, we 
decided we’d do anything to get tickets the next time around.”175 
After the first performance of their encore run, Bruce Weber in the New York 
Times wrote, “Mr. Lane and Mr. Broderick were welcomed with several ovations that 
intermittently stopped the show.”176 In discussing the active relationship between a 
theatrical audience and the actors on stage, Bennett writes: 
The audience also interacts with the on-stage presence of actors and the 
contribution of feedback is acknowledged by all actors. It is well known that an 
appreciative, knowledgeable audience can foster a “better” performance from the 
actors and that a restless audience can disrupt the on-stage action, creating 
mistakes, lack of pace, and poor individual performances. Indeed, when actors 
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can make improvised attempts to control a restless audience the result can be an 
imbalance of the total production-effect.177 
When audiences responded in such rapturous ways once the two were revisiting the roles, 
this interaction led to more successful performances than those who were cast as 
replacements. Given the dramatic increase in ticket sales once it was announced the pair 
was returning to the production, it was safe to say that audiences were supportive of the 
two on the boards of the St. James Theater. Weber continued, “Mr. Lane and Mr. 
Broderick responded to the love in the room with great good cheer, mugging shamelessly 
and with great skill and playing off each other like old pros, inflating the roles with 
comfortable ad libs and trying, sometimes successfully to make each other laugh,” much 
to the joy of those who comprised the supportive performance space.178 Ben Brantley 
agreed, noting “that if you’re talented enough, you can always make an old song sound 
new. Especially if you’ve got the right partner and an audience predisposed to cherish 
every move you make.”179 He continued, “There’s a sweet, melting quality in both men’s 
gestures and grimaces, and their comfort with each other embraces the audience,”180 and 
given that combination both onstage and off, audiences rushed to experience that feeling 
in droves.  
During their return run, December 30, 2003, to April 4, 2004, the production’s 
seating capacity averaged 100.9%, but its gross potential averaged a staggering 132.6%. 
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The week the two returned earned a whopping 154% gross potential. This was primarily 
accomplished with increased ticket costs, higher than seen previously on Broadway. 
According to the New York Times, “The show’s producers [wanted] to make the most of 
the stars’ return. The show’s regular tickets cost $30 to $100, and the producers 
…expected to sell nearly a hundred $480 tickets in the best rows of the orchestra for each 
performance through Broadway Inner Circle...a special New Year’s Eve 
performance…[sold] prime orchestra seats [for] $1500,”181 which was to have included 
champagne and dinner; however, that event was eventually cancelled due to poor sales–
that price proved too high, even for these stars.182 Lane himself was one of the many 
voices bemoaning the dramatic increase in ticket costs upon Broderick’s and his return to 
the production, noting it “was a ‘new kind of greediness,’” in an interview.183 It should be 
noted, however, that “[Lane and Broderick were] reportedly being paid $100,000 a week 
each” for those fourteen weeks, a salary significantly higher than standard Broadway 
practices.184 
Following Lane and Broderick’s second departure from the production, ticket 
sales again waned. TV-sitcom star Tony Danza joined the production on December 19, 
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2006, for an eleven- week run as Max Bialystock. The Who’s the Boss? and Taxi star 
initially brought audiences in significant numbers, even if it was the comic desire to see a 
television star flounder that influenced the ticket purchase. The Producers saw 90% 
attendance and earned 94% of its gross potential the first week Danza was in the 
production, a 30% and 45% increase respectively from the previous week.185 However, 
Danza was not met with particularly positive notices—Charles Isherwood noted that he 
was “struggling gamely through [the] gargantuan role” and that “the great Max 
Bialystock is now a featured player in a musical he once ruled over with the imperial 
splendor of a king”186—ticket sales drastically sank the following week and only 
continued to plummet. Over the course of Danza’s tenure as Max, The Producers saw an 
average of 63% attendance and 53.6% gross potential. 
Although specifically referencing Danza’s recasting, Isherwood captures what 
many audience members experienced upon seeing any of the other actors play Max 
onstage in “Welterweight Bialystock Treads Softly on Big Shtick”: “In such moments the 
many thousands who saw the role’s creator, Nathan Lane, onstage—and the two dozen or 
so who caught him in the movie—may find themselves in the presence of a stage ghost, 
as the antic phantom of Mr. Lane’s indelible performance seems to swirl around Mr. 
Danza’s less-animated figure.”187 Danza was not the only TV actor not known for his 
theatrical skills to perform in The Producers. David Hasselhoff, star of TV’s Baywatch, 
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was cast as Roger DeBris in an abridged ninety-minute version at the Paris Hotel on the 
Las Vegas strip. 
“[D]espite the fact that [he] had no stage or singing experience,”188 Richard 
Dreyfus was cast in the role of Max for the premiere of The Producers on London’s West 
End (2004). However, just days prior to the opening night, Dreyfus was either fired or 
quit the production, “depending on who you believe,”189 as the Telegraph quipped. With 
the show scheduled to open in a few days, Dreyfus revealed in an interview “that the 
musical was not ready, and appealed to the public not to buy tickets until after 
Christmas.”190 The Producers was slated to open in October. Citing Dreyfus’s continued 
need to recover from a hernia operation, just days before opening it was announced he 
was no longer playing Max—enter Lane. Lane (and Broderick) had initially been 
approached about performing in the show in London but turned it down due to other 
projects. But with Dreyfus unable to continue his obligations to the role of Max, Brooks 
himself reached out to Lane. According to the Telegraph, “Brooks…had run to tell him: 
‘Zero’s dead—we’ve only got you.’ Lane added: ‘I said No. But then there was begging 
and pleading and finally I said OK. They were in a bind. I was responding to a 
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friend.’”191 After only a few days to rehearse, “Lane was given a thunderous ovation”192 
for his presence and performance once more. 
Given the unparalleled success of the stage production, adapting The Producers 
for film seemed obvious. The anticipation of a film adaptation of the stage musical was 
surrounded with positive buzz and many predicted it would have the same critical and 
commercial appeal as its Broadway iteration. After all, it featured Lane and Broderick in 
the roles they created, and other celebrities filled out the supporting roles—Uma 
Thurman as Ulla and Will Ferrell as Franz Liebkind–and was again directed by Stroman. 
The Independent declared, “If Lane is already at the top of his game on the boards, it is 
possible that The Producers will launch him into a huge Hollywood career as well—
something that, to his surprise, didn’t happen after the 1996 release of The Birdcage, in 
which Lane performed alongside Robin Williams.”193 Despite the success of the original 
1967 film and the Broadway musical, the film adaptation of the musical, released on 
Christmas Day in 2005, was both a critical and commercial failure. “Brooks’s film took 
$19.4m in the United States and $18.7m in foreign theatres. The film thus recouped only 
$38m worldwide of its original $45m cost.”194 Perhaps snidely, Symons writes, “By 
recording the theatre show as a film, Brooks did expose a new audience to his production. 
However, the audience of this film had, arguably, quite different and possibly more 
sophisticated expectations compared to the audience of the live Broadway musical.”195 
As opposed to Brooks’s motives to provide access to audiences beyond the reach (both 
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geographical and financial) of the stage musical, many interpreted the film adaptation as 
Brooks “trying to make yet another buck out of this already successful megamusical,”196 
and criticism like this was common among the film’s reviews. 
Despite the dismal failure of The Producers movie, Lane has continued to have a 
career on the Broadway stage while making appearances in film and television, with a 
range of successes in each, including a third Tony Award in 2018 for playing Roy Cohn 
in the revival of Tony Kushner’s Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National 
Themes. While The Producers may have skyrocketed him to worldwide acclaim, that 
kind of recognition did not transition him into the realm of film and television global 
celebrities discussed later in this dissertation. However, “[Lane] has earned perhaps the 
best perk of Broadway stardom: a welcoming round of applause from Jane and John Q. 
Public,”197 which, for many theatrical performers, fails to occur after a lifetime of 
dedication to the craft. Lane is a bona fide Broadway star. 
 
When Private Becomes Public 
 
 Lane has played a variety of roles over the course of his lengthy career, on both 
stage and screen. In the late-90s, as an actor primarily known for his work in New York 
theatre, including having already won a Tony Award, questions about his private life had 
barely blipped on the media radar for tantalizing actor gossip. However, given the 
success of the Hollywood film The Birdcage (1996) and his broader recognizability, he 
began to be publicly asked about his sexual orientation. While never denying who he 
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was, “he could just joke his way out of the stuff he didn’t want to answer.”198 Although 
he discusses never having hidden his sexual orientation and discussed marching in Pride 
Parades almost immediately upon telling his family, he did not think that such knowledge 
was inherently public information. But as Lane gained closer access to the realm of 
celebrity, where the reporting on such information trumps any semblance of privacy, it 
became clearer that he needed to control that narrative, as opposed to being “outed” in a 
negative light. In his interview with Bruce Vilanch for the Advocate entitled “Citizen 
Lane,” which was the cover story of the February 2, 1999, issue, Lane stated,  
The truth is, nobody cared about my sex life before The Birdcage…. I didn’t 
know I was supposed to make a public declaration. I didn’t think anybody 
cared…. I thought, Gee, am I getting to the level where the world at large really 
does care? And just about then, I was given this great opportunity in The 
Birdcage. And I honestly felt it was not the time to suddenly also come out to 
America because I felt like I was playing this flamboyant gay character and to 
loudly come out would somehow overshadow that. Like they would say, “Oh, 
he’s not an actor…. He’s just playing himself!” I wanted the work to speak for 
itself.199  
 
198 Joal Ryan, “Nathan Lane Comes ‘Out’ (Finally),” E! News, January 15, 1999, 
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When he did publicly come out in 1999, Lane referenced the recent brutal murder of the 
young Matthew Shepard as his impetus for publicly discussing his sexual orientation. 
When interviewed by the Advocate again ten years after the initial publication, he 
acknowledged that despite the fact that “everyone” knew, it was “still worth doing, 
especially for the young folks out there who are looking for a role model or examples of 
someone who is successful and opening gay.”200 
 In one of his first interviews after publicly announcing his sexual orientation, 
Thelma Adams in the New York Post describes Lane thusly: “The short, impish character 
actor, like many stars without leading-man looks, has made a film career out of playing 
sidekicks and supporting roles,”201 not the kindest description of the celebrated actor. One 
wonders if prior to officially acknowledging his sexuality critics would have 
unrestrictedly responded in such a way to his performances. Referencing Lane’s short-
lived NBC television sitcom Encore! Encore!, Adams continues, “The ‘Encore!’ problem 
isn’t that Lane’s character is a womanizer and Lane can’t pull off the heterosexuality. It is 
that Lane characterizes the fallen opera star as such a high-camp diva—such a chip off 
‘Birdcage’s’ Starina—that we never buy his speeches about past female conquests.”202 
This reaction was, of course, one of Lane’s initial thoughts about publicly acknowledging 
his love life in his coming-out story: “[T]here is that notion if you play a gay character 
and you’re gay, you’re not really acting, no matter how far that character may be from 
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your own character.”203 After all, no one expressed concern for Lane’s playing the doting 
affianced Nathan Detroit or the sex-crazed slave Pseudolus. They saw an actor playing a 
character. But after coming out things were indeed different. Brandon Voss described 
“one of Lane’s most famous roles is that of out actor,”204 although Lane quips in the 
interview, “Look, if you’re at all involved in musical theater, you’re always slightly 
tainted.”205 When asked about a famously problematic interview for Vanity Fair from the 
previous decade where a young journalist tried to press Lane about discussing his sexual 
identity, Lane notes, “‘I wasn’t ready to meet 12 people I didn’t know and discuss my 
personal life. It wasn’t as if I was in the closet in my personal life, but I didn’t want to 
talk about it, I wanted them simply to look at the work.’”206 As previously discussed, that 
is not always the case for some audience members who cannot see the performer without 
the actor/character alloy described by William Gruber. But Lane has very little time for 
critics and audience members caught up by the ghosts of his personal life. Voss writes: 
There may be a slight bitterness to all of this, but ask Lane if he thinks his 
sexuality has harmed his career, if producers have ruled him out for some roles 
and he answers first no, second he doesn’t have a clue, and it doesn’t matter to 
him much anyway. “You don’t want to work for these people anyway, if they’re 
sitting in a room and saying he can’t play a father of four, he’s openly gay. 
Anyway, I work mainly in the theatre and I’m not really affected by it there—you 
Hollywood people have no power here, go away!”207 
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Lane does not seem interested in the trappings that are symbiotic with the celebrity 
Hollywood life, which is perhaps why he has not been fully embraced by that fan 
community. Writing in 2010, Charles Isherwood in the New York Times noted: 
I wouldn’t dare to venture an opinion as to who is the greatest actor to appear on 
Broadway in the past decade or so. Most accomplished diva? Definitely won’t 
touch that. But the greatest entertainer? That one is easy: Nathan Lane…Great 
stage entertainers are far rarer today than great stage actors, in part because there 
isn’t the material to support them. Mr. Lane could well prove to be the last of a 
breed, the all-around musical-theater performer. His is the kind of talent that 
provided the yeast for the blossoming of the Broadway musical in the first half of 
the last century.208 
The Broadway stage has welcomed and celebrated Lane in the footlights for decades in a 
variety of roles. It is telling that Isherwood would pontificate that he may be one of the 
remaining few who possess the talent and skill to work so successfully in the field. It is 
also telling that Isherwood notes the work being written for the musical theatre stage does 
not offer opportunities for performers of his caliber much anymore. Given the changes in 
the sound of musical composition on Broadway and the increased opportunity other fields 
provide, it is not so surprising Isherwood would feel this way. But there has been a place 
for Lane as Broadway star thus far and one can only hope that this will continue 
throughout the twenty-first century. 
 
Audra McDonald: The Most Decorated Actor in Tony Award History 
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In a 2016 New York Times interview with Audra McDonald, Philip Galanes wrote 
that McDonald “is no mere actress. She is a Broadway legend, having won six Tony 
Awards, more than any other actor in history and at least one in every category for which 
an actor is eligible.”209 Earlier that year, McDonald was inducted into the Lincoln Center 
Hall of Fame. Her cohort in that inaugural group consisted of the artistic luminaries 
“Louis Armstrong, Placido Domingo, Yo-Yo Ma,…Leontyne Price and Harold 
Prince.”210 Jesse Green in his 1999 article “Diva of the Difficult Song” for the New York 
Times described McDonald as “some kind of millennial [Ethel] Merman,” invoking one 
of Broadway’s greatest musical theatre icons to describe her gifted presence.211 Eddie 
Shapiro in Nothing Like a Dame: Conversations with the Great Women of Musical 
Theater upon introducing McDonald writes: 
As praise and awards are heaped upon her, McDonald is grateful, gracious, and 
even incredulous but unimpressed…. But there is nothing in her bearing or 
attitude that says ‘star.’ McDonald is approachable and easygoing. Her range 
seems to have no boundaries. She fits no type. She has played flirty and shy, 
murderous and saintly, simple and intelligent, strident and coquettish, defiant and 
wounded, impoverished and moneyed, coveted and plain.212  
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Shapiro also notes that it is due to McDonald’s talent and charisma that she has been able 
to break through the barriers of “traditional casting,” playing roles that are not typically 
played by Black women, as “[s]he has also managed to make the fact that she is African 
American largely irrelevant in the eyes of both director and audiences.”213 Shapiro is 
describing color-blind casting; which, according to Angela C. Pao in No Safe Spaces: Re-
casing Race, Ethnicity and Nationality in American Theater is defined thusly: “Actors are 
cast without regard to their race or ethnicity; the best actor is cast in the role.”214 The 
limits of color-blind casting, as opposed to color-conscious casting, which “must be done 
with full intention and recognition of the intertextual implications brought to bear by the 
performers’ races,”215 can be seen in McDonald’s discussion of one of her own personal 
experiences. McDonald discussed with Shapiro the filming of the ABC TV movie of 
Annie in 1999 where she played Grace Farrell. She describes how “the powers-that-be” 
were concerned about the interracial coupling of Daddy Warbucks and Grace in the end 
of the film and how that would be received and accepted upon airing. She recalled that 
they were made to “shoot an alternate ending where there was no proposal, just in case 
there were any issues because of the interracial thing.”216 While the version in which 
Grace and Warbucks end up together is the version that aired on television, clearly the 
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color of McDonald’s skin mattered to someone in charge, despite the accolades she has 
received as an artist. 
In A Short History of Celebrity, Fred Inglis writes, “Charisma, first made much of 
by Max Weber, is at once the personal radiance and gravity of a publicly recognized 
figure and the symbolic halo of value and meaning lent to that figure by those rituals 
which declare and create centrality and importance.”217 Nicholas Hytner, the award-
winning British director, stated, “‘She has the most extraordinary, natural, instinctive, 
magnetic intelligence….It’s really one of those gifts that you have no idea how to 
describe or analyze”218—in other words, McDonald, as Roach describes, has IT. Because 
of her high level of achievement in the theatrical realm, her performances in numerous 
productions could each be evaluated and analyzed. Choosing which of her many Tony 
Award winning performances to examine proved to be nearly impossible, but for the 
purposes of this work, I focus here on the musical for which she won her first Tony 
Award, Carousel (1994), as it brought her into the spotlight and, as many have noted, 
made her a Broadway star.  
McDonald often discusses her hyperactivity as being the impetus for her working 
on stage. When her parents were struggling to find a way for her to channel her energy 
that did not involve medication, they encouraged her to join a children’s theatrical group, 
which she did at nine years old. It was then that the Broadway bug bit. Her parents 
insisted that if she were to move to New York, she needed to study and not jump straight 
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into the profession. She auditioned and was accepted by Juilliard. Although the program 
proved to be the wrong path for McDonald, she had no way of knowing it at the time. “A 
later headlong dive into opera at the Juilliard School proved devastating. ‘It wasn’t me,’ 
she says now, wistfully. ‘I had danced around the room singing to Barbra Streisand. 
That’s what I wanted to do.’”219 
McDonald attended Juilliard for Classical Voice and graduated with a Bachelor of 
Music degree in 1993. Yet she often discusses that conflict that arose within her while 
studying. She was so depressed by, as she described to Shapiro, “being stuffed in a 
box”220 that she attempted suicide while a student there. She continued, “Yeah, I tried to 
off myself at Juilliard. I don’t know how serious of an attempt that was but it landed me 
in the mental hospital for a month.”221 After taking some time to take care of herself, she 
prepared to return to school, but she was cast as Ayah in in The Secret Garden, both on 
tour and then on Broadway. This was the beginning of McDonald’s meteoric career in 
musical theatre, resulting in her winning more Tony Awards for acting than any other 
performer. Daniel McDermon in the New York Times wrote upon McDonald winning her 
sixth award, “Such achievements may lead one to wonder whether Ms. McDonald is, in 
fact, an ordinary mortal.”222 McDonald is not; she is a Broadway star. 
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Carousel, written by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II, originally 
opened on Broadway in 1945. Written by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II, 
Carousel is an adaptation of Ferenc Molnar’s Liliom. It tells the story of a young 
millworker, Julie Jordan, who wants more from her life, and Billy Bigelow, who, John 
Bush Jones describes as “a roughneck, bullying carnival barker,”223 whom, of course, the 
young women love because he’s physically attractive. Carousel is a love story that even 
abuse, suicide, and the afterlife cannot thwart, as Billy’s ghost tells Julie in the end, “I 
loved you, Julie. Know that I loved you!”224 apparently redeeming his miscreant earthly 
past with what Larry Stempel describes as a “selfless act of love for his wife and the child 
he never knew.”225 The 1994 revival of Carousel, directed by Nicholas Hytner, first 
premiered in London in 1992 on the West End. Once it transferred to New York, it began 
previews at the Vivian Beaumont Theatre on February 18, 1994, opening a few weeks 
later, on March 24, 1994, to positive notices. David Richards opened his review for the 
New York Times, “‘Carousel’ will be 50 next year, but as of this morning it is the freshest, 
most innovative musical on Broadway. It is also the most beautiful.”226 Jeremy Gerard 
described the production as “breathtaking, a mesmerizing revival” for Variety,227 while 
Linda Winer wrote the production was “no ordinary ‘Carousel’ [but] an excellent one,” 
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for Newsday.228 While each lauded the production despite qualms with some of the 
performances, all singled out McDonald as worthy of notice and praise.229 Richards 
wrote, “Audra Ann McDonald, the real find of this production, has a welcomingly open 
manner as Carrie, a vigorous voice and a ready sense of comedy.”230 Gerard noted that 
with Carousel, McDonald’s stardom was born: “Her Carrie is lushly sung and slyly 
acted, a smug girl able to poke fun at herself.”231 Winer described McDonald’s 
performance as “terrific and lusty” and noted that McDonald and Eddie Korbich, who 
played Carrie’s suitor/husband Enoch Snow, stole the show.232 
This production of Carousel began with clacking sounds that once the lights come 
up are revealed as the laborious sounds of the women working at Bascombe’s Cotton 
Mill.233 Throughout the opening scene of the musical, the giant turntable set shows the 
young women of the mill interacting with the carnival folks, watching the freak show, 
entering a hell mouth, and eventually riding the elaborate carousel. The scene ends with a 
verbal and physical altercation between several of the women, which leads into the next 
scene. Carrie, played by McDonald, enters running in with Julie. Carrie/McDonald has 
the first line of the musical, defending her friend. Her jacket is unbuttoned and she gets in 
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a shoving match with Mrs. Mullin before finally scaring the woman off. 
Carrie/McDonald is also the first to sing in the musical, teasing Julie while singing, 
“You’re a queer one, Julie Jordan!”234 The entire song between the two is wholly casual: 
two young girlfriends, happily gossiping and playing. They run around, eventually falling 
and sliding down the green hill.  
This scene is like many between two young women with talk of the young men 
they are infatuated with, and Carrie/McDonald begins Carrie’s most famous song, “Mr. 
Snow.” She is seated the entire song, talking to Julie. The moment reads like a 
contemporary teen drama where two young teenagers are sitting and gossiping on the bed 
at a sleepover. Because of “the close-in relationship the Beaumont’s modified thrust 
affords,”235 it feels as though the audience is a part of this intimate moment, as well. The 
audience can also see the sweat physically dripping off of Carrie/McDonald’s body, 
witnessing the heat of the day’s labor, the rush of the excitement of the evening, and the 
passion with which she describes the man she has a crush on. Carrie/McDonald does not 
break eye contact with Julie when speaking of Enoch Snow and her interactions with him 
until she dreamily looks away while talking of her future plans to wed him. This sweet 
moment is only broken up when joking about her wedding night, after singing, “Then 
he’ll set me on my feet/And I’ll say, kinda sweet: ‘Well, Mister Snow, here I am!”236 and 
Carrie/McDonald lays flat on her back, spread eagle on the ground, naughtily joking 
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about the consummation of her marriage. The song ends softly and sweetly, as McDonald 
effortlessly reaches the high G note, singing of her intended as “darling, Mister Snow!”237 
McDonald’s powerful and controlled voice and dynamic performance energy 
were evident in this scene and the rest of the show, when called for. Yet, what I found 
most engaging about McDonald’s performance were the moments of reaction to her 
friend’s abuse and grief. Carrie Pipperidge is a difficult role; she has an abundance of 
positivity, and can seemingly come across as cruel, rubbing in her happiness despite 
seeing Julie’s struggle and sadness. Carrie is the comedic secondary love plot, typical in 
many musicals. But McDonald uses those transitions from the serious into the comedic as 
a distraction. In Act I, Scene iii, when Julie tells Carrie that Billy has hit her, McDonald 
takes her time, and in these beats it seems as though she has been hit herself. Carrie asks, 
“Did he hurt you?” In the libretto, Julie’s stage directions indicate that she responds with 
“Oh, no—no,” “very eagerly,” yet Sally Murphy’s Julie is slow to the response.238 
Carrie/McDonald’s breath is taken away and she is on the verge of tears, but she knows 
the other women are listening and to cover for Julie, distracts with gossip of her own, her 
engagement.  
Once Billy kills himself in the second act, McDonald shows tremendous depth 
once more. When she says, “Julie—don’t be mad at me fer sayin’ it—but you’re better 
off this way,” it does not come across as condescension.239 And when she continues, 
“He’s better off too, poor feller. Believe me, Julie, he’s better off too,” she grieves with 
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her friend, not with pity, but with empathy.240 The role of Carrie allowed McDonald to 
show many facets of her talent—the comedienne and the tragic actress. Unlike many 
actors who are stronger in either the comedic or the dramatic, her performance as Carrie 
showed her balance and range, both of which help explain the longevity and breadth of 
her work. 
Carousel was nominated for five Tony Awards that year and won all of the 
awards for which it was nominated: Best Scenic Design of a Musical for Bob Crowley, 
Best Choreography for Sir Kenneth MacMillan, Best Direction of a Musical for Nicholas 
Hytner, Best Revival of Musical, and Best Performance by a Featured Actress in a 
Musical for McDonald. Carousel ran until the following year, closing January 3, 1995. 
McDonald was twenty-three years old, in her second musical on Broadway, and her feet 
were firmly planted on the road to stardom.  
It is important to note that although McDonald was lauded by many critics and 
won the Tony Award for her performance, there were critical voices who were quite 
vocal regarding their opposition to the casting of the production. Pao notes that many 
opposed the casting due to its “polital correctness asserting its ascendancy over artistic 
integrity.”241 She cites Robert Osborne of the Hollywood Reporter who decried the 
casting as “’both jarring and nuisance’” and noted they would be “ludicrous in a small 
New England fishing village of the 1870s.”242 According to Pao, Hytner “acknowledged 
that historical accuracy was an essential factor [in the casting] –but the historical reality 
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of the time of the production rather than the time of the action,”243 an acknowledgment of 
the consciousness of McDonald’s casting. And while standing on stage at the Gershwin 
Theatre and delivering her acceptance speech, McDonald thanked Hytner for “trusting 
[her] and trusting non-traditional casting.”244 And while it has appeared that McDonald 
has not faced similar discrimination throughout her career, it is important to ponder the 
perhaps limited viewpoints of other producers and directors that prohibited McDonald’s 
casting because of the color of her skin.  
Following Carousel, McDonald played the role of Sharon in Terrence McNally’s 
Master Class, which garnered her a second Tony Award, for Best Performance by a 
Featured Actress in a Play, in 1996. McDonald’s next musical, which she began work on 
almost immediately after Master Class, was Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty’s 
Ragtime, based on E.L. Doctorow’s historical novel. For her role as Sarah, McDonald 
picked up her third Tony Award, this time for Best Featured Actress in a Musical in 
1998. By this point in McDonald’s career, she was obviously “not only a star but also a 
muse of sorts for producers and directors”245 with shows like Marie Christine by Michael 
John LaChuisa, her next Broadway endeavor, written specifically for her. However, 
Marie Christine, a re-telling of the Medea myth set in nineteenth-century America, failed 
on Broadway. Charles Isherwood described it “as a misfire, a fatally dispassionate 
musical about passion run amok.”246 Although Ben Brantley rhapsodized about 
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McDonald, and she received her fourth Tony Nomination for the role, he noted the 
difficulties of the production as a whole when he said, “And even Ms. McDonald’s magic 
can’t transform the tedium of much that surrounds her.”247 Marie Christine opened 
December 2, 1999, after beginning previews October 28, and shuttering January 9, 2000, 
after a mere forty-two performances.248 This prompted Terry Teachout to pose his 
question, “Is there a place on Broadway for Audra McDonald?” later that fall in.249 
Teachout continued, “Broadway has no brighter star—except that this one no longer 
shines there and doesn’t expect to return any time soon.”250 In fact, it would be another 
seven years until McDonald returned to the Broadway musical stage in 110 in the 
Shade.251 She did, however, appear in two dramatic plays, Henry IV and A Raisin in the 
Sun. Both plays engaged in limited runs which featured celebrity casting.252 Her 
performance in the latter earned McDonald her fourth Tony Award for her performance 
as Ruth Younger. 
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Like so many performing artists, McDonald has worked in a variety of mediums, 
appearing on both film and television, although not with as much frequency as the others 
studied in this work. McDonald told Patrick Healy that “she had always been ‘terrified’ 
of performing on screen, skeptical of her ability ‘to filter big emotions in a much smaller 
way so they wouldn’t look grotesque before the cameras,’” but that she wanted to work in 
front of the camera.253 In 2007, she was cast as the role of Naomi on the ABC series 
Private Practice. Many have described McDonald’s “home” as on Broadway in New 
York; she had difficulty being on the opposite coast from her actual family, who 
remained in the east. She would fly back to New York every weekend, essentially 
commuting across the country to Los Angeles to film, “[traveling] 720,000 miles”254 for 
four years. Her character was eventually written out of the show at her request (both 
McDonald and her character Naomi moved to New York) and McDonald returned to 
New York, to family and to Broadway, workshopping The Gershwins’ Porgy and Bess 
almost immediately, for which she received her fifth Tony Award. 
 
When Star Power Gets the Blame 
After receiving her sixth Tony Award in 2014 for Best Performance by an Actress 
in a Leading Role in a Play for playing Billie Holiday in Lady Day at Emerson’s Bar and 
Grill, McDonald chose a new ensemble musical directed by George C. Wolfe for her next 
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musical performance on Broadway. In March 2016, a new musical, Shuffle Along, or, the 
Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed (Shuffle Along), began 
previews on Broadway, although the argument over whether the piece counted as a new 
work had yet to occur. The didactic musical told the story of the creation, presentation, 
and aftermath of Shuffle Along, the 1921 “’Musical Melange’”255 created by Flournoy 
Miller and Aubrey Lyles, with music and lyrics written by Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake. 
Shuffle Along (1921) was filled with dance sequences that changed Broadway dance, a 
comic mayoral election, and a romance between two black characters and was a 
surprising Broadway success. The show “effectively legitimized the black musical as 
commercially viable entertainment in the American cultural mainstream.”256 George C. 
Wolfe and Savion Glover collaborated to bring this historically significant, but largely 
forgotten, work back into the Broadway cultural conscious. Tony Award-winning 
director and book writer Wolfe and choreographer Glover assembled a dynamic cast to 
give body and voice to the work of Miller, Lyles, Sissle, and Blake, including Brian 
Stokes Mitchell and Billy Porter, both Tony Award recipients, Brandon Victor Dixon and 
Joshua Henry, both Tony Award nominees, and McDonald herself, as Lottie Gee, the 
love interest of Dixon’s Eubie Blake. On paper it appeared that nothing could stop this 
Broadway juggernaut, but, alas, success cannot always be predicted, and McDonald and 
her star power were saddled with most of the blame for the show’s eventual demise. 
 
255 Stempel, Showtime, 235. 
256 Stempel, Showtime, 237. 
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Shuffle Along had no pre-Broadway run and therefore had an unusually long 
preview period, thirty-eight previews across six and half weeks.257 During this time, the 
show was significantly altered, with dozens of characters written out of the show and 
over an hour of material chopped from the script, shuttering the doors to re-work the 
show. Shuffle Along opened on April 28 to ultimately positive reviews. Many reviewers 
critiqued aspects regarding the book, particularly Wolfe’s seeming unwillingness not to 
include as much material as possible in regards to white supremacy and Broadway 
musical theatre. In his New York Times review, Ben Brantley wrote, “Often you sense 
that Mr. Wolfe has a checklist of historic points he must, but must, cover before the 
show’s end.”258 But the critical consensus was in line with Jesse Green of Vulture, that 
“the show as a whole is nevertheless revolutionary theater.”259 Brantley even noted that 
the show was “one of the season’s essential tickets.”260 Marilyn Stasio reviewing for 
Variety opened, “‘Shuffle Along’ is to die for.”261 She briefly critiques the structure, yet 
concludes her introduction, “But an incoherent book seems a small price to pay for the 
joy of watching Audra McDonald cut loose.”262 While the reviews are nearly universally 
complimentary of the cast, choreography, direction, and design elements, nearly every 
 
257 “Shuffle Along, or, the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That 
Followed,” Internet Broadway Database, https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-
production/shuffle-along-or-the-making-of-the-musical-sensation-of-1921-and-all-that-
followed-499865. 
258 Brantley, “‘Shuffle Along’ Returns to Broadway’s Embrace,” New York Times, April 
28, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/29/theater/review-shuffle-along-returns-to-
broadways-embrace.html. 
259 Jesse Green, “Shuffle Along is a Gorgeously Staged, Life-Changing Show,” Vulture, 
April 28, 2016, https://www.vulture.com/2016/04/theater-review-shuffle-along.html.  
260 Brantley, “‘Shuffle Along.’” 
261 Marilyn Stasio, “Broadway Review: ‘Shuffle Along,’” Variety, April 28, 2016, 
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critic makes a specific point to speak glowingly of McDonald, leaving the rest almost as 
an afterthought. 
McDonald is singled out as “that goddess we mortals know as Audra McDonald,” 
by Stasio in her review.263 Brantley notes, “She is a rare combination of divinity and 
discipline, instinct and intelligence.”264 Many critics seemed marvelously surprised that 
McDonald was dancing with the ability of the other hoofers in the cast, joking about 
McDonald, Renaissance Woman. Peter Marks in his review for the Washington Post 
writes: 
McDonald, who’s won more Tony awards personally (six) than the vast majority 
of Broadway shows have ever won collectively, is of course featured prominently 
here, and as a result of the acumen she exhibits on this occasion for tap, soft shoe 
and scat-singing, a theatergoer will be forgiven for wondering if she could also 
design your next home, paint your likeness in the style of Rembrandt and perform 
a one-woman stage version of the Bible.265 
Writing for the Los Angeles Times, Charles McNulty also ascribes hyperbolic gifts to 
McDonald after being surprised by her performance as Lottie Gee. He quips, “Just when 
you think McDonald can’t impress us anymore than she already has, she blows you away 
with a tap-dancing prowess that must have left even choreographer Savion Glover in awe. 
(Don’t be surprised if this superwoman one day wins a Tony for performing on the flying 
 
263 Stasio, “Broadway Review.” 
264 Brantley, “‘Shuffle Along.’” 
265 Peter Marks, “‘Shuffle Along’: The Broadway Musical as Teaching Tool,” 
Washington Post, April 28, 2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/arts-and-
entertainment/wp/2016/04/28/shuffle-along-the-broadway-musical-as-teachable-
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trapeze in a Cirque du Soleil extravaganza.)”266 Green in Vulture reminds his readers of 
the ghosts of McDonald, both that she’s typically known for her dramatic work and 
flashing back to the role that began her fame, Carrie in Carousel. 
This review might have begun “Audra Smiles!”—so unusual and uplifting is it to 
see our leading vocal tragedienne in a part that (until Act Two) is essentially as 
light as a soubrette’s. McDonald sings beautifully, of course; the role sits mostly 
in the thrilling upper part of her range. But you may not have remembered—it’s 
been 22 years since Carousel—what she can do with comic phrasing.267 
McDonald’s diva Lottie Gee clearly stole the spotlight of the production and was one of 
the most commented upon aspects of Shuffle Along. Even though the musical’s central 
focus was on the four authors of the original piece, characters played by four 
tremendously talented and award-winning actors themselves, McDonald was seen as the 
show’s singular star. 
While there were concerns regarding the musical as a whole, Terry Teachout 
subtitled his review for the Wall Street Journal “Half of Perfection,”268 the show was 
eventually rewarded with ten Tony Award nominations, including those for Direction, 
Choreography, Best Book, and Best Musical. However, despite being called 
 
266 Charles McNulty, “‘Shuffle On’ delivers a powerful kick from Broadway’s musical 
past,” Los Angeles Times, April 28, 2016, https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-
et-cm-shuffle-along-review-20160429-column.html. 
267 Green, “Shuffle Along.” 
268 Terry Teachout, “‘Shuffle Along’ Review: Half of Perfection,” Wall Street Journal, 
April 28, 2016, https://www.wsj.com/articles/shuffle-along-or-the-making-of-the-
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“sensational,”269 “at times breathtaking,”270 and “the musical you’ve got to see, even if 
you’ve got to hock your Maserati to pay for the ticket,”271 the 2015-2016 Broadway 
season was filled with dynamic musicals, including Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton, and 
Shuffle Along did not leave with any awards. 
Charles McNulty notes in his review for the Los Angeles Times that Shuffle Along 
is “not the kind of show that will likely enjoy an especially vibrant afterlife. What Wolfe 
has created is wholly dependent on the magnificent company he has assembled here.”272 
McNulty was entirely correct, except for one thing: the producers decided that Shuffle 
Along was “wholly dependent” on one actress, McDonald. It was announced that once 
McDonald left the production, it would close, “abruptly and unexpectedly.”273 Despite 
having done well at the box-office, attendance was good during the previews and the run 
which totaled nineteen weeks, averaging 80.25% gross potential and 99.1% seating 
capacity,274 receiving primarily positive notices, and earning ten Tony nominations, the 
producers opted to close Shuffle Along because they believed it could not succeed without 
its star who took a maternity leave from the show. As Catherine M. Young critically 
quips, “Audra McDonald made this sparkling show possible. Unfortunately, Audra 
 
269 David Cote, “Shuffle Along: Theatre Review,” Time Out, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.timeout.com/newyork/theater/shuffle-along-or-the-making-of-the-musical-
sensation-of-1921-and-all-that-followed. 
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271 Teachout, “Shuffle Along.” 
272 McNulty, “‘Shuffle.’” 
273 Michael Paulson, “‘Shuffle Along’ Decides It Can’t Go on Without Audra 
McDonald,” New York Times, June 23, 2016, 
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McDonald also ruined it by becoming pregnant.”275 This placed McDonald and her star 
presence at the center of a lengthy legal controversy. 
Two weeks after Shuffle Along failed to win any coveted Tony Awards, producer 
Scott Rudin released the following statement: 
Audra McDonald is the biggest star on Broadway, and audiences have been 
clamoring to see her in this role since the first preview of “Shuffle Along” in 
March of this year…the need for Audra to take a prolonged and unexpected hiatus 
from the show has determined the unfortunate inevitability of our running at a 
loss for significantly longer than the show can responsibly absorb, and we have 
decided to close the show when she leaves on July 24.276 
Yet producers had always known that McDonald was going to take a hiatus from Shuffle 
Along. Michael Paulson in the New York Times notes, “She was always planning to leave 
the show temporarily [that] summer so she could reprise her Tony-winning role in ‘Lady 
Day at Emerson’s Bar and Grill’ in London. But, at 45, she unexpectedly got pregnant; 
she canceled the London production, extended her stay on Broadway and scheduled the 
maternity leave.”277 McDonald’s replacement, Grammy Award-winning musician 
Rhiannon Giddens, was hired and rehearsing the role of Lottie Gee. There was talk of 
Glover, the show’s choreographer and tap dynamo, also stepping in to bring another layer 
of star power to the production. Brian Seibert, however, discussed the inequity of that 
particular replacement. “There isn’t a natural place for Mr. Glover in the ‘Shuffle Along’ 
 
275 Catherine M. Young, “Don’t Blame Pregnancy for Shuffle Along Closing,” 
Howlround, July 18, 2016, https://howlround.com/dont-blame-pregnancy-shuffle-along-
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he has choreographed. There’s no dance equivalent of the tour-de-force emotional 
breakdown solos sung by Ms. McDonald and Billy Porter,” he writes.278 But neither 
replacement mattered, as the show shuttered after thirty-eight previews and one hundred 
performances. 
Teachout writes in his review, “This is a pure ensemble show, so none of the 
performances stands out from the whole, but all of them are comprehensively 
satisfying.”279 If so, how is it that one actor was deemed wholly responsible for carrying 
the weight of the entire production? Rudin in his statement seemed to ignore all other 
aspects, both positive and negative, of Shuffle Along. Clearly, there was an agreement 
reached prior to rehearsals that McDonald would be leaving the production for a period 
of time to perform on the West End, so the producers knew they could “survive” without 
their “star” McDonald. Young posits, “There are three important reasons a show as great 
as Shuffle Along [closed] and they don’t involve a pregnant star. The show is expensive to 
run, may be too ‘inside’ for the casual Broadway consumer, and it could not get out of 
the long shadow cast by Hamilton,” in “Don’t Blame Pregnancy for Shuffle Along 
Closing.”280 Yet the decision to close was blamed on McDonald’s pregnancy, both 
publicly and legally in court proceedings. 
According to Forbes, the producers of Shuffle Along “had taken out two insurance 
policies, totaling $14 million, to mitigate the risk that an illness or accident would prevent 
 
278 Brian Seibert, “In Savion Glover’s ‘Shuffle Along,’ Tap’s Reach Has Its Limits,” New 
York Times, May 23, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/24/arts/dance/in-savion-
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[McDonald] from performing, or force the entire production to be abandoned,”281 with 
Lloyd’s of London. Shuffle Along “was capitalized for up to $12 million,” and they 
claimed more than that in damages. 282 Lloyd’s claimed that McDonald was not ill and 
had not incurred an accident so that they did not have to pay out the policy. Furthermore, 
they claimed that the “insurance policy should be voided” due to the fact that “McDonald 
had failed to disclose that she was pregnant before the coverage began, invalidating the 
entire contract.”283 Writing for Forbes, Marc Hershberg continues, “When completing the 
application for coverage, McDonald claimed that she was not ‘suffering from physical, 
psychological, or any other condition.’ She verified that all of the information that she 
provided was correct in March 2016, and that she had no other health news to share.”284  
The fallout of Shuffle Along and this legal battle shows the invasive blur of the 
star/celebrity line between public and private life. McDonald announced publicly on 
Twitter her news, “Who knew that tap dancing during perimenopause could lead 2 
pregnancy? @thewillswenson & I are completely surprised but elated 2 b expecting,” 
which led to thousands of Likes and Retweets.285 Because this typically-joyous news was 
used as the reason to close a difficult musical, the private issues of conception, 
menopause, contraception, and McDonald’s body became a topic of public scrutiny. In 
 
281 Marc Hershberg, “Audra McDonald Stars in New Lawsuit,” Forbes, November 14, 
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“Ethics and the Broadway Star’s ‘Accidental’ Pregnancy” (note the placement of the 
quotation marks), Jack Marshall attempts to parse the case because, as he writes, “It has 
everything—cold-eyed insurance executives, a perhaps manipulative diva, the sanctity of 
pregnancy, buck-passing, Hail Marys, feminist taboos, and Broadway!”286 He notes, “The 
lawsuit says that ‘given her age and medical history, the news of her viable pregnancy 
came as a surprise to her and, consequently, to ‘Shuffle Along,’” before going on to 
question whether or not McDonald’s pregnancy was indeed “accidental.”287 He begins by 
noting, “Having children at advanced ages is something of a rich celebrity fad these days, 
and most of the time, it is certainly not an accident, since getting pregnant at that age 
usually requires a special effort.”288 McDonald has no need to discuss her sex life with 
the public, yet that was scrutinized in public and in court. 
There are numerous reasons why McDonald was surprised by her pregnancy and 
withheld from immediately announcing the news that fail to make her a “manipulative 
diva.” As a forty-five-year old woman experiencing the stresses of rehearsals and 
performances, menstrual irregularities may not have immediately indicated to her that she 
was pregnant. Her announcement Tweet is indicative of this. Many of the signs of 
pregnancy are also the signs of perimenopause. Additionally, it is not uncommon for 
women, particularly those of Advanced Maternal Age (pregnancies where the mother is 
thirty-five years old or beyond are considered Advanced),289 to not share pregnancy news 
 
286 Jack Marshall, “Ethics and the Broadway Star’s ‘Accidental’ Pregnancy,” Ethics 
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until beyond the first trimester of pregnancy due to the risk of complications and 
miscarriage. McDonald told the producers just prior to opening night when she was only 
slightly beyond her first trimester. Marshall appears ignorant of all of this, as do other 
critics, producers, and insurers commenting on McDonald’s reproductive system. He 
writes, “If she got pregnant intentionally after signing her performance contract, knowing 
she was trying to have a baby, then she deliberately misled her producers to have her 
baby and the marquee too…if [her pregnancy] wasn’t an accident, she intentionally 
harmed the production,” leading to the near conclusion that “[t]his could be attempted 
insurance fraud.”290 Marshall questions whether the producers would dare to sue one of 
Broadway’s brightest and most decorated stars for breach of contract, but as of the 
moment, that has failed to materialize.291 Perhaps the producers knew those optics would 
not be in their favor.  
In the end, Shuffle Along closed July 24, 2016, did not create a cast album, and the 
work may end up as forgotten to the wider public as its namesake. What will be 
remembered is that McDonald, “Broadway royalty,”292 was blamed for its closure—for 
being a woman who became pregnant, one example of the reporting on private life 
eclipsing that of her public work. Even theatrical luminaries are not exempt from private 
scrutiny. 
 
290 Marshall, “Ethics.” 
291 The lawsuit between the producer of Shuffle Along, Scott Rudin, and insurer Lloyd’s 
of London was eventually dropped in October 2020. See Michael Paulson, “‘Shuffle 
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Each of the theatrical stars discussed in this chapter are known primarily for their 
stage work. They keep returning to the stage, but, as discussed, they are not immune to 
the celebrity culture. In many ways each is a pseudo-celebrity. LuPone’s vocal (and 
theatrical) reactions to Broadway patrons received press coverage beyond typical 
theatrical outlets and her “diva” antics became fan fodder. With Lane, the media became 
fascinated with his sexual orientation. As Bruce Vilanch noted in Lane’s Advocate 
interview, “As he became more famous, and as public self-outings became bigger ratings-
grabbers than the World Series, the mist of controversy began to swirl around him. Was 
he, would he, could he, should he, why wasn’t he—questions, questions.”293 Lane 
described that point in his life when his work in Hollywood was picking up, the 
intersection between star and celebrity, negatively: “Look it’s strange enough just getting 
famous and realizing that everything about you is now on a public level. It’s a strange 
process.”294 McDonald’s pregnancy and motherhood were literally put on trial after being 
blamed for the demise of a musical production because it traded so heavily on her 
celebrity status. Although these three are rather niche in regards to broader celebrity 
culture as Broadway stars, there are moments where the celebrity like-stature breaks 
through beyond the relatively limited theatrical domain. Yet these three have pushed back 
against it, whereas another artist might say, “Bring it on,” and bask in their newfound 
fame.  
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In the first two decades of the twenty-first century, “[s]tars and celebrities have 
become crucial to modern Broadway, with virtually every top-grossing play and many 
musicals having household names in the cast.”295 Millie Taylor in Musical Theatre, 
Realism and Entertainment writes, “Live performance can simulate the experience of 
witnessing intimacy and co-presence at the unique event, the contagion of social 
mirroring within the audience and in interaction with the performance.”296 She continued, 
“When linked with co-presence, physical gesture and music, vocal embodiment can lead 
to an intensity of experience and the perception of an emotional connection that is 
different from that in recorded performances.”297 Although the Broadway fanbase may be 
small when compared to film and television, which have more of a global presence, that 
fanbase is protective in its advocacy for its stars. The smaller the domain, the more 
intimate the relationship is between the performer and the artist within a performance 
space. Although not entirely immune to celebrity culture and its trappings, the three 
individual case studies discussed in this chapter show that it is that experience with a 
beloved theatrical star that brings audiences back to the theatre. 
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“‘What Happened, You Lose a Bet?’: Film Stars from Hollywood to Broadway”1 
 
Emma/Thinks [she] wants to star on Broadway  
Thinks that when you are on Broadway 
It’s the perfect place to be 
Emma/Doesn’t really have an inkling 
That she’d rather make a movie 
She’ll make millions, wait and see 
So please, folks 
If you run into our Emma, 
Don’t say words about fulfillment 
Hear an agent’s ardent plea. 
--Freddie, Comment on New York Times article2 
 
In The Band Wagon, “washed up” Hollywood celebrity Tony Hunter decides to 
return to New York to star in a Broadway musical in an effort to rekindle his stardom. 
When he announces his plan, he is sarcastically asked, “What happened, you lose a bet?” 
 
1 The Band Wagon, music and lyrics by Arthur Schwartz and Howard Dietz, book by 
Douglas Carter Beane, from the screenplay by Betty Comden and Adolph Green, dir. and 
chor. Kathleen Marshall, New York City Center, New York, NY, November 5, 2014. The 
line is not from the film and only appears in the version presented at City Center Encores 
with a revised book by Douglas Carter Beane, which I attended in November 2014. This 
version is not published, and the production was not filmed for the Theatre on Film and 
Tape Archive at the New York Public Library of Performing Arts. It was, however, 
quoted in a few reviews. See David Rooney, “‘The Band Wagon’: Theater Review,” 
Hollywood Reporter, November 9, 2014, 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/band-wagon-theater-review-747725. 
2 A parody of Sally Bowles first performance in Cabaret, “Don’t Tell Mama,” written by 
John Kander and Fred Ebb, entitled “Don’t Sell Emma,” in reference to Emma Stone, to 
be sung through the guise of her agent, begging her not to perform on Broadway as both 
would be taking a significant pay cut. Freddie, May 31, 2013, comment on Patrick 
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The joke is that not only is performing on Broadway a negative consequence but Hunter 
in no way would be helping his career by performing in a Broadway musical because 
theatrical work is a downward trajectory—at least financially. Despite the different 
challenges that performing on camera and on stage pose, celebrities who have made their 
names on camera are frequently lured to the Broadway musical stage, and their 
performances create a distinct aura—one different from what Walter Benjamin described. 
Benjamin discussed the auratic presence as one uniquely affixed to being present with the 
actor in the theatre and bemoaned its loss when an actor’s performance was mediated 
behind a camera lens. To Benjamin, there is no aura emanating from the actor and 
experienced by a film audience. Yet it is inarguable that the aura is indeed present when a 
film actor is performing on stage in front of a live audience. However, I argue that this 
aura is different, as the audience relationship with the actor has changed due to their film 
celebrity status. 
Jeffrey C. Alexander and Jason L. Mast, while discussing Benjamin, state, “The 
sacred aura is a function of distance. It cannot be maintained once mechanical 
reproduction allows contact to become intimate, frequent, and, as a result, mundane.”3 
Distance is found on the stage, but once film, and subsequently television and the 
Internet, destroy that distance by allowing viewers to witness performers in extreme 
close-ups and repeat viewings of the exact same performance, for example, the aura that 
is created and emanates from an actor on stage is absorbed. This is why, according to 
 
3 Jeffrey C. Alexander and Jason L. Mast, “Introduction: Symbolic Action in Theory and 
Practice: The Cultural Pragmatics of Symbolic Action” in Social Performance: Symbolic 
Action, Cultural Pragmatics, and Ritual, eds. Jeffrey C. Alexander, Bernhard Giesen and 
Jason L. Mast, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2006), PDF, 9,  
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5850/f46f4fadefd69659f7b6882f15e9019c3ddf.pdf.  
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Benjamin, the fabricated off-stage “personality” of the performer becomes so prevalent. 
He writes, “The film responds to the shriveling of the aura with an artificial build-up of 
the “personality” outside the studio.”4 In other words, the film industry creates celebrities 
whose off-camera life is much more important to their audience, which is not the case 
with theatrical performers on stage. Yet when these celebrities are performing on the 
stage, particularly in a musical, and they are really there on the stage, the aura Benjamin 
professes is present, as is their on-camera self, as is their private life. The unattainable 
glamor of the film star remains potent, while the knowledge of their personal antics 
creates an intimacy for the theatrical audience: in essence, a new auratic presence on the 
Broadway musical stage.  
 Examples for this chapter are numerous, although, admittedly, film celebrities 
tackle the challenge of performing in musicals with less frequency than plays. I will focus 
on three examples: Harry Potter’s Daniel Radcliffe in the revival of How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying (2011); Emma Stone in Cabaret (2014); and Hugh 
Jackman’s Tony-winning performance in The Boy from Oz (2003) and subsequent 
“concert” performance in Hugh Jackman, Back on Broadway (2011). P. David Marshall 
writes that “screen stars, in order to demonstrate that they have abilities that go beyond 
the limited construction of their screen personalities, work to establish their abilities as 
actors by playing roles that transgress their previous sign constructions.”5 While these 
roles that Radcliffe and Stone played are not entirely distanced from the characters that 
 
4 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 
Stardom and Celebrity: A Reader, eds. Sean Redmond and Su Holmes (London: Sage 
Publications Ltd., 2007), 27. 
5 P. David Marshall, Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 107. 
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they typically portray on film, and are not transgressive in that sense, both stepped out of 
the world of their fame and took huge risks by performing eight live musical 
performances a week certainly to contribute to their brand as actors. Jackman, as the 
chapter will discuss, plays roles in the musicals studied that, to many of his fans—and 
movie studios—would be deemed as “[transgressing his] previous sign constructions”—
no longer is he playing the hyper-masculine male roles, but simply by participating in a 
musical, he is playing something more effeminate and different from his film celebrity 
aura.6 
A cross-over star, one “who appeals to more than one…subculture; one who 
though rooted in a particular tradition…with a particular audience, somehow manages to 
appeal, and sell, beyond the confines of that audience,”7 and roles/productions seem to 
have little in common. They are different ages and from different countries; two are in 
revivals of musicals that premiered in the 1960s, one is an original production and 
another a one-man autobiographical concert. The performers and the productions appeal 
to different audiences. Yet each role that these celebrities were cast to play in these 
productions, J. Pierrepont Finch in How to Succeed…, Sally Bowles in Cabaret, Peter 
Allen in The Boy from Oz and Hugh Jackman in Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway, 
respectively, breach the fourth wall and “speak” directly to the audience, performing 
diegetically, in varying fashions. Each celebrity therefore, toggled between character and 
 
6 Both of his Broadway performance took place prior to the musical film The Greatest 
Showman (2017). Additionally, the musical television series Viva Laughlin, which 
Jackman, co-starred on only aired two of its five filmed episodes on CBS in 2007. This is 
perhaps indicative of the challenges Jackman faced when presenting different selves for 
broad audiences. 
7 Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society (New York: Routledge, 2004), 
64–65, Kindle. 
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celebrity self throughout each performance, making their already inherently intimate 
performances slightly more intimate, pulling away the gauze of film celebrity, yet playing 
with that ethereal quality, displaying not only the character but their own celebrity and 
glimpses of their authentic self. As Millie Taylor notes in Musical Theatre, Realism and 
Entertainment, “These types of playful interactions increase the sense of engagement the 
audience has with the performance; laughter, clapping along, and emotional response to 
the story are all increased as a result.”8 This chapter will analyze how each is able to play 
with this dynamic, forging relationships with audience members differently than is 
capable in the cinema. While Radcliffe, Stone, and Jackman were all embraced and 
celebrated by the Broadway community, perhaps unexpectedly, they were each at very 
different stages of their careers and brought different demographics and ghosts to the 
theatre.  
Marshall spends a tremendous amount of his work Celebrity and Power: Fame in 
Contemporary Culture parsing the hold that celebrities have on countless aspects of our 
everyday lives, trying to understand their near-indescribable aura. He notes that the 
auratic quality is what makes the modern celebrity. He writes,  
the film celebrity represents the building and dissipation of the aura of 
personality. The filmic text establishes a distance from the audience. The 
extratextual domains of magazine, interviews, critical readings of the films, 
television appearances, and so on are attempts at discerning the authentic nature 
of the film celebrity by offering the audience/public avenues for seeing the 
 
8 Millie Taylor, Musical Theatre, Realism and Entertainment (New York: Routledge, 
2016), 134. 
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individual in a less constructed way. It is important to realize that these other 
discourses that try to present the “real” film star are in themselves actively 
playing in the tension between the film celebrity’s aura and the existence of the 
star’s private life. The will to knowledge about the star’s private and personal 
domains is coexistent with and dependent on the constructed aura or controlled 
domain of knowledge provided by the narratives of his or her film texts.9 
The inherent truths about theatre—that it is live, it is ephemeral, and that the community 
created within the theatrical space includes all of those within it, audience, actors, and 
more—make attending a performance an intimate experience. When a film celebrity is 
performing in a Broadway musical, the aura created is an amalgamation of their film 
celebrity aura, the body of their film work, their private lives, and the character they are 
performing on stage. Each film celebrity examined within this chapter will exemplify 
positive emanations of this newly created aura. 
In the early period of film at the beginning of the twentieth century, theatrical 
actors themselves felt that participating in recorded performances was beneath them. 
They shied away from the form, as though they were not “really acting” and many of the 
earliest films were of tricks and small acts, including “lying down, rolling over and 
jumping,”10 as Richard deCordova discusses in Picture Personalities: The Emergence of 
the Star System in America. He writes, “Acting was a profession associated with the 
legitimate stage, and the contention that people acted in films was neither immediately 
 
9 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 117. 
10 Richard deCordova, Picture Personalities: The Emergence of the Star System in 
America (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois, 2001), 35. 
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apparent nor altogether unproblematic,”11 and cites press response to performance on 
film, which often put the word “actor” itself in quotation marks, knowingly “making a 
joke out of it.”12 This was until Sarah Bernhardt, one of the most famous actresses in the 
world, crossed over into the field, starring in the 1912 Film D’Arte version of Camille, 
which began to blur “all distinctions between the moving picture and the legitimate 
theatre.”13 He continues, “‘Bernhardt’ had attained the status of a popular symbol, the 
name itself signifying the art of great acting,”14 but there is a reason she has remained in 
the collective memory of early twentieth century actors where others have disappeared 
into the clouds of the past—she crossed over into film. Her star presence became 
immediately more accessible to individuals during her lifetime not because she toured all 
over the globe performing on stage but because there is a lasting record of her 
performances on film. What was once inconceivable in the ephemeral art form of 
theatrical performance could now be saved. 
In his seminal work Stars, Richard Dyer discusses stars in three different ways: 
stars as social phenomenon, stars as images, and stars as signs. Dyer meticulously parses 
these types in an attempt to decipher specific definitions and classifications to distinguish 
“stars.” He presents the purported “conditions of stardom” posited by theorists Francesco 
Alberoni and Barry King and discusses whether a star is created as a product of 
production, consumption, or a combination of the two as well as the ideology associated 
with stars. Dyer combines both Alberoni’s and King’s conditions or pre-conditions for 
 
11 deCordova, Picture Personalities, 31–32. 
12 deCordova. Picture Personalities, 36. 
13 deCordova, Picture Personalities, 39. 
14 deCordova, Picture Personalities, 39. 
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stardom in society. According to Alberoni’s article “The Powerless Elite,” the 
requirements for the establishment of a star system are: 
–a state of law 
–an efficient bureaucracy  
–a structured social system  
… 
–a large-scale society (stars cannot know everyone, but everyone can know stars)  
–economic development above subsistence (though this need not be very great 
development…)  
–social mobility (anyone, in principle, may become a star)15 
With these conditions certainly set in place well before the twentieth century, the 
possibilities of stardom percolated for decades. King adds that mass communication and 
the separation of the working and leisure class are also necessary, which only begins to 
really come into existence in the early 1900s. The advent of film and the star-system that 
it created opened the possibilities of celebrity on a globalized scale, something that had 
not existed prior in the theatrical realm in quite the same way. The amount of coverage 
by the media has only increased as technology has advanced. Accessibility via social 
media, expanding the democratization of coverage and criticism has exponentially 
increased in the past two decades. These have continued to change the meaning of both 
star and celebrity from prior to the advent of film. 
 Some cite the close-up as the true establishment of a star. Prior to this film 
technique, the intimate details of the performer’s face could not be seen. The advent of 
 
15 Richard Dyer, Stars (London: British Film Institute, 1979), 7. 
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the close-up and the isolation of attention specifically to the star’s face have been 
discussed by numerous theorists, including deCordova. Dyer writes that many theorists 
acknowledge the close-up as “the creation of stardom,” including Alexander Walker and 
Richard Schickel.16 When discussing stars as a product of consumption, the power is not 
given to the studio or even the actor for that matter, but the audience. The star as a fan-
based product is based on the perceived relationship between the star and audience.   
 Dyer asserts that stars are “real people”17 as well as representations of people, 
which make them different from characters. He notes that with the invention of the 
“talking picture” and sound in film, the illusion was broken and a part of the aura of the 
film star was compromised. Dyer cites Max Weber’s ideas of charisma to counterbalance 
the leveled playing field as a means to differentiate the star from the ordinary. Weber 
defined charisma as “‘a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he 
is set apart from ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman or 
at least superficially exceptional qualities.’”18 There are thousands, hundreds of 
thousands, of faces that have appeared on camera in the film industry since its inception, 
however, not all of those live celebrity lives. Individuals are often elevated to a celebrity 
status because of that difficult-to-describe charisma and therefore an aura remains when 
these charismatic individuals appear in film.  
 Dyer’s work also looks at stars as signs. He discusses character types and 
construction and the possible outcomes of using stars as characters. Dyer provides 
examples of actors whose star/celebrity status fits perfectly with the characters they are 
 
16 Dyer, Stars, 15. 
17 Dyer, Stars, 20. 
18 Quoted in Dyer, Stars, 30. 
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playing, even if it is only the manufactured appearance that coincides with the character. 
Dyer cites examples of problematic fits, where the juxtaposition between star and/or 
celebrity is too great to make the film work. Dyer invokes Leo Braudy, who 
acknowledged, “without an awareness of the aesthetic weight of a film star’s 
accumulated image, a director can easily make mistakes that destroy the unity of his 
film.”19 The same can be said of a Broadway musical.   
The desire to know the “authentic” and production of that “authentic” self of the 
star through numerous methods is the creation of the modern celebrity. In his subsequent 
work Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society, Dyer writes, 
Key moments in films are close-ups, separated out from the action and interaction 
of a scene, and not seen by other characters but only by us, thus disclosing for us 
the star’s face, the intimate, transparent window to the soul. Star biographies are 
devoted to the notion of showing us the star as he or she really is. Blurbs, 
introductions, every page assures us that we are being taken ‘behind the scene’, 
‘beneath the surface’, ‘beyond the image’, there where the truth resides. Or again, 
there is a rhetoric of sincerity or authenticity, two qualities greatly prized in stars 
because they guarantee, respectively, that the star really means what he or she 
says, and that the star really is what she or he appears to be. Whether caught in the 
unmediated moment of the close-up, uncovered by the biographer’s display of 
ruthless uncovering, or present in the star’s indubitable sincerity and authenticity, 
we have a privileged reality to hang on to, the reality of the star’s private self.20  
 
19 Dyer, Stars, 129. 
20 Dyer, Heavenly Bodies, 9–10. 
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Without the lens of the camera deciding the exact angle or depth that the audience 
captures that “authentic” image, the theatre has the ability to present the “true-self.” The 
actor, the celebrity, is living and breathing in the room with that same audience. Even 
though the celebrity is playing a role, the liveness, often not associated with their work, 
brings a layer of authenticity, fulfilling the ultimate fan desire to interact with the real 
person behind the celebrity face. 
 
Daniel Radcliffe: A Wizard in (Musical) Training 
In 2011, the Broadway-gossip mill began churning that a revival of the musical 
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying (How to Succeed…) was imminent. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning show with music and lyrics by Frank Loesser and a book by 
Abe Burrows, Jack Weinstock, and Willie Gilbert had most recently appeared on 
Broadway in 1995 starring Matthew Broderick, but despite the musical’s 60s chic Mad 
Men aesthetic, it seemed slightly socially and culturally outdated for the new millennium. 
Producers knew that in order for the revival to have a chance, it needed a highly 
recognizable name on the marquee. Dave Itzkoff of the New York Times asked, “How do 
you succeed on Broadway without really trying?” He responded himself, “It doesn’t hurt 
when you have a star from one of the most successful film franchises in history in a 
leading role,”21 and it was announced that Harry Potter himself, Daniel Radcliffe, would 
helm the musical as J. Pierrepont Finch. The plan was for fans to come see Harry Potter, 
and they did. 
 
21 Dave Itzkoff, “Daniel Radcliffe to Star in ‘How to Succeed’ Revival on Broadway,” 
New York Times, April 16, 2010, https://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/17/theater/17arts-
DANIELRADCLI_BRF.html. 
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How to Succeed…began previews February 26, 2011 and opened one month later. 
The production received mixed reviews. The entertainment media gave the production, 
and Radcliffe, primarily positive notices; an A- grade from Entertainment Weekly 
described Radcliffe’s performance as “a winning combination of youth, talent, and sheer 
willpower,”22 a different triple-threat than musical theatre performers typically aspire to. 
Variety described him as “dazzling” noting that he “shines as J. Pierrepont Finch.”23 
Others were more critical—the New York Times gave Radcliffe “a 6 out of 10” while 
referring to him as blank and dryly noting that he “often sings on key,”24 and the Daily 
News headline reading: “Try as he might, ‘Potter’ star doesn’t quite ‘Succeed,’ calling 
him “waxen and not animated enough.”25 What all seemed to agree upon was that 
Radcliffe was extremely likable, but, perhaps what one can glean from the response is 
that for Radcliffe, Harry Potter, none of that seemed to really matter. As Leo Benedictus 
in the Guardian writes, “semi-competence is perfect here.”26 He continues, “everybody 
wishes young Radcliffe well…[but] absolutely no one thinks he can sing.”27 How does 
one find themselves starring in the leading role in a musical on Broadway if they cannot 
 
22 Thom Geier, “How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying,” Entertainment 
Weekly, March 28, 2011, https://ew.com/article/2011/03/28/how-succeed-business-
without-really-trying/. 
23 Steven Suskin, “How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying,” Variety, March 
27, 2011, https://variety.com/2011/legit/reviews/how-to-succeed-in-business-without-
really-trying-2-1117944907/. 
24 Ben Brantley, “Wizard of Corporate Climbing,” New York Times, March 27, 2011, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/28/theater/reviews/how-to-succeed-in-business-with-
daniel-radcliffe-review.html. 
25 Brantley, “Wizard.” 
26 Leo Benedictus, “What to Say About…Daniel Radcliffe in How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying,” Guardian, March 29, 2011, 
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2011/mar/29/daniel-radcliffe-how-to-succeed-in-
business. 
27 Benedictus, “What to Say About.” 
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sing? If they are a global film celebrity, it seems getting by is enough, because the fans 
will come (and they did).  
Charles McNulty in the Los Angeles Times noted that Radcliffe’s fans were 
obviously in attendance, despite a lack of knowledge (or interest) in the show, noting that 
“with Radcliffe on the marquee you can be sure [those who have never seen the musical] 
make up quite a large percentage of the audience” and that his “youthful fan base…could 
bloody eardrums with its boisterous adoration.”28 These are Radcliffe’s fans, created 
through his Harry Potter persona as the title character in the film adaptations of the J.K. 
Rowling novels for more than a decade. Many fans watched Radcliffe growing up and 
were invested in his person and success…even if the ghosts of Harry often overwhelm 
Radcliffe’s existence. Although individuals attending the production may not have seen a 
Harry Potter film, this holds true. As Marvin Carlson writes, ghosting occurs even “when 
the audience has never before seen the person involved but brings to the theatre a strong 
image based upon reputation.”29 Despite having made several other film appearances in 
between his stints in the Potter series and having performed as a drastically different 
character in Peter Shaffer’s Equus on Broadway three years prior, almost every review 
referenced Potter, many in the first sentence, “Harry Potter as a triple threat?”30 and 
“There are times when a wizard has to try to cast new spells,”31 for example. In The 
 
28 Charles McNulty, “‘How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying’ On 
Broadway,” Los Angeles Times, March 27, 2011, 
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2011/03/theater-review-how-to-succeed-
in-business-without-really-trying-on-broadway.html. 
29 Marvin Carlson, The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2001), 135. 
30 McNulty, “How to Succeed.” 
31 Joe Dziemianowicz, “‘How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying’ Review: 
Daniel Radcliffe Doesn’t Quite Succeed,” New York Daily News, March 28, 2011, 
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Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine, Carlson acknowledges that “even 
when an actor strives to vary his roles, he is, especially as his reputation grows, entrapped 
by the memories of his public, so that each new appearance requires a renegotiation with 
those memories.”32 In her biography of Radcliffe, in which Sue Blackhall discusses how 
Radcliffe has moved out of Harry Potter’s shadow, it simultaneously refers to him as a 
boy-wizard throughout its entirety. One such example comes in “Naked Ambition,” the 
chapter devoted to Radcliffe’s work in Equus which ran September 2008 through 
February 2009 on Broadway, an experience purposefully different from the role of Harry 
in order to help facilitate an ending to the constant identification of Radcliffe as Harry. 
Blackhall ends the chapter: “Later, when he looked back at the experience, Daniel said 
that Equus was more important than he realized at the time and the ‘[He] felt it had been 
a good choice.’ The half-blood wizard had become a full-blooded actor in his own 
right.”33 Inglis acknowledges that “it is a commonplace of celebrity that its figures are 
transformed into what they are by the compulsions and fantasies of those who throng to 
see them.”34 In this case, even his biographer appears to have aligned the two. It seems 
that ghost is stuck. 
The production of How to Succeed…, directed and choreographed by Rob 
Ashford, opened with Radcliffe entering by being pulled up from the orchestra pit 




32 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 9. 
33 Sue Blackhall, Daniel Radcliffe: The Biography (London: John Blake, 2015), 100. 
34 Fred Inglis, A Short History of Celebrity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010), 
17. 
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rapturous cheering and applause.35 Finch, played by Radcliffe, is reading and the 
performance begins with the voice over of the text—the Book Voice played by Anderson 
Cooper, an ascribed celebrity due to his lineage and television personality in his own 
right as a CNN anchorman. When the voice says, “Now let us assume you are young, 
healthy, clear-eyed and eager, anxious to rise quickly and easily to the top of the business 
world. You can!”36 Radcliffe/Finch looks up and out at the audience, speaking to himself, 
but really the audience, affirming, “I can!” Those with a little knowledge of Radcliffe’s 
career know that he snagged the role of Harry Potter in the first film seemingly from 
obscurity, “[rising] quickly and easily to the top of the [entertainment] world,” making 
millions and becoming a global celebrity at the age of ten. In the middle of the opening 
song, which is performed in relative calm, straight to the audience, Finch is talking about 
how the book will help him to succeed, while many have wanted to learn from Radcliffe 
about “How to, How to succeed.”37 
Act I, Scene ii, is the first moment that Radcliffe is playing with audiences, letting 
them in on a personal, intimate moment. When Finch has found himself in a situation that 
allows him to knowingly manipulate the circumstances in order to climb the corporate 
ladder, he, according to the stage directions in the licensable Libretto Vocal Book: 
 
35 All performance notes are from the performance videotaped by The New York Public 
Library’s Theatre on Film and Tape Archive at the Al Hirschfeld Theatre, New York, 
N.Y., November 2, 2011. 
36 Frank Loesser, Abe Burrows, Jack Weinstock, and Willie Gilbert, How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying, 1-1-1. Line quotations are taken from the 1961 
manuscript located in the New York Public Library in the Performing Arts Research 
Collection, Call Number NCOF+ (Loesser, F. How to success in business without really 
trying).  
37 Loesser et al, How to Succeed, 1-1-1. 
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Smiles out front. NOTE: This smile is the first of several that Finch uses 
throughout the show. These smiles are very important. They are communications 
between Finch and the audience. They tell the audience when Finch has 
successfully worked one of his ploys. The smile is a gentle, Mona Lisa smile. It 
should look like a cat that just swallowed a canary and is happy about it. When he 
does it, Finch should turn his head quickly to the audience and give them the 
smile directly. The staging of the other characters on stage should be so arranged 
that they are not even aware that Finch is smiling to the audience. This particular 
smile should only be used in the key spots that are worked in the script. Care 
should be taken that they are not overdone, otherwise they will lose their 
impact.38 
Finch is not seen by the other characters on stage—this look is entirely for the audience. 
Although it is Finch making this gesture throughout, the charm and likability that is so 
often associated with Radcliffe, less so Harry Potter, in this instance, shines through, as 
he is the one looking out towards the house and winking with the audience—he and 
Finch, of course. Given that these are scripted stage directions, not the quirk of an actor, 
whoever is playing the role of Finch performs these actions, making those connections 
 
38 It is important to note that this stage direction is not in the 1961 manuscript in the 
archive nor does it appear in the typescript for either the 1995 revival or the 2011 revival. 
Each of those indicated the drastic lighting cue that focused in on the actor playing Finch 
(Matthew Broderick and Daniel Radcliffe, respectively), but neither had that text 
available. The licensing company, Music Theatre International, wants to ensure that those 
producing this musical understand these moments, thus providing explicit instruction in 
the rented materials. Loesser, Frank, Abe Burrows, Jack Weinstock, and Willie Gilbert, 
How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying (New York, NY: Musical Theatre International), 7. 
Theatrical Script.  
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with the audience. Yet given the celebrity that Radcliffe has, and the fact that people 
know him, the scene works differently, the aura is different. Dyer asserts it is “something 
we search out in star performances, that meaningful flicker of expression that we think 
we see when we have mentally cleared away all of the hype and production,”39 the so-
called authentic Radcliffe. 
 In Act II, after witnessing Radcliffe/Finch struggle with romances, dodge 
unwanted advances, charm himself into being the Vice President of Advertising at the 
World Wide Wicket Company, we see that Radcliffe/Finch is in trouble. Fans of Harry 
Potter would know that Radcliffe/Harry is often in dangerous circumstances and is 
somehow able to fight his way out and they would also know that Radcliffe/Harry often 
doubts himself and needs the help of those around him. Act II, Scene iv takes place in the 
Men’s Washroom of the company, and Finch’s colleagues have just described the 
precarious circumstances Finch now finds himself in. Once they leave, Radcliffe/Finch is 
left looking into the mirror at himself and sings:  
Now, there you are,  
Yes, there’s that face;  
That face that somehow I trust.  
It may embarrass you to hear me say it,  
but say it I must, say it I must!40 
But that mirror is just an empty frame and he is looking straight out into the audience and 
singing simultaneously to them. Radcliffe is singing to the audience members, using them 
 
39 Dyer, Heavenly Bodies, 133.  
40 Loesser et al, How to Succeed, 2-4-21. 
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as the “you” of the lyric. And even though as the lyrics continue it becomes clear that he 
is speaking to himself, boosting his confidence for the difficult marketing pitch he has to 
make, the audience can read it as though Radcliffe/Finch believes in them: “Oh, I believe 
in you, I believe in you.”41 
 Near the end of the performance, in Act II, Scene ix, Radcliffe/Finch leads the 
raucous eleven o’clock number “The Brotherhood of Man,” which also represented the 
production at the Tony Awards. The aerobically choreographed piece is not only 
extremely entertaining to watch, but in many ways it linked Radcliffe/Finch with his 
(fellow) audience members.  
Your life-long membership is free.  
Keep a-giving each brother all you can.  
Oh, aren’t you proud to be 
in that fraternity;  
the great big brotherhood of man!42 
Radcliffe/Finch is including himself, and all of those on-stage, with everyone in the 
audience community, not only that evening, but every evening, and the Tony-watching 
viewers at home. It is an example of a musical theatre “They’re Just Like Us!” moment, 
one of the key factors of celebrity. Theorist Andrew Tudor classifies this as the “self-
identification” category of the celebrity/audience relationships, “when ‘involvement has 
reached the point at which the audience-member places himself [sic] in the same situation 
as the persona of the star,’” because Radcliffe as Finch has instigated this identification.43 
 
41 Loesser et al, How to Succeed, 2-4-21. 
42 Loesser et al, How to Succeed, 2-9-52. 
43 Quoted in Dyer, Stars, 18. 
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At the end of the show, there was screaming applause and a standing ovation for his 
curtain call. Folks who came to the show, came for Radcliffe. 
As his on and off-stage aura exuded, it was reported that Radcliffe was always 
extremely affable waiting for fans afterwards, despite being overwhelmed by overzealous 
fanatics at times (Radcliffe describes those as individuals who would jump over others to 
get signatures, bring memorabilia to sign and sell, etc.). And after carrying an entire show 
for almost a year, Radcliffe left the production, playing his final performance January 2nd 
2012. Throughout his tenure, the seating capacity at the Al Hirschfeld Theatre was never 
less than 70% (only tapping into the 70s three times while he was in the show), and he 
averaged a 76.1% gross potential over the course of his forty-five-week run, a moderate 
success.44 The production was also nominated for eight Tony Awards, winning one, but 
Radcliffe was not among the nominees. His celebrity did not garner him that accolade.  
During the run, Radcliffe’s biographer Sue Blackhall wrote that he was due to 
attend the premiere of the final Harry Potter Film, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: 
Part 2, on July 7th in London, but would not be released from his New York contract in 
order to attend.  Blackhall wrote that Warner Bros. agreed to “[buy] out the entire theatre 
for five nights—so that their star would be where they wanted him to be,”45 promoting 
the film, not in a Broadway musical in New York. While I have not located any news 
report to confirm this, according to the Internet Broadway Database, the statistics 
 
44 Statistics taken from the information collected and provided by the Broadway League 
and published on the Internet Broadway Database, “How to Succeed in Business Without 
Really Trying (2011),” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/how-to-succeed-in-business-without-really-
trying-488364. 
45 Blackhall, Daniel Radcliffe, 184. 
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provided by the Broadway League indicate that there were only five performances of the 
musical that week, as opposed to the typical eight, indicating that this does have merit.46 
It is significant in that the producers felt that they could not find a replacement performer 
for those days that would satisfy Broadway audiences, as the reviews were not positive 
for the show aside from commenting on Radcliffe’s charm and earnest persona. This 
poses the question—how does a Broadway musical that banks itself on a celebrity 
performer survive when that performer finishes their run?47 In the case of How to 
Succeed… the producers brought in another type of celebrity, television personality 
Darren Criss, who played the role for a three-week stint before being replaced by other 
teenage celeb Nick Jonas. It is clear that the producers were catering to the teenage 
market, but the production did not last with a celebrity revolving door, as other musicals 
have been able to do, and the show closed later that year on May 20, 2012, after 473 
performances. 
In its original incarnation, How to Succeed…won the top prizes at the 1962 Tony 
Awards, including Best Actor for Robert Morse as J. Pierrepont Finch and Best Musical, 
and additionally won the 1962 Pulitzer Prize for Drama for composer/lyricist Frank 
Loesser and book writer Abe Burrows.48 The 1995 Broadway revival won the Tony 
Award for Best Performance by a Leading Actor in a Musical for star Matthew 
 
46 “How to Succeed (2011),” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/how-to-succeed-in-business-without-really-
trying-488364#Statistics. 
47 When Hugh Jackman announced he was leaving Boy From Oz the show closed. 
Additionally, producers also canceled performances during his vacations, as opposed to 
having an understudy replace him. This will be discussed later in the chapter. 
48 “How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying (1961),” Internet Broadway 
Database, https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/how-to-succeed-in-business-
without-really-trying-2885/#awards  
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Broderick.49 The 2011 revival, while receiving a few nominations and winning the Best 
Performance by a Featured Actor in a Musical Award (John Larroquette as J.B. Biggley, 
in his Broadway debut), failed to receive the same type of acclaim of its predecessors. 
Perhaps the celebrity aura Radcliffe brought to the theatre each performance did not blind 
the Tony Nomination Committee, but Harry Potter and the movie star certainly helped to 
fill some seats. 
 
Emma Stone Tackles Cabaret 
In her Vanity Fair snapshot regarding Emma Stone’s replacement casting as Sally 
Bowles in the 2014 revival of 1998’s revisal of Cabaret, Amy Fine Collins cites the 
significant ghosts that haunt the role, although not using that terminology. She includes 
the woman who inspired Christopher Isherwood’s character, I Am a Camera’s Sally 
played by Julie Harris, and Bob Fosse’s Sally, Liza Minnelli. She then moves on to name 
celebrities who have played Cabaret the musical’s Sally Bowles, including Molly 
Ringwald, Brooke Shields, and Michelle Williams.50 Collins does this in order to 
establish the hauntings that Stone has to contend with when tackling the role herself. 
Conspicuously absent are Jill Haworth, who originated the role on Broadway in 1966, 
and Natasha Richardson, who won the Tony Award for her portrayal in the previous 
Broadway revival, as Collins seems to only be referencing celebrity names. Yet she also 
fails to acknowledge the celebrity hauntings of the starlet herself. Marvin Carlson writes: 
 
49 “How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying (1995),” Internet Broadway 
Database, https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/how-to-succeed-in-business-
without-really-trying-4288/#awards  
50 Amy Fine Collins, “New Girl at the Kit Kat Club,” Vanity Fair, December (2014): 
170–71. 
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In the case of actors who appear on television or in films as well as in the live 
theatre, the mass circulation of these other media makes it highly likely that even 
an active theatergoing public may bring to an actor’s newest theatrical creation 
associations drawn more for that actor’s work in the mass media than onstage.51 
In the various reviews and feature articles regarding Stone’s replacement casting in the 
2014 revival of Cabaret, her Broadway debut, she is referred to as an “A-lister,”52 
“Hollywood royalty,”53 and the “Hollywood It Girl.” None of these monikers reference 
her talent or experience as a theatrical performer. These descriptions exemplify Carlson’s 
description; each article is calling attention to potential Broadway audiences by 
referencing her presence outside of the theatre, in this case, the Hollywood film industry. 
(While the role is listed as her Broadway debut, it appears as though Cabaret was in fact 
her professional theatrical debut, as well.)  Co-director Rob Marshall, who has worked 
both on Broadway and in film, described her as “illuminating” in her audition,54 a term 
often used by celebrity theorists in an attempt to describe that “special something,” “it,” 
that makes certain individuals stand out from the crowd. Sally Bowles is not only a 
haunted role, but the replacement casting of Stone due to her film celebrity status, 
exemplifies this new auratic presence. 
 
51 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 70. 
52 Pia Catton, “A-Listers and Their Fans: Bringing Down the House on Broadway,” Wall 
Street Journal, December 28, 2014, https://www.wsj.com/articles/broadway-shows-
embrace-celebritiesand-put-up-with-their-fans-1419811600. 
53 Patrick Healy, “Right This Way, Your Part Is Waiting,” New York Times, October 16, 
2014, https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/26/theater/emma-stone-joins-cabaret-on-
broadway.html. 
54 Healy, “Right This Way.” 
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Despite the fact that Stone first appeared on television as a contestant on the 
competitive reality show In Search of the New Partridge Family on VH1 in 2004 and had 
several small appearances on television shows, with her film debut in 2007’s Superbad, 
her film celebrity status was quickly and firmly established, overshadowing previous 
performances. More films quickly followed, including Easy A (2010), for which she was 
nominated for a Golden Globe Award; The Help (2011); The Amazing Spider-Man 
(2012), which earned over $750 million globally at the box office, as Gwen Stacy, and its 
sequel (2014). She was also nominated for a 2015 Academy Award for Best Supporting 
Actress for her performance in Birdman: Or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance) 
(2014), winning the award for Best Actress in 2017 for La La Land. According to Forbes, 
in 2013 and 2014, she earned the title “Best Actor For The Buck,”55 and she is frequently 
found on the list of the highest paid actresses in Hollywood.  Cementing her celebrity 
status, she is regularly followed by paparazzi and is reported upon in Us Weekly, among 
other tabloid-esque publications, particularly in regards to her relationship status, a 
fixture of the celebrity gossip genre.  
When the initial rumors in 2013 of Roundabout Theater Company’s plans to 
revive the 1998 revisal of Cabaret directed by Sam Mendes with co-direction and 
choreography by Marshall, Stone’s name was whispered in the same discussion. But 
those rumors were quashed when her publicist’s announcement stating otherwise was 
officially published in the New York Times. Scheduling conflicts were cited, but given 
 
55 Dorothy Pomerantz, “Emma Stone Tops FORBES’ List of Best Actors For The Buck,” 
Forbes, Dec. 29, 2014, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/dorothypomerantz/2014/12/29/emma-stone-tops-forbes-
list-of-best-actors-for-the-buck/#e1476a57537f.  
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Stone’s celebrity status, discussions of ability, fear, and finances were rampant on the 
internet. One blogger’s post in the comment section accompanying the announcement 
wrote, 
Ah, yes, another case of “Let’s get a movie actress who has never been on 
Broadway to star in a Broadway show!” And, of course, the little dear will expect 
a Tony nomination as part of her comp for delaying for a few months the million-
dollar paychecks. Guess the producers couldn’t guarantee the Tony part of the 
deal.56  
Clearly for some, the idea of Stone appearing on Broadway seemed out of her league, and 
they were not disappointed by her backing out of the production, for whatever reason. For 
the producers, however, her leaving Cabaret was a difficult blow to the production. 
 Patrick Healy reports, “She was the first choice to play Sally, and her star power 
would have generated significant ticket sales.”57 After her departure, another celebrity 
whom the producers were initially considering was cast to fill the void of her absence. 
Michelle Williams, known to many millennials as Jen from the WB’s teenage soap 
Dawson’s Creek, was a three-time Oscar nominee by the time, and the tragic common-
law widow of Academy Award winner Heath Ledger.58 The rhetoric of the title of 
Healy’s New York Times article, “Right This Way, Your Part Is Waiting: Emma Stone 
Joins ‘Cabaret’ on Broadway,” can be interpreted dually: not only was it “her part,” in 
actor’s jargon—the part she was made for, but it was “her part,” as though Williams 
 
56 Rick G., May 31, 2013, comment on Healy’s “Emma Stone is Out.” 
57 Healy, “Right This Way.” 
58 Williams was nominated for Best Supporting Actress for Brokeback Mountain (2005), 
and Best Actress for Blue Valentine (2010), and My Week with Marilyn (2011). She was 
subsequently nominated for Manchester by the Sea (2016).  
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usurped the role, taking it away from Stone in the first place. It is therefore conceivable to 
argue that Williams was also contending with the ghost of Stone’s celebrity, despite the 
fact that Stone never even began rehearsals for the role, which may explain some of the 
harsher reviews Williams received. But Stone’s Hollywood schedule opened up after 
Spider-Man promotions had ceased, and with Cabaret still running on Broadway, Stone 
was tapped to replace Williams once she had left. 
 Although Stone had stepped away from Hollywood to perform on Broadway, her 
branding duties as celebrity starlet did not pause for the duration of her run. Dyer writes, 
“The star’s presence in a film is a promise of a certain kind of thing that you would see if 
you went to see the film. Equally, stars sell newspapers and magazines, and are used to 
sell toiletries, fashions, cars and almost anything else,”59 including makeup and 
Broadway musicals. When an audience member sat and perused their Playbill for the 
evening’s performance of Cabaret, the page next to the Cast List was a full-page 
advertisement for Revlon makeup, with Emma Stone as the model.60 Here, before the 
performance had begun, audience members were already faced with the celebrity aura 
that includes product endorsement. In the image Stone is both Emma and Sally Bowles, 
with her sexual look, red hair and “HD Pink Ruby” lips. The advertisement could easily 
be the advertisement for Cabaret and Sally Bowles is selling Revlon lipstick, but Stone 
was selling both.  
 A few pages later, Todd Haimes, artistic director of the Roundabout Theatre 
Company, greets the audience himself: “Dear Audience Member, Welcome to Cabaret at 
 
59 Dyer, Heavenly Bodies, 5.  
60 Cabaret. Playbill, November 2011, 21.  
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the Kit Kat Klub.”61 Roundabout Theatre Company transformed Studio 54, site of “the 
epicenter of New York City’s nightlife”62 in the 1970s, into the seedy German club that 
serves as the setting for Cabaret. The orchestra seats were replaced by bar tables and 
chairs and there were small lamps with red shades at the tables dotting the room.63 As 
Ben Brantley points out in his New York Times review, the production is “[s]taged as if it 
were taking place in a real nightclub”64 and uses many tactics to make the audience feel 
that they are not at a Broadway musical but are in 1930s Berlin and the performers on 
stage are not actors but are living their own individual lives, just as the audience is there 
to experience them. 
 As the title of the show indicates, many performance numbers take place in a 
cabaret and are sung directly out to the eager audience. These diegetic numbers appear 
throughout the show and are the most remembered; the few non-diegetic songs were even 
cut by Bob Fosse for his 1972 film. Of Sally’s five songs in the score as performed in this 
revival,65 four of them are diegetic; Sally/Stone dances and performs these songs straight 
out to the audience, not to other characters in the show.66 They go from fun and flirty 
 
61 Cabaret. Playbill, 24. 
62 Jerry Portwood, “See Rare Photos Inside Studio 54 Nightclub,” Rolling Stone, June 1, 
2017, https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-lists/see-rare-photos-inside-studio-
54-nightclub-113560/. 
63 See the fan images and response to the space in the blog “Cabaret,” Wanderlust in the 
City, 2014, https://wanderlustinthecity.com/2015/03/08/cabaret/. 
64 Ben Brantley, “Saucy Sally, Desperately Imbibing Your Gaze,” New York Times, 
December 4, 2014, https://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/05/arts/emma-stone-takes-over-in-
cabaret.html. 
65 Not all the songs from the original 1966 production are still performed in the musical 
and a few were interpolated from the 1972 film into the stage score. 
66 The production was not filmed for the Theatre and Film and Tape Archive at the New 
York Public Library of Performing Arts. All performance discussion and analysis are 
taken from Stone’s opening night performance that I attended on November 11, 2014. 
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(“Don’t Tell Mama”) to dark and sexy (“Mein Herr”). Her final performance of the title 
song in which she decides to abort her baby to continue her acting career, leaving the 
man who showed her more kindness than others, is almost a nervous breakdown where 
she slaps the microphone away and abruptly leaves the stage (“Cabaret”).  
Fred Inglis writes that celebrity “combines knowability with distance…cinema 
stars are intensely familiar (one of the family) by way of the cinema screen…but 
physically and in terms of how we all need to feel the directness of experience, they have 
the remoteness of the supernatural.”67 In Cabaret on Broadway, Stone was performing as 
“supernatural” film celebrity presence and her diegetic performances, therefore, 
displayed a different auratic quality. Each of the songs in the Kit Kat Klub are, 
additionally, eerily reminiscent of Stone’s character from Easy A, Olive Pendergast, as 
are her lingerie-esque costumes. In the film, Olive attempts to dismantle the double-
standards of sexual promiscuity in high school. While the boys instantly rise in status for 
their exploits, the girls are essentially slut-shamed, becoming outcasts. Reveling in the 
frivolity of it all, she scantily dresses and adorns her clothing with a large red “A,” as her 
English class is reading Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter. Near the end of the 
film, she pops out of a set piece at a sports rally in front of the entire school and treats her 
peers to a song—“Knock on Wood” by Eddie Floyd and Steve Cropper.68 Stone/Olive is 
wearing a black and red feather boa, black fishnet tights, black high heel shoes, and a 
 
67 Inglis, A Short History, 11. 
68 The scene can be viewed at Federico Gutierrez,, “Emma Stone—Knock on Wood 
(Easy A) *BEST QUALITY*,” YouTube video, May 18, 2014, 1:33, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdCm32oLpSc. 
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strapless black and red boned lingerie. She goes into the crowd and performs among 
them.  
 In his review for Vulture, Jesse Green describes the appeal of casting Stone and 
the anticipation for her performance in “Can Emma Stone Do Cabaret?” He writes, “With 
her extraordinary face and Mona Lisa smile, her huge celadon eyes and coppery bob, she 
arrives prepackaged with the kind of remote fascination a Sally Bowles needs.”69 We first 
meet Sally in Act I Scene iv, when she is introduced as “a most talented young lady…so 
talented, so charming, so woo-who-who,”70 and Stone enters straight downstage, clad in 
pink and feigning innocence, singing “Don’t Tell Mama.” While Green found her 
“pitchy” and “overexcited and underprepared,”71 others described her opening moments 
more positively. Much of Stone’s film work prior to her “scintillating Broadway debut”72 
had been playing smart young women who were always in control, even when roles on 
paper went against this type. In this scene, the ghosts of Stone’s film work coalesce 
successfully. Her petite frame and child-like appearance make Sally’s naïveté and 
circumstances seem even more tragic than perhaps textually intended, but the playfulness 
and vivacity that Sally/Stone displays in this scene reflects her on screen life and her off-
stage celebrity persona. 
  Later in the act, Sally learns that she is pregnant. Although unsure of the father of 
her unborn baby, Cliff, the man she has imposed herself upon with her flirtatious and 
 
69 Jesse Green, “Can Emma Stone Do Cabaret?” Vulture, December 4, 2014, 
http://www.vulture.com/2014/12/theater-review-emma-stone-in-cabaret.html.  
70 John Kander, Fred Ebb, and Joe Masteroff. Cabaret: The Illustrated Book and Lyrics 
(New York: Newmarket Press, 1999), 31. 
71 Green, “Can Emma.” 
72 Brantley, “Saucy Sally.” 
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infectious personality, has happily proposed that he will make a family with her. No 
longer in their apartment, the musical shifts back to the Kit Kat Klub and Sally/Stone 
begins to sing “Maybe This Time.” One of the primary foci of reportage in celebrity 
media regards the romantic relationships they have, particularly those between celebrity 
couples. As previously mentioned, while performing in the Cabaret, Stone was dating her 
Spider-Man co-star Andrew Garfield. Fans of Stone knew this and may have interpreted 
her lyrics,  
Maybe this time, I’ll be lucky 
Maye this time, he’ll stay 
Maybe this time 
For the first time 
Love won’t hurry away 
He will hold me fast 
I’ll be home at last73 
as though she were singing about her co-star boyfriend. Variety critic Marilyn Stasio said 
she made the song “a cry that comes right from the heart,”74 not Sally’s, but Stone’s. 
The moment the drumroll ceased and the symbol crashed at the end of Stone’s 
opening night performance, a swarm of paparazzi from a plethora of media outlets 
stormed the stage to snap photographs for the morning periodicals. There was a bit of a 
frenzy as each jockeyed for a prime photograph of the movie star taking her first 
 
73 Kander, Ebb, and Masteroff, Cabaret, 65. 
74 Marilyn Stasio, “Broadway Review: Emma Stone in ‘Cabaret,’” Variety, December 5, 
2014, https://variety.com/2014/legit/reviews/broadway-review-emma-stone-in-cabaret-
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Broadway bow. Photographs and reviews can be found in periodicals typically beyond 
the Broadway domain and she received primarily positive notices. Much like Radcliffe in 
How to Succeed…, many critics noted her enthusiasm and appearance as perfect for the 
role, and that while her singing was not particularly strong, it worked for the role. 
 Pia Catton in “A-Listers and Their Fans: Bringing Down the House on 
Broadway” discusses the new security concerns and logistics for Broadway theatres in 
this celebrity-fueled climate, once the performances are over. She notes one major issue 
with casting celebrities in Broadway productions is having to contend with “the throngs 
of fans at the stage door.” Stone’s casting in Cabaret is particularly acknowledged and 
Sydney Beers, one of Cabaret’s producers, utters a pertinent phrase regarding their 
leading lady, “At ‘Cabaret’ it’s insane…It feels different, kind of like an entitlement.”75 
An entitlement to what? To meeting Spider-Man’s Gwen Stacy? An Oscar nominee? 
Andrew Garfield’s girlfriend? Someone famous? A friend?   
Perhaps this “entitlement” comes from the parasocial relationships, fan-celebrity 
relationships that are created through the media in the absence of face-to-face contact that 
fans had formed with Stone. As celebrity theorist Graeme Turner writes, the term 
parasocial often is used pejoratively, attributed to lonely individuals who construct 
relationships in their imagination with celebrities to fill the void of any real social 
community, but I do not see it this way. Magazines, websites, entertainment programs 
and the nightly news feature celebrity coverage—even National Public Radio had Kim 
Kardashian as a guest. By glancing at any of these, one encounters celebrity relationships, 
fashion choices, endorsements, film and television trailers and more; they are woven into 
 
75 Catton, “A-Listers and Their Fans.” 
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everyday life with increasing regularity and knowing about, discussing, and even 
following their lives does not replace face to face social encounters with actual people. 
While to some the intimate knowledge of celebrities may come across a tad stalker-esque, 
it is not often intended as such, although arguably “celebrities…are widely recognizable 
and cannot have a reasonable expectation of remaining anonymous in a public setting.”76 
The overwhelming majority of fans do not become obsessive stalkers who talk to the 
screen (cinema, television, computer, or otherwise) “engaging” in conversations with 
their “friends” whom they see. But due to the infiltration of coverage into the lives of 
these celebrated individuals, fans do know a great deal about their favorite (or even not so 
favorite) celebrities, without imbibing the Kool-Aid, so to speak.  
Even though Stone is primarily acknowledged as a film star whose celebrity status 
should be one of distance, in post-millennial celebrity media driven society, that 
distinction is eroding. As more and more celebrities are working in numerous outlets, 
their celebrity fan base is spreading, and Stone is no exception. She began in reality 
television, moved to teen comedies, to award-winning films, and then to Broadway. All 
the while, the media coverage that Stone receives is of the “They’re Just Like Us” 
variety. We often see actors playing similar roles from film to film, particularly in the 
infancy of their careers as they try to establish themselves in the medium. Stone certainly 
fit into that mold coming out of Hollywood. The role type that she frequented—sassy 
teenage friend, where she comes across to many as the high school friend we wish we 
had—brought her larger than life presence down to a more parasocial level. While her 
 
76 Kerry O. Ferris and Scott R. Harris, Stargazing: Celebrity, Fame, and Social 
Interaction (New York: Routledge, 2011), 50. 
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film presence changed as she matured, especially following her Oscar nomination and 
subsequent win, according to Carlson, the ghosts of her youth will always follow her 
throughout her career. 
Stone’s performance in Cabaret garnered attention from publications that often 
allow little-to-no coverage of Broadway theatre—but Stone is not a Broadway star, she is 
a celebrity and was given different attention. Some of the media outlets seemed to know 
little about the show Cabaret. For example, Us Weekly’s Rachel McRady discussed “Ms. 
Bowles’ tap shoes,”77 though the character of Sally Bowles never tap dances, nor did 
McRady know the proper vocabulary to use when discussing musical theatre. Us Weekly 
is subtitled “Latest Celebrity News, Pictures, and Entertainment” and caters to fans, 
filling its pages with paparazzi photos and gossip about relationships, meltdowns, and 
more. The article also professes that despite Stone’s inexperience (“she’s not known for 
her musical talents”78 and points out that she’s a “Broadway newcomer”), it hastens to 
inform the reader that “[she] is sure to get stage tips from [her] longtime boyfriend and 
Amazing Spider-Man costar Andrew Garfield.” 79 Garfield has also never been in a 
musical, but it was good to know her celebrity boyfriend at the time had experience and 
could help her prepare! Teen Vogue published “five never-before-seen pictures…that will 
make [the reader] feel like [they] already snagged front row seats”80 and discussed 
 
77 Rachel McRady, “Emma Stone to Replace Michelle Williams in Broadway’s Cabaret,” 
US Weekly, August 20, 2014, https://www.usmagazine.com/entertainment/news/emma-
stone-replace-michelle-williams-broadway-cabaret-2014208/. 
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Stone’s “sassy dance routines” as “perfectly choreographed”81 by Stone, though she is 
certainly not responsible for the choreography of the dance routines whatsoever. But the 
editors knew whom their readers wanted to read about—Emma—and accuracy appears to 
have mattered little.   
One of the most interesting articles featuring Stone’s Cabaret turn was in Elle 
magazine, which has a readership of 5.7 million, 5.3 of whom are women.82 Published 
two months into her run, it is entitled “How Emma Stone Transforms into Sally Bowles 
for ‘Cabaret.’”83 I assumed from the title that I had found my researcher’s pot-of-gold, an 
article with an interview discussing how Stone prepared for the role, battled the many 
ghosts haunting Studio 54, and made Sally her own. Instead, the “article” showed how 
columnist Sally Homes “got the Oscar nominee’s Kit Kat Klub look,”84 a “how to” guide 
to create the face of Emma Stone’s Sally, complete with a detailed hair and makeup 
tutorial, recommended products, and diagrams. While atypical of articles regarding an 
actor’s performance, this type of “puff piece” is certainly representative of film, 
television and reality stars. It is also reminiscent of a sleepover where girls would 
perform makeovers on their friends, more than likely the goal of the piece, which closes 
“if you simply want to add a little Sally Bowles to your beauty routine, here’s how….”85 
 
81 Ferman, “Exclusive!” 
82 “Elle,” ElleMediaKit, 
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In this guide, they perhaps should have replaced the name “Sally Bowles” with “Emma 
Stone,” as Elle’s audience wants to look like Stone, not a character, presumably. 
Stone, and other celebrities who appear on Broadway, received much more press 
in a wide variety of periodicals than the typical Broadway star. Tehrene Ferman of Teen 
Vogue wrote: 
Emma’s sold-out shows are complete proof she was meant for the stage. Her 
solos? They basically left the audience speechless…And her early 1930’s-inspired 
wardrobe of silk, dainty black chokers, lace, and feathers? Well let’s just say she 
pulls them off perfectly. And don’t even get us started on her wavy-new bob.86 
Ferman uses her first name, Emma, implying a friendship not between the two of them 
but between Stone and the reading audience by addressing her in the familiar. Ferman 
expectedly comments less on Stone’s actual performance in the show than her looks, 
something female celebrities are all too familiar with.  
The Broadway League records show that during the fourteen weeks Stone 
performed as Sally, Cabaret averaged a 97% seating capacity, which is indeed nearly 
sold-out, yet because of a variety of discounted tickets, averaged an 89% gross 
potential.87 Of the three women who played Sally Bowles in this revival, Williams, 
Stone, and Sienna Miller, who replaced Stone, more audience members bought tickets for 
and saw Stone as Sally.88 After she left, the show remained open only for another six 
 
86 Ferman, “Exclusive!” 
87 “Cabaret (2014),” Internet Broadway Database, https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-
production/cabaret-495251. 
88 According to the New York Times, her first week “might have been expected to be a 
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weeks and the revival of the 1998 Sam Mendes revisal of Cabaret, which itself ran for 
more than six years, winning four major Tony Awards that year,89 closed after thirty-five 
previews and 388 performances.90  
Despite the Janus-esque guises of these famous individuals, their fans follow them 
by a number of means. Fans attend their movies, watch their television shows, purchase 
the products they endorse, wait for hours for movie premieres and autograph encounters. 
On Broadway, fans can buy tickets to see them a few feet away, live in person, and wait 
at the stage door to meet them. In this case, these are planned and coordinated celebrity 
sightings, and are no longer simply “serendipitous encounter[s] with any recognizably 
famous person in the course of ordinary daily rounds.”91 The celebrities are seen as 
themselves, no longer the character from the play seen onstage inside the theatre, but they 
are anything but chance meetings. At the Klub, Stone created a new character to haunt 
her person, but there were inflections of those ghosts from her past.   
When she smiled a certain way, there were elements of Spider-Man’s girlfriend, 
when she paused to reflect (albeit rarely, this is Sally Bowles), it was reminiscent of 
Skeeter from The Help. Clad in her Kit Kat Klub ensemble, there were wisps of Olive 
defiantly walking through the high school quad in Easy A, making Stone’s Sally look so 
young, so innocent, and much more shocking than other actresses’ Sallys. And when she 
sang, there was the flicker of a young unknown actress trying to become a part of the next 
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Partridge Family. She was also the face of Revlon beauty products, a girl walking down 
the streets of New York, “just like me!,” someone who is discussed with friends as a 
friend on a first name basis, and the humble-girl-next-door actress that she is portrayed 
as. Her aura is not lessened by the audience’s familiarity with her—the close-ups on her 
face when filmed on camera, repeated “visits” with her on various screens—but 
heightened by her liveness on the Broadway musical stage. This access to the 
inaccessible intimate friend, being in the same room and witnessing her performance, is 
new, not only for her (and many other celebrities who with more frequency have made 
Broadway debuts in the past few seasons), but for fans and audiences, as well. Many cry 
out against the “essential currency” of celebrities on the Broadway stage. For me, this 
new aura is potent and invigorating and brings new audiences to the theatre, a vital 
element of Broadway’s sustainability given the availability of other, cheaper, 
entertainment options for audiences, as long as the ghosts do not clash and the 
performers’ skills are not suitable to the requirements of the production.  
In The Berlin Stories, one of the sources for Cabaret written by Christopher 
Isherwood, he describes hearing Sally sing for the first time: 
I had imagined her, for some reason, rather nervous, but she wasn’t, in the least. 
She had a surprisingly deep husky voice. She sang badly, without any expression, 
her hands hanging down at her sides—yet her performance was, in its own way, 
effective because of her startling appearance and her air of not caring a curse what 
people thought of her.92 
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Stone’s speaking voice can be described as deep and raspy, similar to Isherwood’s Sally. 
And Brantley’s slightly backhanded compliment of Stone’s performance, writing that she 
“for the record, sings and dances well enough to justify her character’s job at the Kit Kat 
Club, while making us understand why she’ll never advance much beyond it,”93 indicates 
that Stone’s musical ability is more akin to Isherwood’s Sally than Minnelli’s, for 
example. Yet part of what makes Cabaret’s Sally—Stone’s Sally—so enthralling is her 
“desperate” quality. In his critique Brantley writes,  
Ms. Stone gives us a Sally who’s a siren in more ways than one. “Wake up!” she 
seems to be saying to everyone she encounters. “Look at me! I count!” Ms. 
Stone…is also savvy enough to let us know that Sally’s greatest fear is that she 
doesn’t count. This realization both frightens and angers her, while giving us a 
crucial key of empathy to her character.94  
Dyer posits, “Star images are always extensive, multimedia, intertextual.”95 As an 
audience familiar with Stone’s work—and those who are not can quickly become so by 
reading her bio in the Playbill—we all see additional images of Stone while watching her 
perform. P. David Marshall asserts, “The code of acting serves to deepen the celebrity 
text by demonstrating that skill and talent are elemental in the actor’s fame,”96 and unlike 
the advent of film when those stage performers were seen as more “authentic” actors, the 
perception is that to prove that you can act without the editing process of film, you need 
to act on the stage. Considering Hollywood’s propensity to move on to new young it-girls 
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and celebrities rather quickly, and Stone’s dalliance into a pay-cutting role in a Broadway 
musical coupled with her performance of a character dripping in desperation, the 
subconscious conclusion is that Stone herself is desperate to be credible, desperate to be 
more than a celebrity, to be an actress. The positive notices she received for her 
Broadway debut, will perhaps lead to opportunities to be seen as more than a Hollywood 
starlet, extending her fame beyond the few years often afforded those in situations similar 
to hers. Although, as she herself admitted, she could play Sally because Sally is not 
supposed to be very good—something critics commented on, as well—and she would 
need the right part to make the necessary connections with an audience to repeat the 
successes of her debut. 
 
Hugh Jackman: A Singing and Dancing Wolverine 
In A Problem Like Maria: Gender and Sexuality in the American Musical, Stacy 
Wolf discusses the meaning triangle: context, spectator, and text, and how the three 
combine to create “cultural memory,” allowing us to interpret musical theatre and its 
artifacts. For my purposes, context refers to the “present moment and the proliferation of 
references” of Hugh Jackman’s work. 97 While many of the articles and books that I 
looked at distinguished between the spectators and those who are fans of Broadway 
musicals as different and separate from the superhero/comic geek, the spectator for my 
purposes is the knowing viewer, a pop culture fan, entertainment junkie and member of 
the interpretive community who sits just as easily at AMC in Times Square as the 
 
97 Stacy Wolf, A Problem Like Maria: Gender and Sexuality in the American Musical 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2002), 4. 
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Belasco and binges on way too many television series and films on streaming 
platforms—I am talking about individuals who are, as Wolf describes, “participant 
observers” like myself. The text for my purposes encompasses Jackman’s work on film, 
television, Broadway plays and musicals and “also includes scripts, interviews, 
biographies, photographs, videotapes, recorded sound, and the off-stage life of”98 Hugh 
Jackman. As a celebrity who has his personal life reported on with frequency, our 
knowledge of his private life, at least that which is printed—as well as gossiped about—
affects our reading of Jackman throughout each and every performance.  
The appearances of Australian actor Hugh Jackman, “a capital-A Actor,”99 on 
Broadway add a duality to his hunky and hyper-masculine film persona. His global rise to 
fame was due to the 2000 release of X-Men, the first in the franchise, which to date he has 
reprised in nine various X-Men films over seventeen years, immediately following his 
West End debut as Curly in Oklahoma!. This stage performance garnered him attention, 
but nothing even remotely mimicked the international attention he quickly received as 
Wolverine. While he “has used the role of Wolverine to fashion an eclectic 
filmography,”100 as Marshall writes, “It is the solving by the audience of the enigma of 
the star’s personality that helps formulate the celebrity: the audience want to know the 
authentic nature of the star beyond the screen. Through reading the extratextual reports 
 
98 Wolf, A Problem Like Maria, 5. 
99 Jeff Labrecque, “How Much Will It Cost Fox to Keep Hugh Jackman as Wolverine,” 
Entertainment Weekly, August 14, 2013, https://ew.com/article/2013/08/14/hugh-
jackman-wolverine-100-million/. 
100 Scott Mendelson, “‘X-Men’ Shocker: Why Hugh Jackman Quitting Wolverine Is Such 
a Surprise,” Forbes, March 30, 2015, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottmendelson/2015/03/30/x-men-shocker-why-hugh-
jackman-quitting-as-wolverine-is-such-a-surprise/#6df75b0b7434. 
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about a particular film celebrity, the audience knits together a coherent though always 
incomplete celebrity identity.”101 The more his work and the more those performances 
differ, his celebrity status, according to Marshall, continues to shift and grow. The 
reporting on and publication of any inkling of his personal life trying to understand the 
“real Hugh Jackman” cyclically fuels Jackman’s celebrity. 
It is important to acknowledge that unlike most other film celebrities who drop 
into Broadway musicals occasionally throughout their career to display their “real” acting 
skills and increase their cultural capital, Jackman has additionally solidified his place as a 
Broadway star, adding to his “indisputably authentic star”102 status. Jackman won a Tony 
Award for his Broadway debut in The Boy from Oz in 2004, hosted the award show four 
times, and won an Emmy for his hosting. In his review of The Boy from Oz for the New 
York Times, Ben Brantley wrote, “A rising movie star who became world famous playing 
a pompadour-wearing mutant in the ‘X-Men’ films, Mr. Jackman more than confirms the 
bright theatrical promise of his performances in the 1998 revival of ‘Oklahoma!’ in 
London and the Carnegie Hall concert version of ‘Carousel’,”103 perhaps trying to claim 
Jackman for the theatrical realm. He has subsequently appeared on Broadway a few 
times, in the plays A Steady Rain (2009) and The River (2014), and as himself in the 
musical extravaganza Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway for a limited engagement 
between film commitments (October 2011 to January 2012). 
 
101 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 85. 
102 Ben Brantley, “Flash of 70’s Sequins,” New York Times, October 17, 2003, 
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Scott Mendelson of Forbes writes, “He has been able to balance being Wolverine 
and being Hugh Jackman: Actor and Movie Star,”104 which is a peculiar, yet unsurprising 
analysis. Wolverine is a character that Jackman has played numerous times, but in this 
comparison, Wolverine is the representation of Jackman as the actor. Despite all other 
roles that Jackman has played thus far in his career, both on stage and off-screen, his 
initial breakout role is what continues to haunt him as an actor, in the ways Marvin 
Carlson describes. But, as Edgar Morin writes in The Stars: “The star is the product of a 
dialectic of personality: an actor imposes his personality on the heroes he plays, these 
heroes impose their personality on the actor. From this superimpression is born a 
composite being: the star.”105 It did not help that he continued to play the role, and was 
contracted to play the role, for seventeen years. Mendelson continues: 
Hugh Jackman’s Wolverine…outlasted three Spider-Men, three Hulks, two 
Batmen, two Supermen, two Catwomen, two Daredevils, two Punishers, two 
James Bonds, two Green Lanterns (presumably), and two entirely separate 
versions of the ensemble casts for Star Trek, X-Men, and the Fantastic Four 
respectively.106 
And with that, it is that “star” persona, both character and actor, that accompanies 
Jackman throughout his career both on and off-stage.107 
 
104 Mendelson, “‘X-Men’ Shocker.” 
105 Edgar Morin, The Stars, trans. Richard Howard (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2005), 89. 
106 Mendelson, “‘X-Men’ Shocker.” 
107 When Jackman first played the role, he was little known outside of his native 
Australia. He was not even the initial choice for the role, but a last-minute replacement, 
as the hired actor, Dougray Scott, was sidelined by elongated commitments to Mission: 
Impossible 2. 
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 Like many celebrities, Jackman was haunted by many ghosts while performing in 
The Boy from Oz, but unlike the others, the coverage of his performances on Broadway 
seem to reference them repeatedly. (Brantley even wrote, “Ghosts do have an annoying 
habit of sabotaging a good number in ‘Oz,’”108 without even quite realizing the extent of 
his statement.) Numerous critics commented on Jackman’s ghosts throughout the 
critiques of the production. In the musical, Jackman played “the songwriter, entertainer, 
and disco-era bon vivant Peter Allen,”109 and, as then New York Magazine critic John 
Simon continued, “[lacked] some essential spark, vivacity, or joy that characterized the 
man.”110 While Brantley disagreed with Simon in his Times review, writing that Jackman 
“[captured] the insinuating sparkle that was so often in Allen’s eyes when he was 
onstage,”111 Brantley raised ghosts of his own in his critique. Halfway through his 
awestruck review of Jackman—note that Brantley was not enamored with the show 
itself—he writes, “Does anyone familiar with this actor’s previous work remember his 
having such a long and sinuous frame?”112 Not only does this statement reference 
Jackman’s work, both film and stage, but Brantley’s relative unfamiliarity with the actor. 
Brantley describes Jackman as seemingly coming out of nowhere, surprising the Times 
critic with his talent, and, perhaps more importantly, his physical presence.  
Little has been published regarding Jackman’s career and rise to fame, but he 
presents a fascinating picture of an irregular celebrity. Jackman’s career demonstrates a 
 
108 Brantley, “Flash.” 
109 John Simon, “All Petered Out,” New York Magazine, October 27, 2003, 
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refusal to be pegged as one type, despite his repeat appearances as the role that 
skyrocketed him to stardom—the Wolverine—which continues to be the litmus against 
which he is often compared. After rejecting a quick ticket to television celebrity by taking 
an offered role on a popular soap opera, one that launched the careers of Russell Crowe 
and Guy Pearce, among others,113 Jackman studied theatre in a prestigious Australian 
program. Soon after, Jackman was cast on a television police procedural, Corelli, where 
he met his wife Deborra-Lee Furness, an Australian star thirteen years his senior, but it 
was a musical production that introduced him to influential individuals who could help 
propel his career. He soon played the strapping villain Gaston in Disney’s Beauty and the 
Beast and his performance led to being cast in the Australian premiere of Andrew Lloyd 
Webber’s Sunset Boulevard, helmed by eminent director Trevor Nunn. It was Nunn who 
subsequently brought Jackman to the West End for his production of Oklahoma! The 
musical was Jackman’s first performance outside of his native Australia and he made an 
impression. The musical theatre world embraced Jackman, calling him “one of the most 
promising newcomers to musical theatre,”114 even if he initially was hesitant about his 
connection to the genre.   
Much has been written about how the beginning of Richard Rodgers and Oscar 
Hammerstein II’s 1943 Oklahoma! differs from many of its predecessors. “When the 
curtain rose…the [gals] didn’t greet the audience with a rousing opening number that set 
the scene—the musical comedy norm. There was only Aunt Eller, a middle-aged woman, 
who sat quietly on a porch churning butter by herself, while offstage a lone cowboy sang 
 
113 Anthony Bunko, Hugh Jackman: The Biography (London: John Blake, 2012), 33. 
114 Bunko, Hugh Jackman, 51.  
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a ballad called ‘Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin.’”115 Enter Jackman, who sauntered on 
stage smiling and singing in 1998. When he did, he received no entrance applause, 
because, in 1998, few knew who Jackman was—but many critics commented on what he 
would soon become. Jackman is “a charmer who will be whisked away to the big 
screen.”116 The New York Times refers to him as “a major discovery.”117 The London 
Daily Telegraph wrote, “he is 6 feet, 3 inches of perfect tanned cowboy. When he walks 
on to the stage a soft female collective sigh runs nightly round the packed 
auditorium…already the casting agents are begging for information about this 
extraordinarily attractive singing and dancing actor whom nobody’s heard of before.”118  
Jackman’s ability to immerse himself in so many genres was quickly spotted. 
When he received the initial pages to read for a new Marvel film project, he was able to 
make an impression during his audition. Although not originally cast, his quick 
replacement of the unavailable original actor led to the creation of the film alter ego that 
Jackman is known for, Wolverine. The character of Wolverine and Jackman himself have 
coalesced into the presentation of Hugh Jackman today and for many fans, and even 
those who do not call themselves his fans, the two are synonymous as the film “‘became 
a phenomenon overnight.’”119 In the end, the film release of X-Men earned nearly $300 
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million globally120 and was one of the top grossing films of 2000.121 Along with the 
success of the film came Jackman’s splash into the realm of global celebrity. 
Wolverine’s introduction in the film is significant due to its length; his first 
appearance on screen is the longest sustained thread of character development in the 
beginning of the film. It is rare in Hollywood that so large a role would be cast with 
essentially an unknown actor, especially a relatively untested one who was brought into 
the process at the last minute after filming had begun. In a way, the film is not only 
introducing us to the main character in this primarily ensemble feature, but also to 
Jackman himself, an outsider, trying to discover how to fit in. We first see Wolverine 
standing in the corner of an amateur cage match, in a tiny, seedy town.122 He wins a 
match as we enter the bar/arena. He is standing with his back to the screen, sweaty, dirty, 
and topless, brooding in the corner of the ring, smoking. Prior to the start of his next 
fight, he is named “The Wolverine,” a fighter’s name. Following the rout of his 
competitor, we see him take a drag from his cigar, still covered in shadow. The 
Wolverine, Jackman, is still a mysterious figure, who has yet to speak and introduce 
himself to audiences around the world. As the scene continues, he is attacked and told to 
leave. The bartender tells him to “get out of [his] bar” and calls him a “freak” for who he 
is, a mutant, an outsider. While the reviews for the film weren’t particularly glowing, X-
Men clearly attracted an enormous global fan base, and Jackman, arguably the lead of the 
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film, although perhaps not intended, found himself a celebrity following its release, with 
millions of fans across the globe wanting to know more about the new, attractive leading 
man whose presence captivated audiences on movie screens. 
Jackman himself is aware of the trappings of celebrity, in which fans know (and 
want to know) a great deal about an individual’s private life, and type-casting, when an 
actor is continually cast in similar roles throughout their career. Jackman had the 
following to say about his first performance of Wolverine in X-Men: 
I was sort of thrilled, in a way, that I got the chance to play the character before I 
became famous. Once you start doing talk shows and people start to see your 
personality, it gets harder and harder to get away from that. So the fact that this 
was my first blockbuster film meant I got a role that I probably never would have 
if I’d been known for something else.123 
Here Jackman acknowledges that, although he had won numerous awards for both his 
stage and film performances in Australia, he was not “famous” until X-Men. It 
additionally shows that despite his success and theatrical acclaim on the West End in 
Oklahoma!, he was not “famous” until playing Wolverine; what Jackman means is that 
he was not a celebrity. Jackman knows that the theatrical domain is too small to attribute 
celebrity to and if he remained a performer in the theatre, he probably never would 
achieve that recognizability that most actors of this era strive for. In fact, despite Jackman 
receiving spirited commendation for his performance on London’s West End, Actors’ 
Equity denied producer Cameron Mackintosh’s request to transfer the cast of the 
production of Oklahoma!, including Jackman as the leading male role, to Broadway. As 
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Playbill reported in 1999, “Established star actors can cross the Atlantic with relatively 
no restrictions.”124 Playbill continues, “Oklahoma! may be a particularly sensitive subject 
for Equity, given the largeness of the cast and the distinctly American quality of the 
piece.”125 In hindsight, with the splash he made five years later, and the millions of 
dollars he brought to the Broadway community, perhaps that should have been 
considered differently. 
James Mangold, director of the final Wolverine installment Logan (2017) says, 
“[Jackman] has such a humongous range…. He’s like a fine musical instrument. He can 
play comedy and go light, but he’s also capable of delivering a performance of 
tremendous power. He’s got this incredible masculinity and strength and the courage to 
throw that all away and do a musical on Broadway.”126 Claire Scobie in the Telegraph’s 
“Hugh Jackman: X Appeal” wrote that “[m]any counselled against him signing up for a 
year on Broadway.”127 Jackman commented: “Aside from the fact that it was a ‘gay 
character who’s not that famous’…it was the worst time in the trajectory of a film career 
to take 18 months out.”128 The notion that he would be “throwing away” his career, and 
his masculinity, for performing in Broadway musicals is raised repeatedly throughout 
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media reports. But as David Crow writes, “[he] doesn’t care if his image is 
emasculated,”129 because Jackman loves performing and loves pleasing an audience. “‘By 
the end, as you take the curtain call, there’s no sense you’re in front of strangers. It’s an 
intimacy you get that’s more intense than you have with people you’ve known for many 
years. It’s everyone coming together and opening their heart.’”130 
While The Boy from Oz was not a one-man show, it may as well have been. Given 
the critical response and ticket sales, coupled with the fact that the show went dark when 
Jackman took two brief vacations rather than put on his standby, and that Hugh Jackman: 
Back on Broadway was a show by, about, and featuring Jackman himself, his persona and 
his celebrity clearly co-created these shows. Bruce Kirle “celebrates the performer as co-
creator, since audiences did not flock to see a particular show (text) but rather stars.”131 
Although Kirle is referencing the stars of the early twentieth-century, clearly the same 
applies to twenty-first-century celebrities. Jackman is one of the few celebrities who has 
appeared in original musicals, as opposed to revivals, and his persona, his aura and 
celebrity, certainly contributed to the authorship of these productions. 
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When the lights came up at the Imperial Theatre in September 2003 and through 
the next year, Jackman was alone at the piano wearing a purple sequined shirt. He began 
by singing Peter Allen’s “All the Lives of Me.”132  
Everywhere I go  
I’m followed by a lot of people 
Such a lot of people. 
It’s almost a parade. 
And if you could see all the people 
They’re everyone I ever was  
And everyone I ever will be 
All the lives of me.133 
There is little introduction to the character Jackman is playing, Peter Allen, the 
gay Australian pop music icon who worked with Judy Garland and was once married to 
Liza Minnelli. The opening of the show simultaneously calls attention to Jackman’s 
star/celebrity haunts himself; it is as though he is singing as his “genuine” self, not a 
character. The song just runs right into the next scene and for an American audience that 
is unfamiliar with Allen and knows little about Jackman other than that he is Australian, 
this reads very much as though this is Jackman’s “authentic” story. The songs in the show 
are both diegetic and not, so Jackman/Allen constantly breaks the fourth wall, speaking 
and singing directly to the audience. He even brings members of the audience up to dance 
 
132 All performance notes are from the performance videotaped by The New York Public 
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on stage with him, talks to them seemingly breaking character, particularly at the top of 
the second act. And since, as Wolf writes, “[t]he musical values song as the most sincere 
and honest form of expression,”134 it does not feel as though Jackman is playing a role 
other than himself.  
Jackman/Allen’s penultimate song “Once Before I Go” is calm and intimate, with 
just him alone on stage, standing and singing to the audience. And once again, the lyrics, 
staging, and Jackman himself blur the boundary between actor and character. He sings: 
And it’s hard to say goodbye.  
When there’s so much left unspoken in your eyes. 
But unless I spread my wings gain,  
I’m afraid I’ll never soar. 
So hang on to the memories  
And hold me close once more, once more. 
Just once before I go, 
I want you to know 
That I have loved you all along. 
And even when we’re far apart I only need to feel you’re living in my heart and 
I’ll be strong. 
Love you just the way I’ve loved you all along.135 
But because this is an old-fashioned Broadway musical, the audience is not left with this 
image, but a mamboing, sequined-Showgirl-straddled Jackman entering down a lit 
staircase made of giant piano keys megafinale. 
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The Boy from Oz opened to tepid reviews following four and a half weeks of 
previews. Simon wrote it was “stifling, staggering, and stultifying”136 and Brantley 
concludes his review with “this musical settles for a staleness and a hollowness that even 
Mr. Jackman’s blazing presence can’t disguise.”137 Jackman received nearly rave 
reviews. The New York Times article “Broadway Honestly Loves Him; But Can Hugh 
Jackman Save ‘Oz’?” opens: “‘Phantom of the Opera’ has the chandelier. ‘Nine’ has the 
‘naked woman descending upside down in a bedsheet’ number. ‘The Boy from Oz’ has 
Hugh Jackman.”138 Producer Chase Mishkin stated, “‘This guy is the best musical theater 
performer I’ve ever seen, and I’ve been looking at musicals for 40 years. He’s the real 
deal.’”139 Linda Winer in Newsday said it was “one of the breakout leading-man musical 
debuts in recent Broadway memory”140 and that “Jackman goes out on that stage a star—
and comes back a different kind of star altogether,”141 which can be parsed many 
different ways. Perhaps needless to say, the box office did not suffer too terribly, one of 
the benefits of having a superstar in a mediocre Broadway musical. But following the 
2004 Tony Awards, at which Jackman not only hosted, but won the award for Best 
Performance by a Leading Actor in a Musical, the show’s remaining fourteen summer 
weeks, a notoriously difficult time for the Broadway box office, reached 100% audience 
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capacity the entire time and grossed an average of 101%.142 There are many factors that 
could have led to this increase in ticket sales. Jackman’s celebrity status was growing. He 
had been in a few movies by then, including his second iteration of Wolverine. He had 
just won the Tony Award for the role, perhaps proving to those within the industry that 
he was more than just a celebrity interloper. He hosted the awards which aired on CBS, 
bringing him into people’s homes and facilitating more of a parasocial relationship with 
viewers than he had been able to with his other work, as discussed by Frances Bonner.143 
Regardless, his outreach continued to expand and fans knew where he would be eight 
performances a week—on stage interacting with live audiences at the Imperial Theatre—
and as noted, Jackman’s performance included audience participation, offering audience 
members the hope of a really up close and personal connection with a sexy celebrity. A 
ticket purchase was a guaranteed interaction with a global celebrity.  
One of the major plot points of The Boy from Oz is Allen’s seemingly fake 
marriage and gay rumors leading to his public coming out. Both of these topics continue 
to be discussed in the gossip mill and are reported in the global media in regards to 
Jackman himself. Jackman married an older woman in 1995, and they have been married 
for more than twenty years, another rarity within Hollywoodland. They also have two 
adopted children, which only fuels the media fire. While he professes to be fine with the 
rumors, stating “some dudes do get upset…[but] I am good,” they bother Furness. She 
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finds them “offensive,” noting the rumors are “big. [They are] everywhere.”144 Jackman 
even credits The Boy From Oz for the origins of this rumor.145 They often go on the 
offensive in their PR highlighting their normal family life, romantic gestures, and even 
sex lives, which is sometimes reported on as overcompensation. For example, an X-Men 
producer professed, “I’ve been on five movie sets with him and have never seen him 
stray, have never seen him eye anyone.”146 As Chris Rojek writes, “The public 
presentation of self is always a staged activity, in which the human actor presents a 
‘front’ or ‘face’ to others while keeping a significant portion of the self in reserve.”147 
The search for that authentic celebrity is a tremendously important part of the celebrity-
cultural intermediary-fan cycle. Part of Jackman’s celebrity aura is that one side of his 
celebrity is “authentic”—the musically theatrical side that cannot possibly be attributed to 
acting, therefore he must be gay, and the brooding hyper-masculinity displayed in the 
majority of his work is his inauthentic self.  
 Jackman’s next musical Broadway contributions were slightly different from his 
previous appearance. In the fall of 2011, Jackman starred in a biographical piece of a 
different nature, although there were similarities. He narrated with his native Australian 
accent, sang and danced, talked with those in the audience, and wore a sheer top and gold 
lamé pants decked out in rhinestones at one point. This could have been mistaken for a 
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revival of The Boy from Oz, but instead was an evening of Hugh Jackman performing as 
Hugh Jackman, not to be confused with any characters he has played along the way, 
despite mentioning them repeatedly throughout. Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway was 
a ten-week spectacle that averaged 118% gross capacity across its tenure. His final week 
made over $2 million alone.148 Although these are small numbers when juxtaposed to a 
film release, for a Broadway musical they were well above average.  
At the Broadhurst Theatre, Jackman appeared ostensibly as his authentic self, for 
several weeks, where fans wanting personal engagement with a movie star could come 
and share the same room with him and learn more about the “real” Hugh Jackman. There 
is no author listed as having written the material, only Warren Carlyle as 
director/choreographer. To prepare his audience, in the Playbill Jackman wrote, “Tonight 
at the Broadhurst Theatre, I hope to share with you some of the eclectic world that is my 
career. From Australia to Broadway, to Hollywood and back again, I want to share with 
you some of that journey,”149 and that journey included displaying the many lives that 
coalesce to create Jackman’s persona. The audience was warned in the pre-curtain speech 
to turn off all cell-phones because they should “remember, he’s Wolverine, he knows 
who you are and he will find you.”150 The bare stage, visited by a few women as backup 
singer/dancers, only highlighted Jackman’s spectacle.  
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https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/hugh-jackman-back-on-broadway-490814 
149 Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway, “About Tonight,” Playbill, October 2011, 21. 
150 The libretto for Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway has not been published and no 
film was recorded for the Theatre on Film and Tape archive at the New York Public 
Library for Performing Arts. Any quotations from the production that are not published 
song lyrics were taken from personal notes from the performance I attended in October 
2011. 
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Jackman came onto the stage the same way he entered many of the memories of 
his theatrical fans, singing Oklahoma!’s “Oh what a beautiful morning,” and was met by 
screaming fans when he entered the stage, with many singing along with the him during 
the final chorus of the song. The barrier that is present with the camera in the cinema was 
crossed numerous times throughout the evening, more often than is typical in a night at 
the theatre: Jackman responded to fan shoutouts, he shook hands with folks in the front 
rows, even sitting down and having intimate conversations with them, invited people on 
stage with him, went down into the house to visit with his wife in the audience, 
commented on those filming and taking pictures, and as Brantley writes in his New York 
Times review, “that’s what this show is all about, finally: the erotically charged, two-way 
relationship between a star and his fans.”151 This is something that is impossible in film, 
as that relationship is not reciprocated; the liveness and intimate community of the theatre 
permits that interaction. Audience members could feel that when Jackman looked their 
direction, he was singing personally to them. When he exited the stage, he touched 
audience members, and brought some up on stage to talk with him. None of these 
experiences are possible in cinema. 
One sequence during the performance revealed intimate stories and photographs 
of Jackman’s life. He displayed childhood photos, those of his wife and children, as well. 
After numerous songs and dances, admitting “[he] kind of [loves] being on stage singing 
and dancing, maybe a bit more [than being in movies]” while simultaneously 
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acknowledging that the studio executives don’t want him to sing and dance as it may 
affect his global celebrity image, he comes out as his musical alter ego, Peter Allen. 
Following a few numbers from The Boy from Oz, he returns as “himself” and continues to 
entertain with the eclectic potpourri he put together for the production, closing with an 
encore of “Once Before I Go,” the final number in The Boy from Oz (before the over-the-
top finale). This time the lyrics are not masked behind the character of Allen but are 
Jackman as himself singing the lyrics directly to the audience. 
The opportunity to see and experience the authentic self of a celebrity is a 
complicated one. Rojek writes in Celebrity,  
The fact that media representation is the basis of celebrity is at the heart of both 
the question of the mysterious tenacity of celebrity power and the peculiar 
fragility of celebrity presence. From the perspective of the audience, it makes 
celebrities seem, simultaneously, both larger than life and intimate confreres. 
Staging presence through the media inevitably raises the question of authenticity. 
This is a perpetual dilemma for both the celebrity and the audience.152 
Although this production, presenting the celebrity as intimately as it did, could indeed 
have proven a problematic aura, based upon the response from fans and critics, this was 
not the case. 
P. David Marshall writes, “The relationship that the audience builds with the film 
celebrity is configured through a tension between the possibility and impossibility of 
knowing the authentic individual”153 and Jackman’s fans packed the theatre every night 
 
152 Rojek, Celebrity, 16–17. 
153 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 90. 
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because of the possibilities theatrical performance can create. Reports of “unruly [mobs] 
outside his stage door”154 leading to a police presence was a frequent occurrence, but 
according to Jackman, “‘Nothing beats live theater.’” Ramin Setoodeh reporting for 
Newsweek interviewed some of those fans after a performance of Hugh Jackman: Back 
on Broadway and wrote of their interactions with one of their favorite film celebrities, 
and the lengths they go, both geographically and economically, to have in person 
experiences, interactions felt and facilitated by a live Broadway performance: 
“No one has ever grabbed me the way he has,” says Ellen Dweck, 62, of East 
Brunswick, N.J., as she huddled with other Ozalots at his stage doors after his first 
New York performance. Dweck had already traveled to San Francisco and 
Toronto for previews, and saw The Boy from Oz 24 times. How much does a 
crush on Jackman cost? “I don’t want to say because I don’t want my husband to 
read it,” she says. “He was my winter vacation.” 
Sue Berlin, 83, says she’s waited outside so many Jackman events over the years 
that he recognizes her. “It’s nice to see familiar faces,” Jackman says.155 
While Jackman’s performance of himself in this titular role is mediated and in 
many ways is inherently inauthentic through the lens of a Broadway musical 
performance, the combination of a celebrity status like Jackman’s and the intimacy of the 
theatre arguably presents a different relationship and a different aura than theatrical stars 
or film celebrities. Peter Marks in the Washington Post quips that Jackman is “[a] suave 
 
154 Ramin Setoodeh, “Hugh Jackman in ‘Back on Broadway’ and His Ozalot Fans,” 
Newsweek, October 30, 2011, https://www.newsweek.com/hugh-jackman-back-
broadway-and-his-ozalot-fans-68079. 
155 Setoodeh, “Hugh Jackman in ‘Back on Broadway’ and His Ozalot Fans.” 
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star who sends out the vibe that he feels lucky to be in your presence,”156 and Jackman 
“[loves] getting to interact with the audience,”157 and the construction of both The Boy 
from Oz and Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway, where Jackman frequently broke the 
fourth wall as Allen and himself, respectively, facilitate that new relationship, that new 
auratic presence, one different from performers from other genres. 
The Greatest Showman, the musical film where Jackman sang and danced the role 
of P.T. Barnum, was Jackman’s first film following the completion of his prolonged 
tenure as Logan, and these two characters straddle the still-perceived binary that Saturday 
Night Live lovingly mocked regarding Jackman. In Andy Samberg’s 2011 sketch “The 
Best of Both Worlds With Hugh Jackman,”158 he introduces himself, “I’m Hugh 
Jackman, both the most masculine and most feminine man in the world,”159 because of 
his work as brooding, mutton-chopped cigar smoking X-Man and a song and dance man 
on Broadway. Gilbey in the Guardian wrote that many feel Jackman is “a mystery 
wrapped in an enigma, then padlocked in a chest and dropped in the ocean.”160 But what 
Gilbey is writing about is that Jackman is able to play both the brooding masculine male 
comfortably while also being able to as comfortably perform in the genre of musical 
theatre, which as D.A. Miller describes is the environs for the homosexual man.161 Gilbey 
 
156 Peter Marks, “Hugh Jackman, back? He IS Broadway,” Washington Post, November 
10, 2011, https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/hugh-jackman-back-he-is-
broadway/2011/11/10/gIQATWsh9M_story.html?utm_term=.cc32b8ed767d  
157 Marks, “Hugh.” 
158 See Scott Cook, “2 Sides…?” YouTube Video, 0:25, October 23, 2012, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48BnMG1aoxY. 
159 Cook, “2 Sides…?” 
160 Gilbey, “Hugh Jackman: ‘What are Ya—a Poof?’” 
161 D. A. Miller, Place for Us: Essay on the Broadway Musical (Harvard University 
Press, 2000). 
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is particularly fixated on this in his interview “Hugh Jackman: ‘What are ya—a poof?,’ a 
question Jackman attributes to one of his brothers in reference to his love of dance as a 
child, where he calls Wolverine, Jackman, “just a pussycat.”162 In 2011, Jackman used 
Twitter to “tantalize” fans by saying he had “something exciting to announce.”163 Gilbey 
writes that he thought Jackman was going to come out, continuing, “some people would 
consider his eventual announcement—that he is bringing is one-man-song-and-dance 
show to Broadway in mid-October to be tantamount to bounding from the closet, 
anyway.”164 Much like Gilbey, Crow in “Hugh Jackman: Movie, Star, Song and Dance 
Man, Mutant Superhero” tries to parse out the many sides of Jackman, noting that 
“people forget who he is…much of Hollywood and even Geek culture has struggled to 
reconcile his many sides.”165 As previously discussed, this centers around the idea that 
one side of Jackman is the authentic side, and because of his musically theatrical side, 
that he must be gay and the hyper-masculinity is a front. Due to the celebrity 
machinations in play for this film celeb, audiences feel that they know him so well, yet, 
his status keeps his personal truths at bay, hidden beneath the many masks of not only his 
screen characters, but his theatrical characters, his television presenter “character”, and 
the masks of the media. Rojek writes that “celebrity status always implies a split between 
a private self and public self.”166 Jackman’s enigmatic quality and ability to play such a 
variety of roles only contribute to his elevated status. The paparazzi may try and rip the 
mask away, but they only continue to confound his fandom.  
 
162 Gilbey, “Hugh Jackman: ‘What are Ya—a Poof?’” 
163 Gilbey, “Hugh Jackman: ‘What are Ya—a Poof?’” 
164 Gilbey, “Hugh Jackman: ‘What are Ya—a Poof?’” 
165 Crow, “Hugh.” 
166 Rojek, Celebrity, 11. 
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Broadway director and choreographer Susan Stroman who worked with Jackman 
on Oklahoma!, said in an interview that Jackman “has strength and vulnerability at the 
same time,”167 meaning he displays both the stereotypical masculine and effeminate 
traits. These are then engulfed into his characters, his star status, and his celebrity 
persona, permitting his transitions between musical theatre and other genres to be more 
congruous, and his acceptance into both worlds. Maybe Broadway will finally get that 
Houdini musical that’s been in discussion for years. Who knows?  
 
Conclusion 
 Taking time away from Hollywood to perform on Broadway is a risk for many 
film celebrities—both in terms of career trajectory and economics. The months of 
dedication that each of these actors put into dance and music training, rehearsals, and 
production, take a toll—physically and financially. As Stone’s albeit fictionalized agent 
bemoans, performing in a Broadway musical does not reap the same kinds of benefits as 
acting in Hollywood films. Each of these actors starred in major studio franchises, 
making millions of dollars for their work. Performing on Broadway, additionally, pulls 
focus from significant components of celebrity life, including movie premieres, press 
junkets, and images of the glamorous life depicted in elegant vacations and exciting 
nightlife escapades. For many, it may appear as though they had “lost a bet,” as quipped 
in The Band Wagon. But for each of these examples, the cultural capital gained through 
successfully performing in a Broadway musical outweighed any kind of economic losses. 
 
167 John Crook, “Jackman is Better Than OK in ‘Oklahoma!’” Los Angeles Times, 
November 16, 2003, http://articles.latimes.com/2003/nov/16/news/tv-coverstory16. 
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In Changed for Good: A Feminist History of the Broadway Musical, Stacy Wolf 
writes, “New audiences come to [Broadway shows] with changing horizons of 
expectations, influenced by musical theatre gossip and by daily events, trends, tastes, and 
fads, as well as by their identities and spectating-interpretive habits.”168 Those within the 
interpretive community, and even those with the assistance of a Playbill bio, will 
experience the aura of the actor’s performance and the personal knowledge that a 
celebrity presence provides simultaneously, introducing a more intimate concomitant to 
the theatrical experience. Although Radcliffe, Stone, and Jackman each accrued their 
fame and, by extension, their celebrity, with the camera as their audience, as Benjamin 
bemoans, as they performed in their respective musicals on Broadway, they successfully 
forged connections with live audiences night after night, unable to rely on numerous 
takes and the editing room to secure a successful performance. According to Benjamin, 
“live theatrical performance has always involved an authentic auratic presence—
channeled through the movements and sounds of the emotionally engaged actor on 
stage—” and an aura of a film celebrity is present while performing on a theatrical 
stage.169 As this chapter has shown, this new celebrity aura generates different 
interpretations of the material than those of a non-celebrity actor strictly 
reading/dancing/singing from the page. Radcliffe, Stone, and Jackman, and other film 
celebrities like them, are not just actors on stage performing, but bodies layered by 
celebrity ghosts and emanating a celebrity aura from the stage, shattering the fourth wall. 
 
168 Stacy Wolf, Changed for Good: A Feminist History of the Broadway Musical (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 239. 
169 Sean Redmond and Su Holmes, “Introduction to ‘Star and Celebrity Culture: 
Theoretical Antecedents,’” in Stardom and Celebrity: A Reader, eds. Sean Redmond and 
Su Holmes (New York: Routledge, 2006), 15.  









There’s a kid in the middle of nowhere who is sitting there, living for Tony  
performances singin’ and flippin’ along with the Pippins and Wickeds and Kinkys, 
Matildas, and Mormonses. 
So we might reassure that kid and do something to spur that kid. 
Cause I promise you all of us up here tonight. 
We were that kid. 
--Tom Kitt and Lin-Manuel Miranda2 
 
The 67th Annual Tony Awards, hosted by Neil Patrick Harris, took place at Radio 
City Music Hall on June 9, 2013. The show opened with the original song “Bigger,” 
written by Tom Kitt and Lin-Manuel Miranda.3 The number was a Broadway 
extravaganza and included more than one hundred performers from a variety of 
Broadway musicals. While Harris sang, danced, and rapped across the stage, he also 
performed acrobatic feats, like leaping through a hula-hoop, and performed magic, a 
personal penchant of the actor, entering a box and magically appearing at the back of the 
theatre mere seconds later. For the rap section, the camera pulled in for a tight close-up 
 
1 “Live in Living Color” is the opening song from Catch Me If You Can (2011), by Marc 
Shaiman and Scott Wittman, with a book written by Terrence McNally. The libretto was 
not published and the production was not filmed for the Theatre on Film and Tape 
archive at the New York Public Library for Performing Arts. For the sheet music, see: 
Marc Shaiman, Scott Wittman, and Terrence McNally. Catch Me If You Can: Sheet 
Music from the Broadway Musical (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Music Publishing Co., Inc.), 
6. 
2 “Bigger,” Tom Kitt and Lin-Manuel Miranda. For the full lyrics see: Adam Hetrick, 
“The Tony Awards are ‘Bigger’: Tom Kitt and Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Opening Song,” 
Playbill, June 10, 2013, http://www.playbill.com/article/the-tony-awards-are-bigger-tom-
kitt-and-lin-manuel-mirandas-opening-song-com-206404. To view the number, see:  
SOPHIA BP,  “2013 Tony Awards—Opening Number,” YouTube video, 7:33, June 11, 
2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne2KoHAaE8A 
3 SOPHIA BP, “2013 Tony Awards.”  
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shot on Harris, in which he talked directly to the audience members at home, making a 
stronger-than-usual connection: Harris acknowledged that he and many others on that 
stage were once at home watching the Tony Awards, just as the impressionable viewers 
were at that moment. This friendly connection bridged the gap between the television 
audience and himself so that those viewers could see themselves with their Broadway 
“friends” performing at Radio City Music Hall. 
In contrast to the aura discussed in the previous chapter, in this chapter I argue 
that the relationship created between television personality and Broadway audience is a 
different relationship from that of the film star. This aura is much more intimate resulting 
from the “living room,” parasocial relationship, as discussed in the Introduction. A 
parasocial relationship is one “which occur[s] across a significant social distance—with 
people ‘we don’t know’,”4 formed between the personality and audience member. P. 
David Marshall writes, “There is an active construction of a different relationship to the 
audience by television personalities that in effect creates an aura more of familiarity than 
one modalized around distance.”5 Here, as with film stars appearing on Broadway, once 
the television personality is seen performing on the stage, a new kind of aura is 
established. There is excitement in seeing a seemingly unreachable television figure live 
on stage. These individuals, living room personalities embodied with a television aura of 
comfort and familiarity, combine with Walter Benjamin’s idealized aura of stage 
performance to create a hybrid television personality/stage aura.  
 
4 Graeme Turner, Understanding Celebrity (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2004), 7. 
5 P. David Marshall, Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 122. 
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Although most television scholarship does not refer to actors and actresses on 
television as celebrities, Jake Halpern notes that  
In the early 2000s…fans could follow the romantic entanglements of Rachel 
Green on the TV show Friends, and they could also then watch Access 
Hollywood, or pick up a copy of Us Weekly, to catch up on the love life of 
Jennifer Aniston, who played Rachel. According to Robert Thompson, of 
Syracuse University, the upshot of this is it is now easier than ever to form para-
social relationships—not just with fictional personae but with actual celebrities as 
well.6 
From this, I argue in this chapter that while many audience members are “friends” with 
the characters the television personalities have portrayed, due to their acknowledged 
celebrity status, the actors themselves can be considered “friends” as well, having created 
a familiar, parasocial relationship by repeatedly “welcoming” them into the home via 
television. Television stars performing on Broadway therefore are appearing as the 
familiar “friend” of their character, the “friend”ly actor to whom fans in the audience 
have created a parasocial relationship with, and as the character in the musical itself. 
Marvin Carlson uses the example of actor Kelsey Grammer as the title role in Macbeth. 
He discusses the critical response, which made reference to Grammer’s television ghosts 
as a joke—something that would not have happened with an actor less associated with a 
 
6 Jake Halpern, Fame Junkies: The Hidden Truths Behind America’s Favorite Addiction 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2008), 115. Thompson is the founding director of Bleier 
Center for Television and Popular Culture at Syracuse University. 
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specific television role.7 The layers of ghosts accompanying television personalities to 
Broadway are indeed profuse. 
This relationship forged in a theatrical space, which I will establish as more 
personally developed than those between fan and film star, is so strongly linked with the 
characters these celebrities play daily/weekly on television, that the juxtaposition with the 
actors’ musical characters is often too jarring, and thus negatively received. Of course, 
this is not universally the case, however; it appears that television stars’ visits to 
Broadway do not last very long. In this chapter, I analyze the performance and reception 
of Christina Applegate, Married…With Children’s loose, dumb blonde Kelly Bundy, in 
Sweet Charity (2005); Lauren Graham’s take as Miss Adelaide, one of the most iconic 
characters in the Broadway canon, from Guys and Dolls (2009); and Neil Patrick Harris’s 
numerous visits to Broadway, primarily his Tony-winning turn as the title character in 
Hedwig and the Angry Inch (2014). Two of these are examples of productions of 
musicals that given their production history should have proven successful in the early 
2000s. Sweet Charity, produced by husband-and-wife team Barry and Fran Weissler, 
used the same model as their successful revisal Chicago (1996), the longest-running 
American musical on Broadway: a musical originated by Broadway legend Bob Fosse, 
directed by Walter Bobbie, and using a celebrity in a featured role.8 Guys and Dolls is 
 
7 See Marvin Carlson, The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan, 2003), 9. 
8 Despite the fact when Chicago originally premiered it starred Bebe Neuwirth and Ann 
Reinking and other theatre stars, they were subsequently replaced by several celebrity 
names, and the production has continued to do so throughout its tenure on Broadway. 
Additionally, while Applegate was the only actress to play Charity in this revival, there 
were discussions of other celebrities replacing her prior to its earlier-than-anticipated 
closing, as is discussed later in this chapter. 
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one of the most enduringly popular Broadway musicals, with several successful 
Broadway revivals, a popular Hollywood adaptation starring Marlon Brando and Frank 
Sinatra, productions in communities all over the country every year, and it is regarded as 
an exemplary musical comedy. The other musical, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, is a 
riskier venture for Broadway producers. The music was not as well-known and the initial 
Off-Broadway production did not transfer to Broadway, despite its critical success, due to 
its less traditional-Broadway content. While a cultish following of Hedheads developed 
around the production and the indie movie (2001), the musical necessitated a name on the 
marquee large enough to quash the risk. As this chapter will show, only one of these 
productions was a critical and commercial success, while the other two quickly closed, 
tarnishing the reputations of the celebrities involved. 
Individuals who are known for their appearances on television are, according to 
celebrity theorists, in a specific echelon of fame separate from the kind of celebrity that 
film stars accrue. The term most often used to describe performers who work on 
television is “personality.” As discussed in the Introduction, this term merits further 
examination as the machinations of celebrity have adapted and changed. Actors who 
work on television are certainly achieving a broader reach of celebrity success than 
previous generations. And they are not simply “being themselves” on a television, but 
playing distinctive roles, characters that become fixtures of viewers’ lives. Whether talk 
show host or sitcom character, each is able to create a connection with viewing 
audiences. Some are even able to form a parasocial relationship, or an unreciprocated 
friendship separated by distance, with those television celebrities, both as individuals and 
characters. 
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According to Marshall, television provides a sense of familiarity for the celebrity 
with the audience, causing the aura of mystique to evaporate and a sense of comfort to 
arise. Due to the fact one has to pay to go to the movies, Marshall asserts that the 
audience is wider for the television celebrity. He lists a few examples of the familiar 
television personality: the host of a show, the news anchor, soap opera stars, and situation 
comedy stars, whose primary structure is around a familial unit. Because the news anchor 
is “principally involved in the live broadcasting of news about crises and special events,”9 
they become associated with important moments in the lives of the individual viewers. 
The fact that anchors look directly into the camera, into the eyes of the viewing audience, 
makes these moments seem personal and memorable. As John Ellis writes in Seeing 
Things: Television in the Age of Uncertainty discussing the early years of television, 
The announcers talked directly to their audience; the singers sang directly to 
them; the comedians spoke to them as if from downstage, if not on an even more 
intimate person-to-person basis. Direct address, an exceptional and rarely 
successful event in cinema, was commonplace of television. It produced the 
sensation that television was predominantly live, that the audience was hearing 
and seeing things as they happened.10 
This has not changed in the years that televisions have been in homes for private viewing 
and, in fact, have become even more intimate in a variety of ways. Ellis predicted that 
television “will be accessible through a variety of technologies, the sum of which will 
give consumers the new phenomenon of ‘television on demand’ as well as ‘interactive 
 
9 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 123.  
10 John Ellis, Seeing Things: Television in the Age of Uncertainty (I.B. Tauris: New York, 
2000), 31. 
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television.’”11 Now, not only can viewers greet their “friends” at their scheduled air-time, 
but accessibility has drastically increased with On Demand viewing schedules, streaming 
features, and even the sale of television series on video and DVD. Competitive reality 
television series are a form of interactive television and more will be discussed regarding 
these in the next chapter. 
 Ellis agrees with Marshall that the television personality has a broader audience 
than the film star, and by extension theatrical star. He continues to argue that not only do 
audience members have intimate parasocial relationships with the celebrities themselves, 
viewers are able to create relationships, both parasocial and literal, with each other 
through the television. He writes: 
Broadcasting also creates a sense of contact with other members of the dispersed 
audience, a sense that others, anonymous though they may be, are sharing the 
same moment. Broadcast television is present both in the here and now of the 
individual viewer and of the world that surrounds them: the regional or even 
national reach of broadcast signal.12  
Television programs give a common ground for discussion and interaction with others in 
one’s real life—whether it be discussing what happened with a friend, talking about the 
character’s relationships and jobs, or whether they find the character likable or attractive. 
This type of conversation is not limited to fan communities, but to colleagues at work, 
family members, strangers in the grocery line. They provide a link that brings people 
 
11 Ellis, Seeing Things, 38. 
12 Ellis, Seeing Things, 75. 
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together, just as these examples all were able to do, both while they were live on the air 
and beyond their cancelation. 
 
Christina Applegate: Kelly Bundy Takes Broadway 
John Langer writes that “individuals situated in some external sphere of influence 
as celebrities are incorporated into television advertising as ‘personalities.’ Once 
incorporated, they lend their celebrityhood to products so that the product is 
interchangeable with it—one is a sign of the other.”13 In the twenty-first century, we can 
see musicals being treated more and more like products, as opposed to artistic works, 
than in previous decades. Celebrities are cast to represent that product, as according to 
Boris Kachka in New York Magazine, “no one gets inside the audience like a 
recognizable brand name at center stage,”14 and there are advantages to hiring a television 
personality, as opposed to a movie star, as Langer clarifies. 
[T]he personality system works directly to construct and foreground intimacy and 
immediacy; whereas contact with stars is unrelentingly sporadic and uncertain, 
contact with television personalities has regularity and predictability; whereas 
stars are always playing “parts” emphasizing their identity as “stars” as much—
perhaps even more than—the characters they play, television personalities “play” 
themselves, whereas stars emanate as idealizations or archetypal expressions, to 
be contemplated, revered, desired and even blatantly imitated, stubbornly standing 
 
13 John Langer, “Television’s ‘Personality System,’” in The Celebrity Culture Reader, P. 
David Marshall, ed. (New York: Routledge, 2006), 183. 
14 Boris Kachka, “Noooooooooooo—Christina Applegate: The Plucky Adventures of a 
Sitcom Starlet Who Just Wanted to Dance,” New York Magazine, 
http://nymag.com/nymag/features/11772/. 
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outside the realms of the familiar and the routinized, personalities are 
distinguished for their representativeness, their typicality, their “will to 
ordinariness”, [sic] to be accepted, normalized, experienced as familiar.15  
As mentioned previously, perhaps the most obvious example of this “celebrity 
endorsement” plays out in the Broadway revival of Chicago, which has featured 
celebrities from various walks of life– pop musicians, Olympics athletes, reality 
television personalities, supermodels, and 90s teen heart-throbs produced by the 
Weisslers. This revisal, which opened in 1996, having transferred from the Encores! 
series at New York City Center, became the longest running American musical on 
Broadway in 2011.16 In 2004, the Weisslers attempted to continue their pattern of success 
casting celebrities in Broadway musicals with a revival of Sweet Charity.  
“Would I have done Sweet Charity without a star? NO,” said [Barry] Weissler. 
The role demands a great actress, a very skilled dancer, and a strong singer—the 
storied triple threat. Weissler brought on mid-career Hollywood types—first 
Jenna Elfman, then Marisa Tomei—but neither could hack it. “They were both 
great actresses,” said Weissler. “But they really couldn’t handle the musical side 
of the show. So we went into an audition process—and I’m not gonna name the 
other stars because it would be embarrassing to them. Christina came out looking 
the best.”17  
 
15 Langer, “Television’s ‘Personality System,’” 185. 
16 Michael Musto, “Chicago Becomes the Longest Running American Musical in 
History!” Village Voice, August 26, 2011, 
https://www.villagevoice.com/2011/08/26/chicago-becomes-the-longest-running-
american-musical-in-history/ 
17 Kachka, “Noooooooooooo—Christina Applegate.” 
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Actress Jane Krakowski, Tony Award winning actress for Nine (2003), who co-starred on 
an NBC soap opera and Fox’s Ally McBeal (1997-2002),  participated in a workshop of 
the musical two years prior to this revival, but she either quit or was let go from the role 
because of her stated opinions that the show was problematic. Michael Riedel reported 
that playwright/librettist “[Neil] Simon clashed with [her]. Complaining that his script 
was sexist, she said, ‘Neil, I can’t say these lines.’ To which he replied: ‘Don’t worry, 
sweetheart, you’ll never have to.’”18 This seems portentous of what was to come: the 
production was plagued with difficulties, including those surrounding its star, and it was 
a critical and financial flop. Sweet Charity was a significant work of the 1960s American 
musical theatre, created by some of the most significant theatrical collaborators of the era 
(Simon, Cy Coleman, Dorothy Fields, and director/choreographer Fosse). The musical 
had a successful revival in 1986, winning four of the five Tony Awards for which it was 
nominated, which would make it seem a relatively safe choice for a post-millennial 
revival. But when it comes to Broadway, all bets are off. 
 Applegate, like Graham, who performed in Guys and Dolls a few years later, 
suffered from imposter syndrome, a sense of not being in the right world, and not entirely 
belonging. This plagues numerous celebrities who are brought to Broadway from beyond 
the theatrical world, and, at times, can be crippling. As Geoff Edgers in the Boston Globe 
discusses, Applegate was known as a “teen vamp” from the small screen and ascending 
to the Broadway musical stage is a transition of epic proportions. In fact, she almost did 
 
18 Michael Riedel, “Bitter Over ‘Sweet’—Simon Sends Wife to do His ‘Charity’ Work,” 
New York Post, January 21, 2005, https://nypost.com/2005/01/21/bitter-over-sweet-
simon-sends-wife-to-do-his-charity-work/. 
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not audition for the production. She had dreamed of singing and dancing on Broadway 
her entire life, yet, auditioning brought up doubts, despite her years in the business.  
“I stepped back in the elevator and pressed ‘down,’” Applegate recalls. “I literally 
walked out into the street and said, ‘What am I doing here?’ The girl is such a 
good singer. I’m crap. And then that little voice that always keeps me going said, 
‘You have to do it. Whether you fail or succeed, it doesn’t matter. You wanted to 
do this your whole life. So you’re here. You’ve got your heels on. You’ve 
stretched. Go do it.’ So I went back up.”19 
For the Weisslers, that combination of unease and “wide-eyed optimism,”20 two defining 
characteristics of Charity Hope Valentine, and the necessary “pop cultural cachet to get a 
revival off the ground…websites detailing [Applegate’s] religious preference and bra size 
and…an ongoing, second-by-second countdown to her birthday,”21 made her an excellent 
choice in the eyes of the producers. 
Sweet Charity, with music by Cy Coleman, lyrics by Dorothy Fields, and a book 
by Neil Simon, premiered on Broadway in 1966. Directed by Bob Fosse at the behest of 
his triple-threat wife, Gwen Verdon, Charity is a “sweet” adaptation of the Federico 
Fellini film Nights of Cabiria. Major songs from the musical are “If He Could See Me 
Now,” “I’m a Brass Band,” and “Big Spender.” It tells the unlucky-in-love story of the 
ever-plucky taxi dancer Charity Hope Valentine, a dance hall hostess (prostitute in the 
 
19 Geoff Edgers, “If they could see me now…To Win the Starring Role in ‘Sweet 
Charity,’ Christina Applegate Had to Convince Others—and Herself—That She Could 
Sing,” Boston Globe, March 13, 2005, 
https://www.boston.com/ae/theater_arts/articles/2005/03/13/if_they_could_see_me_now/
. 
20 Edgers, “If they could see me now.” 
21 Edgers, “If they could see me now.” 
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Italian source material). When Charity is first seen, she is in New York’s Central Park 
with her boyfriend du jour Charlie, whose name is tattooed across a heart on her arm. In 
the opening scene, Charlie robs Charity and shoves her into the lake. Undeterred, Charity 
remains hopeful, tries to better herself, meets and dates Oscar, a nervously quirky 
accountant, quickly gets engaged, only to end up again in the lake and alone. While the 
revisal altered the final scene of the show, giving Charity a bit more agency and allowing 
her to officially end the relationship (and not end up soaked in a lake), Charity never 
comes across more than a naïve dimwitted taxi dancer with a heart of gold. She was 
played by more-than-one-generations’ quintessential dumb licentious blonde, Christina 
Applegate. 
Despite acknowledging that “Applegate’s theater experience is barely a blip,”22 
knowing they needed a “name” to carry an entire show (Charity rarely ever leaves the 
stage), Barry Weissler stated that Applegate “[had] all of the qualities we wanted for our 
Charity—innocence, vulnerability and yet she [was] seductive….She’s a beautiful young 
woman, and we all fell in love with her.”23 But while someone can get away with 
mediocrity in television and film because of their physical appeal, the theatrical 
community is not always so forgiving. Applegate describes herself as having always been 
in the business beginning as a child due to her producer father and singer mother. She 
made appearances on television beginning in 1981 when she was ten years old. But her 
first major role on a series, Fox’s Married…with Children, which aired for eleven 
seasons, from 1987–97, inextricably linked her with her television-personality alter ego, 
 
22 “Christina Applegate Hopes for ‘Sweet Charity,’” Fox News, February 27, 2005, 
https://www.foxnews.com/story/christina-applegate-hopes-for-sweet-charity.print. 
23 “Christina Applegate Hopes.” 
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the “dimwitted and promiscuous” Kelly Bundy. In the pilot episode, little is learned about 
Kelly, aside from the fact that she does not get along with her younger brother (who calls 
her a “bimbo”), according to the script is seen copying another student’s homework, and 
is dating her “love” Snake. Oh, and, of course, she’s blonde.24 Not only has Applegate 
had to contend with this stereotype her entire career, she has acknowledged that Kelly 
“will be with [her] forever, and that’s OK.”25  
It is important to note that Married…with Children was filmed before a live 
studio audience. Ellis discusses that for the television viewer at home, the audience 
responses—laughter, applause, and “ooohs”—creates a simulacrum of liveness, as though 
all are together in one space. This is one reason why a laugh track is used on many 
sitcoms that do not film live, to further replicate that effect. Filming a television sitcom in 
front of a live audience, when the means to experience the show is mediated through the 
lens and then screen, seems antithetical. Although, as Ellis points out, this helps provide 
the sense of community for viewing audiences; it simulates the live theatrical communal 
audience experience, despite the fact that viewers are removed in space and time. 
However, this impression of live audience community does provide an additional layer of 
intimacy between the coalescence of actor and character and the viewing home-audience.  
In an online press junket video for Broadway.com, director Walter Bobbie and 
some fellow actors seemed to go out of their way in describing Applegate’s theatrical 
 
24 Initially Tina Caspary, a brunette, was cast, but she clearly did not fit the slutty dumb 
blonde archetype, and the pilot episode was filmed again for syndication. See Roger 
Cormier, “Fifteen Facts About Married…with Children,” Mental Floss, June 9, 2017, 
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/64775/15-fun-facts-about-married-children. 
25 “Christina Applegate Hopes.” 
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talents (actors being in awe of her at the reading, how amazing of a dancer/singer she is, 
etc.). In an interview Bobbie stated:  
She’s been dancing since she’s a child. You know, she’s, it’s like when people 
knew Bebe Neuwirth from Cheers, and they thought it was this woman with, you 
know, a bunhead and a grey suit, and then she got on Broadway and danced. I 
think Christina’s audience who know her mostly from television and film have 
NO idea that she’s been dancing all her life.26 
One glaring problem with this comparison is that prior to her turn on Cheers, Neuwirth 
had already established herself as a Broadway performer (and major dancer), appearing 
in A Chorus Line, Bob Fosse’s Dancin’, Little Me, and she won a Tony Award for her 
performance as Nickie in the 1986 revival of Sweet Charity. To those unfamiliar with 
Neuwirth’s career trajectory, who were only introduced to her through her character Dr. 
Lilith Sternin-Crane on television, her talent, experience, and accolades were 
immediately evident upon sitting in the theatre by reading through the Playbill. Carlson 
describes not only the inevitability of the existence of an actor’s ghosts but the purposeful 
acknowledgement of this phenomenon in American commercial theatre through the 
program biography. He writes, “If a work requires reception techniques outside those 
provided by an audience’s memory, then it falls outside their horizon on expectations, but 
more commonly it will operate, or can be made to operate, within that horizon, thus 
adding a new experiential memory for future use.”27 In Neuwirth’s case, this situation 
 
26 Broadwaycom, “Christina Applegate Sings and Dances in Rehearsal for ‘Sweet 
Charity’ on Broadway,” YouTube Video, 6:49, January 8, 2015, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n40xDgpX6UA. 
27 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 6. The emphasis was added by me. 
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occurred in reverse, but Sweet Charity’s audience would not be enlightened by the 
pronouncement of dance classes; Applegate’s entire biography lists film and television 
credits. Following Bobbie’s “defense” of his television personality starlet, her co-stars 
chimed in with equal, mildly condescending, praise of her (musical theatre) abilities. 
Denis O’Hare, who played Oscar, described her as a “genuinely funny,” “beautiful,” 
“really really good dancer [and a] really really really good singer.”28 Ernie Sabella, who 
played her boss Herman, said that during the first readthrough of the show he thought, 
“Oh, that’s so sweet, that’s so not pushed, not going for anything, just really Charity.”29 
While the two were probably intending to be complimentary, given the scrutiny that 
Applegate was under, these quips seemed to fuel the critical fire. 
Perhaps due to the inexperience of the leading lady, Sweet Charity scheduled 
three out-of-town tryouts prior to its opening in New York, in Minneapolis, Chicago and 
Boston—not something entirely unheard of, but it gave critics pause. Not only was 
Applegate getting her feet wet, but the creative team were attempting major structural 
changes to the piece, and entirely new choreography by Wayne Cilento, in a show 
primarily known for its Fosse stamp. Although the production was still working through 
issues, the performances during an out-of-town tryout prior to Broadway were still 
performances, not rehearsals, yet Applegate was dismayed by critics attending and 
reporting negatively about the production. When individuals go to the theatre for 
whatever reason, and they are paying for the performances, then, in many ways, they are 
not rehearsals. This is why the critics chose to attend and report on the production in 
 
28 “Christina Applegate Sings.” 
29 “Christina Applegate Sings.” 
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Chicago. Having already been met with a poor critical response out of town, the show 
reached an almost insurmountable obstacle: Applegate, star name and celebrity endorser, 
broke her foot during a performance, which took her out of the production. The Weisslers 
reached out to an actress who played Roxie in Chicago, having gone in and out of that 
show between stars more often than one can count, Charlotte D’Amboise. D’Amboise 
was flown in to immediately step in for, but not replace, Applegate for its final pre-
Broadway engagement in Boston. The idea was that Applegate would return when she 
recovered.30 The show opened in Boston, the last scheduled out-of-town performances 
prior to Broadway. Then the producers announced that the production would no longer 
open on Broadway. For D’Amboise, an unspoken but all-too-common lesson was recited: 
“talent and charisma are ample enough to support a show but not really powerful enough 
to open one.”31 Barry Weissler stated: “Once I do my marketing magic, I sell the public 
on the product. Now they want that product. The minute I took the star away, the ticket 
sales faltered and the refunds were huge. Because as great as Charlotte is, they wanted 
what they thought they had purchased.”32  
Yet, Applegate showed some of that Charity spunk and fought for the legitimizing 
Broadway debut that was within her grasp. She apparently made numerous phone calls 
and reached out to contacts who invested enough money to keep the production open. 
The Weisslers changed their mind, and four days after the producers announced the 
 
30 Applegate, however, did not leave the production and was a constant presence around 
the theatre, haunting D’Amboise’s interpretation and performance as Charity. 
31 Quoted in Jesse McKinley, “For Her, the Show Goes On,” New York Times, March 25, 
2005, https://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/25/theater/newsandfeatures/for-her-the-show-
goes-on.html. 
32 Kachka, “Noooooooooooo—Christina Applegate.” 
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cancellation of Charity’s Broadway run, the show was back on, but with Applegate 
guaranteed to open the show and D’Amboise to begin the show’s preview performances. 
Despite the comparatively weak advanced ticket sales—approximately $2 million—the 
production finally began previews on Broadway on April 11, 2004, with D’Amboise at 
the helm. The slightly-adjusted-Cinderella story of the seasoned veteran D’Amboise 
shining in a leading role failed to spark the interest the Weisslers predicted. The first 
week of the production only housed a 54% seating capacity and 31% of its gross 
potential, a dismal start for any Broadway musical.33 When Applegate had recovered 
enough to step back into the role of Charity, just in time for the Tony nomination cutoff, 
the production made less than 50% of its potential. Even with Applegate in the leading 
role, the show never made more than 74% of its gross potential, and that was the week of 
its closing, and the seating capacity only averaged 70.1% over thirty-seven weeks.  
Some of the critical response to Applegate was positive, albeit somewhat 
backhandedly. Variety critic David Rooney stated that Applegate was “by no means the 
most gifted musical performer ever to grace a stage.”34 But Rooney also continued that 
“[Applegate was] this production’s salvation.”35 He even began his review by 
acknowledging the difficulties the production endured:  
“Sweet Charity” has a plucky spirit that won’t be denied, and that’s largely due to 
Christina Applegate. While the Broadway novice had musical purists clucking at 
 
33 All data and statistics were collected by The Broadway League and published by the 
Internet Broadway Database. See “Sweet Charity (2005),” Internet Broadway Database, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/sweet-charity-378059 
34 David Rooney, “‘Sweet Charity,’” Variety, May 4, 2005, 
https://variety.com/2005/legit/reviews/sweet-charity-5-1200526101/. 
35 Rooney, “Sweet Charity.” 
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the Great White Way’s colonization by TV stars before anyone had given her a 
chance, Applegate turns out to be sweet, sexy, vulnerable and giving, her 
unforced performance providing a booster shot of gusto and heart.36  
Applegate was, in turn, nominated for the Tony that year for Best Performance by a 
Leading Actress in a Musical. Yet, perhaps Peter Marks, critic for The Washington Post, 
described the “Rialto Neophyte”37 best, “You certainly can’t blame a gal for trying. Still, 
try as she might, Christina Applegate is unable to pull off the star-of-a-musical-comedy 
thing…valiant behavior is no replacement for musical talent or the know-how acquired in 
years of stage experience. Applegate possesses neither.”38 Ben Brantley, the first-string 
theatre critic for the New York Times, wasn’t any kinder: “dance is not a transcendent 
form of self-expression for Ms. Applegate. And let’s face it, neither is song. Nor 
ultimately does she have the sheer freakish force of personality to make her numbers 
work despite this, as the musically challenged Melanie Griffith did when she joined the 
cast of Chicago.”39 Bluntly, Applegate is single-threat, and she wasn’t bad enough to be 
good.  
 Most importantly, the parasocial bonds that the Weisslers counted on for the 
production seemingly weren’t there. Carlson discusses typecasting in The Haunted Stage: 
 
36 Rooney, “Sweet Charity.”  
37 Robert Simonson, “Queen Christina: Foot Mended, Applegate Opens in Sweet Charity 
May 4,” Playbill, May 4, 2005, https://www.playbill.com/article/queen-christina-foot-
mended-applegate-opens-in-sweet-charity-may-4-com-125690. 
38 Peter Marks, “‘Sweet Charity’: Christina Applegate is All Guts but No Razzle-Dazzle,” 
Washington Post, May 5, 2005, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2005/05/04/AR2005050402422.html. 
39 Ben Brantley, “‘Sweet Charity,’ After a Rocky Road, Finally Reaches Broadway,” 
New York Times, May 5, 2005, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/05/05/theater/reviews/sweet-charity-after-a-rocky-road-
finally-reaches-broadway.html. 
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The Theatre as Memory Machine, where actors consistently play a specific role type 
throughout their careers and “whereby a particular actor, by becoming associated with 
particular types of roles, arouses certain audience expectations by his very appearance.”40 
It is true that Applegate was not the principal role in Married…With Children, but she 
had just finished two years as the lead on another sitcom, Jesse, and she was appearing as 
the friendly pal in numerous films. I argue that the “bleached-blonde teen bimbo”41 
“friendship” can only be taken so far: she’s pretty to look at, but what she has to say is 
inconsequential. Even in one of Applegate’s more recent film roles at the time, as 
Veronica Corningstone in Anchorman, which challenged the conceit of the dumb-blonde 
by being more intelligent than the men who surrounded her, it was still constantly 
reinforced that she should be pretty and second to Ron Burgundy if she was going to be 
there at all. And although Burgundy’s actions aren’t supposed to be admirable, they 
certainly are recognizable in the workplace and daily life for women, particularly 
attractive blondes.  
 The other truth is that this role may just have been too difficult for a celebrity 
dabbling in musical theatre. “It’s not an easy role for a neophyte theater performer. 
Charity is a killer part, one that has to carry the whole show. NO Charity, no musical,” as 
FOX News reported.42 Given the fact that the advertisements featured Applegate’s face 
as their logo, the reliance upon her recognition was significant. Perhaps she would have 
been able to get away with another role. Applegate’s brand should have been able to 
work past that obstacle, but perhaps Peter Marks was more correct than he knew. He 
 
40 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 124. 
41 Kachka, “Noooooooooooo—Christina Applegate.” 
42 “Christina Applegate Hopes.” 
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stated in his review: “It’s impossible to get past the miscast lead,”43 meaning she was not 
talented enough for the role, but the ghosts of her previous roles made her miscast…she 
was not necessarily lacking, but she brought too much along with her.  
 In the original 1966 script, after Charity’s boss Herman throws her an engagement 
party, Oscar realizes he’s learned a bit too much about Charity’s romantic past, declaring 
that the two can no longer be married. Charity stumbles around shocked, asking if he’s 
joking, begging for Oscar to stay with her, to which Oscar replies that “the one shred of 
decency left in me won’t let me destroy you. I must save you from me. I’m doing this for 
your own good, Charity. Run. Run. I’m saving you, Charity…Saving You!!!!”44 He then 
pushes her into the lake, repeating the movement from the opening scene. After pulling 
herself out of the lake, the ever-optimist acknowledged, “At least I didn’t get tattooed 
again.”45 Her naïveté doesn’t end there and when she sees a fairy, asking, “Hey! Hey, 
you’re really not—,”46 Charity takes the fairy’s message, “Tonight…Tonight!...It will all 
happen tonight!”47 as portentous advice, despite the fact that the audience sees the fairy is 
an advertisement for a new television show. The audience is meant to laugh at her 
stupidity (the stage directions reading that Charity is “Believing, like a little girl.”), but 
Charity is left ever hopeful, despite being wet and alone, having learned that her “Dreams 
[would] come true”48 that night.  
 
43 Marks, “Sweet Charity.” 
44 Neil Simon, Cy Coleman, and Dorothy Fields, Sweet Charity (New York: Random 
House, 1966), 112. 
45 Simon, Coleman, and Fields, Sweet Charity, 112. 
46 Simon, Coleman, and Fields, Sweet Charity, 113. 
47 Simon, Coleman, and Fields, Sweet Charity, 113. 
48 Simon, Coleman, and Fields, Sweet Charity, 113. 
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Knowing that sexual politics and gender dynamics had changed immensely since 
the 1960s, Simon and Bobbie worked together to change the script. Following several 
revisions and a fallout between the two, the production ended completely differently.49 
After crushing Charity by declaring their engagement off, Oscar changes his mind. “Hey, 
listen…let’s not stop seeing each other. Maybe we just need to take a break, you 
know?...Let’s give it a chance, Charity, let’s go for it.”50 Instead of Oscar having the final 
say, Charity, realizing that Oscar doesn’t really love all of who she is, dumps him: 
You’re a decent guy, Oscar. But maybe just a little bit too decent for me…I don’t 
want to be saved. I am saved. Oh, Hallelujah, I am a saved woman. And you 
know what saved women are saying these days, Oscar? Do ya? They’re saying 
“Up Yours.” Up Yours, Oscar, and the elevator you rode in on! I think I just want 
to be alone right now. Just me, myself, and I. Charity Hope Valentine.51 
After briefly grieving, Charity steadies herself by reprising “I’m the Bravest Individual,” 
the song she used to encourage Oscar when they first met. Here she uses it to support 
herself, singing,  
 So when I panic and feel each day 
I’ll fail at whatever I try 
 Then I say, that fear hasn’t licked me yet! 
 
49 See Riedel, “Bitter Over ‘Sweet.’” 
50 The production was not filmed for the Theatre on Film and Tape Archive, but I noted 
the changes after attending the production. Raymundo Montoya, “Sweet Charity 2005 
Christina Applegate—Full Show,” YouTube Video, 1:57:45, July 20, 2014, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYZEa4Dh15E. No one specifically is credited with 
revising Sweet Charity’s book on the Internet Broadway Database, and it is not 
mentioned in any of the reviews that I have come across. 
51 Montoya, “Sweet Charity 2005.” 
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 I keep telling myself 
 I’m the strongest, soundest, stoical, 
 Daringest, flexiest, most heroical 
 I’m the bravest individual I have ever met!52 
Charity turns and walks straight upstage center, sassily and with confidence and strength. 
She does not need a man who does not want her as she is, and Charity is okay with that. 
That is not the Applegate the Weisslers hired for audiences to come and see—
Kelly Bundy is who was hired. Inglis writes that “a different kind of intimacy [is 
developed] between the unknown lives of mass audiences watching in solitude and the 
individual but personally unknowable celebrities doing their living only in the windless 
spaces on the other side of the television screen.”53 The Weisslers banked on that 
specific, intimate relationship and provided something else through this production. 
Although it had been rumored that pop-star Britney Spears was in talks to take over the 
role, the show closed on December 31, 2005, after twenty-five previews and 279 
performances.54 Applegate’s Oscar, Denis O’Hare, announced during the opening night 
curtain call that she “[had] become a member of the Broadway community…through an 
 
52 Montoya, “Sweet Charity 2005.” 
53 Fred Inglis, A Short History of Celebrity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010),  
 15. 
54 See Riedel, “Britney May be B’Way Babe—‘Charity’ Team Sweet on Hot Pop Tart,” 
New York Post, November 23, 2005, https://nypost.com/2005/11/23/britney-may-be-
bway-babe-charity-team-sweet-on-hot-pop-tart/. Additionally, a National Tour of the 
production did launch the following year starring 80s teen star Molly Ringwald, although 
it was not produced by the Weisslers. It suffered a similar, unsuccessful fate, perhaps 
because its star was also not a triple-threat. See Alice T. Carter, “‘Sweet Charity’ Tour 
Once Again Takes Molly Ringwald in a New Direction,” TribLive, April 1, 2007, 
https://triblive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/ae/theater/s_500366.html. 
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incredible amount of determination and grit.”55 She auditioned despite her trepidations, 
rehearsed the role tirelessly and broken, fought for the show to open on Broadway, and 
was nominated for a Tony Award for her work. Yet, Applegate never had a chance to 
escape her television ghosts and as she has acknowledged, perhaps she never will.  
 
Lauren Graham Develops a Canonical Cold  
The 2009 revival of Guys and Dolls, which featured Lauren Graham, was the 
fourth time the musical was produced on Broadway since its original premiere on 
Broadway in 1950. The musical remains a constant presence in high schools and 
community theatres across the United States. In fact, it was the most produced high 
school musical of the  first decade of the twenty-first-century.56 When New York 
Magazine gathered together a group of venerated theatrical professionals to collectively 
decide upon “The Greatest Musical” in 2011, including critics Jesse Green and Frank 
Rich, author Nora Ephron, director/playwright George C. Wolfe, and 
conductor/orchestrator Jonathan Tunick, Guys and Dolls was one of the three finalists for 
Greatest Musical after others were eliminated for various reasons. Rich described the 
musical as “perfectly wrought…timeless [and] indestructible.”57 Tunick described Guys 
 
55 Simonson, “Queen Christina.” 
56 Elissa Nadworny. “The Most Popular High School Plays and Musicals,” National 
Public Radio, August 1, 2018, 
https://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2016/09/29/427138970/the-most-popular-high-school-
plays-and-musicals  
57 “The Greatest Musical: ‘I Can’t Live with “West Side Story” Not Being Among the 
Finalists,” New York Magazine, January 9, 2011, 
http://nymag.com/news/features/greatest-new-york/70476/  
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and Dolls as the one “musical that doesn’t have one ridiculous thing in it,”58 while Green 
acknowledged the show “has no cracks in it.”59  
The 2009 production opened at the Nederlander Theatre on March 1, 2009, and 
closed only three months later. The revival averaged an 84.47% capacity across those 
nineteen weeks, but only earned a 55% gross potential. This means tickets were 
significantly discounted, as is admittedly common with many Broadway productions. 
While the original production won all five Tony Awards for which the show was 
nominated, including Best Musical in 1951, this production garnered only two 
nominations, winning neither. The revival closed the weekend following the Tony 
Awards, on June 14, 2009, after twenty-eight previews and 121 performances.60 How 
could the ostensibly “Greatest Musical” close so quickly? How could Guys and Dolls fail 
so incredibly on Broadway? The New York Magazine panel discussion occurred only two 
years after the dismal revival and must have been on the participants’ radar. While 
several factors contributed to the production garnering little critical and commercial 
success—among them removing the production from its 1950s setting, making Runyon 
himself a character in a bizarre framing device, and including anachronistic projections in 
the design—one dynamic factor was the miscast television personality Lauren Graham as 
Adelaide, “a chorus girl who is definitely a few sequins short of an evening gown.”61 
 
58 “Greatest Musical.” 
59 “Greatest Musical.” 
60“Guys and Dolls Tony Awards Info—Browse by Show,” Broadway World, 
https://www.broadwayworld.com/tonyawardsshowinfo.php?showname=Guys%20and%2
0Dolls 
61 “Television’s Gilmore Girl is Reborn a Doll,” Toronto Star, March 2, 2009, 
https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/2009/03/02/televisions_gilmore_girl_is_reborn_a
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Guys and Dolls has been a popular favorite since its premiere in 1950. The work 
with music and lyrics by Frank Loesser and book by Jo Swerling and Abe Burrows, was 
adapted in 1955 for MGM as a movie musical, starring Frank Sinatra and Marlon Brando, 
which was again wildly popular, winning Golden Globe Awards for Vivian Blaine 
(Adelaide) and Best Motion Picture—Comedy or Musical in 1956. The previous 
Broadway revival of Guys and Dolls opened in 1992 and closed nearly three years later 
with more than one thousand performances.62 In the 2009 Broadway season, another 
revival opened. While discussing the importance of memory and revivals, Carlson writes 
about the “importance of an audience’s previous familiarity with and interest in a 
particular story.”63 Given the cost of mounting a Broadway musical, it appears a 
producer’s logical choice is to go with a “tried-and-true” musical rather than risk 
gambling with the unfamiliar and untested. This was presumably a factor in deciding to 
remount Guys and Dolls, having been a favorite in years past. In addition, this production 
also used celebrity performers primarily known for their work in the other artistic fields 
of film and television, as a draw for audiences. In this production, the role of Miss 
Adelaide was portrayed by Graham, star of the Warner Brothers television show Gilmore 
Girls (2000–07).  
For many famous individuals who perform on the Broadway stage, audience 
members comprise an interpretive community that has seen them as a different character 
in another work. This is, of course, the producers’ intention in casting those individuals—
that they are a known entity. For some actors, the ghosts remain even though the actors 
 
62 Stanley Green, Broadway Musical: Show by Show, 5th Edition (Milwaukee: Hal 
Leonard, 1996), 209. 
63 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 166.  
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are actively trying to eradicate them. Despite Gilmore Girls having ended two years prior 
to her Broadway turn, “Lorelai’s shadow still [loomed] large.”64 In fact, John Langer 
notes that it’s extremely difficult to rid oneself of the ghosts of television roles, in 
particular, because of the nature of the personality system. He writes, “In television 
fiction it is the characters themselves that maintain a high public profile and are retained 
as memorable identities. The actors who ‘play’ them are virtually invisible and 
anonymous. What is remembered in television is not the name of the performer, but the 
name of the recurrent character or personality in the series.”65 This would explain why 
“Lorelai” and Gilmore Girls were frequently mentioned in the publications alongside the 
announcement of Graham being cast in the production.  
 In theatrical performance, everything is exposed. There are no multiple takes to 
make sure everything looks and sounds perfect, no boom mics to pick up a small sound. 
John Ellis notes that “[television] was unlike cinema because performers and viewers 
were held in the communion of a single moment, rather than being separated by time. It 
was unlike theatre because viewers and performers were not in the same space and 
because viewers had a mobility of viewpoint, produced by the use of multiple cameras 
and the ability to give extreme close-up.”66 For an actress with less experience in the 
theatre than other forms of performance, Broadway is a daunting leap. Guys and Dolls 
marked Graham’s Broadway debut. She had appeared in modest roles in a handful of 
feature films, but she is principally recognized for her role as Lorelai Gilmore on 
 
64 “Lauren Graham is Broadway’s New ‘Doll,’” Today, February 27, 2009, 
https://www.today.com/popculture/lauren-graham-broadway-s-new-doll-wbna29431917. 
65 Langer, “Television’s ‘Personality System,’” 359. 
66 Ellis, Seeing Things, 33. 
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television. Lorelai is a wickedly smart and savvy businesswoman, who worked her way 
up from a low tier, advancing herself to the owner of a successful inn. She is also a single 
mother who gave birth to her daughter nicknamed Rory (her name is also Lorelai) when 
she was sixteen. Lorelai and Rory’s rapport likens them to best friends as opposed to 
mother and daughter. The two have a close relationship that many parents crave with 
their children. They spend almost all time together, eat ridiculous amounts of food, feed 
their caffeine addition with copious amounts of coffee, backpack through Europe, 
critique the bizarre inhabitants of their little town, Star’s Hollow, and genuinely enjoy 
each other’s company. This character has allowed Graham to become lovingly embedded 
within the minds of viewers as an ideal, hip mother.67 On Gilmore Girls, which ran in an 
hour-long time slot filled with rapid fire dialogue, “the dramatic tension and 
resolution…[has] been organized around the family.”68 A camaraderie is developed 
between television mother and daughter and real mothers and daughters via the Gilmore 
familial struggles and triumphs throughout the series. Graham may not have the superstar 
celebrity status that is often associated with featured performers new to Broadway, but 
her comfortable familiarity with a home audience was undoubtedly played a part in her 
casting.  
 In this production there were two possible alienating actions presented for 
audiences.69 Those familiar with Graham’s work on television were constantly reminded 
 
67 Although even being typed as “the mother” has caused its own set of ghosts, as 
Graham discusses in her autobiography Talking as Fast as I Can: From Gilmore Girls to 
Gilmore Girls (And Everything in Between) (New York: Ballantine Books, 2016). 
68 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 129. 
69 References to the production and critiques are from my attendance of the production in 
March 2009.  
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of Lorelai through even slight mannerisms associated with that character, from the 
slightly pigeon-toed saunter to the quick changes in her vocal pitch following the delivery 
of the joke. More importantly, because of that particular ghost and the type of role that 
Miss Adelaide is, the absence of some of Lorelai’s particularities, her intelligence and 
fortitude, haunted the production just as much, if not more. At the same time, the 
memories of Vivian Blaine’s iconic portrayal of Miss Adelaide in the original stage 
production and immortalized in the film version haunted Graham’s performance.70 The 
Tony Award-winning performance of Faith Prince, who revived this role in 1992, 
additionally competed with Graham’s work. Carlson notes this general phenomenon: 
Very often the actor who creates a particular role in a popular success or in 
a major revival that overshadows the original production will create so 
strong a bond between himself and that role that for a generation or more 
all productions are haunted by the memory of that interpretation, and all 
actors performing the role must contend with the cultural ghost.71 
There are admittedly also members of the audience coming to the performance without 
any prior knowledge of Guys and Dolls or Gilmore Girls and who are coming to see the 
performance with an objectively clean slate, but by casting Graham in such an iconic 
role, the producers were hoping to pull a knowing audience into the theatre. 
 
70 It is worth noting that according to Scott Simon, “Vivian Blaine, one of Broadway’s 
ranking blonde molls, had wanted to play the lead, Sarah Brown, but producers didn’t 
know if her mature va-va-voom would fit into a Salvation Army suit. ‘They said they 
couldn’t quite see me as the mission doll,’ Vivian Blaine remembered in 1959 when 
Frank Loesser had phoned to say he’d put a new character into the show.” Blaine’s image 
only had one fit in the producers’ eyes. See Scott Simon, “‘Guys and Dolls,’” National 
Public Radio, November 25, 2000, https://www.npr.org/2000/11/25/1114545/guys-and-
dolls. 
71 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 66. 
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  “A star,” writes Stacy Wolf, “in commonsense terms, is a very famous person, a 
celebrity, and often a performer, whose everyday life has become as important as, if not 
more important than, her acting.”72 Graham is not like Oprah or Ellen DeGeneres, 
television stars who are famous for being themselves. She is famous for the role that she 
created and played for years on television. In this production of Guys and Dolls, cast as 
Miss Adelaide, Graham is playing against type, a character quite different from Lorelai 
Gilmore. Carlson writes, “[A]udience reception of each new performance is conditioned 
by inevitable memories of this actor playing similar roles in the past.”73 In this case, the 
opposite is true: the audience is often confronted with the glaring differences between the 
two roles. Lorelai is strong and independent, looking for love but able to exist 
successfully without being attached to a man, despite desiring companionship. Adelaide, 
who works as a relatively seedy nightclub performer, has to lie to her mother about the 
status of her relationship with a seedy gambler and the thought of her fourteen-year 
engagement with no certainty of marital commitment leaves her physically ill. Lorelai is 
extremely intelligent and witty, challenging and intimidating nearly all of the individuals 
in her life; it would be difficult to argue that these are overt character traits of Adelaide. 
Because of these differences, Graham’s casting seemed out of place, despite her renown 
garnered from Gilmore Girls.  
 
72 Stacy Wolf, A Problem Like Maria: Gender and Sexuality in the American Musical 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002), 34. 
73 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 58. 
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Prior to the production’s opening, Entertainment Weekly published a discussion 
between Graham and her “longtime BFF and onetime co-star”74 Michael Ausiello, 
featuring a discussion of her soon-to-be Broadway debut. The feature begins: 
Gilmore Girls fans missing their weekly dose of Lauren Graham are in luck: 
Beginning next month, you’ll be able to see her eight times a week—and in 
person, to boot! As you may have heard, the tube superstar will make her 
Broadway debut as ‘30s nightclub singer Miss Adelaide in a revival of Guys & 
Dolls on March 1.75 
This feature was specifically geared towards fans of Lorelai, as Gilmore Girls fans are 
“missing their weekly dose of” the character. Ausiello also posed the question, “Are you 
prepared for the amount of Gilmore Girls [sic] merchandise you’re going to have to 
autograph outside the stage door after each show?”76 Graham laughed before her 
response, but acknowledged, “I Am. I’m prepared.”77  
Graham was also designated as a “Face to Watch” by the New York Times for the 
spring theatrical season. The blurb begins, “Lauren Graham, known for railing against the 
awful blondness of the world in ‘The Gilmore Girls’ on television, is making her 
Broadway debut as that famous stage blonde Miss Adelaide in ‘Guys and Dolls.’”78 The 
“blondness” that Bruce Headlam mentions is one of the problems that plagued Graham’s 
 
74 Michael Ausiello, “Exclusive Q&A: Lauren Graham on Broadway, ‘Gilmore’ Movie, 
and Her Big TV Comeback,” Entertainment Weekly, January 23, 2009, 
https://ew.com/article/2009/01/23/exclusive-qa-la/ 
75 Ausiello, “Exclusive Q&A.” 
76 Ausiello, “Exclusive Q&A.” 
77 Ausiello, “Exclusive Q&A.” 
78 Bruce Headlam, “Lauren Graham,” New York Times, February 19, 2009, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/22/theater/22grah.html. 
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performance as Adelaide in addition to the significant ghost of her nearly synonymous 
television counterpart Lorelai Gilmore. 
Graham discussed in several interviews the nerves and feelings of inadequacy she 
felt when she began rehearsals for this production. When faced with the reality that she 
was the member of the cast with the fewest theatrical and Broadway credits, she 
acknowledged being embarrassed. Numerous articles describing her involvement in the 
production took care to reiterate that Graham began in the theatre, having performed 
while studying in school and “off-off-off-Broadway,”79 trying to justify her casting as 
anything other than “[a] TV or movie star parachuting onto Broadway to add some 
marquee wattage and beef up the box office.” She notes, “‘I’m here and I’m doing it now 
and I’m working as hard as anybody. Life took me in a different direction, but I’m not 
here as a lark and I’m not whizzing in and stopping by for two weeks.”80 It should be 
noted that in her autobiography, her participation in “an actor’s highest calling…The 
Theatah and the ultimate goal for a true thespian…BroadWAY”81 barely earns more than 
a mention. Perhaps this is because her reception did not go as planned, not nearly as 
successfully as her television personality status. She writes: 
I would finally make it to BroadWAY after all, and it was just as thrilling and 
exhilarating as I’d imagined—quite literally a dream come true. But my name was 
on the poster, and I discovered there was a lot of pressure and responsibility that 
came with that. And even though I was honored to play Miss Adelaide in the 
 
79 Joanne Kaufman, “Life After ‘Gilmore Girls’ Egg Salad, Adelaide, and All,” Wall 
Street Journal, March 10, 2009, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB123663599273376397. 
80 Kaufman, “Life After ‘Gilmore Girls.’” 
81 Graham, Talking as Fast as I Can, 26. 
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revival of Guys and Dolls and loved being a member of that incredible company, 
a part of me also longed for simpler days.82 
If there was any question as to whether Graham did indeed have celebrity status prior to 
the performance, it was answered upon her first entrance in Act I. “The seats at the 
Nederlander Theatre are also frequently occupied by ardent ‘Gilmore Girls’ fans…Often, 
they come to the stage door after the show, seeking autographs, photographs…They’ve 
come from far away, and some have told me this is the first play they ever saw.”83 At the 
performance I attended, the entire row in front of me was a group of teenage girls who 
came together and screamed, “Lorelai!” and enthusiastically applauded upon her 
entrance. They attended for Graham, but more specifically to see Lorelai Gilmore, not 
Adelaide. This contrasted greatly with the entrance applause of Nathan Detroit, played by 
another screen performer Oliver Platt, which was slow and uncomfortably awkward. 
Throughout her first scene, and the majority of the show as well, Graham stood uneasily 
with her arms down at her side, not seeming to know what to do with herself. Ben 
Brantley in his review for the New York Times wrote that the production seemed 
“paralyzed by self-consciousness.”84 Graham, and many of the other performers as well, 
appeared accustomed to being filmed from the waist up, and did not seem physically 
comfortable on stage.  
 Graham’s first big number, “A Bushel and a Peck,” appears later in the act. This 
song is a diegetic number at The Hot Box where Adelaide works and was somewhat off-
 
82 Graham, Talking as Fast as I Can, 40. 
83 Kaufman, “Life After ‘Gilmore Girls.’” 
84 Brantley, “It’s a Cinch That the Bum Is Under the Thumb of Some Little Broad,” New 
York Times, March 2, 2009, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/02/theater/reviews/02guys.html. 
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putting. Graham was playing at being a bad singer and performer and it was obvious. 
While realistically the songs Adelaide sings in The Hot Box aren’t supposed to be 
Broadway caliber (she is performing in a small nightclub), she doesn’t have to be “bad” 
with flat tones and blasted notes on slightly-sharp pitches, “‘Cause I love you a bushel 
and a peck/You bet your pretty neck I do/Doodle, oodle, oodle, doodle, oodle, oodle, 
doodle, oodle, oodle-oo.”85 Graham sang the number simply and “badly.” But the 
performance was calculated and the audience familiar with Lorelai can read it in her 
intelligent eyes, she was playing “bad.” Thom Geier, reviewing for Entertainment 
Weekly, wrote, “It’s hard to play a simpleton, and the strains of the effort (and Graham’s 
underlying intelligence) too often flash on her face.”86 
 The following scene contains the character’s signature number, “Adelaide’s 
Lament,” which takes place in her dressing room. As Graham performed this non-
diegetic song, the pretense of stupidity was dropped. In an apparent attempt to make the 
role her own and not allow herself to be compared to previous Adelaides, Graham sang 
the line, “A person can develop a cold,” as opposed to the accented pronunciation of 
“person,” sounding like “poi-son,” that has come to define, haunt, the character of 
Adelaide, due to Blaine’s original stage performance and the 1955 film. Graham had to 
make the choice not to say the word in its iconic fashion, albeit with the acceptance of 
director Des McAnuff. Throughout the show she attempted to speak with an accent, 
although inconsistently, but in this song, she chose not to. Instead, she put the emphasis 
 
85 Frank Loesser, Jo Swerling, and Abe Burrows, “Guys and Dolls,” in American 
Musicals 1950–1969: The Complete Books and Lyrics of Eight Broadway Classics, 
edited by Laurence Maslon (The Library of American: New York, 2014), 28. 
86 Thom Geier, “Guys and Dolls,” Entertainment Weekly, March 1, 2009, 
http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,20262306,00.html. 
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on the last word of the line, “cold,” a change that inadvertently invokes ghosts of the 
original. Carlson asserts that revivals often “by emphasizing difference…have indirectly 
reinscribed these absent originals.”87 During the song, those familiar with the accented 
word are left wondering why she is saying the word incorrectly through a forced 
comparison. Graham also had trouble sustaining energy throughout the number; she 
acknowledged the strain performing in Guys and Dolls took—“It’s been a 
challenge…It’s physical in a different way. I was used to doing 14-hour days on Gilmore 
Girls, but this is a different concentration.”88  
There were, however, a few critics who pointed to Graham as one of the few 
successful elements of the production. After Terry Teachout of the Wall Street Journal 
skewers the production early in his review, calling it “a pop-culture masterwork so 
bulletproof that it’s never failed to make its effect, even when performed by amateurs—
until now,” he writes, “Not only is she a terrific singer, but she plays Adelaide with a 
rueful, leggy charm that is wholly endearing.”89 David Rooney of Variety contends “she 
finds the sweetness and poignancy in this sad romantic stalwart with her cherished 
fantasy of domestic bliss.”90 John Lahr in The New Yorker agrees, stating that, “she is a 
potent combination of sweetness and sexuality…Graham’s sly sense of humor and her 
clever delivery give her a winning fragility. Without overselling Adelaide’s desperation 
 
87 Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 167. 
88 Ausiello, “Exclusive Q&A.” 
89 Terry Teachout, “TT: Dull Guys, Hot Dolls,” Arts Journal, March 6, 2009, 
https://www.artsjournal.com/aboutlastnight/2009/03/tt-dull-guys-hot-dolls.html.  
90 Rooney, “‘Guys and Dolls,’” Variety, March 1, 2009, 
https://variety.com/2009/film/awards/guys-and-dolls-4-1200474317/. 
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or her dopiness, she captures both the role’s poignance and its piquancy.”91 Although 
Rooney does not indicate knowing Graham’s Gilmore past, aside from mentioning her 
work in Gilmore Girls, this description might as well be about Lorelai Gilmore. Over the 
course of the seven seasons of the series, the audience saw Lorelai in a series of broken 
relationships. For despite Lorelai’s strength and fortitude, her independence and 
successes, she is rarely successful in love, and the eventual marriage and settling down of 
her character is one of the central conceits of the series.  
Other critics were not as kind. Graham had magnificent moments, but seemed 
accustomed to short, cut sequences and the assistance of an editor. Additionally, the 
ghosts of Lorelai, a character that I had come to love and admire myself in my youth, 
failed to coalesce with the blonde desperation of Miss Adelaide, another character that I 
had come to love and admire—for me, too, the clash was too great. 
 Graham’s/Adelaide’s remaining scenes and songs during the show played like the 
first two. In the other diegetic number, “Take Back Your Mink,” Graham’s eye sparkled 
knowingly as earlier. It felt as though she were whispering her acting secret, “See, I can 
be dumb, too.” In her remaining non-diegetic songs, “Sue Me” and “Marry the Man 
Today,” she sang confidently and loudly, almost mistaking a yelling sound for a belt, as 
Elysa Gardner and Matthew Murray caught and discussed in their reviews. Gardner 
writes, “Her Adelaide is merely a dumb blonde, sputtering her lines, shouting her songs 
 
91 John Lahr, “Broadway Boogie-Woogie: ‘Guys and Dolls’ Rolls the Dice Again,” New 
Yorker, March 9, 2009, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2009/03/09/broadway-
boogie-woogie. 
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and stumbling through her dance numbers,”92 while Murray writes that she “barks” and 
“whines.”93  
 Upon reflection, if director Des McAnuff and Graham truly wanted to fully 
differentiate the role from previous performances, dropping the “poi” from “poi-son” 
(while singing at least) in “Adelaide’s Lament,” then why was she wigged with a blonde 
coif, which is reflective of Blaine’s original performance in the role? Prince distinguished 
herself by using her natural fire-engine-red hair color, yet Graham was not visibly 
different, harkening back to the ghosts of Adelaide’s past, both on stage and screen.94 
 Marshall writes in Celebrity and Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture, “There 
is an active construction of a different relationship to the audience by television 
personalities that in effect creates an aura more of familiarity than one modalized around 
distance.”95 Graham’s performance in Guys and Dolls exemplifies that new, televisual 
kind of aura. There is excitement in seeing a seemingly unreachable television star live 
on stage. Graham, a living room personality embodied with a familiar television aura, 
 
92 Elysa Gardner, “'Guys and Dolls' Broadway Revival Isn't Exactly a Sure Bet,” 
USA Today, March 1, 2009, https://usatoday30.usatoday.com/life/theater/reviews/2009-
03-01-guys-and-dolls_N.htm 
93 Matthew Murray, “Guys and Dolls,” Talkin’ Broadway, March 1, 2009, 
https://www.talkinbroadway.com/page/world/GuysDolls2009.html. 
94 In Frank Rich’s review for the New York Times, regarding Prince’s performance in the 
1992 revival, he writes, “With her big features, piled blond hair and prematurely 
matronly sexuality, this wholly assured actress echoes Judy Holliday as much as she does 
her famous predecessor as Adelaide, Vivian Blaine.” Yet all images and record of Prince 
in the production that I have located depict a redheaded Prince. Perhaps Rich’s own 
expectations for the role of Adelaide haunted his memory while composing the review. 
See Frank Rich, “Guys and Dolls; Damon Runyon’s New York Lives Anew,” New York 
Times, April 15, 1992, https://www.nytimes.com/1992/04/15/theater/review-theater-
guys-and-dolls-damon-runyon-s-new-york-lives-anew.html. 
95 Marshall, Celebrity and Power, 122. 
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combines with Benjamin’s ideal aura on stage to create a hybrid television-celebrity-
stage aura, which positively highlights the concept of stars on Broadway. 
First impressions are often made regarding one’s physical appearance, and that 
appearance includes hair. Whether one is a brunette, redhead or blonde, associations and 
assumptions frequently accompany their hues. Perhaps the most seemingly permanent 
stereotype that continues to be perpetuated is that of the “dumb blonde.” Today a basic 
internet search for the term produces approximately one million hits, the vast majority of 
which are collations of jokes depicting the idiocy and sexual licentiousness of blonde 
women or images of attractive golden-coiffed female celebrities. Other hits correspond to 
anecdotes recounting antics and interactions with celebrity blondes accompanied with 
their often-fatuous comments. The Broadway musical, like the entertainment industry in 
general, is ever adept at the exploitation of popular comedic clichés, and throughout the 
twentieth century and into the twenty-first century, has only continued to follow suit. 
Variations of this type can be seen throughout the musical theatre canon, and Adelaide 
from Guys and Dolls is one of those roles.96 Graham is brunette, as many critics note in 
their descriptions of the actress beyond the stage, and, as discussed, the role that brought 
her celebrity, that television viewers most connected with, was the opposite of dumb; her 
 
96 Not every blonde actress that has appeared on Broadway fits this distinction. There are 
however roles where blondeness in necessitated and in those roles the negative 
stereotypes of being blonde are universally inherent. While there are women who graced 
the Broadway stage, such as Mae West, who challenged these stereotypes, the 
overwhelming majority of blonde female characters fall into these categories. Although 
West “undercut her elaborately coiffed and boned eroticism with a killing sense of 
humor” (Natalia Ilyin, Blonde Like Me: The Roots of the Blonde Myth in Our Culture 
[New York: Touchstone, 2000], 162) quashing the stereotypes in her midst, she did not 
appear in any musicals on Broadway. Her contribution to the eradication of the stereotype 
through Broadway performance is significant and worthy of examination but does not fit 
into the scope of this project. 
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fierce wit, quick intelligence and pluckiness are part of what attracted fans to Lorelai, and 
by extension to Graham.  
While Adelaide does not completely match the stereotype, as she only truly 
desires marriage with her long-time beau Nathan, the 2009 revival changed Adelaide’s 
profession from a singer in a club, albeit not a particularly successful one, to a burlesque 
performer. “She wears a blond wig and several skimpy costumes, which she sheds during 
two striptease numbers backed by her dancers…‘We got lucky because Lauren Graham 
has such a spectacular body that it made sense to do that,’ [choreographer Sergio] Trujillo 
said.”97 By changing her job specifically to being a burlesque performer, heightening and 
highlighting the sexuality of the character, the production plays back into to the trope of 
Adelaide as a dumb licentious blonde. Millie Taylor writes in Musical Theatre, Realism 
and Entertainment, “Live performance can stimulate the experience of witnessing, 
intimacy and co-presence at the unique event, the contagion of social mirroring within the 
audience and in interaction with the performance.”98 Graham’s most successful television 
role portrayed her as quick, witty, and extremely intelligent, and a lovingly-hip cool 
mom. Television viewers within that interpretive community would have come to the 
production with expectations of that rapport, to experience intimacy with Lorelai 
Gilmore. Unfortunately, they were met with a jarring difference and that dissonance 
caused a failure to resonate in Guys and Dolls.  
 
 
97 Kristen A. Lee, “Gilmore Girls’ Lauren Graham has a few Broadway Butterflies,” 
Seattle Times, February 27, 2009, https://www.seattletimes.com/entertainment/gilmore-
girls-lauren-graham-has-a-few-broadway-butterflies/. 
98 Millie Taylor, Musical Theatre, Realism and Entertainment (New York: Routledge, 
2016), 147. 
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Neil Patrick Harris: A Broadway Darling 
Television personality Neil Patrick Harris has performed four times on Broadway, 
in both musicals and plays. Harris is also an achieved celebrity, according to Daniel 
Boorstin, as he “is the creature of gossip, of public opinion, of magazines, newspapers, 
and the ephemeral images of movie and television screen.”99 One of Broadway’s biggest 
nights of the year is the Tony Awards, yet ensuring a television audience for a celebration 
of live theatre is always a challenge, and having a television celebrity host the ceremony 
is one way of enticing viewers. By 2013, Harris had already hosted the awards three 
times, in 2009, 2011, and 2012. For that year, the entire spectacle of the opening number 
of 67th Tony Awards, “Bigger,” was Harris’s idea.  
So one day while driving you come up with the idea of a song called “Bigger.” 
You hear it as kind of like an Irish drinking song with an oompah, South Parky 
chorus that would just be “It’s bigger, it’s bigger, it’s something something 
something,” and then you do a bunch of fast talking, and then more “it’s bigger, 
it’s bigger,” and you keep adding more people and more business and more 
craziness onstage until by the end the stage is filled with everybody—not just the 
casts of the nominated shows, but the Statue of Liberty, the Naked Cowboy, the 
awkward Elmo who haunts Times Square, everybody. And those are the marching 
orders you give Lin-Manuel Miranda, the star and songwriter of In the Heights, 
 
99 Daniel Boorstin, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1992), 63.  
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and Tom Kitt, the composer of Next to Normal. Basically you give them the 
title—“Bigger”—and a directive—“bigger.”100 
And within the song were two references to Harris’s television work, ghosts that Harris 
continues to acknowledge and has not moved beyond, as they are connections that forged 
strong parasocial relationships with home viewers and Harris is someone cognizant of the 
possibilities of alienating those “friends.” In the opening moments of the song, Harris 
asks: “Who will take home a Tony statue, we don’t know, I guarantee a truly legendary 
show…” with a wink at the audience: “legendary” is his trademark line as Barney Stinson 
on the sitcom How I Met Your Mother (HIMYM). Later, during a segment featuring the 
many children in various shows performing on Broadway, he asks, “So do your parents 
set aside your Broadway dough? When I played Doogie, never mind on with the 
show.”101 Langer writes,  
The act of television watching is found in the intimate and familiar terrain of 
everyday life where we receive television’s own “intimacies” and “familiarities” 
brought to us through its personalities. This correspondence between the intimacy 
structure of television watching and the way in which intimacy is structured 
through the personality system forms one of the major conditions through which 
television negotiates effectively to win the consent of audiences.102 
 
100 Neil Patrick Harris, Neil Patrick Harris: Choose Your Own Autobiography (Crown 
Archetype: New York, 2014), 238. As the title indicates, Harris’s autobiography is 
written in the format of Choose Your Own Adventure books that were published from the 
late 1970s through the 1990s. These books are written in the second person, as is his 
autobiography. In order to use material from his book, for clarity I have adjusted the 
quotations to fit within the structure of this text.  
101 Hetrick, “Bigger.” 
102 Langer, “Television’s ‘Personality System,’” 356. 
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Despite having performed on Broadway, in both plays and musicals throughout his career 
as a variety of different characters, and the ceremony that he was hosting for Broadway 
theatre, Harris (and the producers of the Tony Awards) made sure that he was appealing 
to his television fans, those who were comfortable and familiar with his presence in an 
intimate way. They were using his external recycling, as described by Carlson, which has 
the ability “to reinforce or subvert the desired effect of the production.”103 In the case of 
the Tony Awards, this proved effective. I will demonstrate how Harris’s celebrity has 
resulted in a positive outcome for his theatrical performances, as well. 
Patrick Healy in the New York Times writes that Harris is “the sort of star that 
Broadway loves: a Hollywood celebrity who flatters theatre people by returning again 
and again to the stage,”104 and Harris has displayed variety over the course of his career, 
thus far. He began his performance career early, participating in acting and theatre in his 
hometown of Ruidoso, New Mexico. As a teenager, he was cast in the title role of Doogie 
Howser, M.D. on ABC, a teenage prodigy working as a practicing physician. Harris 
commented in his autobiography that once cast, he “[would] remain officially [as Doogie 
Howser] for four years, and unofficially so, to some extent, for the rest of [his] natural 
life.”105 Harris continued, “From the day after the first episode premieres, cries of 
‘Doogie!’ [followed him] as [he walked] down the street. It [became] the single word [he 
heard] more than any other.”106  
 
103 Marvin Carlson, The Hanted Stage, 111–12. 
104 Patrick Healy, “As Far as Possible From His Sitcom,” New York Times, February 19, 
2014, https://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/23/theater/neil-patrick-harris-prepares-for-
hedwig-and-the-angry-inch.html. 
105 Harris, Neil Patrick Harris, 47. 
106 Harris, Neil Patrick Harris, 51. 
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Harris played this role from 1989 to 1993, but he had a difficult time “[escaping] 
the shadow of [his] fictional alter ego”107 for several years. And given how often Doogie 
is brought up in interviews, performances, and articles, it seems the ghost of Doogie is 
difficult for Harris to evade. Harris described being “repeatedly rejected by producers and 
directors who [saw him] as a TV actor forever linked in the public consciousness with 
one particular role.”108 Following the series, Harris had several small parts in other 
television shows and movies, but it was a challenge moving beyond the brainy persona 
that audiences and producers associated with him. Even in the 1997 film Starship 
Troopers, he played one of the smartest humans on the planet, who discovered the way to 
defeat the alien invaders. Here Harris acknowledged the differences between various 
kinds of celebrity and audience: “[I had] become a very successful TV actor, but in the 
eyes of Hollywood directors there’s an enormous gap between ‘TV actor’ and ‘movie 
star,’ and crossing that gap [proved] difficult.”109  
As a change of pace, Harris returned to the musical theatrical stage, starring in the 
Second National Tour of Rent as the slightly hipster, but ultimately nerdy Mark, the main  
character, who often narrates, speaking directly to the audience. He discussed the 
experience with reverence and made it clear that engaging with a live audience is 
something that thrills him as an actor. Yet, he also acknowledged the differences between 
being an actor and a television actor who does theatre. While performing as Toby, a 
vulnerable, young, outsider character in a 1999 Los Angeles production of Sweeney Todd 
starring Kelsey Grammer of Frasier fame, Harris explained he did not want to be a 
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celebrity who merely dabbles in theatre, but an actor who could hold his own. “[I’m] well 
aware of the different levels of focus and preparation needed for TV work and stage 
work. But Kelsey…well, Kelsey is becoming aware of it now.”110 Harris discussed the 
differences between the work of television stars and actors in the theatre and from his 
tone and anecdotes about Grammer—that he had to wear an earpiece to be fed his lines—
it is clear that he doesn’t want to be like other television stars. Harris continued to have 
guest roles in television shows and to do more theatre. His Broadway debut was as a 
replacement Hal, a nerdy, mathematics-oriented character, in David Auburn’s Proof, 
from July 2 to October 6, 2002, alongside fellow television actress Anne Heche. Later, he 
was cast as one of the many replacements for Alan Cumming in the Broadway revisal of 
Cabaret that opened on Broadway in 1998, co-directed by Sam Mendes and Rob 
Marshall, playing the Emcee from January 3 to May 25, 2003. The Emcee could be 
perceived as a risky choice for Harris, yet he was just one in a long list of replacements, 
including John Stamos, who played Uncle Jesse on ABC’s Full House, and Harris’s 
performance was not much discussed in the press. 
The following year, Harris played an over-exaggerated version of himself, an 
outrageous version of an entitled Hollywood celebrity, in the film Harold and Kumar Go 
to White Castle in 2004. While the lead characters are lost, trying to satisfy their White 
Castle craving, they pull over to pick up a hitchhiker. That hitchhiker is Neil Patrick 
Harris, not Harris playing a role of a hitchhiker, but Neil Patrick Harris playing himself, 
referred to familiarly as NPH. Kumar acknowledges that he’s a fan of Doogie Howser, 
M.D., but Harris establishes the tone of his “character” in the film almost right away 
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when he brusquely states, “Yeah, that’s great. Can we get going? I’m bored as shit back 
here.”111 Already this is a far cry from the ghost of Doogie. Harris is presented as crass 
and exaggerated, very stoned, and ridiculously sexual. This characterization only “works” 
as comedy because Harris’s ghosts are completely the opposite of his depiction of 
himself; it’s clear to viewers that this is a scripted role, even though Harris is playing 
“himself” in the film. Harris’s performance as NPH in this film was a successful attempt 
to finally set a shift in his public persona away from Doogie and towards an actor who 
could work against type. 
Harris’s next major role was back in the living rooms of viewers, as Barney 
Stinson on CBS’s How I Met Your Mother. Barney was one of the core group of friends 
on the series that ran from 2005 to 2014, and it introduced another side of Harris, yet one 
similar to the characterization of himself seen in Harold and Kumar. Barney, as 
described on the series and by memorabilia from the show, is a “bro,” a man who will do 
almost anything to sleep with hundreds of women and who brags about this as often as 
possible. Harris described Barney as “kind of a real super alpha male version of 
[himself.]”112 Over the course of the series, he treats women terribly, frequents strip 
clubs, breaks off several engagements when going through fits of trying to “settle down,” 
and all in all is an unlikable guy. Harris included a “guest chapter” in his autobiography 
by his alter-ego Barney Stinson. In it he writes, “When Neil Patrick Harris asked me to 
pen a few words for his book, I suddenly felt all warm inside…like I was rocking a giant 
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heart boner. And even though my daily agenda is crammed to the rim with cramming 
chicks to the rim (What up?!), I made time to jot down some awesomeness for my bro, 
NPH.”113 Admittedly, Harris’s public comingout as a gay man early in the series made 
Barney easier to take, as it was understood that Harris would never act this way towards 
women, helping to distance him from the character. The character Barney had a dating 
blog during the series that fans could visit. “Barney Stinson” authored several Bro Code 
books that can be purchased, and each is filled with amusing anecdotes and tips for dating 
and getting women; the second one is called The Playbook: Suit Up. Score Chicks. Be 
Awesome.114 
Like Married…With Children, HIMYM is also a series that used a laugh track. 
Like many sitcoms, as opposed to the expense and risk of performing in front of a live 
studio audience, the series used the conventions of a live performance, of liveness. It is, 
however, a complete illusion, but the presence of the track laughing, promotes a 
communal laugh for the viewing audience. In addition, it helps facilitate the “real-time” 
of what the audience is witnessing—as though they would be laughing there, 
participating in the joke. It contributes towards negating the passive viewing audience, 
which Ellis discusses in Seeing Things: Television in the Age of Uncertainty. 
One of the strangest ways that Harris markets himself and interacts with his 
variety of fans, friends that have been “embedded within the intimate setting that 
circumscribes the routines of everyday life,”115 is on display in his autobiography. 
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Because the book is written in a nod to the type of books Harris says he enjoyed as a 
child, it allows the reader, “you,” to be Neil Patrick Harris, as “you” navigate “your” 
life’s experiences. Throughout the book you, as Harris, journey from a childhood in New 
Mexico to auditions for television shows, from movie premieres to dating, from 
Broadway to marriage and fatherhood. As there are aspects of Harris’s life that may 
potentially alienate specific communities of his fans, the “bros” who enjoyed fraternizing 
with Barney on HIMYM or the Hedwig fans, he has written the book in such a way to 
skip aspects of his life that may prove uninteresting, or, more likely, uncomfortable to 
those specific groups. For example, after talking about his first awareness of his 
homosexuality, the options in this choose your own adventure read, “To delve more into 
the tenuous netherworld that is your adolescent sexuality, turn to page 27. If you prefer 
to keep those kind of issues hovering in your subconscious for now, go on to the next 
page.”116 Later, the ability to bypass aspects of Harris’s life, who he is in his entirety, get 
more specific and problematic. For example, “If this whole thing is getting too gay for 
you, snort a line of coke off a stripper’s ass and turn to page 102.”117 While this is 
admittedly an exaggeration, it is exactly the sort of behavior Barney would indulge in, the 
hyper-heterosexual bro Harris plays on HIMYM. Even though Harris is poking fun, it is 
easy for a reader to skip around Harris’s life; in fact, they are encouraged to, ignoring 
aspects that make Harris who he is, bypassing various ghosts, and focusing only on 
particular ones that are of interest. For some, this is Harris’s Tony Award winning 
performance in Hedwig and the Angry Inch (Hedwig). 
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Hedwig, with music and lyrics by Stephen Trask and a book by John Cameron 
Mitchell, originally opened Off-Broadway at the Jane Street Theatre in 1998, after first 
playing in the small Westbeth Theatre Center the previous year. When Peter Marks for 
the New York Times visited the show a second time, he wrote 
On the return trip to a show you’ve admired, high hopes are mingled with grave 
misgivings. You can’t help but wonder if a first impression was off the mark, if 
a second viewing will reveal that the shattering speech on the heath was merely 
an act of extreme indulgence, or the transporting production number was 
actually a rather faithful imitation of something executed years before in a 
dinner theater outside Pittsburgh.118 
Marks returned to the musical in order to see Broadway veteran Michael Cerveris in the 
title role, as Mitchell had taken a short break from the production. Worried that perhaps 
the show necessitated that sort of star quality to function successfully, his assessment of 
the inaugural Off-Broadway run suggested that this was not the case. It is significant to 
note that this production did not have a Broadway run. However, to bring a musical about 
“the tragic, triumphant, transsexual German-American rock star”119 to Broadway, even 
nearly two decades later, many thought a star name was essential. 
Yet, as with many Broadway productions starring celebrities, some are quick to 
chastise, referring to the casting as gimmicky, or stunt casting, in order to cater more to 
the commercial aspects of the industry as opposed to the artistic. Suzy Evans for the 
 
118 Marks, “Briefly, a New Hedwig, but the Same Self Discovery,” New York Times, July 
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Hollywood Reporter writes about the decision to bring Hedwig to Broadway and cast 
Harris in the titular role. Evans begins, “Stephen Trask is adamant. ‘It’s not stunt 
casting!’ the composer affirms over and over… ‘There are plenty of people that if we just 
wanted to do stunt casting, we could have cast. Stunt casting is easy; we waited for the 
right guy.’”120 As Harris discusses in his autobiography, the producers knew “[he was] 
their first choice, and they were willing to wait a few years…to snap [him] up.”121 Tyler 
Coates describes Harris as a “gateway drug”122 for audiences. Because potential 
audiences know Harris from the variety of work he has done on film and particularly 
television, Coates acknowledges the relative safety of the producers in casting him. 
“Harris’ casting in the role says much about his status as the ideal middle-of-the-road 
Broadway performer. He’s an actor with the overwhelming talent to entertain the tourists 
picking seats at TKTS and the theatre nerds catching multiple performances (and keeping 
their Playbills after each one).”123 In essence, Harris is an actor who checks off several 
boxes, appealing to audiences and producers, and despite the potential risk of the 
character, as will be discussed, his aura in the theatrical space, while opposing his 
television personality, would prove “daring” enough to succeed. As noted, Harris no 
longer had a merely squeaky-clean persona. His character of himself, NPH, in Harold 
and Kumar Go to White Castle and his HIMYM character Barney Stinson were extremely 
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hyper-masculine, promiscuous, drug abusers, misogynistic, and read overtly 
heterosexual. What made playing Hedwig a risky change in his presentational image 
among his fans was the character’s sexuality that could be interpreted as antithetical thus 
far to his brand. 
To accommodate Hedwig on Broadway, changes were necessary, both to the book 
of the musical itself and to the star playing the role. As Stuart Miller writes, Hedwig 
“needed a few touch-ups and strategic nips and tucks.”124 This led to several updated 
pop-cultural references, among them creating a new rationale for performing in the 
Belasco in Times Square: the closure of The Hurt Locker: The Musical. This helped 
justify the usage of a Broadway stage for Hedwig’s performance space, a downtown dive, 
more “accurate” as to where the character of Hedwig would be singing and performing 
this concert. Harris stated in an interview for WYNC’s Leonard Lopate Show that they 
“needed to…make sure that you knew why it was Hedwig on Broadway and not that we 
were doing some big Vegas-y version of the show because [they] got producers to give 
[them] the money.”125  
In addition to textual changes, Harris had to undergo physical and psychological 
changes in order to take on the role. “Hedwig is feminine, alluring, a convincing-enough 
woman for her innocent male teenage protégé to fall in love with, and [I am]…not. In fact 
over the years [I’ve] gone out of [my] way to eliminate any traces of femininity from 
[my] behavior. It’s what’s enabled [me] to credibly play Barney Stinson on HIMYM.”126 
 
124 Stuart Miller, “Hedwig Creators Break Down How They Changed the Script for 
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But for Hedwig, Harris wanted to be “more slender and wispy,”127 so he lost a significant 
amount of weight to appear more feminine and watched drag performances to encourage 
the performance of femininity he hoped to create for the role.128  
For [me] the rigors of this are as much psychic as physical. Strutting around in a 
huge blonde wig and bra with your wrist cocked and your hips swaying does not 
come naturally to [me]. It feels a little weird. But that is the joy of it: the total 
commitment, the complete immersion into the role, the gradual replacement of 
self-conscious awkwardness with (literally) balls-out confidence.129  
The combination of Harris’s own “immersion” into the character of Hedwig, the 
performative, diegetic style of the show, his celebrity and his personality combined to 
create a performance that was well received by critics and audiences alike, even the 
Hedheads, the cult fans of Hedwig itself.130 
Broadway’s Hedwig and the Angry Inch played at the Belasco Theatre to critical 
and commercial acclaim. It began its initially announced limited run on March 29, 2014, 
starring Harris. While Harris played Hedwig, the musical’s average seating capacity was 
102% and averaged 120% gross potential across the twenty-one weeks he played the 
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role.131 Additionally, Harris had no understudy and went on for eight performances a 
week, perhaps in order to avoid the shutdowns typical of other celebrity-driven 
productions, as discussed in the previous chapter. With these earnings, extending the 
production was inevitable, although it would not continue to star Harris. His final week 
raked in a 137% gross potential. The subsequent actors to fill Harris’s wig and heels were 
Andrew Rannells, Michael C. Hall, John Cameron Mitchell (author of the book and 
original star of the Off-Broadway production at Jane Street Theatre and the film 
adaptation), Darren Criss, and Taye Diggs. Although none could match the same 
numbers as their predecessor, perhaps each were cast to attract a different audience 
demographic. Each actor brought a different element to the tricky character and 
performance, but none seemed to connect with audiences with the same dynamism as 
Harris, which won him the Tony Award for Best Performance by a Leading Actor in 
Musical. His co-star Lena Hall also won for Best Performance by a Featured Actress in a 
Musical and the production won Best Revival of a Musical at the 2014 Tony Awards. 
The June 8, 2014 ceremony was hosted by global celebrity Hugh Jackman and 
aired on CBS. Television theorist Ellis writes: 
Television provided its audiences with a powerful sense of co-presence with the 
events it showed. It provided them with a sense of togetherness in separation with 
their fellow audiences in their homes. Television made the act of witness into an 
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intimate and domestic act. It took away the sense of presence and absence which 
characterized cinema and replaced it with a sense of instantaneity.132 
Much like the news event that Ellis describes viewing audiences as being co-present with, 
those viewers are also therefore co-present with the characters, and actors, they see on 
their screens. As Harris quipped during the Tony Awards ceremony, thus far he has 
starred in two successful television series. During those series, any guest spots Harris has 
appeared in, and even in the exact “event” of the ceremony, audiences are co-present with 
him. The live audiences who attend Harris’s performance in Hedwig are then in the 
theatre, literally co-present with him, magnifying and altering that experience while 
sharing the physical space.  
The reviews for the Broadway Hedwig were equally praiseworthy for both the 
production and the performances. Ben Brantley in the New York Times describes Harris 
as “an irresistibly wholesome television presence”133 who through his performance as 
Hedwig has transformed off-stage into “a bona fide Broadway star, the kind who can rule 
an audience with the blink of a sequined eyelid.”134 Brantley continues his rave review: 
But Mr. Harris has much more than marquee and recognition value. He also has a 
master entertainer’s gift for making the rough go down smoothly. And what might 
be distasteful from other mouths—including raunchy double entendres that 
deserve (and receive) rimshots—sounds delicious coming from his. From the 
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moment his Hedwig makes her David Bowie-esque entrance, we’re his to do what 
he will.135  
He continued by placing Harris in the highest echelon of Broadway performers, stating, 
“With this show, Mr. Harris joins an elite club of musical-comedy male supernovas that 
has exactly one other member these days, Hugh Jackman.”136 Other critics composed 
similar praise in their reviews, describing “Harris’ bravura performance,”137 
“extraordinarily lithe and buff, irresistibly endearing and way beyond merely game as 
Hedwig,”138 “blazingly entertaining and ultimately moving,” receiving an A- grade from 
Entertainment Weekly, a publication that does not review most Broadway shows, 
providing evidence of the successfulness of Harris’s celebrity casting.139 Elysa Gardner 
of USA Today opens her review with a quote from the production, “Think of me as a 
theatrical hermit crab…Welcome to my new shell. How’s it look on me?”140 Although 
this is Hedwig asking the question, Gardner is getting to the crux of the celebrity ghost on 
the Broadway stage: Harris asks how he looks performing on Broadway, hoping that the 
audience, and critics, will respond kindly.  
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the diegetic style of performance permits a 
type of familiarity and relationship with the audience. Harris describes the performance 
as “100 minutes of cooing, screaming, charming, grinding, sobbing, shredding, flirting, 
grieving, taunting, climbing the walls, licking the floor, gnashing your teeth, batting your 
eyes, spitting on a random audience member and lip-kissing another, baring [himself] in 
every way, breaking [himself] down, building [himself] back up, and bowing.”141 As 
Hedwig, although in character, Harris is able to speak and interact directly with those 
audience members, many of whom are his fans. As he describes in his autobiography, in 
this type of intimate production, he goes so far as to gyrate, spit water on, kiss, and lick 
members of the audience, because, of course, while it is Hedwig doing this, it is Harris, 
the actor and celebrity, who is actually physically doing the gyrating, spitting, kissing, 
and licking. “[Harris is] the center of a perfectly crafted 100-minute communion between 
actor and character, writer and interpreter, and entertainer and audience,”142 and he is able 
to perform with that audience in many ways as himself due to the quasi-improvisational 
nature of the musical itself. Harris discussed this in his interview with Leonard Lopate, 
noting, “The structure of the show forces some element of adlibs because I reference 
people in the audience…and whoever the lights come up on I get to interact with” but 
that “[a] vast majority of the quote unquote adlibs are set.”143 But even Lopate 
acknowledges that “[i]t feels like a lot of it is adlibbed,”144 simply because of the concert, 
diegetic style of performance and that ability to forge an “authentic” connection between 
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During the 2013 Tony Awards ceremony he was hosting, Harris dryly introduced 
a sketch by calling Andrew Rannells up on to the stage, introducing him thusly: “Andrew 
Rannells [is] a good friend of mine, who was in The Book of Mormon, which won the 
Tony for best musical two years ago, and then he quit the show and he moved to Los 
Angeles and he got a series which was cancelled.”145 The line was delivered quickly, 
flatly—Harris, a star of two long-running hit television shows, was mocking Rannells for 
his failure to crossover between world of television and theatre, having had his ABC 
series The New Normal canceled after one season. Rannells then non-diegetically began a 
musical theatre medley in lament of that failure, written by John Michael LaChuisa. 
Rannells was joined by other musical theatre stars who shared similar Hollywood 
television fates, Megan Hilty (NBC’s Smash, canceled after a second season) and 2008 
Tony winner Laura Benanti (The Playboy Club and Go On, both on NBC and canceled 
after one season each). The musical parodies were snippets from some of Broadway’s 
most famous songs, “I Like to Be in a TV Show” was West Side Story’s “America,” 
“Gotta Have a Series” burlesqued “Gotta Get a Gimmick” from Gypsy, and “Here’s to 
the Actors with Shows” was a parody of Company’s “Here’s to the Ladies Who Lunch,” 
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with the “Everybody rise” lyric exchanged for “Television sucks!”146 Despite being 
highly amusing, the comedic bit showed several examples of how difficult it is to 
transition between the differing worlds of entertainment, conceding that having 
recognition and accolades in one world does not guarantee the same across performance 
genres. As this chapter has shown, it is indeed rare for individuals to achieve recognition 
and success in multiple spheres, and Harris is one of those rare individuals who has found 
that balance in order to succeed. 
It is nearly impossible to discern a singular factor that leads to Broadway 
productions succeeding or failing. If artists and producers knew the guaranteed formula, 
there would be fewer failures. However, as this chapter argues, the ghosts accompanying 
these three television personalities, their celebrities, and therefore their parasocial auratic 
presence on stage affected reception in many ways. Olivier Dressiens acknowledges that 
celebrity capital does not always convert into symbolic capital within a given field, in this 
case Broadway musical theatre, successfully. “The conversion of celebrity capital into 
another kind of capital does not always go unnoticed or without resistance since it can 
disrupt the relative value of the different kinds of capital and the corresponding power 
dynamics within social fields.”147 While Harris’s celebrity, combined with his talent, was 
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able to land him a breakout role in a Broadway musical, both Applegate and Graham’s 
celebrity capital failed to convert. 
Additionally, it appears Harris was rewarded for taking the brave risk, something 
men are often more exalted for, but as I have shown, he has navigated a career that is 
enigmatic and permits “transgression,” partly because he is shown to be a member of a 
loving, committed family and father of adorable twins. Harris is very active on social 
media cultivating an awareness of that aspect of his life, perhaps in an effort to show that 
he cannot possibly be too transgressive for broad audiences. John Cameron Mitchell, who 
wrote and originated the role of Hedwig, said in an interview for the New York Times that 
“Neil’s also someone who is trusted by people from the heartland. He can seduce with 
humor, with his American-sweetheart image, which has something much more 
complicated below the surface.”148 This is why Harris worked so well playing a repulsive 
version of himself in Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle, and why his over the top 
toxically masculine Barney Stinson worked so well—audiences can see the falsities 
because they “know” the real Harris. Unfortunately, both Applegate and Graham were 
caught in the trappings of the dumb blonde; the former was cemented in this type early in 
her television career, and the latter making desperate attempts to wink at the type only 
failed to blend her musical character with the television personality she lovingly created.
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“[The Internet] gives stargazers unprecedented opportunities to participate, in 
conjunction with stars, in building celebrity brands and, through the laptop, the 
iPad and the mobile phone, increases the saturation of celebrity culture to round 
the clock status.”—Chris Rojek1 
 
Celebrity frenzy in the United States has increased at a rapid pace. Hit reality 
television programs like American Idol (2002–16, 2018–time of writing),2 a singing 
competition, democratically creating new celebrities out of ordinary people and 
permitting direct participation between viewers and contestants, have only fueled that 
frenzy. American Idol was a television juggernaut, capturing the attention of millions. “It 
ranked No. 1 in adults 18–49 for seven consecutive seasons.”3 Viewers flocked to 
American Idol, to watch, dream, and participate, and as the series inspired change in the 
American television culture, the theatre followed suit. Broadway is a different place than 
it was even twenty years ago, and fans of contestants from television talent competitions 
frequently can find several names of their favorite celebrities in lights on the Great White 
Way.4 P. David Marshall states, “The symbiotic relationship between media and celebrity 
has been ruptured somewhat in the last decade through the development of new 
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the United Kingdom from 2001 to 2003. 
3 Rick Porter, “‘American Idol’ by the Numbers: Saying Farewell to a Ratings Giant,” 
TV by the Numbers, April 7, 2016, http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/more-tv-
news/american-idol-by-the-numbers-saying-farewell-to-a-ratings-giant/.  
4 The growing list of American Idol alumni on Broadway includes Clay Aiken, Frenchie 
Davis, Diana DeGarmo, Constantine Maroulis, Ace Young, Fantasia Barrino, Jennifer 
Hudson, Justin Guarini, Taylor Hicks and Jordin Sparks, among others. 
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media…[which is] changing the relationships and mediations between user and public 
personality.”5 With the abundance of celebrity journalism and increase in nearly twenty-
four-hour media celebrity coverage via the ubiquity of the internet and social media, the 
terrain of the arts and entertainment industries has been altered. Producers believe 
audiences crave star power, which has led to celebrity names appearing on Broadway 
marquees with relative frequency. Additionally, celebrities who are cast in Broadway 
productions interact with audiences in ways not seen before, and mediated access 
between fan and celebrity is nearly limitless.  
This chapter investigates the tenuous merging of Broadway culture, reality 
television, and the internet, as exemplified in the careers of Tamyra Gray, Laura Osnes, 
and Bailey Hanks. These contestants on American Idol, Grease: You’re the One That I 
Want, and Legally Blonde: The Musical—The Search for Elle Woods, respectively, had 
at-home viewers not only watch and engage with them on television, but were 
specifically voted for by viewers. Audience members had a part in their success, their 
celebrity, and arguably contributed to them being cast on Broadway. Fans know that their 
votes for Gray, Osnes, and Hanks were a major factor in their Broadway casting, and for 
two of them, the only factor. For many viewers, these performers are regarded as 
“friends” by knowing audience members, as discussed in the previous chapter on 
television stars, more so than celebrities from any other media. This connection forged 
through interactive reality shows has created an intimacy beyond merely performer and 
spectator, but as performer and friend, which has influenced reception in myriad ways. 
 
5 P. David Marshall, “New Media—New Self: The Changing Power of Celebrity,” in The 
Celebrity Culture Reader, ed. P. David Marshall (New York: Routledge, 2006), 634. 
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Due to the accessibility the internet provides, Marshall writes, “celebrities are 
being reworked and reformed in terms of their value and utility by audiences and users,”6 
providing a specialized lens into their lives. Celebrities themselves and their handlers are 
often behind this digital reworking. Laura Osnes’s rise to celebrity and the Broadway 
stage was through a vehicle created in order to actively engage home viewers: reality 
television. Familiar with these tools of engagement from her television origins, Osnes 
continues to engage with fans, both old and new, through her savvy social media 
accounts. As Marshall describes, “For some, the website actually reconstructs ‘home’ 
into a virtual space that is both public and private, where the web is a place of 
performance and staging of the self.”7 Through Osnes’s internet presence, she provides 
enough access to titillate and engage fans, but not enough to encourage invasion into her 
life, as other celebrities beyond the theatre encounter; in essence, this is an extension of 
her performances, what Marshall would term her “extratextual dimension.”8  
Osnes’s seemingly overnight Broadway fame began after winning NBC’s Grease: 
You’re the One That I Want! (2007), in which she was awarded the starring role of Sandy 
in the revival of Grease (2007-09). Due to her participation in a competitive talent-based 
reality television series, at-home viewers not only watched and engaged with her 
personality on television, but specifically voted her to championship, to Broadway. 
Ideally, her fans, therefore, choose to support her in her Broadway endeavors.  
While Osnes’s reward for victory was a Broadway contract, the friendly 
parasocial relationship can also be seen between contestants on other competitive talent 
 
6 Marshall, “New Media,” 644. 
7 Marshall, “New Media,” 638. 
8 Marshall, “New Media,” 635. 
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programs and their audiences. Many of these programs produce live touring concert 
series at the conclusion of the television season (e.g., American Idol and So You Think 
You Can Dance). Yet the appeal of seeing these performers and “friends,” as discussed in 
detail in the previous chapter, on Broadway can be seen as another cog in the celebrity 
chain. Tamyra Gray was a rising star the first season of the Fox series American Idol. The 
series was new to the U.S. and called for the competitors to sing a variety of genres 
throughout the course of the competition, in hopes of winning a recording contract, in 
addition to other contractual “perks.” Despite not winning the season, and, in fact, not 
even securing a place in the finale, Gray made a lasting impression on the both the judges 
and at-home audiences and was the first American Idol alum to star in a leading role on 
Broadway.9 
Bailey Hanks came to Broadway from a similar background to Osnes, as winner 
of MTV’s Legally Blonde: The Musical—The Search for Elle Woods (2008). She 
subsequently was the final actress to play the leading role in Legally Blonde (2007–08) 
before it closed on Broadway. The series employed a similar format as other reality 
television shows, forging connections between the contestants and viewers through 
 
9 The first American Idol contestant to appear on Broadway was Frenchie Davis, a top-12 
contender from Season 3, when she was cast in the ensemble and “Seasons of Love” 
soloist in Rent in 2003, following her departure from the television series. Davis was 
removed from the program when topless photos taken years earlier surfaced. Although 
she acknowledged them herself during background checks, Fox and American Idol’s 
producers felt she did not embody the wholesomeness they hoped American Idol 
represented in American life. Despite this, American Idol was used in the advertising 
surrounding her casting. Jeffrey Sellers, Rent’s producer, is quoted as saying, “All of the 
young people on out [sic] Rent team said ‘Get Frenchie! Get Frenchie[!]’” See “Idol’s 
Frenchie Pays Her Rent on Broadway,” Fox News, May 9, 2003, 
http://www.foxnews.com/story/2003/05/09/idol-frenchie-pays-her-rent-on-
broadway.html.  
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personal interviews, and revealed more intimate details with behind-the-scenes exclusives 
online. It did not, however, allow the viewing audience to interact with the television 
show and contestants through voting. By presenting the show in this documentary format 
as opposed to a more interactive one, the show failed to draw viewers to the theatre to see 
the result of their participation in democratic celebrity formation. Gray has been able to 
glide on and off the Broadway musical stage throughout her post reality-television career. 
She appeared in the National Tour of If/Then (2016), nearly a decade after being on 
Broadway, displaying a continued interest in her celebrity. She most recently appeared as 
a replacement cast member for Papa Ge in the revival of Once on this Island (2018) and 
subsequently toured with the production through its closure (2019–20).10 And while both 
Osnes and Hanks emerged from similar competitive Broadway reality television origins, 
only one of the two performers has transcended the negative connotations of the reality 
television image, through a combination of talent, technique, and internet savvy. 
As discussed in earlier chapters, once interest in an actor’s private affairs becomes 
more important than their performance, they are no longer merely a star, but a celebrity. 
By this definition, celebrities are not common in the theatre, but as this chapter shows, 
digital presence is causing these definitions to change. Probing and reporting on the 
private lives of celebrities provides the opportunity for a more personal connection 
between fan/audience and the celebrated individual, and typically the more the audience 
can self-identify with the celebrity, the longer their celebrity status lasts. The ability to 
see oneself as living “just like” the celebrity is crucial to prolonging celebrity status. 
 
10 See “Tamyra Gray,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed August 10, 2020,  
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-cast-staff/tamyra-gray-391230#broadway. 
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In an effort to expand their brands, astute Broadway performers use the internet 
and social media to increase their accessibility to those not physically in the audience, 
enabling them to witness aspects of their lives through the internet. Rojek has described 
the internet as “the domestic system of fame…a do it yourself approach to fame 
acquisition.”11 Outlets such as vlogs, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter 
provide wide-reaching audiences a more intimate connection with the theatre performer. 
For example, on Facebook, one can “be friends” with the performers themselves 
(although generally only on a specially constructed public profile) and thus become much 
more aware of the intimate details of that performer’s life. Much like her comparatively 
limited Broadway musical experience, Gray has a mild digital presence, posting on 
Facebook and Instagram and tweeting, albeit infrequently, and to a modest number of 
followers compared to other celebrities.12 Hanks, as will be discussed later in this chapter, 
has no public social media presence at the time of this writing. Osnes has become a 
Broadway star, bypassing the primarily pejorative patina of both reality television and 
celebrity. However, her clever use of social media has allowed her to remain on a bridge 
connecting theatrical stardom and celebrity, a place few Broadway stars find themselves, 
although, as previously mentioned, this is changing in the increasingly digital world. 
Most Broadway performers now use the digital landscape through social media accounts 
to post video clips and interact with fans. By forging far-reaching connections with 
individuals, expanding their fan bases and engaging with potential audiences across the 
 
11 Rojek, Fame Attack, 10–11. 
12 As of this writing, Gray at the time of writing has a little over 1,000 Instagram 
followers and 8,000 Twitter followers, for example. See “tamyra gray,” Instagram, 
accessed August 18, 2016, https://www.instagram.com/thetamyragray/ and “tamyra 
gray,” Twitter, accessed August 18, 2016, https://twitter.com/tamyragray?lang=en. 
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globe, performers’ accessibility may encourage the formation of theatrical celebrities. 
This could potentially replace the financial pressure for non-theatrical celebrities 
performing on the Broadway stage.  
By examining Osnes’s initial reception on Broadway and her ability to 
“crossover” as a “legitimate” theatrical presence, we can see Broadway’s possibilities. 
Osnes’s talent earned her a place in the television competition, her ability to connect with 
at home viewers allowed her to win her Broadway debut, and her talent, in combination 
with her celebrity status, has led to her playing five leading roles in Broadway in six 
years, two of them Tony-nominated. Osnes’s vlog The Princess Diary: Backstage at 
Cinderella with Laura Osnes allowed backstage and dressing room access while starring 
in Cinderella (2013), in addition to a glimpse into her personal life. Having transitioned 
from a democratic celebrity to a Broadway star, she understands the importance and 
necessity for performing aspects of her daily life in order to remain in the celebrity 
sphere, as that perceived accessibility is responsible for her initial fame. This trend has 
the ability to demystify the casting process while simultaneously democratizing the 
Broadway stage. 
 In the celebrity-abundant fields of film and television, fans forge parasocial 
relationships with the roles stars and celebrities play in addition to their off-screen 
celebrity. For viewers who enjoy watching reality television and are enthralled by these 
personalities, a relationship is not created with a character, but with the individuals 
themselves and their celebrity. Rojek, heavily criticizing the celebrity driven world, 
writes, “Today…the public has a keen, apparently inexhaustible, and in the view of many 
social commentators, seriously unbalanced interest, in the toings and froings of celebrity 
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culture.”13 This obsession, with nearly round-the-clock media coverage of the lives of 
celebrities, is what Sean Redmond refers to as “fame culture.” Redmond argues that 
“fame culture offers ‘ordinary’ and ‘extraordinary’ people the chance of a heightened 
level of intimacy.”14 For the majority of reality television programs, no merit is necessary 
for the individuals to achieve celebrity status; they simply need to be of interest to 
targeted audiences. The “heightened level of intimacy” that “electrifies one’s experience 
of the world”15 of which Redmond speaks, can, by extension, be experienced when 
viewers at home are directly invited to participate in the making of reality television stars 
on talent-based programs, such as American Idol and So You Think You Can Dance 
(2005–time of writing). As opposed to other competitive programs like Survivor and The 
Bachelor, in which fellow contestants select the winner, or The Amazing Race, in which 
whoever comes in first wins, the sense of audience/contestant relationship is heightened 
because talent-based programs allow direct participation, in which the at-home viewer is 
provided with the option of taking part in the voting process, democratically participating 
in choosing the show’s winner.  
The direct nexus between the participating voter and winning or losing contestant 
creates agency for the viewer and “[t]he immediacy of interaction produces social 
intimacy”16 between performer and audience. Here consumption is active; therefore, 
 
13 Rojek, Fame Attack, 4. 
14 Sean Redmond, “Intimate Fame Everywhere,” in Framing Celebrity: New Directions 
in Celebrity Culture, eds. Su Holmes and Sean Redmond (New York: Routledge, 2006), 
27. 
15 Redmond, “Intimate Fame Everywhere,” 27. 
16 Amanda Scheiner McClain, American Ideal: How American Idol Constructs Celebrity, 
Collective Identity, and American Discourses (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2011), 
182. 
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audiences can see themselves directly responsible for the celebrity of the individual. If 
the performer is cast on Broadway, audiences are by extension responsible. Mark 
Andrejevic, in Reality TV: The Work of Being Watched, writes that the promise of reality 
television is that “spectators shall become participants. The many shall take on the role 
previously monopolized by the privileged few: power will be shared with the people.”17 
While he continues by acknowledging that is not what necessarily comes to fruition in 
“reality,” in the case of Broadway casting, a focal point of commercial popular culture, 
the participatory nature of reality television has shifted the industry. Whereas audiences 
once had no direct input in the construction of a Broadway musical, this has changed as a 
result of the proliferation of the platform and democratic celebrities who come from it, 
reality television has given audiences more of a voice in deciding whom they see on 
stage.  
When Ricky Ubeda, Season 11’s winner of So You Think You Can Dance, 
thanked his fans for their support on his Facebook fan page, people from around the 
world responded thanking him for his performances and his kindness each week, letting 
Ubeda know that they voted for him each week, participating in his triumph.18 One of the 
prizes for the season’s victor was a role in the Broadway revival of On the Town 
(2014).19 In addition to those who professed their accolades for Ubeda, several 
acknowledged that they would be seeing him soon on Broadway. Dyana Bartley wrote: 
 
17 Marc Andrejevic, Reality TV: The Work of Being Watched (Lanham, MD: Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2004), 3. 
18 Ricky Ubeda’s Facebook page, accessed November 30, 2014. 
https://www.facebook.com/Dance11Ricky  
19 Many So You Think You Can Dance alumni have also been cast in Broadway musicals, 
including Evan Kasprzak, Jess LeProtto, and Tony nominee Ariana DeBose. See Yvette 
Kojic, “So You Think You Can Broadway? Theatre’s ‘SYTYCD’ Contestants Talk Shop 
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Although I’ve mentioned this before, from the moment I first laid eyes on you and 
when you began your audition, I knew that you were going to be the winner, and 
although there were many great performances this season, you were the one I 
looked forward to seeing and as soon as each show would end, I immediately ran 
to my computer and gave you all of my votes every week. Not only are you an 
incredibly gifted dancer, there is a genuinely beautiful light that shines from 
within. Your humility and grace are truly evident, so not only are you America’s 
Favorite Dancer, you were the absolute, best dancer on the show this season, and I 
cannot wait to see you on the tour as well as on Broadway. Congratulations, you 
deserve each and every accolade that has been bestowed upon you....20 
Many fans discussed their personal connections to Ubeda that they felt watching him 
dance on television. Michelle Marcak posted, “I am very proud of you. You deserve to 
win…. Be that wonderful soul that I know you are.”21 The personal investments that at-
home viewers/voters have made affect their theatrical experience differently from those 
who are attending the performance without any prior knowledge of the performers. 
Individuals like these who commented on “friends’” page will have a much more 
intimate experience in the theatre as they not only “know” so much about the performer, 
 
in the Studio,” Playbill, December 6, 2015, https://www.playbill.com/article/so-you-
think-you-can-broadway-theatres-sytycd-contestants-talk-shop-in-the-studio-com-
374221. 
20 Dyana Barltey, September 8, 2014 (10:33 a.m.), comment on Ricky Ubeda’s Facebook 
page, accessed November 30, 2014, https://www.facebook.com/Dance11Ricky.  
21 Michelle Marcak, September 8, 2014 (7:06 p.m.), comment on Ricky Ubeda’s 
Facebook page, accessed November 30, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Dance11Ricky.  
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but through the interactivity of the medium of reality television, helped secure, in this 
instance, Ubeda’s Broadway casting.  
Yet, this agency does not only apply to the winners of programs with a Broadway 
role as the top prize (e.g., Grease: You’re the One That I Want, Legally Blonde: The 
Musical—The Search for Elle Woods, the eleventh season of So You Think You Can 
Dance). These types of reality television programs, whose sole purpose is to cast a 
Broadway lead, proved relatively unsuccessful, particularly as television programs, and 
demonstrate the limitations of the marriage of these forms of entertainment. However, 
every time a contestant from a reality television program earns a vote, a relationship 
continues to be forged and an audience is built, placing those contestants one step closer 
to Broadway casting than those auditioning without a reality-television pedigree. 
Through consumption, audiences have fashioned celebrities out of “everyday” people 
who get the extraordinary experience of performing on Broadway. However, Rojek 
writes: 
There is a strong sentiment that celeb culture, especially in the guise of reality 
TV, has gone too far. Among other things, it is deplored for corrupting personal 
values so that many vainly strive for fame at any cost, inflating the desire for 
public acclaim over real achievement and encouraging the development of an 
engorged irresponsible entertainment sector in which the values of the lowest 
common denominator are pampered and cosseted.22 
Reality television celebrities battle harsh critique and skepticism from the Broadway 
community, critics, and fans and do not always succeed unscathed.  
 
22 Rojek, Fame Attack, 4. 
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In American Idolatry: Celebrity, Commodity and Reality Television, Christopher 
E. Bell focuses on competitive talent-based reality shows and acknowledges that there is 
something different about shows like American Idol or The Voice (2011–time of writing) 
from the various Real Housewives series (2006–time of writing) or the latest Kardashian 
television endeavor (2007-2021). It would be difficult to argue that the personalities who 
are featured in the latter examples have “talent”; they are not actors, singers, dancers, or 
writers. They are filmed and viewed “being themselves” on television. Talent-based 
series at least present their contestants with the semblance of merit in combination with 
the package of media creation. As Bell describes them, they are both attributed and 
achieved celebrities.  
[Reality television contestants] are not entirely the product of their own deeds, nor 
are they entirely the product of media construction. They are a hybrid form. These 
hybrid forms patently do not discount individual talent or skill. However, what the 
hybrid form does do for the person in question is distinguish him or her from 
contemporaries within the same field. The attribution is a layer—a veneer—on 
top of achieved celebrity status.23 
Whether they have earned their position through merit or not, according to Bell, for 
many, their appearance on any reality television show has given them a veneer; they are 
already some form of a proven commodity, which, in the world of Broadway, is a 
marketable catch.  
 
23 Christopher E. Bell, American Idolatry: Celebrity, Commodity and Reality Television 
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2010), 191. 
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Bell continues, “By virtue of winning American Idol (or placing highly in the 
competition), the contestant is more favorably positioned to enter the marketplace with a 
higher degree of desirability and a greater chance at success.”24 Despite the fact that 
American Idol disparaged the Broadway musical theatre sound on the series and often 
used that as a negative critique of the singer, former contestants’ celebrity visibility made 
them desirable for Broadway producers. Participating in a pop music competition, and 
thereby receiving exposure, has given American Idol veterans such as Gray an advantage 
in terms of casting. Their exposure on television sets across the country (and beyond) has 
given them some form of symbolic capital that translates into recognizability, a key factor 
in the post-millennial Broadway climate. The landscape of finding oneself cast as a lead 
in a Broadway musical is becoming increasingly more difficult sans some form of 
celebrity patina. Many individuals train and study dance, music, and acting yet are not 
cast as principal characters. It is extremely common to see leading roles go to a “name,” 
or celebrity with recognition beyond the theatre, some of whom have not worked towards 
a career in the art of theatre. For producers who cast talent-based competitive reality 
television stars, there is an additional bonus of the audience having participated in these 
performers’ celebrity, having voted for them over the course of their tenure on American 
Idol or other shows of its variety. There is a stronger relationship between the celebrity 
and viewer than one created through a passive audience. Amanda Scheiner McClain, in 
American Ideal: How American Idol Constructs Celebrity, Collective Identity, and 
American Discourses writes: 
 
24 Bell, American Idolatry, 194. 
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For television audiences, participation [by voting, playing the online games, and 
commenting on social media and message boards] may instill a feeling of 
belonging in a show’s audience, fostering a community and enhancing the 
relationship between a viewer and an entertainment production.25 
That connection is often taken a step further. By supporting and voting for their favorite 
contestants/performers, audience members may feel a direct connection with their 
“friend” with whom they have formed a parasocial relationship through the television set, 
and their success can be seen as a direct connection with the home viewer. The traditional 
casting process is executed by casting directors, directors, and producers. In this case, as 
opposed to being entirely removed from the process and purchasing tickets to attend, the 
audience arguably has some agency—they are now active choosers instead of passive 
consumers. Reality television celebrities are primarily cast due to an already established 
connection made with U.S., and in some cases, global audiences. When audience 
members in turn go to see a reality television contestant perform on Broadway, they are 
actually in the room with a “friend.” Here the new aura is most potent: the “friend” 
whose celebrity has been encouraged through watching the television show in the 
comfort of the fan’s home is performing live onstage for a fleeting time. Not only are the 
former contestants now actors playing roles, but they are individuals who have accrued a 
celebrity status and all that comes with it, including intrusive public knowledge of private 
information. Most importantly, the fans know they are in a way responsible for the 
celebrity’s performance. This is certainly the case regarding competitors on talent-based 
reality television programs, where Broadway is the prize. The argument can additionally 
 
25 McClain, American Ideal, 183. 
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be extended to American Idol contestants who have gained celebrity due to television 
viewers and fans and then go on to perform on Broadway in part because of their name 
recognition. While this has also be seen with contestants on earlier competitive reality 
television shows, the American Idol phenomenon has made their contestants celebrities in 
a way the other series did not do.  
 Su Holmes and Deborah Jermyn begin Understanding Reality Television by 
acknowledging the difficulty in defining what has become an umbrella term for a variety 
of televised forms. From documentary formats to a “‘gamedoc’ phase,” there is a “wide 
range of popular factual entertainment on our screens.”26 They establish that the core 
concept of the form is television about “real life” and “real people.” Despite the fact that 
the performative element on display disavows any definition of reality television as 
somehow authentic, they conclude “that what unites the range of programming 
conceivably described as ‘Reality TV’ is primarily its discursive, visual and technological 
claim to ‘the real.’”27 The “prototype for Reality TV programming”28 in the United States 
is Candid Camera, which, when it first aired in 1948, “[captured] individuals in 
unguarded moments using an unobtrusive camera.”29 The form has continued to grow 
and change throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first. The first 
interactive competitive series, The Original Amateur Hour, also aired in 1948. In the 
show, “[v]iewers voted for their favorite acts by calling the show or sending postcards.”30 
 
26 Su Holmes and Deborah Jermyn, “Introduction: Understanding Reality TV,” in 
Understanding Reality Television, eds. Su Holmes and Deborah Jermyn (New York: 
Routledge, 2004), 3. 
27 Holmes and Jermyn, “Introduction: Understanding Reality TV,” 5. 
28 Richard M. Huff, Reality Television (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2006), 35. 
29 Huff, Reality Television, 33.  
30 Huff, Reality Television, 121. 
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Richard M. Huff points out that, “[f]or the most part, those appearing on the show never 
made it big in the entertainment world.”31 In the 1980s Star Search became “a platform 
for future stars” as contestants competed for their shot at fame, but there was not yet a 
proliferation of shows with this format.32 Holmes and Jermyn note that at the end of the 
twentieth century, “global ‘event’ formats of Reality TV (such as Big Brother, Popstars, 
and Survivor et cetera)”33 began to rise in popularity, expanding the presence of reality 
television across the globe. Popstars began in New Zealand in 1999, which eventually 
launched in the United States as American Idol on the Fox network in June 2002.34 Its 
premise was “a nationwide talent show in which viewers would select the next big new 
singer.”35 The increased presence of reality television in the media not only led to a 
further proliferation of shows of this genre built on the model provided by American Idol 
and with similar goals, such as America’s Got Talent (2006–time of writing) and The X 
Factor (2011–13),36 but the permeation of stars generated from the form in other areas of 
popular culture, including Broadway musicals.  
 
31 Huff, Reality Television, 122. 
32 Several music celebrities were contestants on Star Search, including Christina Aguilera 
in 1990, Justin Timberlake and Britney Spears in 1992. All of their Star Search 
performances are available on YouTube. These three were also subsequently cast on 
Disney’s All-New Mickey Mouse Club in 1993, furthering their household name celebrity 
status. See Rebecca Macatee, “Ready to Launch: Inside Britney Spears, Justin 
Timberlake, Christina Aguilera and Ryan Gosling’s Darling Mickey Mouse Club Days,” 
E! News, September 19, 2018, https://www.eonline.com/news/969444/ready-to-launch-
inside-britney-spears-justin-timberlake-christina-aguilera-ryan-gosling-s-darling-mickey-
mouse-club-days. Tony Award-winning actors Sutton Foster and Billy Porter were also 
contestants on the show, in 1990 and 1992, respectively. 
33 Holmes and Jermyn, “Introduction: Understanding Reality TV,” 3. 
34 Huff, Reality Television, 122–23. 
35 Bell, American Idolatry, 40. 
36 Bell, American Idolatry, 126. 
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Amber Watts, in “Melancholy, Merit, and Merchandise: The Postwar Audience 
Participation Show,” describes the ubiquity of talk show programs and quiz show formats 
that were created in the 1950s, “[featuring] individuals disclosing real-life troubles on-air 
in hope of receiving some reward in return…offering cash and prizes as the solution to 
personal tragedy…[which] promised to transform the lives of participants in significant 
ways.”37 Similarly, competitive talent reality television shows also tap into this structure, 
as participants’ life stories are foregrounded in order to make them appear more worthy 
of the home viewers’ sympathy and vote, thereby winning the competition. Watts 
continues by pointing out that on these early shows in the genre, “the interview served as 
an entry point for audiences to understand and root for contestants, and a…participant’s 
tragic backstory would almost certainly enhance a viewer’s emotional investment in her 
overall success in the game.”38 Interviews continue to be a primary focus of reality 
television. The same can certainly be said of the competitive talent genre of reality 
television, where it is important for the contestant to present an attention-grabbing 
backstory.39 “[F]or viewers at home, particularly those with backgrounds similar to those 
of the contestants, there was likely a multi-tiered feeling of achievement that came from 
identifying with them,”40 and, by extension, voting for them. Additionally, the interviews 
display the personal lives of the contestants, establishing their importance, creating their 
celebrity status, however short-lived.  
 
37 Amber Watts, “Melancholy, Merit, and Merchandise: The Postwar Audience 
Participation Show,” in Reality TV: Remaking Television Culture, eds. Susan Murray and 
Laurie Ouellette (New York: New York University Press, 2009), 302. 
38 Watts, “Melancholy, Merit, and Merchandise,” 305. 
39 See McClain, American Ideal, 39–52. 
40 Watts, “Melancholy, Merit, and Merchandise,” 310. 
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Prior to a show’s opening on Broadway, the cast is announced. Typically only 
those involved in the theatrical sphere are aware of the process involved, however: the 
union auditions, the submissions process, the open auditions (if there are any), the months 
of callbacks for casting directors, music directors, the director, choreographer, and other 
members of the creative team, often done separately; all of this takes place behind-the-
scenes, beyond the view of most potential audience members. Those conversations and 
stories remain comparatively private. The introduction of talent-based reality show 
contestants into the casts of Broadway shows upends the norms of the theatre industry. 
The investment early on into the personal lives of the actors from the audience, 
established through interviews offering a glimpse into who the actors are, their 
backstories, as Watts discussed, a hallmark of competitive reality shows, are not a part of 
the process. The cast is simply presented to the audience, as is. Perhaps this is one of the 
reasons why reality television contestants are a desirable commodity for producers and 
few of those programs have created that commodity like Fox’s American Idol. 
Although the format and specific numbers varied slightly during the different 
seasons of the show, each season of American Idol has played out primarily the same. It 
begins with auditions in various major cities across the country, where hopeful 
contestants lined up, often overnight, waiting for their “raw, undiscovered talent”41 to be 
seen. From there, contestants are able to sing for three experienced industry judges, 
Randy Jackson, Paula Abdul, and Simon Cowell, in the first season, after being pre-
 
41 The Best of American Idol Seasons 1, 2, and 3 (New York: Fremantle Media, 2005), 
DVD. 
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screened by an additional panel.42 Most are eliminated, not having the talent, according to 
the judges, to “make it” in the pop music industry, often in entertaining fashion. Abdul 
commented that at-home viewers “love watching bad talent because they think, ‘That’s 
me too, I would never have the courage to do that though,’ or maybe, ‘I’m bad, but I’m 
not that bad,’”43 noting the personalization that viewers create with contestants, even 
those who do not make it to the voting rounds. Others are invited to Hollywood, where 
the number of contestants is whittled down to those who would participate in the live 
voting shows. Through text- and phone-messaging, a winner is eventually selected and 
crowned an “American Idol.”  
 
Tamyra Gray: An American Idol on Broadway 
 Tamyra Gray was a contestant on the 2002 inaugural season of American Idol. 
After numerous rounds of auditions, Gray found herself as one of the top-twelve 
competitors. McClain describes the moment for Gray: “[A]fter a lifetime of trying to 
make it in the entertainment industry, simply appearing on the show was an 
achievement.”44 McClain continues by defining Gray’s archetype on the show as the 
“Rhythm-and-Blues Diva”: “a sexualized archetype…often also associated with religion. 
All [who fit this type were] African American and often sang rhythm-and-blues songs or 
gospel music. They were very self-confident and flatteringly dressed, and sang with 
powerful voices.”45 Gray established her strength and powerful confidence in her initial 
 
42 There have been numerous judges on the program throughout the series’ tenure, 
including Ellen DeGeneres, Jennifer Lopez, Steven Tyler, and Nick Minaj. 
43 Best of American Idol. 
44 McClain, American Ideal, 47. 
45 McClain, American Ideal, 73. 
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audition, singing Mariah Carey’s “Vision of Love,” to which Abdul responded in awe, 
“You are a bright little star.”46 While on the show, Gray excelled and her performance of 
Burt Bacharach’s “A House is Not a Home” made Abdul cry in Gray’s penultimate 
episode. Her rendition was praised by Simon “as ‘one of the best performances on TV, 
I’ve ever, ever seen in my life.’”47 The following week, however, Gray was voted off of 
the show, coming in fourth place, even though “she was the clear favorite to win.”48 
Perhaps it worked to her advantage as she “had the country talking about her shocking 
elimination,”49 which increased audience identification with her. 
Following Gray’s elimination from American Idol on August 21, 2002, she used 
the “shortcut to fame and fortune”50 to the best of her ability, appearing on two scripted 
television shows, Boston Public and Tru Calling, and releasing an album, The Dreamer, 
with the record label 19 Records.51 Soon she was approached by Broadway producers to 
appear as a replacement cast member in the musical Bombay Dreams, becoming one of 
the first in a long line of American Idol alumni who have gone on to perform on 
Broadway. Bernard Telsey, lead casting director of Telsey + Company, an agency 
 
46 americanidolaudition, “Tamyra Gray Audition,” YouTube Video, 0:59, November 18, 
2008, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EM9yFggoZEI. 
47 McClain, American Ideal, 93. The performance clip can be viewed at lavalamp77, 
“Tamyra Gray—A House Is Not A Home,” YouTube Video, 5:24, June 27, 2006, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wN4wGxPvpw.  
48 Don Kaplan, “Tamyra: ‘Melinda is Tops,’” New York Post, May 17, 2007, 
http://nypost.com/2007/05/17/tamyra-melinda-is-tops/. 
49 David Hatkoff, “Tamyra Gray,” Broadway, accessed July 12, 2016, 
http://www.broadway.com/buzz/11230/tamyra-gray/. 
50 Andrejevic, Reality TV: The Work of Being Watched, 8. 
51 “‘American Idol’s Tamyra Gray to Join Bombay Dreams,” Playbill, October 14, 2004, 
http://www.playbill.com/article/american-idol-s-tamyra-gray-to-join-bombay-dreams-
com-122514. 
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responsible for casting numerous Broadway shows,52 states, “Watching [American Idol] 
has become another way to locate incredibly talented people—it’s like a televised open 
call. I watch it, and certain people on our staff have to watch it. Our inside joke is we root 
for our favorites to lose so that they can become available to us.”53 Telsey’s comment 
provides insight into Broadway’s casting process in the new millennium, when exposure 
converts to capital. Even if contestants don’t succeed on American Idol (which can lead 
to record deals and exclusive contracts with the American Idol brand), they have received 
global exposure and a following, making them marketable to the creative forces at work 
behind a Broadway musical. Broadway producer Margo Lion states about the 
phenomenon of the American Idol series, “Theater of the 21st century needs to appeal to 
a younger generation…people are dying to see these performers. It brings in a hip 
factor,”54 which ideally translates into ticket sales. This was the case with Gray’s casting 
in Bombay Dreams.   
Bombay Dreams experienced difficulty from its opening and incurred mostly 
unfavorable critical response.55 Following its initial premiere on the West End in London, 
Bombay Dreams began previews at the Broadway Theatre on March 29, 2004, and, 
following thirty preview performances, opened on April 29. Having never achieved 
higher than a 68% weekly gross potential, it was announced less than twenty weeks into 
 
52 See their website: Telsey+Company, accessed July 6, 2016, 
http://www.telseyandco.com/#!musicals/c1l1j. 
53 Quoted in Greg Braxton, “Broadway fortunes get a boost when ‘American Idol’ exes 
join casts,” Los Angeles Times, May 15, 2008, 
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-et-idols-on-broadway-story.html. 
54 Braxton, “Broadway fortunes.” 
55 For one such example, see Ben Brantley, “Coloring By the Numbers,” New York 
Times, April 20, 2004, http://www.nytimes.com/2004/04/30/movies/theater-review-
coloring-by-the-numbers.html. 
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the run that Gray, “a name-brand star,” had been recruited to join the production as Priya, 
the leading female role. “According to ensemble cast members, the decision to cast Gray 
in the musical was clearly a means of attracting a larger audience as well as generate 
ticket sales during the peak winter holiday season.”56 Gray’s casting featured a large 
advertisement campaign that highlighted her appearance on American Idol. The ad 
featured a picture of Gray, not as Priya, in jeans and a tank top, as she was often dressed 
on the television series. It reads, “From American Idol to Broadway Stage, Tamyra Gray 
joins the cast for 12 weeks only!” It also contains an ad for Gray’s debut album next to 
her picture.57 Various news outlets reported her appearances, hoping to appeal not only to 
Gray’s fans but to American Idol fans. Gray was now indelibly linked with the brand. 
One thread on a Broadway.com message board regarding Gray’s casting showed both 
excitement and doubt. Whereas one user posted that “[I] think [T]amyra will do great 
when she takes the stage. [T]amyra [I] think has what it takes to be great in any area of 
show biz she does from her incredible beauty to her great voice and personality [T]amyra 
will shine [sic].” 58Another  inquired whether anyone had seen the production yet and 
expressed that “[they were] a little nervous about seeing Tamyra in the show, [they] 
wouldn’t rather have [sic] seen a seasoned Broadway performer.”59 After Gray began her 
 
56 Bakirathi Mani, Aspiring to Home: South Asians in America (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 2012), chap. 5, Kindle.  
57 “Bombay Dreams Tamyra Gray American Idol Poster 22 x 14 Lobby Card,” EBay, 
accessed August 10, 2020, https://www.ebay.com/itm/Bombay-Dreams-Tamyra-Gray-
America-Idol-Poster-22-x-14-Lobby-Card-/312544570560 .  
58 Jdanton2, “American Idol’s Tamyra Gray in Bombay Dreams,” Broadway World, 
November 8, 2004, 
http://www.broadwayworld.com/egypt/board/readmessage.php?page=2&thread=499488
&boardname=&dt=49. 
59 Mint0621, “American Idol’s Tamyra Gray in Bombay Dreams,” Broadway World, 
November 10, 2014, 
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run on November 9, there was initially a slight upsurge in sales, bringing in $71,000 more 
than the previous week, and but then sales began to falter slightly the next.60 Eight weeks 
later, on January 1, 2005, Bombay Dreams closed with Gray in the cast, having played 
for 284 total performances.  
While Gray’s celebrity did not succeed in turning Bombay Dreams into a long-
running commercial success, it did bring a different audience dynamic to a musical 
struggling to find its audience. One message board user wrote that, having been told 
about the show, they were not particularly interested in attending, but that once Gray was 
cast their interest grew.61 And despite being unable to recoup its investment on this lavish 
spectacle of a musical, in the eight weeks that Gray played Priya,62 the production saw an 
increase in average attendance capacity from the previous eight weeks, from 56.8% to 
61.8%, as well as in the weekly grosses, from $468,384 to $531,455. Perhaps it was 
difficult for fans to reconcile the ghosts of Gray’s celebrity with the new context they 
were seeing her in. The setting, “Somewhere You’ve Never Been Before,”63 an exotic 
Bombay and the accent necessitated by her similarly exoticized character were perhaps 
too jarring. For Gray’s next Broadway venture, too, the ghosts haunting her new role also 




60 All data and statistics have been provided by the Broadway League and have been 
accessed through the production entry found on the Internet Broadway Database. 
“Bombay Dreams,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed July 11, 2016 
https://www.ibdb.com/Production/View/13541. 
61 “American Idol’s Tamyra Gray in Bombay Dreams.” 
62 While Gray had been contracted for longer than eight weeks, the musical closed prior 
to fulfilling the length of that contract. 
63 Mani, Aspiring to Home, 209. 
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Two years later Gray was cast as Mimi in the long-running Rent. Rent producers 
had already tried their hand at celebrity casting, featuring Joey Fatone and Drew Lachey, 
90s boyband alums from NSYNC and 98 Degrees, respectively. The box office gross and 
capacity increased from previous weeks when both singers joined the cast.64 While Gray 
states that she “had a proper audition,”65 phrasing that indicates her acknowledgement of 
the cries of stunt casting her celebrity elicits, the media certainly latched onto her 
American Idol fame and several periodicals announced her tenure in the musical. Her 
previous appearance on Broadway breathed a small amount of life into a show that 
desperately needed a broader American audience, but her performance in Rent saw a 
decrease in attendance. Gray joined the cast for twenty-four weeks, and in her first week 
there was an $111,334 drop in the weekly gross. Compared to the eight weeks prior to her 
appearance as Mimi, when Rent earned an average of $351,565 weekly with the seats 
filled at 67.5% capacity on average, Gray’s first eight weeks earned an average of 
$315,982 weekly and averaged 61.75% seating capacity.  
This drop cannot entirely be blamed on Gray. Rent had already been running for 
more than a decade and the show itself was approaching the end of its shelf life. 
However, Gray had numerous ghosts to contend with while embodying the role of Mimi 
on Broadway, including her own American Idol past. Though five years had passed since 
she competed on the series, when asked if “people come to Rent with an expectation of 
seeing [her] as she appeared on American Idol,” she responded that while she’s “gotten 
 
64 Douglas Santana, “The box office effects of casting celebrities as replacement actors 
on Broadway” (master’s thesis, San Jose State University, 2009), 51–52, Paper 3669, 
http://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4665&context=etd_theses,  
65 Hatkoff, “Tamyra Gray.” 
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away from that [sound]…Musically, [she has not] gotten away from that image.”66 The 
ghosts, as Marvin Carlson describes them in The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory 
Machine, of the actresses who previously played Mimi, originator Daphne Rubin-Vega in 
particular, also lurked around the Nederlander Theater.67 Specifically, Gray’s hairstyle, 
clipped short like a pixie cut,68 was different from any of the actors who had previously 
played the role, and, for many, too different from the image of the long-haired, wild and 
untamed Mimi. The extreme fans of the musical, known as Rentheads, were quick to 
remind her of this fact. According to Gray, “One fan, when he first met me, said, ‘So 
what is your hair going to be like in the show?’ And I said, ‘Um, just like this.’ And he 
said ‘Oh.’ That's all he said.”69 As was the case with Bombay Dreams, the box office and 
attendance gaps cannot be attributed solely to Gray’s casting, but it is important to 
acknowledge that not all celebrity casting proves economically successful, despite the 
parasocial relationships forged through the lens of reality television. However, as one of 
the first successful American Idol contestants to be cast in a Broadway musical, Gray 
reflected the possibilities of such a synthesis. 
 
Laura Osnes: Voting for Sandy and Danny 
 Shows like American Idol and So You Think You Can Dance, in which the 
winner’s primary reward includes a record contract for the individual or a tour with the 
 
66 Hatkoff, “Tamyra Gray.” 
67 See Marvin Carlson, The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2003.) 
68 TamyraGrayPromotions, “Tamyra Gray-Out Tonight,” YouTube Video, 3:47, July 24, 
2008, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbeinWlvLPg.  
69 TamyraGrayPromotions, “Tamyra Gray-Out Tonight.” 
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group, have established a successful model: ratings bonanzas for the long-running 
television shows, and varying levels of success for their competitors. NBC’s 2007 
experiment Grease: You’re the One That I Want! featured “the most unique prize in 
television history”70—leading an ensemble of actors in a Broadway musical, which 
necessitates genuine singing and dancing skills.71 In his discussion of competitive reality 
series that invite the viewing audience to vote, Christopher Bell writes, “In participatory 
competitive reality television, it is not the talent of the contestant we are rewarding, but 
the way in which the transformation of this ordinary citizen speaks to our own potential 
triumphs.”72 If this is true, what happens when talent is not the primary criterion for 
winning a talent competition? Knowing that the model lends itself towards sympathetic 
identification and rewards votes (as “[r]eality television producers and viewers still love 
the nobody from nowhere who wins it all”73), the judges, of Grease, including 
director/choreographer Kathleen Marshall, had a “tricky balancing act”74 to play. 
Grease: You’re the One That I Want! was a competitive talent reality show that 
asked American television viewers to select the two individuals who were to play the 
characters Danny Zuko and Sandy Dumbrowski in the 2007 Broadway revival of the 
musical Grease. The eventual winners were Max Crumm and Laura Osnes. Grease: 
 
70 “Grease: You’re the One That I Want (Episode 4),” YouTube Video, 1:23:21, 
December 5, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqqs_-kxn7w. 
71 The series took place one year after the BBC produced How Do You Solve a Problem 
Like Maria? aired in the United Kingdom. The winner of this series was cast of the role 
of Maria Von Trapp in the West End revival of The Sound of Music. 
72 Bell, American Idolatry, 68. 
73 Campbell Robertson, “For This Broadway Musical, the Casting Agents Are TV 
Viewers,” New York Times, January 6, 2007, 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=940CE1D91430F935A35752C0A9619C
8B63. 
74 Robertson, “For This Broadway Musical.” 
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You’re the One That I Want! ran weekly on NBC,75 premiering on Sunday, January 7, 
2007, with the finale airing on Sunday, March 25, 2007. The eleven-episode series began 
with thousands of individuals lining up to audition, much like other competitive reality 
shows. The series began with three pre-recorded episodes, two showing general auditions 
in Los Angeles and Chicago then New York and Las Vegas, respectively, and the third 
airing the acting, singing, and dancing “training” that the top fifty contestants received at 
“Grease Academy.” There the contestants were narrowed down by the judges to the final 
twelve,76 the group that would go on to compete in the live episodes where at-home 
audiences would be responsible for voting and eliminating contestants each week until 
the winners, new Broadway leads, were selected. Early in the third episode, 
director/choreographer Marshall acknowledged, “To be on Broadway you’ve got to be a 
triple threat, you have to dance, sing and act. So through the process of ‘Grease 
Academy,’ we’re going to sort of really weed out who’s got the chops for this and who 
doesn’t.”77 Displaying a wariness of the plucked-from-obscurity-person-next-door type 
this form of television triumphs, Marshall continued, “We need them to deliver and we 
don’t have time to sort of spoon feed a lot of information. Whether you can take 
somebody who really has very little training and get them up to sort of, you know, ready 
to open on Broadway in a few months…that’s a tall order.”78 This early in the process, 
 
75 There was no episode on Sunday, February 4, 2007, as it coincided with Super Bowl 
XLI. 
76 Two more contestants were brought back by the judges to compete in the live shows 
despite having been eliminated, making fourteen contestants who actually competed in 
the live episodes, although both were voted off in the first elimination. 
77 “Grease: You’re the One That I Want (Episode 3),” YouTube Video, 41:50, December 
3, 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggiMFhQ9LtI. 
78 “Grease: You’re the One That I Want (Episode 3).” 
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Marshall still had agency in the casting of her two leads, which, once the television show 
switched to the live format, she knew she would lose: “We need to be sure that of the 
twelve finalists, we’d be happy with any one of them on opening night.”79 Others chimed 
in on the precarious nature of the end result of the television show. Producer/judge David 
Ian exclaimed, “Can you imagine it? If America chooses the wrong Danny and Sandy for 
this production of Grease, it’s over. It fails.”80 Upon the production’s Broadway opening, 
unfortunately, the gamble of placing the casting decisions in the hands of voters was 
deemed by many, including most critics, to be unsuccessful. David Rooney of Variety 
wrote, “Letting the people choose their own Danny and Sandy does little to validate the 
democratic election process,”81 bemoaning the choices the American viewing audiences 
selected as the next Broadway leads. 
The television show itself was not well received critically either. Tom Shales of 
the Washington Post called the show “a cheaply made and shriekingly tedious imitation 
of Fox’s phenomenon ‘American Idol,”82 before negatively critiquing almost every 
aspect of the show. Shales continued to deride the series for nearly every decision made 
in the conceptualization and realization of the show:  
[The American Idol] mimicry includes having a snippy twit with a British accent 
as one member of a three-judge panel…. If these were really auditions, wouldn’t 
 
79 “Grease: You’re the One That I Want (Episode 3).” 
80 “Grease: You’re the One That I Want (Episode 3).” 
81 David Rooney, “Review: Grease,” Variety, August 19, 2007, 
http://variety.com/2007/film/awards/grease-11-1200557069/. 
82 Tom Shales, “‘Idol’ Meets ‘Grease’ and the Audience is the Biggest Loser,” 
Washington Post, January 6, 2007, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2007/01/05/AR2007010502221.html. 
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there at least be a pianist to accompany them? Most people sound fairly terrible 
singing a cappella, but then that, of course, is what NBC wants—a large supply of 
ghastly and clueless losers to embarrass themselves in the interest of provoking 
easy laughter….Eventually…viewers can see the first of six live episodes with 
still more competition…[and] viewers can phone in votes for their favorites. If 
there are any viewers left.83 
According to New York Post theatre columnist Michael Riedel and others, the theatre 
community was not enthusiastic about the “inevitable” Broadway/reality television 
pairing. While Broadway insider Seth Rudetsky acknowledged some of the negative 
aspects of the series, he at least recognized some positive facets of the series, which was 
published in a weekly column on popular Broadway website Playbill.com: 
[T]here’s not much difference between viewers voting for the leads in a 
Broadway show and a producer casting TV stars with questionable talent just 
because their names will sell tickets. Also, if they keep this TV realistic enough, 
viewers will be impressed by seeing how much talent you need to be in a 
Broadway show; i.e., you have to act, dance, and sing. Not flash your privates, 
hump suggestively and lip-synch.84 
Rudetsky’s point is significant; while the producers were clearly attempting to use 
celebrity casting with “already famous stars” as the leads, the goal was for those stars to 
have achieved their celebrity meritoriously by using and displaying the skills that are 
 
83 Shales, “‘Idol’ Meets ‘Grease.’” 
84 Seth Rudetsky, “Is ‘Grease’ the Word?: Week 1 Recap,” Playbill, January 8, 2007, 
http://www.playbill.com/article/is-grease-the-word-week-1-recap-com-137538. 
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required for live theatrical performance. While they could have simply cast those famous 
by other means, as demonstrated on numerous marquees, they chose not to, which is 
admirable. 
Once the number of contestants had been narrowed down, relationships were 
established with the studio audience, but more importantly, with the voting audiences at 
home. This was accomplished through a brief biography, providing the imperative 
backstory for each contestant. These biographical packages helped to create a level of 
intimacy with the viewing audience at home, with the contestant introducing family 
members, inviting them into their own home, and sharing personal details about their 
lives. At the conclusion of each video interview, the contestants were each given a 
moniker, differentiating each Sandy or Danny from the others and assigning each a role 
type, for the remainder of their time on the series (e.g., “Spiritual Sandy,” or “Boy Band 
Danny”). As on American Idol, the “contestants adhered to an archetype identifiable 
through similarity to historical Americans. Conformity to these archetypal figures 
provides a simplistic way of identifying contestants, relegating each to a preconceived 
perception.”85 Eventual series winner Osnes’s backstory was engaging. That, in addition 
to the archetypal role that emphasized how “ordinary” she was, became a powerful 
combination that was a significant factor in her securing the role of Sandy. 
 Osnes’s entire interview was extremely important in establishing her “type.” 
Osnes was introduced in this episode as “a small-town girl.” Her backstory began in a 
dressing room, with Osnes describing how she left Minnesota, where she had been 
 
 85 McClain, American Ideal, 53. For a detailed discussion and analysis of how these 
archetypes are utilized on American Idol, please see “Contestant Archetypes” in 
McClain, American Ideal, 53–90. 
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playing the role of Sandy at Chanhassen Dinner Theatre, for this competition. She 
explained she had just become engaged to her fiancé and took the camera crew shopping 
for wedding dresses with her. The interview continued with Osnes stating, “Everybody 
thinks I’m a very sweet Sandy. I don’t drink, I don’t swear, I don’t rat my hair, and I 
would get ill from one cigarette,” alluding to the lyrics used to mock, but actually do 
describe, the character Sandy in the song “Sandra Dee.” This was then interrupted by a 
clip of Olivia Newton-John from the end of the film version of Grease before Osnes 
continued, “But I can be sexy too, if I need to be.” Her description of herself, combined 
with the clever inclusion of the film clip, is extremely important. Thus far, she had shown 
the audience glimpses of only Laura Osnes; this moment showed Sandy. She told the 
voters that she really was the character of Sandy, sweet and innocent but able to be who 
she needed to be for the man she loves. Finally, Osnes was dubbed “Small Town 
Sandy.”86 
 As “Small Town Sandy,” Osnes was made to seem more ordinary to connect 
closely to at-home viewers.87 Each way Osnes presented herself or, perhaps more 
accurately how the television producers presented her, will continue to “haunt” her 
throughout her career.88 According to McClain, the interview itself “allows the audience 
intimate and banal knowledge of the contestant, fully removing any distance-created 
aura. This intimate type of fame is hinged upon the idea that the person on reality TV is 
interchangeable with the audience member.”89 Through being established as a small-town 
 
86 “Grease: You’re the One That I Want (Episode 4).” 
87 Additional monikers were “Ballerina,” “Baby,” “Spiritual,” “Serious,” “Rock Chick,” 
and “Emotional” Sandy. 
88 See Carlson, The Haunted Stage. 
89 McClain, American Ideal, 24. 
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approachable friend, Osnes began to nurture elements of the new aura she would 
eventually emit on the Broadway stage. 
The second Broadway revival of Grease began its run at the Brooks Atkinson 
Theatre on July 24, 2007, with thirty-one preview performances, and officially opened on 
August 29, 2007. This production of Grease was not critically successful. Riedel wrote, 
“the Broadway community despised You’re the One That I Want,”90 and that “Broadway 
was put off by the cheesy production values, poorly staged musical numbers and cookie-
cutter nobodies who auditioned to play Danny and Sandy,”91 adding that 
“everybody…[was] so disgusted, [they were] going to be gunning for the production.”92 
While Riedel is known for being particularly snide in his writings, other journalists 
commented on the same negative atmosphere surrounding the production. Mark Adams 
in New York Magazine wrote, “[Laura Osnes and Max Crumm] were chosen as the stars 
of this $10 million production not through a massive casting call but by amassing toll-
free calls. They were the winners of a particularly bad reality-TV show…and because of 
that, not everyone on the Great White Way would be devastated if they fell on their 
bright young faces.”93 Adams continues: 
The news that the lead roles in Grease would be filled in the same manner as 
America’s Next Top Model was not received enthusiastically in the West 
Forties….Casting directors grumbled. Actors who were called in to read for other 
 
90 Michael Riedel, “Grease and Desist.” New York Post, April 4, 2007, 
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roles had reservations. “I’ll confess that my initial response was that I didn’t want 
to be involved,” says Matthew Saldivar, who later signed on as Kenickie.94 
Grease certainly had hurdles of low expectations to overcome. Ben Brantley in 
the New York Times called the production “limp,”95 and David Rooney in Variety noted 
that “no one appears to be trying very hard.”96 Rooney stated that the leads were “two 
talented kids who would be fine on the support team but have no business carrying a 
Broadway show. They also have the kind of tiny bodies and small, telegenic features that 
don’t communicate beyond row C of the orchestra.”97 One has to wonder if these 
specific, biting comments would have been made had the stars not come directly from a 
televised competition. But the producers opened the door for these types of critiques by 
relying upon the ghosts created through the reality television series to fill seats and sell 
tickets.  
Although the television series that spawned the Broadway production failed to do 
well in the ratings, “an average of 7.5 million viewers per episode is a massive increase in 
the number of folks normally exposed to direct Broadway marketing.”98 Due to this 
exposure, the revival’s “advance ticket sales had reached $17 million.”99 The first seven 
weeks of the production made well over 100% gross potential, averaging 109%, and the 
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house was filled at an average 98% capacity.100 This is despite the behind-the-scenes box 
office gossip reported by Riedel, who professed one week following the finale of the 
television series that “[t]he phones at Ticketmaster were, I’m told, ringing off the hook 
because a lot of viewers who bought tickets to Grease weren’t happy with the actors 
chosen to play Danny and Sandy.”101 According to one of Riedel’s unnamed sources, 
“There was a bit of a frenzy….They wanted their money back.”102 Despite the gossip, 
never confirmed by the producers or Ticketmaster, Grease performed well at the box-
office, only seeing a significant dive in attendance capacity more than a year after 
opening.103  
As the producers intended, fans of the series attended Grease on Broadway. 
According to Crumm, they “had between 100 and 200 people waiting at the stage door 
after every performance.”104 Wolf refers to “[t]he stage door meeting [as] the ultimate 
encounter of passion” between fan and performer.105 Crumm described the stage door fan 
experience as “both fun and crazy” and “taxing,” and recalls that “at first there weren’t 
 
100“Grease,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed July 2, 2016, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/grease-458339. 
101 Riedel, “Grease.” 
102 Riedel, “Grease.”  
103 The week ending September 7, 2008 only seated 55% capacity and only 45% of its 
gross potential, earning almost $200,000 less than the previous week, according to the 
statistical data provided by The Broadway League. Yet only one other week in the entire 
run sold in that range. See “Grease.” 
104Joseph F. Panarello, “BWW Interview: Max Crumm is the One That You Want in The 
Fantasticks,” Broadway World, September 19, 2014, 
https://www.broadwayworld.com/article/BWW-Interview-Max-Crumm-Is-the-One-That-
You-Want-in-THE-FANTASTICKS-20140919. 
105 Wolf, 231. 
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even…barricades set up outside after the show to control the mobs waiting to meet the 
cast.”106 Crumm continued: 
Eventually they realized we needed them and they also had to provide us with a 
car to take us home after the shows….You see, people were following us and it 
became really weird. I guess some guys are better at dealing with that sort of thing 
but I soon came to the realization that I really enjoy doing the show for the people 
in the audience but after the performance I like to retreat off. I’m friendly but not 
as friendly as some people would want me to be at the stage door.107 
Here Crumm described his distaste for the parasocial relationship that fans formed with 
him through their television sets, by watching and voting. For film, television, and reality 
television celebrities, encounters with fans are primarily left to chance. But as a 
performer in a Broadway musical, fans knew exactly where Crumm would be eight times 
a week.  
After performing the roles of Danny and Sandy for one year, both Osnes and 
Crumm left the production. Osnes soon joined the Broadway revival of South Pacific 
(2009) and Crumm retreated from the life of celebrity and left New York for more than 
two years because he “wanted to lay low for a bit.”108 While talk of continuing the model 
of the television series to “recast Grease every year”109 did not come to fruition, the 
production continued to utilize reality television celebrity replacement casting, including 
additional Grease: You’re the One That I Want! contestants and American Idol alum Ace 
 
106 Panarello, “BWW Interview.” 
107 Panarello, “BWW Interview.” 
108 Panarello, “BWW Interview.” 
109 Robertson, “For This Broadway Musical.” 
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Young, for example. Although doing relatively well at the box office and recouping its 
investment in its fifty-second week,110 Grease closed on January 4, 2009, after 554 
performances. Despite its financial success, this marriage between reality television and 
Broadway proved rocky, not to mention less successful than intended, and as of this 
writing has yet to be attempted in the same way.111 With musings every few years that 
Broadway is dying as audiences are opting for other forms of entertainment and ticket 
prices are too high in comparison with those choices, Grease: You’re the One That I 
Want! is important to acknowledge as more than a blip in musical theatre history as it 
ventured to bridge the gap between what is popular on television and live theatre. And 
while it may not have led to a fixed relationship between the two genres, its attempt 
deserves merit. 
 
Bailey Hanks and MTV’s Broadway Casting Endeavor 
Legally Blonde: The Musical, with music and lyrics by Laurence O’Keefe and 
Nell Benjamin and a book by Heather Hach, began previews at the Palace Theatre on 
April 3, 2007, and opened a few weeks later, on April 29. The musical, based on both 
Amanda Brown’s novel and the popular 2001 movie starring Reese Witherspoon, tells 
the story of a young woman who begins as a stereotypical Southern California blonde but 
rises above those pejorative expectations to excel at Harvard Law School and beyond. 
The musical starred Laura Bell Bundy as leading lady Elle Woods and was under the 
 
110“GREASE to Close on Broadway January 4, 2009.” 
111 Subsequent series aired on BBC to help cast the West End productions of Joseph and 
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat in 2007 (Any Dream Will Do) and Oliver in 2008 
(I’d Do Anything), for example. 
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helm of Jerry Mitchell, serving for the first time as both director and choreographer. 
Legally Blonde: The Musical was nominated for seven Tony Awards, including a Best 
Performance by an Actress in a Leading Role in a Musical nomination. After Bundy had 
played the role for nearly a year, it was time to search for a new actress to play Elle. In 
this instance, another television network decided to try the merger between reality 
television and Broadway musical theatre. 
Having learned from the harsh criticism of the Broadway community for allowing 
America to cast leading roles on Broadway through reality television, MTV opted to 
produce and air a different casting show of its own. Instead of allowing viewer 
participation in the voting process, Legally Blonde: The Musical— The Search for Elle 
Woods chronicled the casting process for the replacement of the leading role in the 
musical. Those involved in the show were primarily professionals responsible for casting 
in the theatrical world itself: the director/choreographer Jerry Mitchell, book writer 
Heather Hach, actor Paul Canaan, and, most importantly, casting director, Bernard 
Telsey. This series was an attempt to show a behind-the-scenes look into what it takes to 
be cast in a Broadway musical, albeit with quirky reality television caveats, including 
being made to live together, participate in challenges that included belting songs on 
exercise bicycles, and learning the songs while reading hot pink sheet music. In the end, 
the series was more of a glitzy audition, failing to create the more intimate connection 
between viewer and personality that voting shows permit. Each week contestants were 
taught choreography and/or songs from the show to perform for the judges, who 
eventually selected the next Elle Woods—Bailey Hanks. 
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In an attempt to emphasize one difference between the similar series and avoid 
incurring the same skepticism the previous one evoked, contestant Celina Carvajal, a 
Broadway veteran best known as Lena Hall (who would win the 2014 Tony Award for 
Best Performance by an Actress in a Leading Role for Hedwig and the Angry Inch) stated 
in an interview,  
“I watched [NBC’s] ‘Grease: You’re the One That I Want,’ and I hated that show. 
It was like, skin-crawling….And I know a lot of people in this industry are really 
judgmental about [the reality show concept], but I think they will be pleasantly 
surprised….This is not just some Joe Schmoes coming in and living in a house. 
Everyone is insanely talented.”112  
Here Carvajal referenced what Mark Andrejevic posited in Reality TV: The Work of 
Being Watched, that reality television is not about talent, but talent is imperative for 
Broadway performers, and this show was created to acknowledge that disparity. When 
the first episode of the brief series aired on June 2, 2008, it immediately became clear that 
this was slightly different than its predecessors. Despite initial auditions around the 
country, no schadenfreude auditions aired for at-home audience laughs, as often shown 
on other series. Within the first three minutes of the premiere episode, the competition 
was narrowed to fifty contestants. After the following two minutes, only fifteen 
competitors remained. By the end of the first episode the field had been narrowed to ten 
contestants, after the eliminated five had been told by Telsey, “Unfortunately we just 
 
112 Cristina Kinon, “‘Blonde’ Ambition for Elle of a Role,” New York Daily News, June 
1, 2008, http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/legally-blonde-musical-search-elle-
woods-kicks-article-1.293633. 
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don’t see you playing Elle Woods.”113 The auditions and stories of thousands of hopefuls 
take up weeks of viewing each season on American Idol. This show quickly eliminated 
contestants, acquainting the audience with only a handful of performers. In the end, only 
five were featured and the judges selected the winner and Broadway’s next Elle Woods 
rather quickly in comparison; there were twenty-five episodes of the first season of 
American Idol and only eight for Legally Blonde: The Musical— The Search for Elle 
Woods. 
 One necessary aspect of the reality television format was there, the presentation 
of the contestants outside of the audition room, familiarizing them to the viewers. 
However, because the series in its entirety was taped prior to airing, it was clear from the 
beginning of the series that the show was framed around one specific competitor, the 
eventual winner. In the initial episode, Hanks was portrayed distinctly differently. With 
her South Carolina-accented Southern charm, she stated: “I’m from a small town, I’ve 
never been to New York...I’ve never even been on a plane. It’s just so much bigger than 
life, than my small town.”114 She was clearly juxtaposed with other contestants on the 
series, like Carvajal (“I’ve been around the block…I’ve done a few shows”115) who had 
already appeared in Cats, 42nd Street, Dracula: The Musical, and Tarzan, or Emma Zaks, 
daughter of Broadway director Jerry Zaks, who grew up in Manhattan. It is important to 
acknowledge that the series was aired after the casting decisions had already been made. 
Therefore, the editing of the series was done with the knowledge of that winner in mind. 
 
113 “Legally Blonde: The Search for Elle Woods, Episode 1,” YouTube, posted May 28, 
2015, video, 42:12, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5Zp7AdvihQ. 
114 “Legally Blonde: The Search for Elle Woods, Episode 1.”  
115 “Legally Blonde: The Search for Elle Woods, Episode 1.” 
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This foregrounding was quite purposeful with the hope that this empathetic relationship 
would translate into Broadway ticket sales. 
 Hanks began performances as Elle Woods in Legally Blonde on July 23, 2008, 
just two days after the series finale. Her first eight weeks in the production showed an 
increase gross of only approximately $7,000; however, the average weekly seating 
capacity declined, from 80% to 77%, which would seem to indicate that they raised 
prices once Hanks entered the show. Legally Blonde closed after Hanks starred for 
thirteen weeks.116 There are important factors regarding the musical’s closure following 
Hanks’s casting. The musical had already been open on Broadway for over a year and 
Hanks was a replacement lead. MTV had aired the production with its original cast the 
previous year, meaning 12.5 million viewers had already seen the musical Legally Blonde 
at home, and without the Broadway ticket price.117 Additionally, the finale aired only two 
days prior to Hanks’s replacement casting, leaving little time for any marketing or for 
fans to travel to New York and attend the show to see the contestant they had come to 
know. Importantly, while the series tried to draw connections between viewers and the 
contestants, the thrill of voting each week for the actress viewers really wanted to see as 
Elle Woods was not a part of this series. While a direct correlation cannot be drawn, 
 
116 “Legally Blonde,” Internet Broadway Database, accessed July 12, 2016, 
https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/legally-blonde-423552. After Legally 
Blonde: The Musical closed on Broadway, a National Tour was launched that ran from 
September 23, 2008 to August 10, 2010. Some other contestants of the television series 
appeared in the tour, as well. See “Legally Blonde: Tour,” Internet Broadway Database, 
accessed January 9, 2018, https://www.ibdb.com/tour-production/legally-blonde--
505615. 
117Adam Hetrick, “Legally Blonde MTV Broadcast Reaches Millions,” Playbill, October 
17, 2007, http://www.playbill.com/article/legally-blonde-mtv-broadcast-reaches-millions-
com-144627. 
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audience agency was missing and the television series was not the successful draw to 
Broadway as planned.  
Celebrity culture and the internet have the ability to forge parasocial relationships 
between fans and celebrities, and “friends” don’t always get along. Rojek describes the 
“automatic, weightless communication available at the flick of a switch”118 that the 
internet brings, giving posts to celebrity social media accounts that may have seemed 
innocuous the ability to knock a celebrity from their pedestal. In 2012, four years after 
Legally Blonde closed on Broadway, Bailey Hanks posted an image on Instagram and 
Facebook of her meal at the fast-food chain Chick-fil-A, simply reading: “It’s a feast!!! 
#chickfila #1 w/a large sweet tea and a fudge brownie!”119 The response from fans and 
members of the Broadway community to this post was swift and angry. Chick-fil-A is 
known as a company that makes financial contributions to anti-LGTBQ organizations, 
and Hanks was called out on social media for the perceived hypocrisy of her actions. In a 
letter addressed to Hanks published in The Advocate and The Huffington Post, actor John 
Carroll wrote: 
I would like to hold you accountable for your stance on the whole fried chicken 
thing…. Just a reminder—you were plucked out of obscurity by a team of gay 
men, gay men who not only believed in you and gave you the chance of a 
 
118 Rojek, Fame Attack, 11. 
119 Jamie McGonnigal, “What Happens When a Broadway Star Supports Chick-Fil-A?,” 
Huffington Post, August 9, 2012, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jamie-
mcgonnigal/what-happens-when-a-broad_b_1761279.html. 
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lifetime, but who treated you with loving kindness and respect. These are the 
same gay men you discriminated against by publicly supporting Chick-fil-A.120  
Hanks responded by blocking her Twitter access to the public and deleting the Facebook 
post in question, and she is publicly absent on any social media platform. This serves as 
an example of a celebrity’s digital presence exposing too much and working against the 
implicit goal of brand enhancement. 
 
The Ghosts of Reality Television in Your Hand 
  The previous sections examined audience response to the haunts of reality 
television. This section considers ghosts in a different form: the program. Carlson 
describes not only the inevitability of the existence of an actor’s ghosts but the purposeful 
acknowledgement of this phenomenon in American commercial theatre: the ghosts made 
manifest through the program biography. Because live performance is ephemeral, the 
program is the tangible residue of that performance. When Osnes was starring alongside 
her co-victor in Grease, these associations were quite obviously purposeful—the 
objective of Grease: You’re the One That I Want! was to create a built-in audience for the 
Broadway musical, therefore the featuring of their images and associations with the 
television program was key to the marketing of the show. Additionally, the television 
performance certainly featured heavily in their Playbill biographies. For example: 
“LAURA OSNES (Sandy) is honored to be making her Broadway debut at age 21, 
 
120 John Carroll, “Gays Giveth and Gays Taketh Away: An Open Letter to Bailey 
Hanks,” Advocate, August 10, 2012, 
https://www.advocate.com/commentary/2012/08/10/gays-giveth-and-gays-taketh-away-
open-letter-bailey-hanks. 
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having recently won the role of Sandy on the NBC talent competition series “Grease: 
You’re the One That I Want.”121 The remainder of Osnes’s biography continues to paint 
her as the girl-next-door type established on the television series, ascribing her with the 
ghost the producers constructed, “Small Town Sandy,” who the viewers/voters came to 
know and love. However, as Osnes amassed Broadway credits, and her caliber grew, her 
biography, and the ghosts haunting her, shifted. 
  Following her performance in Grease, Osnes starred in five other Broadway 
productions: South Pacific (2009–10), Anything Goes (2011), Bonnie and Clyde (2011), 
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Cinderella (2013–14), and Bandstand (2017). The first three 
Playbill biographies name not only her Broadway debut in the revival of Grease, but that 
this was a result of having won NBC’s Grease: You’re the One That I Want!. Her 
biography for Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Cinderella and beyond makes no mention of 
her participation in a competitive reality television series. Why would Osnes no longer 
mention the competition that led to a leading role on Broadway in her list of previous 
credits, as she had done before? It seems clear that following her subsequent leading lady 
roles on Broadway, culminating in Tony nomination for the role of Bonnie Parker two 
years before, Osnes was embraced by the theatrical community as a Broadway star, and 
her casting no longer was no longer predicated on the lingering celebrity glamor of 
having appeared on a reality television series. She attempted to deliberately exorcise the 
ghost of reality television, perhaps hoping it would only be called upon to haunt her body 
in performance, by those who have knowledge of her previous body of work. In only a 
 
121 “Laura Osnes,” Playbill, accessed July 6, 2016, http://www.playbill.com/person/laura-
osnes-vault-0000040713. 
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few short years, audiences came to identify with Osnes differently. Many fans have 
commented on her initial Grease: You’re the One That I Want! audition clip posted on 
YouTube, calling her “a Broadway star” and “legend.”122 As more people are introduced 
to Osnes’s work, a simple search can unite the new fan with the performer. For even 
though new fans may not have watched the series when it originally aired, they have the 
ability to view and experience her entry into celebrity, going back in time to be there, 
“from the beginning.” Despite having removed the credit from her Playbill biography, 
Osnes acknowledges that the television show was a significant moment in her life, “[i]t 
was absolutely life-changing. It was the opening of a door and the golden ticket to my 
dream come true.”123 The television series provided Osnes with an opportunity that she 
may not have ever had. It launched her from a performer presented as comfortable with 
her place as an actor in regional theatre to a Broadway leading lady.  
 
Osnes Backstage and Online 
This chapter concludes with a closer examination of Laura Osnes, because she is a 
television personality who became a Broadway star, yet she continues to use the elements 
that brought her initial recognition, particularly a direct connection with fans. While 
performing in Cinderella, Osnes created a vlog series for Broadway.com entitled The 
Princess Diaries: Backstage at Cinderella with Laura Osnes.124 This two-season, sixteen-
 
122 “Laura Osnes’s Audition for Grease,” YouTube Video, 0:33, August 22, 2007, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1XzBRaGrbU.  
123James Knight, “Disaster Max Crumb [sic] and Laura Osnes Talks [sic] You’re the One 
That I Want Before Grease Live,” Classicalite, January 27, 2016, 
http://www.classicalite.com/articles/36218/20160127/disaster-max-crumb-laura-osnes-
talks-re-one-want-before.htm. 
124All episodes can be accessed on Broadway.com. 
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episode series (with views ranging from approximately 70,000 to 370,000) provided fans 
with behind-the-scenes access and information not only about the musical, but also about 
Osnes herself. Each episode was filmed primarily by Osnes, using a handheld camcorder. 
She began the first episode, “A Royal Costume Fitting,” which aired on February 28, 
2013, by introducing herself and letting her viewers know that they are “about to start a 
very exciting journey together”125 with the series. In each video, Osnes provided fans 
with tidbits of information about the show, such as costume fittings, backstage footage 
from the wings, and recording sessions for the cast album. But more importantly for her 
personal celebrity, she divulged private information about herself, including what she 
liked to eat, and welcomed fans inside her apartment. Over the course of the series 
viewers were introduced to her parents and brought into her dressing room repeatedly; 
they watched her attend sleepovers with friends, witnessed her reaction to being 
nominated for a Tony Award, and more. She repeatedly showed the “shenanigans” that 
she and others in the cast involved themselves in, so that viewers were in on the 
backstage jokes and games. A pet fish, Herman, which Osnes had given to co-star 
Santino Fontana as an opening-night gift, received its own gifts from fans over the course 
of the series. Osnes mentioned that fans tweeted questions about the series, and Herman 
in particular, on Twitter, exemplifying the digital presence and expansion of Osnes’s 
celebrity. This successful venture has continued during her most recent production, 
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Bandstand, in With the Band: Backstage at Bandstand with Laura Osnes for 
Broadway.com. 
Osnes has had a public Twitter presence since 2012, @LauraOsnes, and at the 
time of this writing boasts approximately 78,000 followers.126 While extremely small in 
comparison to non-theatrical personalities (Kim Kardashian West has more than 60 
million followers, for example), she regularly utilizes her Twitter account, providing fans 
around the world access to what David P. Marshall terms the “extraordinary 
everyday.”127 Marshall writes, “Not only are individuals revealing a great deal about their 
innermost thoughts and feelings…they are designing those renditions for others to read 
and respond to.”128 Osnes’s posts are primarily related to her career, but there are also 
strategic glimpses into her personal life, including photographs of her husband and dog, 
and of events with her friends, many of whom are former co-stars from various projects. 
Her posts elicit comments and re-tweets, with fans hoping to engage with her in this 
“personal” space: “Laura, you are sooo talented and such an inspiration!”129 Some even 
wished her well on her wedding anniversary: “OMG CONGRATS!!!!!!”130 and “YOU 
GUYS ARE SO CUTE.”131 As long as individuals are following an account, they can 
receive notifications any time a Tweet is posted.  
 
126 This number can change daily, depending on current exposure and likability. The 
same is true for any Twitter user, but particularly those in the public eye, where the 
whims of followers are constantly in flux. 
127 Marshall, “New Media,” 635. 
128 Marshall, “New Media,” 638. 
129 Marika Marklin (@marika_marklin), “Laura, you are sooo talented and such an 
inspiration!” Twitter, January 4, 2017, 1:22 p.m., 
https://twitter.com/marika_marklin/status/816756784983605248. 
130 Danielle (@ecofreak01), 2016, “OMG CONGRATS!!!!!!” Twitter, December 24, 
2016, 4:43 a.m., https://twitter.com/ghostgirl42601/status/812639834367991808. 
131 Belle, (@comewhatcriss), 2016, “YOU GUYS ARE SO 
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It is important to note that there are several Twitter handles dedicated to Osnes 
put together as a space for fandom, including @OsnesFans or @LauraOsnesFan. 
Additionally, a locked account, @LauraAnnOsnes, may be her personal account reserved 
for family and friends. Many celebrities own such accounts. Her public account is geared 
towards fans, and often the photographs and comments are clearly designed for that 
particular audience. Osnes is certainly no longer participating in reality television 
competitions and many people no longer remember her origin, yet she continues to tap 
into the strategies that brought her that initial recognition by regularly providing a lens 
into her personal life, however filtered that appearance is. 
When discussing Wicked fangirls in Changed for Good: A Feminist History of the 
Broadway Musical, Stacy Wolf writes about “fans whose interests extend outside of the 
three-hour performance frame,” and how they often engage with each other “as active, 
perceptive spectators” through the internet.132 As is the case with Osnes’s numerous 
accounts, her fans discuss what performances each has seen, which are preferred, when 
they have met Osnes, and much more. Wolf focuses on the young female fans, “who post 
on fansites [to] perform their spectatorship and their fandom.”133 Many of Osnes’s 
followers indeed identify on the internet as female, but fan performance online cannot be 
strictly limited to women, more specifically, young women. Men also engage as fans 
online and not only with male stars with whom it can be argued they self-identify. Being 
a “follower” is being part of a community, and Osnes’s fan community continues to 
 
CUTE,” Twitter, December 24, 2016, 4:21 a.m., 
https://twitter.com/comewhatcriss/status/812634234426978304.  
132 Stacy Wolf, Changed for Good: A Feminist History of the Broadway Musical (New 
York: Oxford University Press, Inc., 2011), 222. 
133 Wolf, Changed, 223. 
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grow. That community is quite broad, ranging from fans across the globe to fellow 
Broadway performers, from young musical theatre lovers waiting for their chance to 
shine to casting directors. While a variety of individuals are followers, those who 
comment appear to be primarily fans, not colleagues working in the industry. Rarely does 
Osnes engage with followers beyond initial Tweets. She posts advertisements for concert 
engagements, ticketing information, and occasional backstage images or photos with 
other Broadway performers; the handle is primarily business related, but occasionally 
personal, attuned to her celebrity presence. These posts are clearly intended for her fan 
audience, but it is difficult to argue that fans identify with her through her digital 
footprint; they discuss her as a friend, not as themselves. However, the community 
created by her followers permits a different kind of identity, one of a collective group that 
they all belong to. As opposed to the fan-generated accounts, the community on Osnes’s 
own public account is one fewer degree removed from the celebrity herself, providing a 
stronger sense of legitimacy in digital engagements between “friends.” And, of course, 
there is always more of a chance that Osnes will see the post and perhaps respond, thus 
bringing the community one step closer to actualizing their friendships, turning their 
parasocial relationships into real ones.  
 
Conclusion 
Following the third season of the series, American Idol judge Paula Abdul noted 
the influence the reality talent contest has on the entertainment industry and young 
individuals vying for exposure and a chance in the field. She stated, “Now it’s like, ‘How 
am I ever going to make it unless I’m on a show like American Idol. I’ll never make it.’ 
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Whoever would have thought that that’s what people would be saying?”134 These shows 
have affected the Broadway landscape in significant ways, involving casting, 
expectations of performers, and the sound itself. As Ben Brantley wrote in 2005, “The 
tentacles of the ‘American Idol’ sensibility actually reach much deeper, into the very 
throat of the American musical.…Like the Olympics telecasts, ‘American Idol’ celebrates 
stamina, will power and gymnastic agility.”135 That perhaps is the lasting effect of 
American Idol on Broadway: viewers are expecting to hear high, loud, and long notes 
belted out, and witness the self-indulgent undulations of pop stars. Brantley’s article, 
“How Broadway Lost Its Voice to ‘American Idol,’” discusses this effect as inimical to 
the songs being composed for post-millennial musical theatre. He also notes that the 
performers appear detached from given circumstances and character, which is much more 
indicative of pop musical performance.  
The style of vocalizing that is rewarded on “American Idol”—by its panel of on-
air judges and by the television audience that votes on the winners—is both 
intensely emotional and oddly impersonal. The accent is on abstract feelings, 
usually embodied by people of stunning ordinariness, than on particular character. 
Quivering vibrato, curlicued melisma, notes held past the vanishing point: the 
favorite technical tricks of “Idol” contestants are often like screams divorced from 
the pain or ecstasy that inspired them.136 
 
134 American Idol: The Search for a Superstar, directed by Ken Warwick and Nigel 
Lythgoe. (Houston: R2 Entertainment, 2002), DVD. 
135 Ben Brantley, “How Broadway Lost Its Voice to American Idol,” New York Times, 
March 27, 2005, http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/27/theater/newsandfeatures/how-
broadway-lost-its-voice-to-american-idol.html?_r=0. 
136 Brantley, “How Broadway.” 
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This paradox, highly emotional yet coolly-detached performance, seems antithetical to 
theatrical performance. Yet, with Broadway producers and casting directors hiring 
American Idol alum, the connection between performer and character takes a back seat to 
the preconceived parasocial relationships established between audience and performer. 
Brantley continued, “When it’s time for a big ballad on Broadway these days, 
theatergoers can pretend they are still in their living rooms, basking in the synthetic 
adrenaline glow of their favorite TV show.”137 For many spectators, that is exactly what 
they expect when they attend, that same connection to the performers created in their 
homes. They want to see the people that they voted for on television, live on stage. Fans 
want to see and experience that semblance, even if the reality television stars are playing 
characters that are completely different from the pop star image of their celebrity.  
In his review for the New York Times of Grease in 2008, Brantley wrote, “The 
message of this latest Grease is that anyone, famous or not, can star in a Broadway 
musical, a natural enough conclusion in the era of YouTube and American Idol, when the 
right to be a celebrity is perceived as constitutional.”138 He continued, “But for this 
sensibility to work, a theatergoer has to be personally invested in its stars’ doing well. 
Those who religiously watched You’re the One That I Want may cheer Mr. Crumm and 
Ms. Osnes the way high school students might root for their chums in the class play.”139 
This is the exact connection Grease’s creative team, and other musicals that cast 
contestants from reality television, are hoping for. Producers bank on parasocial 
relationships that are forged in the living room and bolstered and solidified through 
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138 Brantley, “As Seen on TV!” 
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voting and participation on social media and internet platforms. In other words, audiences 
come to see their “friends” perform on Broadway. Gray, Osnes, and Hanks have similar 
backstories: they are plucky young women, raised outside of the New York theatre world, 
who won a competitive reality television series which contributed to their debut as 
leading ladies in Broadway musicals. Hanks has essentially been removed from the realm 
of celebrity pop culture,140 perhaps a comment on her lack of technique and/or digital 
presence; Gray appears sporadically; and Osnes is a Broadway fixture in the new 
millennium. She established herself in the Broadway community, engaging in the world 
of social media that accounts for her celebrity. For years her Instagram homepage 
reflected upon the “small town” ghosts that launched her success on reality television—
Osnes was just a “Minnesota girl living her [B]roadway dreams.”141 However, as her 
place in the Broadway community has changed, so has the way she engages with her fans 
and she lists the roles she has originated on Broadway, including Bonnie Parker and 
Cinderella. Despite the change in her Broadway capital, Osnes continues to use social 
media, as do many of her Broadway colleagues, expanding their global presence—their 
 
140 Hanks has yet to appear again on Broadway. According to her Internet Movie 
Database page, she made a few television appearances, including on Guiding Light, and 
she was in the dance film Step Up 3D in 2010, the latest date of any projects. See “Bailey 
Hanks,” Internet Broadway Database, 
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm3040180/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1. She seems to have 
removed herself, or been removed, from the celebrity spotlight.  
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celebrity. This utilization has led to a change in the Broadway landscape at the end of the 
second decade of the twenty-first century.





“Broadway Celebrities, a Misnomer No More: The Internet as Bridge Between 
Audiences and Broadway Stars” 
 
 
We love you, you’re perfect, but we have to find a star to play this.  
 
“[S]o I finally told myself, if people are looking for TV stars, I can sit around and 
cry about it or I can go develop a career in that field and then come back and do 
what I want.”—Megan Hilty in conversation with Jesse Green1 
 
 
Smash (2012–13) was a television series that featured celebrities culled from 
various entertainment genres, including film, theatre, scripted television and reality TV, 
and thus the short-lived NBC television series provides an intriguing case study for the 
phenomenon of celebrity. As a behind-the-Broadway-musical-scenes melodrama, the 
series depicted the process of creating a Broadway musical, Bombshell, from inception to 
production, featuring the myriad conflicts involved in that process. In the series, actress 
Megan Hilty played Ivy Lynn, a hardworking member of the ensemble waiting for her 
big Broadway break. As this dissertation has shown, because of the celebrity frenzy 
American society finds itself engaged in, star names and celebrities have been desirable 
for Broadway producers in an attempt to ensure a recoup of economic investments. That 
reality worked its way into this fictional series about mounting a Broadway musical. 
Despite being the obvious casting choice for the musical within the series, Ivy is not cast 
in the lead role; Hollywood celebrity Rebecca Duvall is, played by real-life Hollywood 
 
1 Jesse Green, “A House of Mirrors Called ‘Smash,’” New York Magazine, December 21, 
2011, https://nymag.com/arts/tv/features/smash-2012-1/. 
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celebrity Uma Thurman, although she clearly lacks the talent or moxie to do so.2 For a 
time, Hilty was also the underdog in her chosen Broadway musical career. According to 
Jesse Green in New York Magazine, Hilty was all too aware of this star power dynamic 
and how her chances for Broadway roles were affected by the celebrity climate that we 
live in. He writes: “Like Ivy, [Hilty] came to New York with one thing on her mind: to 
succeed in musicals.”3 Although cast in principal roles in many productions leading up to 
their Broadway openings, Hilty was told repeatedly that she did not have the name 
recognition to continue to play the role and was subsequently recast, often being told: 
“We love you, you’re perfect, but we have to find a star to play this.”4 Exhausted from the 
rejection experience and seeing herself replaced by “names,” Hilty made it her mission to 
garner recognition beyond the theatrical realm—playing the same game that had defeated 
her early in her career. She found that achieving that success elsewhere opened the door 
to more theatrical opportunities.5  
 
2 Ivy’s mother, Leigh Conroy, was herself a Broadway star (and played by Broadway star 
Bernadette Peters), which would make Ivy an ascribed star. Even in the fictional series, 
Broadway pedigree is trumped by Hollywood celebrity. 
3 Green, “A House.” 
4 Green, “A House.” 
5 It should be noted that since starring on Smash, Hilty has only performed on Broadway 
once, in the 2016 revival of Noises Off. She has, however, been cast frequently in more 
“star power” productions, including Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (2012) and Annie Get 
Your Gun (2015) at New York City Center, Annie (2018) at the Hollywood Bowl, and 
Little Shop of Horrors (2018) at the Kennedy Center. See “Megan Hilty Broadway and 
Theatre Credits,” Broadway World, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.broadwayworld.com/people/Megan-Hilty/. She has consistently performed 
on television and as a voice over artist for cartoon series since Smash’s cancelation, 
including BrainDead (2016), Sofia the First (2016–18), and the television movie Patsy 
and Loretta (2019). See “Megan Hilty,” Internet Movie Database, accessed August 10, 
2020, https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2047859/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1. 
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Olivier Driessens discusses how celebrity capital has the possibility of being 
converted into other forms of capital—economic, social, symbolic, and political, for 
example. Given the impact on celebrity in almost all aspects of life due to twenty-four-
hour media cycles and democratic participation in that media, the goals of some 
celebrities certainly is to convert that capital. Celebrity capital is seen as an advantage in 
casting and, for many, the hope is the conversion of celebrity into “symbolic capital as 
recognition”6 in Broadway musical theatre. As chapter 4 argues, Laura Osnes was 
successfully able to accomplish this, for example. In order for Hilty to move past the 
workshop productions and be offered the roles that she had helped to create, as Bruce 
Kirle discusses in Unfinished Show Business: Broadway Musicals as Works-in-Process,7 
she needed to achieve a certain level of celebrity presence in the media landscape. By 
stepping away from the theatre and co-starring on a primetime television series, albeit a 
show about the creation of a Broadway musical, she gained a celebrity following 
significant enough that she would no longer be an unknown risk for producers.  
Given the accessibility and exposure that the digital world provides, casting 
sometimes comes down to who has more followers on their social media accounts—that 
there is some evidence of a connection between potential audience and the performer on 
stage. Producers bank on tapping into and creating the desire to attend live theatre, given 
the competing forms of performance are often cheaper and more accessible. Theatre 
makers still rely on the fact that individuals continue to want the audience experience and 
 
6 Olivier Driessens, “Celebrity capital: redefining celebrity using field theory,” Theory 
and Society 42, no. 5 (September 2013): 543–60, 555 
7 See Bruce Kirle, “The Star as Co-creator: Performing Jewishness During the Melting 
Pot,” in Unfinished Show Business: Broadway Musicals as Works-in-Process 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2005), 41–74.  
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that a relationship formed between performer and audience and the aura that those 
relationships create will still draw people to the theatre. However, if casting celebrities in 
Broadway musicals were the solution to ensure wary producers recoup their investments, 
then every show would always star a celebrity and theatrical performers would be out of 
a career. But as this dissertation has shown, there is no guaranteed recipe that creates 
commercially and critically successful musical theatre. Yet Broadway as a whole thrived 
throughout the first two decades of the twenty-first century. Broadway attendance 
increased 18.7769% between 2003 and 2018. Between those same years, Broadway 
grosses increased 120.104%.8 Audiences came in record numbers during the final season 
of the teens, with 14.77 million attending Broadway theatrical performances in the 2018–
19 season, more than ever before.9 According to the Broadway League, the season’s 
attendance “topped those of the ten professional NY and NJ sports teams combined.”10  
Numerous musical theatre performers have made appearances in both film and 
television, and within the Broadway fan community they are recognized for the achieved 
Broadway stars they are. Stage talent such as Patti LuPone, Bernadette Peters, Laura 
Benanti, Nathan Lane, and Audra McDonald are often the only star power needed to 
launch or carry a Broadway musical, countering the current norm on Broadway.11 Yet 
 
8 “Statistics—Broadway in NYC,” Broadway League, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.broadwayleague.com/research/statistics-broadway-nyc/. 
9 “Statistics—Broadway in NYC.” 
10 “Broadway Facts Sheet,” Broadway League, accessed August 10, 2020, 
https://www.broadwayleague.com/research/statistics-broadway-nyc/. 
11 And, as was discussed in the first chapter, can even be blamed for a show’s closing, as 
McDonald was when she left Shuffle Along, or, the Making of the Musical Sensation of 
1921 and All that Followed for maternity leave. LuPone also notes the difficulties with 
being seen as the “draw” to a Broadway show, saying “I know I have box-office draw, 
and I know that I’m relied on for it. In a way, that’s unfair. The pressure shouldn’t be on 
me to draw a crowd.” See David Marchese, “Patti LuPone on Getting Bullied by 
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they are certainly not treated entirely the same as celebrities whose private lives eclipse 
their personal lives by the media and their work in other genres has not superseded their 
Broadway pedigree. But, just as the Broadway musical itself has changed in the new 
millennium, with new levels of accessibility via new media, the climate seemed right for 
Broadway celebrities to emerge during the teens. 
Nathan Stith, in his chapter “Digital Technology, Social Media, and Casting for 
the Musical Theatre Stage,” discusses the ways that actors can use social media and other 
internet technologies, two modes focusing on interactions with casting directors, whom 
Stith calls gatekeepers to the stage (“successfully leveraging social media” and “online 
branding”) and one on the ways actors interact with potential audience members, fans, 
gatekeepers of a different sort, by becoming a “micro-celebrity.”12 Stith defines the 
micro-celebrity as individuals from relative obscurity who are “able to catapult 
themselves into the consciousness of casting directors through the creation of viral videos 
or successful web series.”13 Stith differentiates between micro-celebrities and traditional 
celebrities, noting that, “[t]raditional celebrities create content (films, television shows, 
etc.) and then the public consumes it. Generally, that is the end of the interaction between 
the public and the celebrity”;14 in contrast, micro-celebrities continue to interact with the 
public, as one of them. Stith does, however, acknowledge that there is a shift coming to 
 
Broadway. And Why She Keeps Coming Back,” New York Times, October 21, 2019, 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/10/21/magazine/patti-lupone-broadway-
company.html. 
12 Nathan Stith, “Digital Technology, Social Media, and Casting for the Musical Theatre 
Stage” in iBroadway: Musical Theatre in the Digital Age, Jessica Hillman-McCord, ed. 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 212. 
13 Stith, “Digital Technology,” 221. 
14 Stith, “Digital Technology,” 221. 
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the theatre industry, as more Broadway stars are turning to digital technology to interact 
more with their fan communities, increasing their celebrity capital, as indeed they are.  
Broadway performers such as McDonald, Benanti, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Ben 
Platt, Eva Noblezada, and Patti Murin are all avid participants on social media, 
specifically Twitter. Each, like others in the industry, share a combination of professional 
and personal information on their feeds, respectively. Elizabeth Ellcessor writes that “the 
star [and celebrity as] text in the age of social networking is also an agent of media 
convergence that functions through connection,”15 and each have utilized this to various 
extents. McDonald, as @AudraEqualityMc, joined Twitter in 2009; Platt, @BenSPLATT 
joined in 2011; @LauraBenanti joined in 2012; each has hundreds of thousands of 
followers. Noblezada (@liveeamaria) and Murin (@PattiMurin) are particularly candid 
about their experiences with anxiety and depression, discussing these private conditions 
with anyone willing to Tweet back. The @Lin-Manuel Twitter handle was made in 2009 
and rose rapidly to upwards of more than 3 million followers.16 These individuals are all 
major stars in the Broadway world and have a plethora of Tony nominations and awards 
between them. Perhaps they do not need the exposure that social media provides, but they 
each expose a great deal of themselves on Twitter. McDonald and Benanti often discuss 
the challenges of motherhood, for example, and all are avidly political within the virtual 
Twittersphere, interacting often with followers, both fans and foes, bringing them into the 
celebrity sphere. LuPone entered the digital sphere by publishing a blog on her website 
 
15 Elizabeth Ellcessor, “Tweeting @feliciaday: Online Social Media, Convergence, and 
Subcultural Stardom,” Cinema Journal 51, No. 2 (Winter 2012): 46–66, 48, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41341035. 
16 The number of Twitter followers can change daily, as people click to follow or 
unfollow given their fancy. 
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entitled “Ramblings from the Road,” with a few entries a year, from 2000 to 2010.17 
After ceasing to publish that way, she began a vlog series, “Entrances, Exits, and 
Everything in Between with Patti LuPone,” which had nine episodes between 2012 and 
2016.18 LuPone joined the Twitterverse in her own fashion in 2019, her first Tweet 
reading, “Contain me with only 280 characters? Fuck that.”19 If, as Stith presents, micro-
celebrity status can jettison an individual to the Broadway stage, then the followings of 
some of the lower echelons of theatrical stardom should savvily utilize social media and 
the internet to contribute to that crossover.  
Perhaps no one from the Broadway domain has used social media as Miranda has. 
According to Elizabeth L. Wollman, “Hamilton, and Miranda himself, have reached 
audiences far and wide, generating interest among people who might never get the chance 
to see the production itself, through tweets, uploaded clips, promotional material, 
interviews, and articles posted on social media sites like Facebook, Instagram, and 
Snapchat.”20 Knowing that hundreds of fans—“Faniltons”—and potential audience 
members were waiting hours and sometimes days outside the Richard Rodgers Theatre to 
see if they could win the lottery tickets to the hottest show in town, he began 
#Ham4Ham. Miranda, fellow cast members, and even actors from other theatrical 
 
17 See “Ramblings from the Road,” PattiLuPone.net, 
https://pattilupone.net/ramblings.html. 
18 See JJ8771121, “Entrances, Exits, & Everything in Between with Patti LuPone episode 
1,” YouTube video, 14:42, posted October 1, 2012, for the first episode of the vlog series. 
Subsequent episodes can be accessed through YouTube, as well. 
19 Jackson McHenry, “Patti LuPone Arrives on Twitter to Announce She Cannot Be 
Contained by It,” Vulture, April 2, 2019, https://www.vulture.com/2019/04/patti-lupone-
twitter.html. 
20 Elizabeth L. Wollman, A Critical Companion to the American Stage Musical (London: 
Bloomsbury, 2017), 185. 
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productions would perform a variety of work on the sidewalk outside of the theatre for 
those in line and, by extension, for those online. Forrest Wickman describes the event—
and #Ham4Ham is an event, both for those present in the Broadway theatre district and 
globally at home via the internet–while #Ham4Ham’s livestreamed lasted from July 15, 
2015, through August 30, 2016: 
On most Wednesdays and Saturdays, a little more than two hours before the 
evening performance—just before the lottery winners are announced—Miranda 
[emerged] out the stage doors, under the marquee, and [greeted] the crowd, 
introducing a short performance to take place just off the sidewalk. Though he 
sometimes [dropped] hints on his very active Twitter feed, no one really knows 
what the performance is going to be until Miranda [banged] on the stage doors to 
signal for the day’s guest(s) to come out.21  
The performances are still available to view online. In their initial streaming, each 
gathered hundreds of viewers in person and countless more worldwide. By having a little 
fun on the sidewalk before performances, “he’s [transformed] the way that Broadway 
connects with, and rewards, its fans.”22 And Miranda continues to do so on Twitter, 
reaching far beyond the typical Broadway domain. 
 
21 Forrest Wickman, “The Show Is Nonstop,” Slate, November 24, 2015, 
https://slate.com/culture/2015/11/ham4ham-lin-manuel-miranda-and-the-cast-of-
hamilton-reward-ticket-lottery-entrants-with-free-shows.html. Hamilton’s official Twitter 
account @HamiltonMusical announced that #Ham4Ham’s last “show” would be August 
30, 2016. See Michelle Jaworski, “‘Hamilton’ is Ending the Live Ham4Ham 
Performances Today,” Daily Dot, https://www.dailydot.com/upstream/hamilton-
announces-final-ham4ham/. 
22 Wickman, “The Show Is Nonstop.” 
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Although Hamilton was a staged musical which “began as a workshop at New 
York Stage and Film’s Powerhouse Theater,”23 and brought to Broadway following an 
extremely popular run Off-Broadway at the Public Theater in New York City, one of 
Miranda’s initial concepts for the music he was writing was to release it as “a hip-hop 
concept album.”24 The stage musical’s cast album was released in September 2015, and 
despite its success (winning the Grammy for Best Musical Theatre Album in early 2016) 
Miranda still wanted to appeal to an audience broader than the theatrical realm. In 
December 2016, The Hamilton Mixtape was released.25 As Alissa Wilkinson writes, “The 
Hamilton Mixtape exists as a treasure trove of covers and reimagined variations on 
Hamilton the musical.”26 A variety of popular recording artists ranging from Sia to Wiz 
Khalifa participated by making their own interpretations of various songs, each lending 
their own celebrity to the album. Hamilton’s cast album debuted at #12 on the Billboard 
charts, staying in the top ten for multiple weeks, “one of only three Broadway cast 
recordings to reach the Top 10 in the last half century.”27 Perhaps most impressively, The 
Hamilton Mixtape debuted at #1 the week it was released.28 Not only did the mixtape 
 
23 John W. Barry, “Vassar, Powerhouse Theater Bask in Glow of Tony Awards,” 
Poughkeepsie Journal, June 12, 2016, 
https://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/story/news/2016/06/12/vassar-way-hamilton-
shines-tonys/85809574/.  
24 Alissa Wilkinson, “The Hamilton Mixtape Feels Like the Original Album that 
Hamilton Was Always Covering,” Vox, December 8, 2016, 
https://www.vox.com/culture/2016/12/6/13843722/hamilton-mixtape-lin-manuel-
miranda. 
25 Wilkinson, “Hamilton Mixtape.” 
26 Wilkinson, “Hamilton Mixtape.” 
27 Robert Viagas, “Hamilton Cast Album Leaps to Billboard No. 3,” Playbill, June 21, 
2016, https://www.playbill.com/article/hamilton-cast-album-leaps-to-billboard-no-3.  
28Keith Caulfield, “‘The Hamilton Mixtape’ Debuts #1 on Billboard 200 Albums Chart,” 
Billboard, December 11, 2016, https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/chart-
beat/7617662/the-hamilton-mixtape-debuts-at-no-1-on-billboard-200-albums-chart. It is 
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increase Miranda’s personal celebrity persona, by extension it contributed to fueling the 
Hamilton phenomenon.  
Throughout 2018, as each month passed, Miranda would release a Hamildrop.29 
These included remixes of songs and new content, and often featured exciting celebrity 
collaborators. Perhaps most famous was the final Hamildrop, “One Last Time (44 
Remix).” Although in the musical the song is a performance by Christopher Jackson as 
George Washington, reciting his farewell address as president, this remix featured former 
President Barack Obama speaking the text, with Jackson and Bebe Winans as vocalists. 
The release was widely covered in the press, from typical Broadway outlets to CNN to 
Rolling Stone. CNN opened their reporting, “Christmas came early for Hamilton fans,” 
which was how the song was gleefully received by many.30 Miranda has not only used 
social media to further market his own Broadway celebrity and work, but with these 
examples he has altered the relationship between fans and Broadway.  
With both #Ham4Ham and the Hamildrops, Miranda ingratiated himself with fans 
across the globe by providing additional content accessible to those beyond the Broadway 
domain while simultaneously expanding his own celebrity capital. Elcessor writes: 
 
important to note that the cast album itself did eventually reach the #1 spot on the 
Billboard Rap Chart. See Robert Viagas, “Hamilton Broadway Cast Album to Hit #1 on 
Billboard Rap Chart,” Playbill, November 16, 2015, 
https://www.playbill.com/article/hamilton-broadway-cast-album-to-hit-1-on-billboard-
rap-chart-com-371927. 
29 All of the released Hamildrops are available on YouTube and on the Hamilton website. 
“Hamilton Hamildrops,” Hamildrops, https://www.hamildrops.com. 
30 Chloe Melas, “Barack Obama Featured on ‘Hamilton’ Remix,” CNN, December 21, 
2018, https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/21/entertainment/barack-obama-hamilton-
remix/index.html. 
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Internet celebrity is founded even more firmly on illusions of intimacy, expressed 
not so much in terms of television’s regularity as through perceived access to 
private, backstage behavior. Internet-based fame depends on the authenticity of a 
star’s self-representation and on the notion of intimacy, experienced through the 
possibility of interaction rather than through simple familiarity.”31  
Following his skyrocketing ascension into superstardom, Miranda has worked with 
Disney multiple times, from Moana (2016) to Mary Poppins Returns (2018), as both 
actor and composer, co-starred on the HBO series His Dark Materials (2019), and has 
even been involved in the Star Wars franchise. Yet as Wickman wrote while describing 
the effects of #Ham4Ham, “The biggest beneficiary of the #Ham4Ham shows is 
Broadway. Though Broadway audiences tend to skew old and white, the audiences who 
enter the lottery, or come just to see #Ham4Ham, or just watch videos online and then 
retweet them or Facebook them or GIF them for Tumblr—are young and diverse.”32 This 
may prove the way for Broadway to engage and thrive without the need for traditional 
media celebrities: Broadway stars can now become Broadway celebrities. The internet 
has provided a space for intimacy and exposure in a way that had not existed previously 
and Broadway stars are engaging in that technology with more frequency and expanding 
reach. 
There have been screeds bemoaning the death of the Broadway musical for 
decades and the increased presence of the digital universe in our global daily lives could 
 
31 Ellcessor, “Tweeting @feliciaday,” 51. 
32 Wickman, “The Show Is Nonstop.” 
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be thought of as the final nail in the coffin.33 Yet as Jessica Hillman-McCord writes, “The 
Internet’s potential for interactivity has not only intensified the kind of personalization 
process fans have always had with musicals, but has also fundamentally altered that 
relationship, enabling a new, postmodern presence through interaction and participation 
in a mediatized community.”34 Due to the new possibilities that the internet furnishes for 
performers in the theatrical domain who were limited in the past, this intensified 
relationship, an intimate one, which media and paparazzi provide for celebrities, may 
lead to the realization of actualized Broadway celebrities in the twenty-first century. 
While the outcomes cannot yet be known, given the current trajectory, a change for good 
is coming. 
 When discussing celebrity capital, Dressiens writes that “individuals aiming to 
gain celebrity have to be prepared to play the game of the celebrity industry.”35 In chapter 
1, I examined how each theatrical star had major clashes with the celebrity machine, from 
bringing their personal lives into interpretations of their work to meltdown antics to being 
personally blamed for the closure of a show. Despite these individuals being resistant to 
the some of the machinations of the celebrity industry, it is clear that they and others are 
emerging as Broadway celebrities. In the prologue to her memoir The Unreachable Star: 
My Unauthorized Travels with Patti LuPone, author and fan Maile Hernandez writes of 
attending the closing performances of Sweeney Todd on September 3, 2006. She 
 
33 See Mark N. Grant, The Rise and Fall of the Broadway Musical (Boston: Northeastern 
University Press, 2005) and Ethan Morrden, The Happiest Corpse I’ve Ever Seen: The 
Last Twenty-Five Years of the Broadway Musical (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2015). 
34 Jessica Hillman-McCord, “Digital Fandom: Hamilton and the Participatory Spectator,” 
in iBroadway: Musical Theatre in the Digital Age, ed. Jessica Hillman-McCord (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 120. 
35 Driessens, “Celebrity Capital,” 557. 
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described the encounter of reaching over to LuPone’s husband at the end of intermission. 
“Right before the second act begins, I hiss my name to him, and admonish him to tell his 
wife that we met, and ‘I’m Maile, and I’m normal.’”36 Hernandez more than likely began 
with this anecdote to assure the readers of her work as well that she was “normal” 
although what follows is a frightening glimpse into the world of an obsessive fan who 
borderline stalked LuPone for years. These weren’t chance encounters or creeping up 
behind LuPone at restaurants or sitting outside her Connecticut home; Hernandez’s 
following of LuPone across the country to attend performances, benefits, and other 
appearances was all legal. As a “legendary Broadway star” with publicized events, 
Hernandez knew where LuPone could be found. 37 The lengths to which Hernandez was 
willing to go were unsettling. She discusses the “increasingly expensive habit” of 
spending thousands of dollars for these encounters, including the cost of traveling across 
the country, hotels, theatre tickets, benefit tickets to have more intimate encounters, gifts 
for LuPone, and “‘LuPoniana,’ or paraphernalia associated with Patti.”38 Hernandez 
includes the texts of emails that she sent LuPone and others involved with her. It is 
increasingly clear throughout the book, despite the attempt to ward off this appearance, 
that Hernandez’s appreciation of LuPone has turned into obsession. After purchasing 
benefit tickets to attend an after-party for the opening of Gypsy, which were then denied 
by those at the box office, the threat of legal action had to be raised to stop her from 
attending. Hernandez then describes going to the box office to purchase tickets then and 
 
36 Maile Hernandez, The Unreachable Star: My Unauthorized Travels with Patti LuPone 
(BookSurge Publishing; 1st edition, June 13, 2008), i.  
37 Hernandez, The Unreachable Star, i. 
38 Hernandez, The Unreachable Star, 83. 
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there to the performance and suddenly being told they were unavailable, which finally 
seemed to put an end to her pursuit of LuPone.39 While not regarded in theoretical terms 
as a celebrity, LuPone certainly is to Hernandez. And as a theatrical performer, with a set 
schedule of appearances at the same days and times weekly when cast, this is a prime 
example of why LuPone, or anyone, would not want to be one, and may not be trying to 
be. 
As this dissertation demonstrates, the celebrity system is interconnected with 
monetary gain, as is Broadway. Yet I have also examined how that relationship often 
clashes. Ayad Akhtar notes that despite the changes in media and technology, “theater is 
so difficult to monetize. It only happens when and where it happens. One it starts you 
can’t stop it. It doesn’t exist to be paused or pulled out at the consumer’s whim. It can’t 
be copied and sold.”40 Some argue that recordings, whether legally made for archival 
memory or commercial sales, or illegally for internet bootlegs, do represent a physical 
document of the theatrical performance. Millie Taylor responds, “The experience of 
watching the televised recording of this live performance is to be an outsider, separated 
from and looking in on, the live event. In effect, the filmed recording works not only as a 
mediated version of the event, but as a marketing device in creating a desire to experience 
the live event. This is a form of mediatization, but one that promotes liveness as a 
desirable experience.”41 Theatre, even commercial theatre, is still live and ephemeral, and 
 
39 Hernandez, The Unreachable Star, 234. 
40 Ayad Akhtar, “An Antidote to Digital Dehumanization? Live Theater,” New York 
Times, December 29, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/29/theater/ayad-akhtar-
steinberg-award-digital-dehumanization-live-theater.html. 
41 Millie Taylor, Musical Theatre, Realism and Entertainment (New York: Routledge, 
2016), 134. 
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no matter the number of celebrities brought into the theatrical space, the “classical 
presence” of the actor remains. “[T]he actor’s body [is a] living being before a living 
audience. Relationship unmediated by the contemporary disembodying screen. Not the 
appearance of a person, but the reality of one. Not a simulacrum of relationship, but a 
form of actual relationship,”42 one which people come to the theatre to attend. And 
whether the auratic presence is created by a Broadway star, film celebrity, television 
personality, or reality television star, an aura continues to be present and people attend 
the theatre to engage with that presence as an audience member. 
In conclusion, the ghosts of familiarity, through previous roles, conspicuous 
absence, and/or personal celebrity life, share the haunted spaces of Broadway theatrical 
venues. Given the casting of significant Broadway productions over the course of the first 
two decades of the twenty-first century, it is evident that producers believe that what 
audiences seek is the thrill of an intimate experience with a familiar celebrity. As 
discussed throughout this dissertation, there are different types of auratic experiences 
with varying types of individuals—from the grand and elite film celebrity to the 
television personality, and from the reality television contestant to the Broadway star. 
The Broadway theatrical landscape and the Broadway musical theatre as a commercial 
medium and art form have indeed changed in the first two decades of the twenty-first 
century, as it always has, adapting to the current time. Given the celebrity culture of the 
twenty-first century, it only makes sense that attempts were made to create mutually 
beneficial synergies between Broadway and celebrity to sell tickets—although, as 
discussed, this did not always end up mutually beneficial for either celebrity or Broadway 
 
42 Akhtar, “An Antidote.” 
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production. Elcessor writes, “The star text of connection is, it seems, unique to the 
contemporary media environment, in which stars can seize control of social media outlets 
in order to make—or even be—‘their own paparazzi’ by creating and distributing their 
own self-representations and using those to further shape the reception of their star text 
and creative productions.”43 Maybe if Megan Hilty had been trying to begin her 
Broadway career a decade later with the use of the internet and social media, she would 
not have received the same feedback from producers, as she would have had the means to 
position herself as a Broadway celebrity. The truth is if there were a perfect formula for 
creating commercially and critically successful musicals, then everyone would be 
performing that formula. Mounting a musical on Broadway is always a risk. And many 
producers continue to use celebrities to try to mitigate some of that risk. As this 
dissertation has shown, the internet has provided a connection for Broadway stars to 
expand their fanbase and begin to achieve the description of Broadway celebrity in the 
first two decades of the twenty-first century—a successful adaptation for creatives, 
performers, fans and producers. Only time will tell how this ever-adapting form will meet 
the challenges of the future.
 
43 Ellcessor, “Tweeting @feliciaday,” 53. 
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